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PREFACE'
.1

a

Equality of opportunity a.s become more than an ideal in the United
States.- It is now an important part oft social policy, andlincludes
opportunities for active participation in the labor marleet. Employment
represents an important segment of the lives of most people in America,
as in most industrialized societies. 4. principle, , employment status,
occupational a.hievernent, mobility and earnings should be based primarily
on ability and competence, Differences in achieveni-ent because of color,
ethnicity or .sex are not consistent with the concept of equal opportunity.
Y4frt ineqUalities and discrimination have riot been eliminated. Therefore,

, the question of the extent to which color, eth.nic and sex characteristics "..,

advance orimpede employment and career chances is a very special and
timely thZoretical and policy issue. Based on a ilarge national, sample,
this"report provides an analysis of difference's in participation and
achievement between colorz.ethnic minorities And whites and also between

-0 '4,rnen And women. .t
h. - .

This research has evolved since its beginning in the`fall of 1973
,,

when the plan was to concentrate on the participation an achievement
of Spanish originpersons. For Comparative purposes, it as immediately

, .,0.-obvious that not only whites but blacks too shot3.id be included in the study
population. American Indians and Orietal's were subsequently added, since
the focus was on discriMin&ion and since census data files contained .
the necessary information.

Findi gs are presented- in two volumes,: Volume I, Spanish Americans
and Indian in the Labor Mark'et-, and Volume II, Orientals in the American
Labor, Mar et. This may be the first study to cover as many as ten dis-
tinctiiv color-ethnic groups in the labor Mahet, particularly ,in the kind
of detail provided in these" two volurn' es. We do not take special pride in
this. Rather it is a tribute to unnamed'pensons iri the Bureau of
the Census who had the foresight and capability to malc-esuch information
available on computer tapes. To their credit, it is now possible to seek
answers to quest'ons which heretofore were unanswerable becaus-of the
lack of adequate' ata.

o)'This two volume r port is a collaborativie effort in which'the authors
worked together close arid sometimes plagiarized ideas from one another.
In the daily business of research, there, was much discussion about
questions and interpretations of Particular aspects of the investigation:
As indicated by suggestions for further research in Appendix D, discussions
often turned-to alternative directions this line of research might take
in order to more ne4rly,,,answer a ques'iion.-'
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We are indebted, of course,' to a number of people who in-various
ways -and in connection with vs.r*oussaspects of this iesearch made
invalu4able contributions. We are particulvly indebted: to Dr. Walter
Post le and Robert Healy. Dr.. Post le, Regional Economist, U.S.
Department of Labor, Manpower Administration, Region IX, 4as
instrurental in making arrangements for most of the eal..ry phases of the
data processing. Bob.Healy,. Lawrence Pkeykeley Laboratories, very
meticulously developed computer programs, prepared table formats
and executed computer runs. In the earliest of the planning phases,
Dr. Thomas R. Panko provided advice and counsel regarding' occupational
classifications and scaling. Rosemary Waters single-handedly typed
several drafts of text and tables while maintaining some semblance of
order amongthe authors.
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NOTATIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

.1

PUS .Public Use Sample
LFP. Labor force participation
LFPR' Labo force participation rate

VNIL Not labor/force
ER EmplaYmerit rate
UR Unemployment rate
HOH Q Head Of household.,
CEB Children ever born
OCC 70y Occupation score, 1970
OCC 65 Oc

J
Oupron score, 1965

D Index dissimilarity
RMS Relative mobility score
PC. Abbreviated footnote formal for designating

. publiAhed data frori the 1970 census. For.
example, PC(2)-1C refers to:

0 .
,..--

a

r

9

U. S..,,Bureau of the Census
..Census of the Population: 1970
Subject Reports
Final Report P(2)- 1F
Peq-sons Of Spanish Origin

Estimated-values not shown because of small
frequencies in PUS samples. The basic rule
was to calculate averages, rates and percent4ges
with base frequencies of at least DLO.
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CHAPTER 1

ASSESSING MINORITIES IN THE LABOR .MARKET:
*INEQUALITY OR DISCRIMINATION'?..

This study is aimed at undersVAnding differences in achievements of
minorities in the labor market? The national goal of equal employment
opportunities fo.r all regardless of color, sex, age or national origin has
yet to be fully realized. Since a number of prggrams have been desi4,ned
and activated to help accomplish this goal, it is important to assess the
extent to which participation, ,achievement and mAility 'inthe labor market

okave become equal. Only recently has thete been, data at the national level
wick would permiedetailed assessments of American Indians, Mexicans,
Puerto Ricans and Cubans, or of Japanese, Chinese, Filipinos and Koreans.

there is considerable information ..bout the labor 'market activity
of some minorities, especially blacks, almost no information has been
availabl- for others. Even for black workers, however, relatively little
is kn bout certain aspects Of their involvement in the labor market,
es ciall thei.ccupational mobility. Moreover, theieelatively recent
surge of terest in the welfare of women has not been matched by corn
prehens on the achieVernents of women, many of whorn`lare
doubly isadvantaged by their sex and color or ethnic origin.

esults of this study are presented in two volumes:, :Volume I, Spanish
A erijans and Indians in the Labor Ma-rket, -and Volume II, Orientals in
the American Labor Market. This division, of labor is clictated,by three
general considerations. .first, ,Spanisli, Indians and black.s.are general
among the most disadvantaged, It ereas Orientals have been relatively

Vsuccessful in matching the accomplishmentsof the white rnajo<rity in
recent years. Second, the several population with roughly comparable
heritage are treated together. °Mexicans, Pue4o Ilicans and Cubans have
in commonga Spanish heritage, just as Japanese, ailiese, Fil-ipinos,and
Ko\reans' have an Oriental heritage, althdugh there are many specific
differences among these groups. American Indians, of course, differ from
all other AmericaR minorities in their experiences liroughhrstors'y. They
are treated ifs this analysis with the more disadvantaged groups. Third,
the sheer detail

D

of information encourages some separation of the findings.
Both volumes provide comparative data.for whites who, as a majority group,
represent a benchmark. Volume I also contains detailed comparable data
for blacks as the largest single 'color minority, although the study was not
designed initially to concentrate on blacks:

h
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OBJECTIVES

4-

The chief purpose of this report is to &scribe and evaluate participation
and status achieveri-'ieritsf Spanish origin persons and American Indians in
the labor market relative to the participation of Whites. Ali ultimate aim
is to identify factors contributing to intergroup differences and to determine

-.whether participation differences reflect discrimination. There are substan-
tial back round differenc,es amongMexic.ns, Puerto Ricans,. Cubans and
Indians, as des-cribed in the next apter, although they have generally
the common diaracteristic of relati ly low levels,,of achievement in the
labor market. Therefore, a central ssue is whether their relative lack of
success is at least partly attributable to discrimination in the job tnarket.

.4
Within the labor market context, inequalities and discrimination will

;be examined in terrhs of four major' areas: (1) labor force participation,
(2) occupational achievement, (3) occupational mobility, and (4) earnings
from wage's and salaries. Differences in achievement between Orientals
and whites as-well as among Orientals May be attributed to. differences in
personal background factors_, such as age, sex, education and vocational
training, which are typically antecedent to entrance into the job market.
Differences also may result from factors which do not necessarily antedate
employment, such as marriage, fertility, -size of family or health.

THE SAMPLE DATA

I

The basic information for this study was derived from the Public
Use Sample (PUS) files from the United States census for 1970. These
files represent records fiom the '1970 census sample questionnaires..
Each o\f: six primary PUS's constitutes.a one-percent sample and each i's
self-weightirig,r-sathich means that a person included in a one-percent
sample can be assigned a weight of 100 to obtain an estimate of the frequency
of a particular characteristic for-the entire.population. 'Since the PUS's

. contain a number of questions'in common, it is possible to combine all six ,

to bbtain a national sample as large as 6% for some purposes.
o

.

Variations in the size of the sam ple populations in this study result
Iciot only from differences in the size of the base populations but also
from differences in the sampling..fraction for differenepha,,ses of the
study. In general the largest possible ample (6%) was designatd
for American Indians, but for the analysi# of occupational mobility it
was, necessary to reduce this to a 3% sample because the census

2
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items on employment in 196& a,nd 1970 were included in only half of the
e

,)six PUS's. Thre eMexicans,
-t-

percent samples of Mxica Puerto Ricans and
Cubans and two percent sample's .of

,
blacks and whites were ample fore,...

i

ag. comparative G,tive analysqs. .,

The actual selection of persons to be included in the study wasbased
on several considerations. A primary objective in designating sample
pOpulations fbr the labbr force participation phase ofthe study was to
include all persons. who were actual ox potentiarmeinbers of the labor
force. Only those employed Or with earnings were identified for later
phases of,the analysis. The total saMples refore include all persons
14 to 69 years of age in 1970 who were, not res4dents of institutions nor
enrolled VI school. The age range wast,considered broad enough to include
persons most likely, by age alone, to be,attual or potential participants
in the labor market. Institutional and stsl.cient populations were excluded'
on the, grounds that they involve specitl circumstances, the effects of
which might,confound the res lting observations abo.ut labor market behavior.

i15,erAong living in group quart rs or institutions included those living
in stkch diverse places' as correctional, institutions,- mental hospitals;
homes-for the aged and dependent, homes for;the physically handicapped,
rooming and boarding houses, military installations and college dormitories.
The labor market activity of such persons 'is likely to differ-from those not
living in institutions. Similarly, students are unlike nonstudents in a
nurritter of ways, although many students are also in the labor force.
By. exclusion of institutional and student populations, then, the,sample'
populations are made more homogeneous.

- '7?

Spanish origin persons are 'identified by s a rate code's(in the _census
files, whereas whites, blacks and Indians areldentified by the race codes.
Since the Spanish are also included in the cerace. co 1e s, they, were separated
and subtracted.in order to avoid double countS'of the Spanish. The final
selection resulted in the following samples:

o.

. Male
Mexican (3%) 29, 47
Puerto Rican (3%). v^7,21'3
Cub.an (3%) '4,004
Indian (6%) 9, 314
Black (2%) 93,580"
White (2%) 883,838

Female
33,759
8,498
.4,855

11,195
120,705

1,018,059

INEQUALITY, SEGREGATION AND DISCRI1VIINATION

Conceptualization and measurement of discrietina,tion pose, diffioult
problems despite t e vo ummous rte-ratareondisc?-rimination

3
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little argum ent that either blacks or women Jiave been subject to ,discrimina-
tion in the labor/. market. On the other hand,:there have been few attempts,
to -measure the degree to which such discrimination 'exists .(Blalock, 1967:10).
Part of the difficulty in defining: discrimination can be attribbted to the

. failureeto distinguish between the process of disdriminating,,and the results
of this process: Furthermore, discrimination is oftep conceived as "unequal
treatment of ecruals" without fully specifying ;:equal with respect to what."
Presumably, minority members are treatedunequally becabse of their
minority characteristics rather. thanbecauseof_otheE traits. However-,
the ith,:ntification of factors relevant to equal (or unequal) treatment in the
labor market is essential for any cponSideration of, equality and discrimination.

Discrimination is defined for purposes of this study as (1) an,effeCt
or resultant Condition of discrithinatocty processes,. (Z) represented byd)
inequality in the labor market among persons equally well qualified for
(I) achievement in the labor market. Thls-conCeptualization of discrimination
has .several importint implications. z First, it is developed partly in
anticipation of the census data used,in'thfs study, Nkthich,are better suited too'
an investigation of discrimination as a pr&dudt than as a process: Second;
the focus of attention is clarified by specifying which aspects of discrimination

r2, will be examined.hasis on the effects of discriMintion does n,ot
imply, of course at behavior- incolved in the process of discrimination
is uninqpgrtant. Third, distrimination is regarded as unequal achievement
among equalS,where "equal" is defined on the basis of factors relevant
to _participation andchievernent in the labor market. In general; these
factors include the acquigition ofexperiences and skills important (a) to
obtaining employment, (b). to attaining an occupational level consistent
with personal qualifiCations, (c) to advancing in the -occupational structure
on the basis ,of ability, and (d) to earnings copmenscbrate with'sicills and
level of occupational achievement.: In a negative sense, relevantZfactOrs
imply the .absence of constraints or disabilities which, if present,cwould
ser.ve_to limit participation and achievement. Fourth, equality is treated
as a status equivalent, i. e. , persons occupying the .sarne
social 'structure-or in the labor market 'are viewed as equal in status. it--

Whether by accident or intent, equally well-qualified persons must b
treated Unequally in order for discrimination to

t
result. What constitutes

being% qualified for achieve,ment in the job market is typically rather eluSive.
Here we distinguish thiee types of factors which influence the participation
of individuals in the job market: skill factors, or those things that help,
prepare people for entrance into and achievement in the labor market;
non-skill factors;ortpersonal characteristics, which may affect chances
of getting a job but which do not directly involve job skills; and situational
factors, such ars residential location, the demand'ior workers or transpor-
tation facilities. _,Among the many force:s that determine the, nature and extent
of labor market participation, this studs is concerned with the fir,st,two _

types of influences. These maybe- considered as primary and secondary,
depending cn..whether they'bear directly or indirectly on individual work

, .
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skills and employment. Edu,cation, job training, and healtlif9example,
are primary factors in that they have to do with preparation and readiness
for work. Marietal- status, fertility aria. size of fafnity are secondary, since
they have a less direct though nevertheless important bearing-on wor'k-.
skilts'arAiDotential. As a resultant condition, discrimination implies j
that barriers have been imposed which effectively prevent minorities from
ieaching their full potential in the 1p.bor market.

4
m.

MEASURES'

tv.

Three kinds of measures are necessary to operationalize the'concepts
discussed so far: equal qualifications, participation and achievement, and
discrimination. .

s,,,.

As an indicator 'of level of educational achievement: years-of school
, comleted is a conventional measure, and those with sirt}ilar levels. of.

.z., .fattairfrnent are often,regarded as equally well equirfil for work achjevem,entl
Numerous studies have consistently found positive relationships between
years of school completed and "success"in. the job market. Nevekheles,p,

A formal schooling is a rather crude measure of either eduqational attainment
air of preparation for,,worl. Two major assumptions may be questioned.
First, .there is the assumption that equivalence in years of school cor4leted .

means equiv(alence in education attainment. This assumption may'be' ,

challenged on the grounds of differences-in the quality of teaching, ed cational
facilities and curricula sometimes withinthesame school as well as between

ischool, school systems, cornmunities 'and reeons. The fact that tw people
haVe completed twelve years of school does not guirantee that'.theyla e

'attained the'same educational level. It may be noted also that twelve ye6.rs

C
of schooling does not necessarily indicatewice as much education as the

. .;,"completion of six years. Second, the v.,,s,sUmption that equivalence in
. keducational level means'being°, equally well preparred for parVcipation and

success in the job market may be challenged for ,. some&of the -same reasons
o

plus the lack of vocation-l preparation for many students. Howevei., it is.
.not totally unreasonable to assume that on the average per'sons with similar

J .
1levels of schooling are similarly qualified.

i

.17 °

, As a complernenta.ry indicator of qualification for achievement, job
training bears more directly on the development of woik skills than cics

ieducation, Job training programs are relatvely, short-term experiences % 0. .

for more 'specific purposes than formal choolink." The quality as well
as the specific content of training prograrris atie not identical any more:

.than schools are identical. But since job training' isiso directly related

5
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'
to the "cyeyelopment of work skills,. intergroup differences in participation
in job training ay-beinterpreted as differ.ences in preparation for work.

Health, o'r c nversely disability,is a further indicator of preparation
and.readiness for work. Unlike education and training,, health does not

work,

involve the development of work skills, 'but a d*bility can serve to limit
\participaybritin the labor market. Certain kinds of physical, or niental
i,Lsabilities can severely nestrict, even preclude, entrance into pr full .,
;participation in tliegabor marrket. While there- is no suitable inforrngtion
for Ntscertaining degrees of health, `Census dataake itpossible to

L,

clitinguish.betvieen certain aspects of "poor health," as indicated by the
duration of ail 'illness or disability.

In short, eq,ually INA 11 qualified persons will be itsritified on the basis
of their educational attainment, job training and health. The expectation,
of coWise,..should be that equally well qualified persons will on the average
do equally 'well in the labor market. The netT, result of conceptual, technical
and practical problems requites ca sous interpretations with appropriate
qualifications because'of less than erfect data and measures which depend

° heavily On underlying assumptions.

Measurement of pa.rtioipation and achievement in the labor n;larket is
easier in some respects than determining equal qualifications for achievement.
In part this is true because there are annum er of conventional measures
for labor force participation (labor fbrce participation rates, employment
and unemployment rates; and weeks and hours worked) `and for income
(median earnings from wages and salary). However, standards.fora6ter-
mining levels of occupational achievement and measuring the severa..1,
components of occupational mobility are far less conventional incl.kess
widely accepted. Census occupational categories have been employed for
many years with only relatively minor modifications from time to time,
but unfortunately there is no inherent ranking of occupational categories:
In order to distinguish levels o, ,occupational achievement, it is necessary
to construct an index capable of ordering occupational categories from
high to low. This procedure lias been accomplished for this t'ktudy, as will
subsequently be described more fully_

Measurement of occUpatipnal mobility presented"the,most difficult of
the measurement tasks in this investigation, because of the very complexity,
of Mobility itself and because relatively little progress has been made
toward developing adequate mobility measures. Not only can mobility be
characterized by its incidence; but also by distance and direction of move-
ment between occupational origins and destinations. Given an occupational
scale, such as that constructed for this study, direction of movement
is easily determinable. But measuring mobility distance is far more
complicated. For other than vurelydescriptive purposes, the difference
between occupation scores at two points in timeis an unsuitable measure of
distance.. Since the difference in occupation scores is a function of both

9
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origin and destipa.tion levels, the difference l.' scores.confuses causes
with effects.

;

No single !Pr simple measure adequately assesses discrimination.
Moreover, discrimination may be found at either some 'or all stages of
iridividual,participation in the job market. In general, the strategy for
determining the presence 'of discrimination in this study will be to compare
persons defined as equal in.one or more respectsother thanolor,
ethnicity or sex--to determine whether or not their parti6ipation and
'achievement in the labor market is also equal. The presence of discrepancies
can then be-interpreted as discrimination. This strategy can be illustrated
briefly, Orientals and whites with twelve years of school, completed may
be assumed to.b4 quail-lied as far as educationalattainment
is concerned. Therefore, it Filipinos, for example, were fiound to, have
lower employment rates, lower occupationtscores, a lower incidence of
upward occupational Mofbility and lower average earnings than whites,
it would be quite evident that among high school graduates Filipinos were
subject to discrimination in comparison with-whites.- It is not expected
that actual patterns will be as neat and clear as in this hypothetical illustration,
and it may well be that one group sometimes narks higher and sometimes
lower than other groups.

One specific measure, applied intermittently throughout the analysis
can sometimes be interpreted as a measure of discrimination. This is . :r
the index ofidissimilarity, D, which basically measures the unevenness
in a pair of percentage distributions. The D-index can serve, as pan Indicator
of discrimination, where, for example the occupational distributions of
two groupS of high school graduates are under examinatiip.. Since each

P°group'has" the same educational level, their occupational distributions
should be very similar and any noticeable difference, reflected by the D-index
suggests the possibility, of discrimination. However, as noted at appropriate
points later in the discussion, unless two griAtps are equally qualified,.the
disSimilarity index probably measures something besyles discrimination.

The ensuing discussion isoorganized in both aqogical and functional
sense, We begin with questions of labor force participation, which are
follOwed by the topics of occupational achievement, occupational mobility
and earnings froM wages and salaries. Earnings are directly dependent
on the kind of occupation a personhas attained and perhaps also on move-
ment between jobs in the recent past.. Occupational achievement must,
of course, be preceded by active participation in the labor market. Hence,
there are a series of'stages leading to the outcome of earnings from an
occupation. Inequalities or discriminations can occur at one or more of
these stages,and discrimination at prior stage's can exert significant
influences on subsequent-stages. For this reason the analysis proceeds
from the point of "getting into the labor market" to comparisons of levels
of earnings.

iil.1 4
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CHAPTER 2

PROFILES OF MINORITIES:
SPANISH AND INDIAN

/'

M re than nine million persons of Spanish origin'were.en.umerated in
the United Stateslin 1970, representing nearly live percent of the total
population. Over two-thirds of the nine million are accounted for by
three distinct Spanish origin popplation groups--Mexican, Pueto Rican,

°N,end Cuban (Tpble 2.01). Persokks of Mexican descent by far.constitu4e
the largest single segment (about half) of the Spanish origin,populan
in the U. S. --more than four and a half million. Puerto Ricansson the '
mainland number about a million and a half, andthere are well over a half
million Cubano-Arnericans, many of whom came to the U.S. as refugees
frOsria the Castro regime. Nearly two million additional persons also trace
their heritage to a Spanish origin, mostly from Central or South America;
this latter group is extremely diverse in many ways.

Because the 1970 census marked the introduction of the Spanish origin
identifier, it is difficult to assess the amount of growth of the Spatish origin
population in the U.S. (Previous and current alternative Spanish identifiers.
include Spanisli language, Spanish surname, and Puerto Rican birth or
parentage.) But overall high birth rates and continuous immigration, both
legal and illegal, have no doubt produced increasing numbers of Spanish
origin persons since 1950. For example, the number of Spanish surnace
persons in the Southwest, where of the various Spanish populations Mexican
Arinricans predominate, doubled between 1950 and 1970. Likewise, .the
Puerto Rican population on the U. S. mainland experienced an increase
of about a half million during the last intercensal period (1960-70). Of

'course, the great buAk of the Cuban population in the U.S. has come to the
states-relatively recently. The first influx Legan about January 1959,
reaching a peak in 1961 and the first half of 1962 (see Fagen, Brody, and
O'Leary, 1968), and the second from December 1965 to Pori/ 1973, with
the latter period bringing in more than a quarter of a Million Cuban
immigrants (see also Giberga, 1974).

In 1970, the American Indian Population numbered above three quarters
of a million people, (Table 2.01) or about the number estimated to have been
in what .is now the U.S. when Columbus first landed here (Marden, 1952:317).
This amounts ti,00hnut one-half percent of the nation's total population.
Undoubtedly, .Vhere are also substantial numbers! of per;ons in the. U.S.
with varying degrees of Indian ancestry who are classified' in other racial
categories. Growth of the American. Indian population has been significgrit
--fifty-one. percent between 196U and 1970. However, thii figure shoUld
be viewed With some caution, since Some of the "growth" may he attn. l utaBle
to more accurate enumeration in 197Q.

o
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Table 2 .01 . Spanish Origin and Ameiican Indian Persons in the United
States, ti y Selected DemographiC Characteristics, 1970

Puerto,
Variables Rican Cuban Indian

.
4

Total 4, 53Z, 435 1,429,396, / 544,600
,

76 -3,594
Percent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0. t

Sex:
Male 49.5. 49.3 47.4 49.. 2

i Female 50.5 50.7 52.6 150.8
Sex Ratio . 98 97 90 .97

Age: a
Under \18 47.2 46.7 32.4 45.2 6

18-64 , 48.6 50.9 '61.2 , 49.1
65 + ,=. 2 2.4 6.4 5.7
Median Age 19.3 19.8 31.7 20.4

Mtales 19.0 18.9, 30.8 \ 19.9
Females 19.6 20.7 , 32.5 20.9

Residence:
Urban 85.5 97..7 98.5 ' 44.6
Rural:nonfarm 12.9 2.2 1.5 .49.2
Rural farm 1.6 i 0.1 .1, 6.2

Region:
Northeast 1.0 81.3 # 32.2 ) 6.0
North Central . 8.3 9.4 6.0 - 18.9
South 37.5 ,p. 4.5 51.9 ' 25.5
West'i 53.3 4.8 9.9 49.7

Education: i.

Less than high schoo175.8 76.6 56.1 66.7
High schbol graduate 16.8 17.7 22.7 22.0
College (any) 7.4 5.7 21.2 11.3
b1 -3 years -' 4.9 3.5 10.1 7.5 ,

4 years or more 2.5 2.2 11.1 3.8
Total high, school ---

graduates 24,2 23.4 43.9 33.3
Median years of 4

schdol , 8.1 8.7 0.0..3 9; 8

rt
*
Includes only' per sons 25 year s of age or older. Percentages on education

based on following totals:' Mexican- - 1,824,731; Puerto Rican- -573, 218; Cuban--
320,324; Indian-322,652.

SOurce: VC(2) 1C, Tables 1, 2, and 4
-1F; Tables 1-3



In some ways, it is inappropriate to treat all American Indians as a
homogeneous population. juSt as it %s to do so 7ith the"Spanish origin
population. The Atherica Indian/ Cla3sification List emplOyed
by the U.S. Census Bure u includes more than eigity major tribal
categories, and less the ha;lf ie made up of at least four thousand
members. The Navajo tribe i/a:the largest of the tribes irr the U.S.,
With almost ninety-seven thottda'nd members accounting for about thirteen'
percent of the tota.?A erican/Indian population. Also significant in size

0are the Cherokee (6 , 150) and Sio (47, 825), ,However, ms.ny tribes .

count less than a. th usand an heir numbers. Unfortunately, it is
not feasible here t treat each tribe separately (there are also tribal divisions
Within most tribe categories as nor would the overall relatively
small nuNtibers f AHMerican Indians allow for much detailed analysis of
.individual trio s. It is therefore necessary totreat Aine'rican Indians as
one population. But to th
att4ibutes, this is perhap
are disadvantaged in corn
physically isolated froth

Po ulation-Com

Sex, age and racial: omposition differ among the Mexican, Puerto
Rican and Cuban Populat ons in the 'U.S. As with the total U.S . population,
the `sell ratio for Mexicans and Puerto Ricans slightly favors females.
However, among Cubans only ninety men are present for every one hundred
women. Thi' predominance of Cuban women in part represents the Cuban
government's more liberal policy toward female exiles. It w s not unusual
for a Cuban immigrant mother to come to the U.-S. with her ildren while
the 'father was forced to remain behind, "perhaps to complete ilitary or
other government duty. Moreover, the proportion of all irn igrants to
the U. S. hashifted in recent years in favor of females for the nation asa

e extent Indian cultures
s justified. Moreover',

i
harison with whites and

e rest of society.
ei

0

share a number of common
most American Iiidians
in many instances

r

a whole (North, 1974:14).

a median age of nearly thirty-two, the ,Cuban Population is easily
the oldest of the three Spanish populations,a being more than ten years the
elder of its Mexican and Pue Rican counterparts and almost four years
older than the average for the total U. S. population. 'CI et, in all three Spanish
populations, median ae q3f women (as is true generally in the U.S.) is order
than that for men. Cubans have the highest proportion of persons in the
working ages.(and, hence, lowest dependency ratio); three out of five Cuban 1,

Americans aAeNbetween the ages 18 to 64. Mexicans and Puerto Ricans, on
the other hand, have a large proportion of persons under the ne of eighteen--
about forty-seven percent each.

Most persons of Spanish origin in 1970 were identified as white, with0.,less than seven percent classified as nonwhite; five of that seven percent were

.6>
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A.F. '
classified "Negrq". There'are, however, questions about-the reliability -.

of color identifications \* morig the.Spanish in the census. Fitzpatrick .
1 4/"'(1971:107) has shown that a higher proportion of Puert6'R.ica.ns,inNew

York City identify themse,lves as black, brawn, or colored than is 'vident
from census figures. For 112any dark-Skinned Spanish, color ca -and
often does, intensify the negative effects of etimicitY. Furtherm re, those of

, "inteer`mediate" color are someitimes "caught in the Middle" in. a societY-.
where color lines are tOnallydnOre firmly drawn and regar4ed than is
true in many Spanisy c&1tures, such as in Puerto Rico. 0

.
. . /1

With'wornen comprising almost fifty:onep.ercent.of tyre total', the sex. .,

composition of theVAmerican Indian population is'much like that for the _

,.--nation as a whole. But with a median age of 20.4,.:;the relative youthfulness
of American Indians parallels more closely that of the Mexican and
Puerto Rican Ropuations in the U. S. ;, in addition, they'also share with,
these sane population groups the fact that a very large proportion (about
forty-fie percent) of their total is under eighteen years of age. However, .
'rather than immigration, the younger- age structure of the Indian population l' .
is probably due mare in greater degree to ,higher birth rates in combination'.
with improved health measures that have reduced infant liortality. In
regard to the latter population factor, the infant death rate has declined
significantly from 62..5 per 1000 live births in 1955,to, 23.5 in 1971

0
(Brodt, 1975),- dIe in large part to the efforts of the Indian Health
Service. However, infant and, maternal %mortality rates continue tube. higher
for Indians than for the U.S. a's a whole (Johnson, 197V11). Moreover,
"Young Indian people today, whd4iave clear alternatives, are opting in
surprising numbers to remain Indian and promote Indiala goals, using their
educational advantages_toward this end,(Lurie,' 1971:421)."

.American Indians are identified in the census as a separate racial
entity. However, it iS Sometnres conceded that Indians suffer less, prejudice 0

and discrimination on that basis than their black and Oriental counterparts.
In fact, Lurie (1971:45.7.) asserts, Not being, considered 'black', Indians
who wished could be 'white'. " Furthermore, helping-to lessen the importance
of race in relation to -Indians and whites is their incalculable though certainly
considerable interracial mix in the population.

Regional Distribution

Distinct Alerences in settlement patterns characterize the S13anish in
0

the U.S., althongh,on the who'le they are predominantly urban dmkellers
'(about ninety percent). Urban residence is especially evident in he case of
Puerto Rican's and Cubans. Although fifteen of ever hundred Mexican
Americans claimed rural residence in 1970, as a group they appear to have
been urbanizing rapidly; between 1950 and 1960, their rate of urbanization
exceeded that both or whites and nonwhites (Grebler, Moore, and GUzmari,
1 9 7 0 : 1,12 ) .

O
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Of the fouernajor census regions in the U.S. (Nprtheast, North Central,
SOuth, and West), Mexican, lbuerto*Rican and Cuban persons ar e found least

° in the North Central region. Most Mexican American's live in the West,
particularly Southwest, and not sArprisitigly, the two states with greatest
numbersorSpanish origin persons are California and Texats. Puerto
Ricans have settled redominantly in the Northeast, many of course in the
Nev./ York City area. Cubans have tended to concentrate in the South, primarily
Florida and especially; in the Miami area.; to a lesser, extent, they are
also found in the states of New York'and New Jersey..

Within these relatively high density SiSanish areas, the Spanish also
tend to be residentially segregated from the "dominant group" in particular
neighborhoods .and sections -of cities although not to the, extent of blacks in
cities (Taeuber and Taeu.ber, I964:65-68;. Grebler, Moore, and Guzmail,
1970:271-289. Despite such high coricentratiOns in a relatively few areas;
many more -are:scattered in cities across the nation. .

In contrast to the Spanish in the-U.S., American Indians are more.often
rdral than urban dwellers (about fifty -five perc'ent) although they are:becoming
increasingly urban (Johnson, 1975:1). 'MOst of those in rural area. s live on
reservations. As a group, Iridians are much more widely dispersed than
any on .9. of the specjiic Spanish populations and probably more so than the
Spanish origin population as a whole in the U.S. They aPre however far
from uniformly distributed on ageographical basis. While not the same,

.the regional distribution, of Indians most closely approximates that ,olf Mexicans;
half lives in the West with another quarter 0f the Indian total in the'South.
But in the North Cvitral region of the U.S,. where there are relatively

,few Spanish, resides almost one of every five Indians.

States with the heaviest concentration of Indians include Oklahoma
(96, 803), Arizona (94,310), California (88; 263)3 New Mexico (71,582),
and North"Carolina (44, 195). Together, ,these five states account for over
fifty percent of the total enumerated Indian population in the U. S. By' U.S.
standards, few cities can,bflast a substantial Indiart population (i. e., more
than ten t1 sand). The Lbs Angeles Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Area (SMSA), with almost twenty-four thousand, easily has the most Indians
of any U.S. metropolitan area. 'Next are Tulsa (15,183) and Oklahoma City
(12, 951), both in the .state of Oklahoma, San Francisco (12. 041), and
Phoenix (10, 127). The New York and Minneapolis-St. Paul SMSA's also'
have close to ten thousand Arnerican,Indians each among their numbers..

Education

A greater proportion of Americans than, ever before attende school--
almost sixty millionaccording to the 1970 c &nsis. Over three million of
that number were of Spanish'heritage, which is about the same prOportion
of Spanish origin persons in welation to the total population (five percept).

12
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Despite lower levels of educational attainment in the past, there is evidenie
that the educational gap between Spanish and whites has been narrowing.
For example," for a es 25 to 29, the median years of school completed for
Spanish and white p rsons in the U S . are 12.1 and 12.7, respectively.
And with an increase in age, the educational disparity tends also to" increase.
However, .the median years of school completed for all Spanish origin
persons, twenty-five years of age and over in 1970 was-9.1, three years
below the same figure for the nation as a whole. Moredver, less than a
third of Spanish origin persons had completed high school in 1970.

1

Llighest overall among the Spanish in education is the duban. population
(10.3) of which almost forty-four pettcent'are high school graduates. Median
years of :completed schooling for, Mexicans (8.1i and Puerto, Ricans (8.7)
is substantially lower. Of the three Spanisb. populations, Cubans also
have the highest proportion of college graduates (over eleven percent).,
a figure surprisiOly more than four times that for Mexican and Puerto
Ric?.n Ameribans. NevertIrle'ss, even Cuban Americans fall short of the
national level. of educational attainment.

The o verall education figures for Indians are almost as disMal as those
for Mexicans and Puerto Ricans in the U. S. Although median years of
schooling coriaplete&by,Indians (9. 8) is not much lower than that for Cubans,
only` one°-thir)d of erican Indians over twenty-four years of age ,has
completed four-ye rs of high school', with the percentage of college
graduates less than four percent,ThAs with the Spanish and black populations
in the U. S. , this educational gap in comparison with whites appears to be
narrowint at the younger age level,s. For example, median years of
-sthool completed for rndian men and women ages 25 to '14 are 12.2 and 12.1,
respectively, or less than a year's difference in comparison with whites
a d similar to the same figures for Cubans. If one looks only at Indians
living in urban-areas; the percent having graduated froin high school
would be virtually identical to that for the Cuban population.

0

Family and Fertility
I

Of the more than two million Spani6h origin families in,the U. S. ,
he great majority (about eight-five percent) arse Of the husband-wife

type. Yet, almost one in four ,Puerto Rican compared to about one in eight
Mexican and Cuban families has a female as head of the family. Since the
sex ratio, as earlier noted, is not tuiduly imbalanced, the lack of Puerto
Rican men does not appear to provide a viable explanation for this situation.
In fact, on that ba*ks, Moore Cuban families should be femal,elheaded:
.However, there are some indications that adjusting to city life (New York)'
in the states has been an especially difficult experience for many Puerfo
Rican families. Particularly problematic has been the change in values:
"Probably the most serious is ,the shift in roles Of husband and 'wife., . .

it is frequentlVeasier. for Puerto Rican women to get jobs in New York
rather than Puerto Rican men. This gives the wife an economic in.dep'endence.

a
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which she .May never have had before, and iethe husband is unemployed
while the wife is wOrking, the rever'san'of roles is severe,(Fitzpatrillek, 971:
94-95)."

Since "incomplete" family structure may be inversely related to the
occUpational achievement .1of a group, especially the achievement potent al
of childrenin such-families, it is 'of-Some signifkanc that only about
sixty-five percent of all p.u.ertO Rican children under ighteen yearS of gg,
in 1970 lived with both parents, while fog Mexican and Cuban children
the saine figure exceeded eighty per'C'en

To some extent, this situation is g.),
status. Only abdut sixty -eight perc.enta.

114. compared to seventy-two and.seventy-s
and Mexican women, respectively, wer
pre sent, with.almost fourteen perCent o
Because of strong religious norms' agai

k:predominantly Roman CatholiF adheren
may 3e4the only,acceptablealternative
who can no longer live to eQer. Of co
religion is-probably no less signific,ant for Mexican and Cubans, but the
maritally disruptive influence of life i the U.S. ma be more severe on
Puerto Ricans;cperhaps related. in pars to the °unique ess of life in

,/

.

1.

o reflected by figures on marital
f ever-married Puerto Rican omen
ven percent of ever-married uban
married in1910 with spouse
Puerto scan women "sepgrat

st divorc'e deriving from their
e, this high deilite of -separation'
or mb,ny P erto Rican couples
rse, the i portance of the Catholic

d";

York City.,

Among' the Spanish, cum f
of children ever born (CEB) to ever -
for Mexican followed in order by P
women 35 to 44, many Of,whom have
CEB per onethousand women.for.

rtility, as reflected by the number
arried women ages 1:5 to 44, is highest

erto Rican and Cuban wo,Mn. Among
ompleted childbeating, the number of
exicans (4530) is more than twice that

1

I

for Cubans (2064). Mo5gover, the same holds even if the comparison is made
only between Mexican and cubanwomen in urban areas. The same figure
for Puerto Rican women (3418)/ while lower than for Mexican women, is
still noticeably higher than for.,Cuban women.

This pattern is also paralleled by diffepences in family, size in families
with a Spanish origin head, of household.verage family size for Mexican
families' is 4.6 (though higher in ru?al and slightly lower in urban areas
of residence). For Puerto Rican and Cuban families, the' respective
are 4.2 and 3.7. However, if the percint of Puerto Rican women married
with spouse present were more like that for Mexican women, the average
size of the Puerto. Rican family might resemble even more closely that
for Mexicans. In spite of this likelihood, Mexican families are more
prone to have larger numbers of children under eighteen in the" home.
0 er thirteen percent Mexican families have five or more of their own
chi ren under eighteen4n the home;'less than nixie and twoTercent
Puerto Rican and Cuban families, 'respectively, are as heavily peopled
by the'ir'crwn children.
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Husband -wife families 'constitute more than three-fourths of all
Indian families: The eighteen percent of Indian iamiltes that are female-
Pleaded is proportionately greater than among Mexican and Cuban, by.t
less than among ptierto Rican families. Moreover, _the percentage of
Indian female heads is only slightly greater in urban than in rural areas.
About sixty.:.nine percent of all Indian children under eighteen yearg of
age live with both parents.

Cumulative fertility of Indian women is about the same as that for
Mexican women (4554 per thousand for ages 35 to 44) and is expectedly

0

higher in rural than in urban areas. Average family size among Indians
(4.5)-ig also like that for Mexican families, with about a half-child less
in urban and a half-child more in rural 'areas on the*average.

-like/Mexican families,. about thirteen percent of Indian families have five
ox more cliildien under eighteen in the home:

-
Immigration

6.Immigration patterns and experiences have always had direct implications
for labor force 'behavior and potential for each wave of immigrants to the
U.S. Among the Spanish origin populations in the U.S., the three mkjor
Spanish populations differ widely in this respect.

'Vis'
1,

exicans have. the longest history of immigration to the. U: S. of the
Spanish populations, thoggth more - recent than mos,t Europe and Asiatic,
immigrant groups. Two peri,ods of heavy Mexican immigration can be,
identified: after the, MexicaiVRevolution in 1911 and after Wo.rld WarIr.
The earlier influx of immigrants settled primarily tri the Southwestern .

states, and engaged in wage labor on large .farms. The more recent wave,
while manifesting some similarity to the earlier patter*, moved more
frequently into urban centers for nonagricultural employment.

As has been true foi)immigrants @is a whole tO the U.S., the sex ratio
has changed from the historical predominance of Mexican immigrant men.
This situatiolii sterns in part from the fairly recent requirement of job
certification for immigrant men and the increased opportunities for immigration
of wives of previous Mexican immigrants. It has also become easier for female
dor4estics to migrate to areas in short sup ly of household workers.
Mex can immigrants have been predictably oung, and more youthful
fact than immigrapts from other countries. However, they continue to
be occupationally unde.rskilled and in recent years increasingly without
an occupation-41.e.; largely women and children) (Grebler, Moore, and
Guzman, .1970:69-71).

Because of its lengths and harsh terrain, the border between the U.S.
and. Me'xico is and has been difficult to 'patrol. As a result, illegal entry
by Mexicans into this country, often ass6ciated withihe term "wetbacks", has

15
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ben a frequent occurrence over the years and is -a continuing pliehornenon.
fact, Mexico has been the main single source of illegal entrants to the)

U°. S. (Grebler, Moore, and Guzman, 1970:'62). Of course, Pillegai, entrants
haove been and are more severely handicapped than legal entrants by their
illegal statue, lack of citizenship, and vulnerability to exploitation. On
the other hand, they sometimes compete, for jobs with those who enter the
U.S. legally or those who are natives. Obviously, it is jrnPossible t
obtain a reliable estimate of the number of illegal MexiCan immigr nts
to the U.S., -Among legal Mexican imnargrants in 1970, occupational
representation was substantial. only in the nonfarm as well as fawn laborer
categories (North, 1974:17). For example, almost fift en perce 4t of
immigrants in the U.S in 1970 were from Mexico, but.less than o percent
had professional compared to nineteen percent who 4ad-held laboring occupations-

4-This pattern contrasts sharply with that found for iMmigrants from Europe
;' and Asia (North, 1974:71): However, about eighty percent cif Mexican Americans'
enumerated in 1970 were native born.

.

Li e Mexico, Puerto Rico has been besetbY severe poverty problems,'
Andth small Islandi's rapid population growth has served to, exacerbate

such difficulties ( 1+Tilberiand Back,. 1968:142). From 1960-64, its popula7
tio'n in 'reased by ten percent, pushing its tOtal to' more than two and a half
milli° people. Some of the mounting pressure of Puerto Rico's population
has be n relieyed by migration, most of it to the U.S. mainland, where
Puerto Ricans began coming in large numbers after World War II.

Puerto Ricans are the first to come to the U.S. mainland in large numbers,
from a different 'cultural background who are also citizens of the U.S., having

,been granted such for more than fifty years. Most came from depressed areas
rin Puerto Rico's capital, San Juar;, but many were forrn'ilerly rural to urban

migrants within Puerto Rico itself bef,re their move to the U.S. (Wilbr and
Back, ;1968:143).. Fewer than half of all Puerto Ricans enumerated in 1970
were born in the United.States. Puerto Rican Americans have been referred
to as the "newcomers ,,9,1 the aviation age" (Fitzpatrick, 1971:2), exemplifying.
their airborne mode of migration to New"York-in particular where they are
in faCt more numerous tha;n in San Juan. However, the sane relative ease

`--"--I at enco rages migration to the U.S. also facilitates frequent return migration
tb the isles cl. Stitch streams-of Migration are strongly related to the levels of
u.nerni)loyment 1/oth ixY Puerto Rico and the New York areas.si

Diffe ent a.gain. is. the immigration experience of Cubans. As earlier
i cated, th'erz..a.jority of Cubans enterpd the United Statxs as refugees.. ia January 1959; this is reflected in the fact that less Than t enty percent
of Cuban .Americans are native-born. Those who left Cuba do. t re-present
a cross-section of the total native Cuban population. Although people from
all social classes were among Cuban immigrants to the U.S.', a disportionate
number came from the middle and upper strata-of prefrevolutionary Cuban
society, with the very affluent tending to leave firs-t.;,-A,:disproportionate
number also came from Havana and other large cities, whit -the inhabitants of

16



,1-uraiareas ( who con priS forty-three perce t of Cubas' pOpulation) were
alMostunrepresented (Fagen, BrolK; and,O'Le ry, '1968, see Chapter 2).

Although the middle and upper class selectivity of type' Cuban immigrant*
as well as his or her abirity and initiative have contributed to the relative ,

success of-, the Suban in America; also significant in this development was
the Cubaxi,'Refuge? Program (CRP). For example, in addition to smoothing
the transition from Cnba to the U.S., the financial burden incurred in the
education ,of Cubanreofugee children, including the hiring of bilingual
secretarial and instructional personnel, wa's underwritten as part of the
CRP.' Furthermore, in Miami in the early 1960's, it was an explicit policy
not to segregate Cuban refugee ,children in schools any More than necessary
to accelerate acquisition of the Englilh langy.age (Center fa Advanced
Interyiation.al Studies, University of. pia 1969:316). It is largelrbecause
of _the CRP that the foreign torn status of.most Cuban Americans (over eighty
p9rcent)has not been'more disadvantageous to their%relatiVe assimilation
in the U.S.

. .

Summary
O

Althoinh'linked by a common language base' and minority status, the
Spanish origin populationLin the U. far frotn homogeneous.- As has been
demonstrated here, Mexican, Puerto Rican and.Cuban men anciwomen in the
U.S.' differ from one another on a number of population characteristics,0
incldding nurn4rs present, age, sex and family composition, regional
distribution, educational attainment, nativity, and immigration experience,
all of which have a bearing on labor market standing. There are also some
similarities in such characteristics between Arrierican Indians and persons of
Spanish origin'in the U.S. , but the differences -are expectedly much more
in evidence. In sum, this hap suggests that a deeper appreciation of
the differences among America's minorities is necessary to a fuller under-.
standingof their relatWe labcFr market achievement in American society.

OP'
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CHAPTER 3

DISADVANTAGED PARTICIPATION. IN THE JOB MARKET .

t.

e,Labor force pear 9cipatioin and employmnt are e primary labor -.
market dimensions nstitaing thp ocus of this chap i. The approach
will for 'the mosi:par be comparative, deriving from xaminations of '

detailed cross- ('tab'ulations involving the use of age-sp cific labor force):participation and-unerriPlokrrent. rates (LFP and UR' s) and in some cases
employment rates (ER'.$); Yet, at the same time, the perspeotwe will
be

.one of a broad sweep of major labor force influences under'the-general..topic areas of preparation for the labor maiket, family structure, and
inanAgration and citizenshipi. Consequ.ently; while the detail presented
will $e considerable,- the results will',,neverthelesS be irnplicitly-pregnarit,
with potentially portant additional analyses. " ----

lSq

Much Is generally known about relationships between labor market
participation' and such persorkal'characteristics as age, sex, and educa.tion..
Evidence in this report'should reconfirm most of these kinds of observations,
although it'is not the major concern here. Less well-known is the relative
labor market position of Spani,sh and Native (Indian) Americans, since
stu!d-ies of labor force differentials are too often made on a dichotomous
white-nonwhite basis. Hence, while it 4ay be interesting to reconfirm,
for eicam'ple; thp.t employment rates are higher at middle-adult ages than
at teen -.age or older age levels, attention will be centered on such
(questions as whether labor force participation and unemploynk,4nt rates
for.Spanish and Indian men are higher or lower than those for white and
and black men at particular age and/or education levels. Also, labor
force participation rates for men are typically higher than those for women,
but one of our concerns is whether differences in 'Such rates within age
groups are the same or different for Mexican, Puerto Rican; Cuban, and
Indian men and women. Where age d,ifferences exist, we will want to _

determvine in which groups and under what circumstances they are greatest.

The General Picture

Before. launching into the detailed presentation, it is useful to consider
the overall employment picture for the various population groups in this
report. It should be kept in mind that the figures shown below, based on
the 19701US, may differ from published census figures for these same
groups ix-1\1970, primarily because of the more restrictive sample constraints
imposed in line with the purposes of this study (as discussed in Chapter 1).

A
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Pulekto I %

Mexican Rican f Cuban

I

Indian.
,

Black -White

LFPR
1

I 0°
.
7 ."Male 87.4 82.5 90.5° 76.0 8#x.6 88.9°

Feinale 34.2
.

55,. 1 38.8 54.3" o .46.8

R
.

Male 5.9 5.6". 3.,9 11.4 . 3..3
Female 8.8 7.3. 10. 7 7.9 4. 7

"")
Closest. of the minority populations to the participation and emplosiment

levels of white nien are Cuban men. In fact, the participation ofiCuban men
exceeds slightly of.whites.. Nearestto white men inplk4cipation after
Cubans but wit4 about twice the unemployment are Mexican men. Relatively
low in levels of participation are Puerto Rican, black and particularly
Indian m\en.

The well -known disadvantaged po ition of the American Indian in the
labor market is mirrored, in these' figures; among men, they have the lowest

LFPR and the highest unemplOyment. Although the approximate 6%
unemployment of black, Mexican and Puerto Rican men: is about twice
the for white men, it is nevertheless only a little more than halethe UR

a forIndian men. And considering that the UR is'calcitlated on the basis ofstz,
those persons in the labor force and that Indian men are proportionately
the least represented in that regard of men in this report, the magnitude
of the dismal employment picture for the American Indian is only partially
reflected by an already markedly high unemployment figure. Yet, the
gloomy, employment situatiolf of Abe American Indian should not function for
minimize the substantial employment disparities that also exist between
white iiind Spanish origin and bilk persons in the United States./

d

The employment picture for women is one of generally much lower
participation and higher unemployment than men. Only Indian women
have lesS unemployment than their male counterparts. However, this
difference is a small one, and, the about 11% Indian female unemployment
exceeds that_of all other women. Highest in female participation are blacks
and Cu.bans (54-55%), followed by whites, Mexicans, Indians and lastly
Puerto Ricans. Unemployment figures for women do not yield a similar
ordering. Clearly lowest female unemployment obtains fors white women.
Moreover, white female unemployment is lower than for all but white and
Cuban men in this report. Unemployment of Cuban women, is least among
minority women, with black, Mexican and Puerto Rican women closely

grouped at the 8-9% nemployment level. 0



PREPARATION FOR THE LABOR MARKET:
EDUCATION AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING

A major handicap's impeding the greater participation of'Spanish and
Native Americans in the labor market has been their relative lack of
educatidrialSand vocational training attainment and opportunities. But in
addition to a concern ior educational inequality, there is the question of
inequality between persons with similar eduCation. Consequently, in this
section., after a brief review of the overall educational disparities between
Spanish and Indian males 'and females and their white and black counter-
parts, an examination of age-specific differegn.ces in LFP and UR's will
be made.

. 4

Concern will also be manife'sted in somewhat similar fashion for an
equally important aspect of tr educational question, that of vocational
training. In recent years, the e has been increasing. concern expressed
for the Anadequa*cies of our rntdern educational system to meet a sufficient
range of varied educational -ede. particularly in the area-of vocational
training. It is now generall recognized that the traditional system of.,
college preparaapn and libQral arts is not.the ideal approachao education.'
Not onl i are alternative ed cations needed to offer individuals rester

b our society al o needs the valuable services of those with
vocational t iningias m ch as it does the services of individuals who
travel the roam to/high r education. -

/
- Fti-nally, he s ill also be an attempt to ssess the relative wrgitive

effects of increasing edUcation and vocational rajning on lab,92/force \
. \

....,
paryc4pation a.niong the /1,xpopz,.:lati ris ;in this stu .

-e._,,
,/

1,'-'°
-

--
r
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Compared to whites, 8 anish Americans and Indians in the U.S.
are handicapped in the labor market by the1`r lack of education. Although
the btrtS narrowing at the younger age lev ls, the median years of -
schooling for all Spanish origin and Indian ersons 25 and over in'1970
were only 9.'1 and 9:8, respectively, comp red to 12.1 nationally. The
educational progress of the Spanish and Ind an populations -- similar to
that of the black--is reflected at the younger ages (See Chapter 2). The
gap between Spanish and whites is less than ia year" at ages 20 to 29, in ,

contrast with a more than three-year difference at ages 50 to 59. A similar
pattern obtains in relation to Indians and whites, but .with smaller differences
at the older age levels than between Spanish and whites.

As noted earlier, the various Spanish erican populations are not
as educationally homogeneous as might be ought. Cubans diffe\ sUbstantially
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from the more educationally similar Mexicans and Puerto Ricans. In,' fact,
the percentage of Cubans who have graduated from high school (43. 9) is
almost twice that of Mexicans (24.2) and Puerto Ricans (23.4), and with .

one and a half to two years more schooling overall than the latter two groups.
Undercutting this educational advantage to some extent is the fact that more
than half of the Cuban Americans (and, more than three-fourths of Mexicans
and Puerto Ricans) have less than a high school education. Moreover, the d

Spanish populations most educationally disadVantaged of the three--the
oMexicans autl Puerto Ricans--are thos e in greatest number.

The following analysis examines population differentials' in terms of .

three educational levels: those individuals with (1) one to seven years
of school, (2) four years ok high school, and (3) four years of college-6.
Each category is mutually exclusive and does not overlap with any of the
other categories. Moreover, individuals in categories outside the limits
imposed here, such as those with eight years of schooling, are excluded.
For example, those with four years of college are not included among
those with four years of high school, and those relatively few individuals
with more than four years of college are not included among 'those with
four years of college. In order to retain a high degree of detail in the
original data, eight educational categories were used. However, to avoid
making this section unduly cumbersome, it was desirable to select on the
basis of relative importance and cell frequencies the three categories

,listed above.

. Less than eight years of scho oling. Indian men tend with few emceptions
to have the loudest age- specific rates of participation among males at this
educational level (Table 3.01). In comparison with white men, the
differences are great, for example, almost twenty percentage points in
one age group (50 to 54), and the same,is also only slightly less true when
the comparison is Indian with black men. However, at-this educational level,
age-specific LFPR's are higher for Mexican and Cuban in compa#ison with
white and black men, although rates for Puerto Rican men are slightly ,
higher than but more like those for Indian men.

Highest age- specific UR's among men are found foci- Indilns as well.
Rema ably, they have an extremely high rate of unemployment (15. 3%)
where most other populations show relatively low unemployment (3 1/2-5%)--
at the ages of peak participation (35 to 39). Ag'e-specific ,UR's for Mexican
and Puerto Rican men tend to approximate those for white and black men
at this educational level. The very high unemployment of teenage males
with this little schooling is appardpnt for each population group.

Lowest participation of the female populations here is found for Indian
and Puerto Rican women, with age-specific LFPR's for Mexican and white
women slightly higher and Cuban and.black women even more so (Table 3.02).
Unemployment is greatest for black women for those under 30 years of age;
thereafter, joblessness tends to be highest for Indian and Cuban women. Finally,
age-specific UR's for men here are generally lower than for women.
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Table 3.01. Age-Specific T,FP and UR' s fox Males With One to Seven Years
of Schooling, 1970

..

Ruerto
Age Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black White

Labor Force Participation Rates

14-19 68.0 51.3 40.0 39.1 49.4 52.7
20-24 90.6 87.2 85.7 73.'4 79.6 84.9
25:29 91.8 91.5 90.0 72.1 85.8 89.3
30-34 9S9 3 87.3 93.4. 75.2 87.6 90.4
35-39 91.4 87.4 92.0 83.4 90.0 90.2
40-44 93.4 83.9 94.0 77.8 88.7 90.05 -49 . 90.3 77.1 93.2 85.2 87.7 87.8

87.4 73.9 93.7 65.7 82.3 85.1
55.. 9 82.7 62.3 87.8 63.5 76.7 80.2
60 -64 69.1 57.6 74.0 49.7 63.'7 65.3
65 -69, 38.7 17.6 33.8 2'. 5 33.8 33.3

. ,
Unemployment Rates

14-19 17.1. 18.9 20.0 14.8 19.0 18.7
'2-0-24 7.6 7.9 0.0 16.2 8.4 7.7
25-29 4.2 ,,,..4.2 5.6 6.8 6.5 6.6

5.4 5.4 ,1.7 7.8 3.9 5.3
S5-39 4.9 3.4 4.7 15.3 5.2 4.9 re'
40P-44 5.5 5.1 0.7 10.9 4.3 4.4/
45-49 4.3 4.5 6.4 10.1 4.1 4.3 .,

50-.54 4.1 2.4 3.7 9. 6'. . :3. 8 4- 3

55-59 5.2 9.6 6.4 10.7 4.2 4.0
60 -64 4.3 0.0 B. 8 10.3 4.4 4.4
65-69 9.8 0.0 4.1./ 11.0 4.4 5;4
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Table 3.02,

0

Age-Specific LFP and UR' s for Females With One to Seven
Years of Schooling, by Age, 1970

Age
Puerto .

Mexican Rican Cuban Indian - Black White
Labor Force Participation Rates

14-19 35.6 25.5 a 22.4 ' 27.0 26.2
20-24 12.1 Z0.8 42.1 31.2 39.1 32.1
25-29 30..0 22.1 39.5 28.4 43.2 33.7
30-34 31.4 20.9 55.1 24.9 47.0 35.5
35-39 33.9 29.7 6e9 29.3 50.1 38.7
40,- 44 p35.8 30.4 59.4. 28.2 49.5 40.8
45-49 36.1 30.8 67.2 30.0 51.2 40.2
50r 54 32.9 34.0 50.0 23.6 49.2 39.1
55-59 28.5 23.4 37.4 25.4 9 35.8
60-64 ZO 4, 18.2 23.4 21.0 34.8 25.9
65-69 9.6 9.8 8.7 8.7 16.3 11. 2

14-'19 17.4
Unemployment Rates
8.2 26.8 31.6 19.7

20-'24 13.1
D

12.5 6.2 13.1 18.9 11.5
25-29 7.7 15.8 6.8 13.7 12.3 10.1
30-34 13.4 9.3 13.7 9.4 10.1
35-3-9 11.2 9.8 6.2 1109 7.6 8.8
40-44 10.1 10.5 13.1 9.2 7.3 G. 4

45-49 9.1 7.8 10:9 4.7 6.1 6.0
'50-54 7.6 5.9 10.0 13.6 5.1 5. 9
55-59 12.6 2.6 10.2 10.2 4.4 5.0
60-64 7.8 0.0 12.8 18.1 5.0 4.3
65-69 7.3 10.3 11,5 4.3 7.1
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Four years' of high school. Among men who are high school graduates;
age-specific LFPR's are lowest and age-specific UR's highest ior Indians \
(Table 3.03). The male populatiOn most like the Indian but slightly
superior win terms of participation is the blaCk. However, unemployment among
black men tends to be much less than for Indian men. The largest differentials
by age are between Indian and white men on both participation and unemployment.
The participation of Cubaxi is almost the same as that of white men; following
Cuban men in order of participation are Mexican and Puerto Rican men.

The situation of Indian men here suggests that increased education for
Indian men play not always be paralleled by increased.opportunities in the.labor
market. Although the age-specific LFPR's for Indian men increase at
the high school level (see also Table 3.07), age-specific ukis 'are not
consistently lower and in severAl cases are greater thaii is true for Indian
men with lessthan eight years of schooling." For example, the respective
UR's for Indian men ages 25 to 29 are 9.6vand 6. 8--lower at the lower
educational level. This sivation contrasts with that generally found
for the other male populations for which age-specific UR's are higher
at the lower educational level.

The pattern among female high school graduates °differs in some ways,
from that found among males. Highe'st age-specific LFPR's occur for
black followed by Cuban women (Table 3.04). White and Puerto Rican
women participate least of all through childbearing ages 25-39, but
Puerto Rican women do participate at similar levkls with Cuban and
slightly less than black women at ages 45 to 64. Mexican women
participate at or above the levels of white women until about age 54; the
same is true'generally inrelation to Indian women though the pattern
is less consistent. Age-specific UR's are lowest for white women.

.

Four 'years of ollege. Consistent with expectations, participation
rates at this level of education for men are quite high (Table 3. 05).
With the exception of Indian'men, most of the minority men here with
four years of college participate in the labor force to a- similay degree
as whites. Spanish men appear,on the whole, to participate slightly
more than black men.

Black women with college education outparticipate the other female
populations, and white and Puerto Rican women particip
than Indian, Mex2can, and Cuban women (Table .3.06). B
whites and blacks, UR's for women as for men tend to be
frequencies in some individual cells render crOss-icomp
severaf populations unreliable. In no case at any of the

levels examined here particular ages did women parti
more than men in the same populatiot.

to relatively less
sed mainly on

low, although Low
isonse between
ee educational
ate relatively
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Table 3.03. Age-Specific LFP and UR's for Males, 20-69, With Four Years
) of High School, ;' by Age, 1970

Puerto
Age Mexican Rican Cuban. Black White

Labor Force Participation Rates

20-24 91.0 88.8 44, 87.2 78.2 87.6 '94.4
25-29 96.5 95.6 96.3 90.5 94:5 97.8
30-34 96.4 95.7 93.1 't 94.1 , 94.5 98.1
35-39. 96.3 .92.9 99.1 91.8 93.8 98.0
40-44 95.6 95.5 96.6 . 88.5 92.0 97.4
45-49 93.3 92.1 9g. 2 - 90; 1 91.5 96.7
50-54 93.8 " 93.7 , 96.0 88.2 9O.4 95.3
55-59 92.1 92.5 80.0) 86:4 91.8
60-64 87.9 4;83.3 77.1 79.4 73.2 79.1
65-69 70.0 o 36.4 ;57.5 *3.9 I 46.3 45: 1

Unemployment Rates
20-24 8.6 5.7 60.7 13.9 9.1 8 :9
25-29 3.7 .1.4 2". 9 C 9.6 5.1 3.0
30-34 4.1 3.2 ). . 1 7.5 3.8 2.1
35-39 1.5. '2.7 2.7 11.9 3.7 1.8
40-44 2. 6 1.9 0.0 6.9 4.1 1.8
45-49 1.7 4.3 5.8 13.0 3.5 2 1.9
50-54 3.8 0.0 . 5.5 7.5' 3.2 . 2.0
55-59 \ 1.5 4.1 4.1 3.1 2.1
60-64 0.0 6.6 .3. 6 8.1 1.6 2:8
65-69 16.7 0.0 .0.0 11.2 3.2 4.0

J.

Does not include those persons with schooling beyond the high school
e el.
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Table 3.04°. Age-Specific LFP andUR's for Females, 20-69, With Four
Year of High School, by Age, 1970

Puerto
Age Mexican Rican. Cuban Indian Black White

Labor Force Participation Rates

20-24 59.5
1

60.3 67.0 55.2 65.7 59.0
25-29 48.6 44.5 62.9 ' -47.9 64.4 42.2
30-34 49.4 42.1 60.5 51.3 64.2 42.9
35-39 51.7 44.3 64.3 50.3 67.1 47.t.8
40-44 54.1 51.5 64.6 58.2 66.6 ,53.1
45-49 .55.7 c 61,5 62.4 50.9 67.4 55.6
50-54 55.9 58.3 .60.7 . 57.4 65.8 55.2
55-59 43.9 55.0 48.6 48.1 59.3 51.6
60-64 .35.2 55.6 28.1 42.6 52.2 40.8
6.5-69 24.4 11.1 8.9--, 28:8 30.8 20.9

20-24 r8. 6
Unemployment Rates
4.8 7.5 10.0 11.4 d 5.9

25-29 7.2 7.0 6.5 7.3 , 7.5 4,7
30134 4.9 ,9.7 0 4; 3 7.'4 6-. 7 '4.0
35 -39 4.6 C!9 4.0 8.9 5.7 3.6

'40 -44 4.8 5.8 9.8' 5.8 5.0 3.4
45-49 6.1 3..6 5,3 2.6 3,9 3,2
50-54 4.1 14.2

g
6.1 7.1 4.3 3.11

55-59 7.3 9.1 17.7 6.4 3.4 3.1
60 -64 '3.1 10.1 5.3 4.5 3.8 2.9
'65-69 0.0 0.0. 6.6 4.5 4.8

*Does not 9nclude those persons with schooling beyond the high school
level.
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Table 3.05. Age-Specific LEP and UR' s for Males, 25-64, With. Pour Years
of College,* by Age, 1970

PUerto .

Age : Mexican Rican Guban Indian Black White
Labor Force'Participation Rates

25-29 97.6 88.2 94.7 93.9 95.5 ) 97.7
30-4 96.0 100.0 100.0 90.5 98.4 98.7
35-39 97.4 100.0 100.0 90.9% 96.1 99.0
40-44 97.4 100.0 ' 00.0 100.0 96.6 98.7
45-49 97.8 100.0 92.9 85:7 95.8 98.3
50-54 100.0 96.-6 93.8 91.. 8 96.1
55-59 100.0 -92.9 88.7 93.1
60-64, 87.5 88.2 92.3 85.4 82.2

Unemployment Rates
25-29 2.5 6.6 5.5 3.2 1.7 2.0
30-34 2.8 0.0 3.4 0.0 1.4 1.2
35-39 0,0 0:0 0.0 10.0 2.3 1.0
40-44 2.8 10.0 0.0 , 5.3 o 2.6 1.1
4-49 4.0 0.0 15.4 0.0 1.1 1.2
50-54 0.0 0.0 7.1 0.0 0.7 1.5
55-59 0.0 0.0 15.4 2.5 1.7
60-64 0.0' 0.0 6.6 r O. 0 2.2 1.7

Does not include those persons with more than four years of college
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dTable3.06. Age-Pecific LFP, an UR's for Females, 25-64, With 17:6ur
Years of College, by Age, 1970

Age
Puerto

Mexican Rican Cuban Indian
Labor Force Participation Rates0

Black White

St

25-29 69.6. 63.2 57.1 63.8 83.7 56.0
30-34 63.3 46.7 67.6 58.8 84.0 42.9
35-39 57.9 44.4 77.8 61.9 85.5 45.7
40 -4.4 51.9 57.1 71.9 61.1 84 6 51.7
45-49 60.0 77.8 81.5 64.3

8C`
I0 56.6

50-54 63.6 50.0 814 86.4 82.0 58.7
55-59 70.0 78.6 75.0 83.1 57.7
60-64 62.5 40.0 53.8 '60.0 62.0 48.9

Unemployment Rates 9
25-29 1,. 8.4 0.0 10.0 2.7 2.3
,30 -A4 2.5 14.3 16.0 4.9 2.9 2.8
35 -9.2 0.0 10.8 0.0 1.4 0
40-44 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.0 2.5
45-49 11.2 0.0.. 4.5 '0.0 0.9 2.1
50-.54 Q. 0 0.0 0.0 5.3 1.2 1.4
55-59 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.4 1.0

0. 0 0.0 14.1 2.4 1.4

L.

:4Does not include those persons with more than four years of college.
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'4 ePositive Itripact of Education

It is clear overall that increasing education is positively related to
labor force participation among both majority and minority men and
women. But is it true for each subpopulation? Is it more
true in sorie than in others? roes the positive effect of education c,
interact with age? And is it similar-for both sexes ?.

In order to approach answers to these questions, sex and age-specific
labor force participation ratios are presented for each of the populations
in Tables 3.07 and 3.08. Ratips are legitimate here because the rates in.the
'same age intervals are free from the effects of the total number of°
individuals in the interval. The first of these tables compares age-specific
LFPR's of persons with less than eight years of schooling to thOe with
four years of high school, while the second compares thosevwith four

-years tf high school to those with four years of college. This approach
facilitates an assessment of the relative degree of positive effect of
increasing education on LFP. In simple terms, the closer the ratio
figure is, to 1.00 (or if it is over 1.00), the less the positive effect
of education (e.g0., .98 or 1.05); the farther removed the figure is from
1.00 in the lower direction, the greater the effect of education (e.g., . 6).
Of course, if the figure is 1.00 or near tht number, education can be
viewed as having little if any effect, although-in actuality more _controls
(and in some cases highei frequencies) would be needed to make more
forceful statements about the singular effect (or lack,of one) of education.
Nevertheless, .bearing in mind the limitations, a ratio approach can be a
useful and insightful technique in this regard.

gainsGrade school -high school comparison. The relative gains in LFP
for each of the populations are substantial in comparing those with one
to seven years of schooling to those who have graduated from high
school, particularly in the case of women^(Table 3.07). The positive
educational effect is also most noticeable for men at the older work
force ages (50+).

Among men, least relative participation gain is found for Mexicans and Cubans
with greatest gains obtaining for Indians and 'Puerto Ricans: The relative
gain for whites here, incidentally, while dreater than for blacks is less
than for Indian and Puerto Rican men.

The pattern for women differs in some ways from that 'for men. Black
women show greater gains with high school education than whites, and
Cuban women by far manifest the least relative increase in participation. But
Mexican women,in contrast to men, reveal substantial gains (also greater
than for white and black women). _However, Indian and Puerto Rican

es.women, like their male-counterparts, tend to exhibit the greatest
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Table 3.07. Ratios of Age-Specific LFPR's for Persons With One to Seven
Years of Schooling to Persons With Four Years of High School, by Sex,

Sex and-
Age Mexican

Puerto
Rican c Cuban Indian Black ,White

Male 4 V

21D-24 1.00 ' . 98 .98 .94 .90 .89
25-29' .95 .96 .93 .80 .91 .91
30-34 .97 .91 1.00 .80 .93 .92
3-39 .95 .94 .93 .91 .96 .92

'40-44 : .98 .88 .97 . .88 .96. .92
45-49' . 911 .84 .96 .81 .93 91
51)-.54 .93 , .79 .9.8 .74 .81 .89
55-59 .90 .98 .95 .79 .89 .87
60-64 .79 ,69 .., .96 .63 .87 .83

0

65-69 .55 .48 .59 .58 .73 .74

Female
20-24 .54 .34 .63 .57 .60 .114. .54
25-9 '.62 .50 /. 63 .59 .67 .80
36-34 .64 50 .91 .49 .73 .83
35-39 .66 .67 .95 .58 .75 , .81 .1)

40-44 .66 .59 .92 .48 .74 .77
45-49 .65 .50 _1.08 .59 .76 .72
50-54 .59 .58 .83 .41 .75' .71
55-59 .65 , .43 .77 .53 .77 .69
60-64 .58 .33 .83 .49 .67 .63
65-69 .39 .88 .98 .30 .5 .54

0

Age-specific labor force participation ratio =
LFPRi,ed 1-7
LFPRi, ed 12 '

based, on data in Tables 3.01 - 3.04.



Table 3.08. Ratios of Age-Specgig LFPR's for Persons With tour Years of
High School to Persons With Four Years of College, by Sex; 1970*

Sex and
Age Mexican

Puerto
Rican Cuban Indian Black

Male
25-29 . 99 1.08 1.02 . 96 . 99
30-34 1.00 . 96 . 93 1.04 . 96
35-39 .99 .93 .99 1:01 .98
40-44 .98 .96 9'7 . 86 .95
45-49 .95 . 92 1.05 1.05 . 96
50-54 .94 --- .99 .0 .-98
55-59 .92 , 1.00 .80 .97
60-64 1.00 . 87 . 86 . 86

Female IP

25-Z9 .70 .70 1.10 .75 .77
30-34 .78 .90 :90 .87 .76
35-39 .89 1.00 .83 .81 .78
40-44 1.04 / .90 .91 .95 .79
45-49 n .93 .79 .77 .79 .77
50-54 .88 1.17 . 74 . 66 . 80
55 -5.9 .63 0 - -- .62 .64 .71
60-64 . 56 1.39 . 52- .'71 .84

.

White
1

1.00
99

.99 4g

. 99

. 98

.99
I .99

. 96

.75
1.00 as
1.05
1.03

.z. .98
. 94
.89

6 6 83

)1/4

'Age-specific labor force participation ratio =

based on data in Tables 3.03 - 3.06.

LFPRi, ed 12
LFPRi, ed 16
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;relative increases inParticipation at the increased level of dducation,
(i.e., high school).

High school-college comparison. Partly because of the already fairly
high, levels of partici-pation at the high school graduate level, gains in_parti-
cipatioh in comparing high school with college graduates are genera,lly
smaller than is true in comparing those with less than high school to those
who are high school graduates, particularly for men but .also for women
(Table 3.08). In fact, at some age levels (e.g., _males, 35 to 39), virtually
no increase is apparent. Women show larger relative gains than men at
the younger (25 to 29) and older (55+) age levels.

- -9

Among men, differences between, populations are generally/small or_
nonexistent, although the rates for Puerto RiCan and blackmen benefit
relati,vely more than those of C.uban and whiteMen. The pattern for
Indian men is somewhat mixed, while exicans are most like, whites
until after agp .44 where the relatives for whites is greater. D

Females ages 25 to 29 in each ofthe populations except the Cuban
reveal a sharp increase in participation and to about the same degree for
each. Generally, least gain at all ages is evident for whites (except at
ages 25 to 29), with the minority populations showing sin-iilar patterns
of greatei- gain. Puerto Rican women at some ages (e.g., 35 to 39) evidenice

little or no gain.

Vocational r4 aining

Doe vocational training influence participation in the labor market
among the populations in this investigation; and o these populations
portray differentials in participation in relation to the presence or absence of
vocational training? These are questions to whic we now turn our
attention.

In the 1970 census, "vocational training" includes formal vocational
training programs completed in high school, apprenticeship programs,
schools of business, nursing schools, -trade schools, technical institutes,-
training in the Armed forces, and Job Corps Training. The census
definition excludes training in single courses which were not a part of an
organized program of study, 6n-the-job training, training in company
schools, training by correspondence, and basic training in the Armed
Forces. Persons who re,ported having completea a vocational training
program were asked to name their main field of vocational training.
Unfortunately, 19470 censUr data do not indicate when or where vocational
training took place, nor do they designate specific training programs. .
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Does vocational training make a difference? The same approach
that was utilized to assess the positive impact of inereating education on
age-specific LFPR's (see Tables 3.07 and 3.68) can alscerve to determine.
the relative impact of vocational training on participation in the labor
,market among the various populations in this study. It is clear that having
3ocational training has more effect on the participation of.wornen than men
in each of the populations (Table 5.09). Beyond this-observation, there are
differences among the populations divided by sex.

Among. men, Indians experience the greatest relative increase
participation followed by Puerto Ricans. Increases for the other male
populations are for the most part not largee and do not' differ greatly
from one another. For women; the positive impact of vocational training
is most evident among Puerto Ricans. it is also more apparent'
and Mexican than Cuban, black, or White. women. 'Despite the re
differences between the feEnale populations in terms of impact, the i crease
imparticipationdis substantial in each... ,Ofcourse, differences in lev:ls of

education for each of the population groups undoubtedly. affect the apparent
positiv impact of having vocational. training. For example, the higher
percentage of white men and women who are high school and college graduates.
means that comparisons between tho'se with and withotit vocational training
will likely be less in evidence.

With training. Among men with some form of vocational training, ,

white, Cuban, and to a. 1esser extent Mexican men participate more heavily
than Indian, black, and Puerto Rican men (Table 3.10). The especially
i'dw- relative participation of Indian men with vocational training probably
i.elpresents in part restricted employment possibilities attendant with
their greater rural concentration. Age-specific rates for Puerto Rican
men here slightly exceed those for blacks and are substantially greater

4,than for Indians. / .

In relation to unemployment for men, Indians are again in the least
favorable position of the populations' In fact, 'in contrast to the pattern-
found in particular for the Spanish male populations, age-specific UR's
for Indian and black men with training are sometimes high as those for
Indian men without training (See Table 3.12), a situation not unlike th,a t fdund'
earlier in comparing unemployment among Indian men with less than eight
years schooling to those with fo,ur years of high school. Age-specific UR 's
for those men with tra ning are generally lower for whites than for any
of the Spanish ,populations, although the fatter tend to be in a better employ-.
ment position relative to black and particularly Indian men. ,

4-

Of women with some form of vocational training, Cubans and blacks
participate most heavily (Table 3. 11). After age 24, Indian women

4
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Table 3.09. Ratios of Age-Specific LFPR's For Persons Not }11.171ocational
Training to Persons Having Vocational Training, by Sex, 1970'

Sex and Puerto
age Mexican Rican Cuban . Indian Black White

Male
20-24 .99 .97 .88, .91, .97 .97
25-29 .99 , .96 .99 .96 .98 .9
30-34 .99 .93 .98 .90 1.00 .99'
35-39 .98 .98 .96 .92 .99 .99 -
40-44 .97 .94 . .98 .90 .97 .99
45-49 .97 .90. .99 .88 .96 .98
50-54 .97 .88 .98 .86 .95 .98
55-59 .95 .81 .92 .91 .97 .98
60-64 .93 .90 .98 .79 .90 .95
65-69 .86 .40 .85 .90 .83 .94

Female ,, t

20-24 .63 .55 69 .-69 .76' .79
25-29 .65 .49 .78 .75 4.79 .78

t,

30-34 .66 .44 .82 .65 .79 .78
35-39 67 .52 .84 .66 .81 .81
40-44 .62 .52 Q, .76 .59 .78 .82
45-49 .60 .52 .92 . .68 .82 .82
50-54 .67 .65 .81 .58 .79 .80
55-59 .60 .44 .72

.
.65 .81 .79

60-64 .59 .44 .59 .57 .66 .72
65-69 .58 .44 .41 .50 .66 .70

*Age-specific labor force particip tion ratio = LFPRi,nt
I

wt

based on data in Tables 3.10 - 3.13

IL-.
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Table 3.10. Age-Specific LFP and UR' s for Males, 20-69, With Vocational
Training, 1970

Ag
Puerto

Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black White
Labor Force 4articipation Rates

20-24 90.1 88.1 97.5 82.6 86.7 93.8
25-29 95.0 95.9- 96.7 89.5 92.6 97.4
30-34 95.4 97.4 96.1 , 91.3 92.1 97.7
35-39 95.5 91.2 98.2 89.'3 92.6 97.8
40-44 95.5 93.2 97.7 86.6 92.0 97.2
45-49 93.7 92.6 97.2 86.1 90.6 96.4
50-54 91.1 90.3 96.5 83.1 88.8 95.0
55-59 87.7 83.8 ,, 97.0 75.4 81.6 89.8
60-64 74.4 69.2 80.6 68.0 73.4 77.9
65-69 44.9 54.5 - 57.7 29.2 42.4 42.4

Unemployment Rates
20-.Z\4 8.8 8.4 9.1 17.9 11.2 5.8
25-29 04.7 3.8 4.3 11.5 6.0 4 3.0
30-34 4.1 3.8 2.7 °' 8.7 4.3 2.3
35-39 2.8 3.7 1.8 12.2 4.4 2.0
40-44 3.3 ' 4.3 0.5 9.5 4.2 2.2
45-49 ..

3.3 . ''," 4.0 a 3.5 10.1 4 2.3
50-54 .2. 9 0. 0 2.8 6.5 3. 2.5
55-59 2.5 ,3. 3.2 6.8 3.6 2.8
60-64 1.6 0.0 6.9 4.6 4.5 3.2
6'5-69 4.2 0.0 3.3 9. 6 4.5 k 5.2
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Table 3. 11. Age-Specific LFP and UR ' s for Females, 20-69, With 'Vocational

t

T r4p.ining , 1970

Age
Puerto

1 %

.Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black Whit
- ,

Labor Force Participation Rates 9

20-24 66.8 64.8 83 6 63.0 72.4 69A 4
25-29' 56.7 53.2 6 . S 53.0 71.0 52.8
30-34 55.5 58.7 64.8 59'. 7 71.4 5f.6
35-39 57.3 59.7 72.7 60.0 72.5 55.2
40-44'

\
63.3 65.0 78:1 72.2 74.2 .60A 1

45-49 62.2 69.1 71.7 60.0 70.1 61.4
50-54' 52.0 59.3 67.4 , 63.9 69.1 61.6
55-59

\
'
.

48.2 60.5 59.2 : 52.3 61.4 57. Z
60-64 q 34.1 40.6 43.4 48.8 56.1 46.7
65-69 14.9 23,1 20.0 23.8 27.8 22.6

Unemployment, Rate
20:-24 8.1 6. 5 10.5 10.4 4.8'
25-29 L 5.6 3.9 3.7 7: 2 6.8 4.4
30-34 4.5 13.3 5.1 3.5

J
6.3 3.7

? 5-39 i 5 . 4 3.4 5.8 -, 5.3 5.0 3.3
40-44 ' .5.4 6.2 8.7 , 7.6 5.0 3.3
45-49 7.6 10.7 4.5 9.8 3.9 3.3
50 -54. 4'. 2 ------- 2.9 ' c 6.2 ,. 9 4.2 3. Z at

55-59 6.2 4.3 7.3 2. 3.6 3.0
60-64 2.3 7.6 13.1 0.0 4.8 3.2
6?-69 .7.4 33.3 16.5 Q. 0 4.7 5.3

36
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Table 3t 12 . Age-Specific LFP and UR' s for Males, 20-69, With No
Vocational Training, 1970

Age
Puerto

Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black White
Labor Force Participation Rates

20-24 89.5 85.1 85.4 75.0 84.3 91.4
5 -29 93.9 91.8 95.4 85.5 91.2 96.2

30-34 94.6 90.7 94.5 82.0 92.3 97.0
35-39 93.6 89.4 94.6 81.8 91.6 96.7
40-44 93.4 87.3 95.8 77.9 89.6 96.0
45-49 91.1 83.7 96.4 75.6 87.2 94.9
50-,54 88.6 79.8 4.4 71.5 84.4
55-59 83.2 67.6 89.4 68.4 79.2

.92.7
88.4

60-64 69.0 62.5 78.9 53.7 66.1 74.1
65-69 38.7 21.6 48.9 26.2 35.1 39.8

Unemployment Rates's-
20 -24 9.4 7.3 5.9 15.9 10.6 6.8
25429 "4.6 5.4 3.4 11.3 .5.5 , 3.4
30-34 5.1 - 5.0 2.4 9.5 4.2 2.. 6
35-39 4.3 4.1 3.2 12.6 4.0 2.4
40-44 4.6 3.2 3.1 10.5 4.0 2:2
45-49 4.3 5.0 5.3 9.8 3.7 2.4
50-54 4.1 2.1 4.6 7.8. 3.8 2.6
55-59 4.7 8.7 4.3 8.2 3.4 z.6
60-64 4.5 0.8 5.8. 10.6 3.8 3.2
65-69 9.0 0.0 4.5 7.6 5.1 4.3

a

4
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participate more than white women, while Mexican and Puerto Rica'n
women ages 25 to 49 also have rates exceeding similar-aged whites.
Apparently, white women with training who are in the childbearing ages
25 to 44 are better able to withdraw from. the labor market than minority
women, although a' similar proclivity (of less magnitude) to withdraw
in the ages 25130 34 is present for the other female populations except for
blacks. Except among Mexican women, reductions in age-specific unemploy-
ment are not consistently found in comparing women without vocational
training, to those with training. Age-specific UR's for white women with
training are for the most part lower than those for the other female
populations.

Without training. The lackvuf vocational training among men appears
on the whole to have the least,negative impact on the LFP of white ment,(Table
3. 12): This is not surprising ii view of the overall greater educaticra' of
white compared with minority men here. The age-specific LFPR's
of Cuban men most nearly approach those of white§ ages 25 to 44; from
ages 45 to 69, Cuban men participate -relatively more than whites. Lowest
rates here are for Indian and then black and P- -rtb Rican men. Mexican
men participate near the level of Cuban men u ittil age 45 after which a gap
in their age- specifii rates' is more in evidenc .

% .
.

Age - specific UR's often run higher for me [ without vocational
training cornpared to those'with training, but even among those without
training white men. show lowest unemployment again probably in part
a reflection of their higher overall education. uban men here have
generally lo 'est unemployment of the Spanish p pulations, with Indian
men having b far the highest age-specific yrtts.\

Age- speci is LFPR's for women without voc4ional training are higheSt
for, blacks and Cubans followed by whites/ddians, Mexicans and then
Puerto Ricans (Table° 3. 13). As noted-, women with vocational training
participate at nauth higher levels th'an women who have not had training.
Age-specific UR's here are lower for white than for women in any of the
minority female populations.

$

field of trainin . Since men tend to receive vo atiorkal training in the
crafts and tra es and women in either business` and ffic41 work or nursing
and health fie ds (Table 3. 14), next examined is how training in these
fiqlds relatesto population differentials in labor for e participation. In
addition, age-specific LFP and UR's are given in T ble 3.16 for Indian,
blfck, and white men with health-related training. Of men who say
they have had vocational training, Indian men, muc in contrast to
Spanish and also white and black men, have most o ten (51%) had their

Mb
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Table 3. 13 . Age- Specific LFP and UR' s for `Femaled, 20-69, With No
Vocational Training, 1970

o
71.

Age Mexicb,n
Puerto

Rican Cuban Indian Black White
Labor Force Participatton Rates

20-24 42..3 35.7 57.3 . 43.6- 55.0 5,5.1
25-29. 36.8. '26,3 . 52.4 39.9 55.9 41.1
30-34 36.8' 26.0 53.0 39.1 6.6 -40.0
35-39 38.3 31.3 61.3 39-. 6- .8 44.8
40-44 39.5 - 33.6 59.4 42.9 7.6 49.3
45-49 37.4 35.6 65. 9. 40.6 57.6 50.3
50-54 34.8 .., 38.3 54.5, 36.8 54.5 49.2
55-59. 29.1 26.6 42.6 , 33.8 49.6 45.0
60-64 20.0 18.0 25.5 28.0 37.2 33.7
65-69 8.7 10.1 8.1 12.0 18.3 15.9

...
0 Unemployment 'Rates

P20-24 10.2 . 9. 8 4.7 14.4 13.6 6.7
25-29 7. 0 8.0 8.6 11.5 9. -i 5.1
30-34 8.t 7.7 9. 4 9.2 8.0 4.8
35-39 8.4 8. 6 0. 7.2 10.1 6.5 4.2
40-44 7. g 8.0 9..8 8.4 6.1 4.1
45-49 8.3 5.6 6..7 6.4 5.2 4.0
50-54 7.5 6.8 7.2 9.8 4.6 3.7
55-59 10.0 7.5 9.2 6.8 3.8 3.6
60-64 7.0 7.2 9.0 8.9 4.0 3.9
65-69 8.0 16.8 9.9 8.3 4.9 5.0

39
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Table 3.14. Distributions of Persons With Vocational Training, 20-69, by

6, , V

el

Sex and Field of `'raining, 1970

'Sex and
,field of.
trainng o Mexicani

Puerto
Itic an ' Cuban Inian . Black White

a , 0

100: 0
Male (4,9.16)

1office-Bus., oice 0.4,

.

).00.0
(lg 062)

1)4.4

100.0,,
(1,078)

29.8

100.0
(2,,724)0

14.6

1'00.0
(18,288)

8.6

100.0
(240,680)

13.'3
Health 2.3 tri 5.Q7 50.7 2.7 2.1

.
Trades, crafts 57.1 52.5 33.4 22.0 i 41.3 50.4
Eng. tech. 7.5 6.2 11.9 3.9 5.7 11.5
Agric. or

home e.c. 1.8 2. i 1.7 I 1. 3 ' 2.4 3.0
Other field 5. 6 4.7 6.7 2.1 4. 9 5. 4
Not reported 5.3 17.3 .11.0 5.5 34.3 14.5

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Female (2,557) (688) . (792) (606) (16, 988) (128, 012)

Bus. . office 38.'4 46.1 43.2 34.2 26.4 43.8
Nursing,

health .18.3 16.6 8.8 26.4 23.2 19.7
Trades, crafts 2,0.4 15.7 17.1 14.5 13'4 12.7
Eng. tech. 0.9 1.5 2.5 0.8' 0.6 0.8
Agric. or

t. .

home ec. 0.9 1.5' 2.5 2. 5 t. 9 1.5
Ot er field 3.2 2.6 12.9 - 3.6 3z' 3 3.8
Not r ported 17.9 16.1 13.1 18,,0 30.2 17.6

Based on PUS data
,
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training in some fiteld of health. Not presented, however, are rates for
Cuban men who are relatively heavily concentrated in business and office
work

°

(almost 30% of those with training).

It is also w thwhile to note e relative numbers of Spanish men and
women with voc tional training.. Although Puerto Ricans, on the mainland
outnumber Cub ns almost three to one, slightly more Cuban than Puerto
RiCan men and women have had some form of training (Table 3. 14).
Moreover, although there are more than eight times as many Mexican
than'Cuban persons in the U.S. , only about five. t4Tries as many Mexican
men and three times as many Mexican women have had training than Cuban
men and women, again underscoring the more favorable position of the
Cuban population. However, Indian men and vp men have disproportionately
more training than their Spanish counterparts, withlthe exception of Cuban
women. t

(1) Men with` raining in crafts and trades--Participation here is lowest
and unemployment highest for Indian men,while the reverse is true for
white men (Table 3.15). The participation of Mexican, Puerto Rican, and
Cuban men tends to exceed that of black men, although the relative standing
of the four populations is less consistent in relation to unemployment. Yet,
Mexican and black nen ages 30, to 64/shoW substa-ntially lower unemployment
than the average for all men in their(respective populations.

(2) Men with training in health--N6t only do Indian men with health
training participate' at much lower levels than black and white men with
training in the same category, but the age-specific UR's are inmost cases
unusually high, both in relation to their field of training and in comparison

white and black men (Table 3.16).

Women with training in business and office work--Participation
rates for each of the minority female populations here tend to exceed those
of wciite women,' with Cuban and black women participating relatively more

. than Indian, .MexliZan, and Puerto Rican women with such training .(Talale 3. 17).
Unemployment, however, continues in most instances to be lowest for white

`women.

(4) WOrnen.-with trainin in nursing or other health--Cuban and black
womv have age-specific FPR's generally highest among females *ith

aid training,.although. this pattern is more consistently true for black
omen .(Tale 3. 18). Mexidari, Puerto Rican, and Indian womenfor the.

most part do as well as or better than white Women here. Having hpalth
compared to business and office training seems to improv. e>the participation
level of Mexican; Puerto Rican, and Indian but not Cuban and black women.
Because of some low cell frequencies, it is difficult to assess population
differentials by age here. But it would appear that unemployment for women
in each of the populations is lower when training is in healthlhan in business
and offic'e.

41 a
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Table 3.15. Age-Specific LFP and till's for Males, 20-69, With Vocational
Training in Crafts and Trades, 1970

Age Mexican
Puerto

Rican Cuban Indian Black White
Labor Force Participation Rates

z,

89.8 89.0 100.00 81.8 88.5. 95.3
96.1 97.1 97.4 87.8 98.4 95.3
96:7 96.9 96.5 92.1 .93.5 98.5
95.5, 86.6 94.5 93. 94.9 .- 98.4
96.9 97.6 97.4 86.7 93. 8 `97.9
94.0 92.6 97.9 85.1 92. 5 96.9
81.1 99,i9 97.6 80. c 90.0 95. 6
91.6 87.5 100.0 76.7" 87:3 91.4
76.5 73.7 81.3 73.1 78.3 78.6
47.2. 54.5 ' 47.4 29.4 53.4 41.9

0.

UnemplOyment Rates
9.3 9.0 6.7 16.0 13.4 5.6
5.5 3.0 2.6 15.7 .6.7 3.0
4.1 5.3 0.0 6.9 5.1 2.3
2.1 5.7 0.0 15.9 3.1 2.1
3.3 4.8 0.0 9.2 3.8 2.1
2.0 6.0 6.5o 19.3 '4.2 2.4
2.7 0.0 5.0 4.5 2.1 2.4
3.4 7.1 4.8 , - 13.0 4.9 3.1
1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 '''''3.5 3.7i

11.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.2 6.3

120-24
) 25-29

30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59 .

60-64
65-69

20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69

42
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Table 3.16. Age-Specific LFP and UR' s for Males, 25-69, With Vocational
Training in the Field of Health

Age Indian - Black
Labor Force Participation -Rate;s

White

25-29 90.4 .92.3 96.6
30-34' 92.0 88.2 97.2
3539. 88.1 97.5.95.0
40-44 85,-Z 90.3 96.2
45-49 86.5 94.0 96.7
50-54 83.4 0 93.8 94.0
55-59 77.7 84.0 90.4
60-64 62.5 65.0 82.5
65-69 27.3 64.7

Unemployment Rates
25-29 10.7 7.3 2.0
30-34 10.8 4.5 1.1
35-39 11.7 t 3.1 1.6
40-44 10.2 2.4 1.3

' 45-49 9.4 1.5 1.2
50-54 6.5 2.8 1.8
55-59' 5.8 0.0 1.3
60-64 2.9 0.0 1.0
65-69 11.4 3.1

43
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Table 3.17. AgelSpecific LFP and UR' s for Femals, 20-64, With Vocational
Training in Business and Office Work, 1970

Puerto
Age Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black White

Labor Force Participation Rates
l?'4 li

20-24 .. -69.1 70.1 8'7.3 70.9 74.8 69.0
25-29 57.2 59.1 - 71.6 54.8 72.7 48.2
30-34° . 51.3. 54.8 68.6 60.8 73.7 47.1
35-39 .. 59.1 63..5 72.6. 576 77.4 51.8
40-44 65.5 75.0 86.3 66.7 - 80.3 58.4
45-49 68.5 73.3 80.4 66.7 82.4 61.7
5G-54 63.8 60s'9 65.2 41.2 86.2 63.1
55-59 66.7 7. I 64.7 64.3 71.9 58.7
60-64 -7-33.3 60.0 -.... 81.8 , 62.1 47.8

Unemployment Rates
20 -24., 7.7 4.9 7.2 6.5 9.3 4.6
25-29 6.8 .6.1 3.2 '' 0.0 7:0 4.9
30-34 2.9 8.8 2.2 ' 0.0 6.7 4.4,
35-39 7.4 5.0 \ '4.4 10.6 5.1 3.6
40-44 5.0 0.0 10.2 15.0 4.9 3.6
45 -4l 6.4 18.1°3 2.6 7.2 4.2 3.1
50-54 5.5 7.2 0:0 0. O.) 5.0 3.0
55-59 3.4 0.0 -. 18.2 011.2 .5.2 3.2
60-64 9.9 0.0 . 0.0 4.1 3.4

.0

4 44
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Table 3.18: Age - Specific LFP and UR' s fol. Females, 20-64, With Vocational
raining in Nursing and Other Health) 1970

Age
C Puerto

, .

Mexican . Rican. Cuban Indian Black° White
Labor Force Part icipaiion Rates

.,
,.

20-24 67.5
25-29 60.2
30-34 66.4
35-39 65.6
40-44 68.6
45-49 63.2
50-54 63.2
55-59 68.2
60-64 38.9

0-24 5.9
25-29 4.5
30-34 1.2
35-39 1.8
0- 4 4.2

4 -.:;'49 4.3,
50-54 0.0
55-59 0.0
60-64 0.0

63.9 66.7 60.9 73.7
62.5 60.9 47.4 56.6
61.5

qc.
88.' 78.4 76.3

81.0 77.8 66.7 77.6
70.6 92.3 87. g2.9
81.3, 71.4 71.4 76.6

.
73.3 ,

- --
63.0
66.7

77.2
71.8.
62.0

Unemployment Rate s
4 4w 0.0 17.9 8. 9
0.0 1-6.7 5.7 4.1

18.7 0.0 3.4 4.5
0.0 0.0 6.3 4.0.
0.0 0:0 0.0 3.5
7.7 9.9 13.3 2.8

0.0 , 5.9 2.4
0.0 2.7!
---- 3.4

74.9
75.5
52.9
57.3
64.4

'66.4
66.5
64.4
51.6

3. 2
2.6
2.4
2.1
2.3
2.5
2.6
2.2
1.9

1
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MARITAL STATUS, FAMILY, AND FERTILITY

In this section, concern will be directed toward labor force participation
and unemployment differentials in relation to marital status,t family
structural variables, and fertility That these factors influence par-
ticipation in the labor market differentially for working age males and
emales has long been established. But in addition to examining the extent

to which findings here reconfirm general expectations, the focus will
also be on age-specific differences and/or similarities and patterns among
the various--populations, especially those between the white majority'and
each of the several minority populations. , -

Marital Status
.Does marital status affect LFP among Spanish and Native. Americans?

Inspection of Tables 3.19 and 3.20 reveals a marked impact: married -
Spanish and Indian men and never married Spanish*and Indian women have
higher liFPR 's at each of the three age levels than never married males
and married females, respectively. 'Of the Spanish origin populations,
LFPR's for married and never married Cuban men tend to be most like
those for maritally similar whites and higher than for Mexican and Puerto
Rican men.

Controlling for age and marital status, Indian men participate much
less than men in any of the other populations. For example, married
Indian men ages 35 'to 49 have a participation rate near 87%, while the
same figure for married white men is morethan ten percentage points
greater (97. 6%). Unemployment among married and especially never married
Indian men is very Ligh, again more so than in the other male populations.
For instance, the UR for married Indian men ages 35 to 49 is 8.4 compared'
to 1.8 for whites; the same comparison for those unmarried- yields an
even larger discrepancy--24. 9 and 5.21,,, respectively. Married white men / 2

have a clear employment advantage over most minority men, but this-pattern.
does not obtain for all population-age groups when the comparison is among,
never married men.

The same general pattern found for Spanish men obtains in relationT
. .to the Spanish female populations, except that LFPR's for married Cuban

women are more nearly like those of comparable blacks, (and even higher
in the 35 to 49 age range), and greater than those for married white women..
Among never married females, Puerto Ricans have especially low rates
of participation, while LFPR's for Mexicans' are slightly higher than for
comparable blacks, though lower than for-whites. Indian women who are

14/married participate less than white and much less than black.women.



Table 3 19. LFP and UR' s for Married Persons (Spouse ,PreSent), by SeF,
and Ages 1970

Sex and Puerto 4
age Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black White

Labor Force Participation Rates

Male
14-34
,35-49
50-69

Female

96.0
94.8.
77.3

P

93.6 97.5 89.6
89.8 97.2 86.7
70.6 86.4 64.9

95.2
93.9 .

76.1

98.1
97.6
80.8

14-34 32.1 29.3 49.1 36.8 54.9 39.2
35-49 35.7 36.6 61.5 39.0 57.6 45.7
50-69 22.4 30.4 40.6 29.6 41.4 34.9

Unemployment Rates
Male

14-34' 4.6 4.9 3.3 8.3 4.5 2.6
°35-49 3.6 3.6 3.°0 8.4 2.9 1.8

50-69 4.4 2. 3.5 6.6 3.4 2.6

'Female
14-34 8.7 8.91 6.5 10.9 9.2 6.0 1.1

35-49 7.0 7.7 7.6 8.2 5.2 3.9
50-69 7.6 9.2 6.9 7.1 4.1 4.0
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Table 3.20 LFP and UR' s for Never Married Persons, by Sex and.
Age, 1976

Sex-and Puerto
age Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black "' White

Labor Force Participation Rates

Male
14-34 77.4 65.4 71..,4 63.3 68.5 63.3
35-49 . 80.2 79.3 89.9 61.4 76.9 84.0
50-,69 e 55.6 67.8 68.1 50.3 55.0 62.8

Female , .

14-34 .63.9 50.3. 75.9 550.8
.35-49 66.9 49.2 85.2 53.6
50-69 . - 44.3 38.5 46. (I 41.6

Unemplpyment Rates

Female
14-34 10.5 9.9 -*A. 5
35-49 5.2 6.9 6..6
50-69 6.5 6.8 3.9

22. 9
24. 9
'7.2

15.4
3.9
4.8

57.0 78.3
65.3 79.4
52.4 '63.2

14.8 9.7
8.5'. 5.2

5.4

14.6 5.8
5.7 2 °4.
3.5 2.5
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at similar age levels. Among unmarried women, Indi6.ns participate leis
than any of the female populations with the exception of the Puerto Rican.

UR's for white are lower than for minority women regardless of marital
status, with the exception of never married Cuban women ages 14 to 34. In
comparing employment of married men and women, men have the distinct
advantage in each of the population groups. But among the never married,
women appear more often to be in the more favorable unemployment situation.
This is highlighted by the ratios in Table 3.21 which provides for participation
and unemployment comparisons by' marital status between sexes. It also
demonstrates that LFPR's are much More similar for men and women in
each of the populations when the comparison is between never married
rather than married persons.

Household Relationship_

In relation to LFP, two,- importaut roles in the household are head of
household (HOH) and wife of head. A general expectation would be that
the occupancy of these roles will exert opposite influences on the level
of participation. Thy head of the household is expected tote a "breadwinner"
and the wife a "housewife" by traditional standards. Cons4stent with these
traditional expectations, HOH's regardles's of sex should experience greater
prebssure to find work. Such pressure is probably'more often stronger in
the case of male than female HOH's. Wives, on the other hand, should
be generally less inclined to enter the labor force, although because of
differing subcultural norms and varying employment opportunities and
economic pressures on families in some segments of the population,
noticeable differences between populations should emerge. An eresting
situation is that of many Cuban women whose husbands were n t able to
accompany them and their families to the states. As result, many of
them have had to assume the burden of providing for the family despite'
the fact that it was a role to which many of them were previously unaccustomed.

Among Spanish males, Cuban HOH's have the highest age-specific LFPR's
comparable at times to those for white male HOH's, and are followed closely
by Mexicans until about age 45 (Table 3.22). LFPR's for Puerto Ricans
drop heavily with increasing age; their rates after age 40 are less than 90%,
while age-specific LFPR's in excess of 90% are found for Mexicanssup until
age 55 and for Cubans to age 60. Age-specific UR's are tower for Cuban than
for Mexican and Puerto Rican HOH's below age 45, but generally higher than
for whites at all ages and than for blacks in the 45+ age range.

Vit

.Among male HOH' s, Indian men have the lowest age-specific LFPR's and
the highest age-specific UR's of ;the male populations. The largest discrepancies
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Table 3.21. Ratios of Female to Male LFP and UR's, by Age-and aital
Status, 1970'

Marital
status and Puerto
age Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black 'white

Ratios of Labor Force Participation Rates

Married
14-34 .33 .31 .50 .41 .58 .40
35-49 .38 .41 .63 .45 .61 * .47
50-69 .29 .43 .47 .46 .54 .43

Never Married
14-34 . 83 o .77 1.07 .80 . 83 . 97
35-49 .83 .62 .95 .87 .85 .95
50-69 . 80 . 57 ,. . 68' . 8°3 . 95 1.01

Married
14-34 1.89
35-49 co 1.94
50-69 1.73

Never Marrie0
14-34 .174
35-49 .55
50-69-1 1.59

Ratios of Unemployment Rate's

f
o 1.82 1.97 . 76 2.,04 2.31

2.14 2.53 1.02' 1.79 2.17
3.29 1.97 .93 1.21 1.54

. 79 63 1.49 . 99 . 60

.75 1.29 6.38 .67 46
1.36 .31 1.50 .69 5 046

.4.
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Table 3.22. Age-Specific LFP, and T.M\ts fdr Male Heads of Households, 20-69,
1970

Mexican
Puerto
Rican Cuban Indian

`C
Black White

Labor Force Participation Rates 0

20-24 95.5 91.6 96.4 89.0 93.6 96.8
25-29 96.8 94.8 98.0 91.2 - 95.1 98.3
30-34 9'6.2 93.7 96.7 89.8 .95.1 98.4
35-39 95.3 90.3, '' 95.7 87.9 94.2 98.1
40-44 95.0 89.2 97.2 84.7 92.7 97.4
45-49 92.8 86.3 97.7 82.9 90..8 96.4
50-54 90.4 82.2 95.8 79.5 88.0 94.4
55-59 85.2 70.1 94.3 73.0 82.3 89.8
60-64' 71.9 63.7 83.2 57.2 69.7 76.1
65-69 40.6 29.2 60.5 27.7 37.9 41

Unemployment Rates ,"
20-24 5.8 5.7 2.8 9.x'1 6.6 3.6
25-29 3.7 4.9 3.2 .. ;728 4.4 2.4
30-34 4.1 4.5 2.5 6. 3.6 2.0
35-39 3.8 3.8 at 5 10.2 3.6 3.9
40-44 4.1 3.3 1.7 8.0 ,, 3.4 2.0
45-49 3.8 4.4 '5.2 8.2 gh 3.3 2.1
50-54
55-59

3.7
4.1

1.4 3.9 6.4
\',7.3 4.5 7.1

3.4
3.4"

2.3
'2.6

60-64 3.9 0.8 6.7 8.4 3.7- 3.0
65-69 9.4 0.0 '2.6 6.9 4.5 4.4



are found in comparison, with white male HOH's. Much more than among
other men, Indian male participatio'n declines' steadily after age 25, although
a similar pattern also occurs among Puerto Rican men.>

Anong Spanish origin women, labor force rates are generally higher
for HOH's than for wives (Tab 1p 3.23 and 3.24); the main exception is.among
Puerto Ricans for whom age-specific LFPR's for HOH's are .lready sit? low.
CUban women again lead the way in Participation-in both household categories.
In fact, as wives, the participation of Cuban women consistently exceeds
that of'white and is similar to lthat of black wives. Among HOH's, ,Cuban
women participate more than most black women regardless of age.and
more than white women from ages 30 to 44; outside that range, they participate
at lower levels than whites.

Perhaps related to their lolVer age-specific LFPR's, UR's for young
Puerto Rican female heads (ages 25 to 34) are lower than for all but
comparable white women. However, the same cannot be said of Puerto
Rican wives: Among Spanish female HOH's, unemployment appears
relatively greater for Mexican and Cuban than Puerto Rican women. As
a whole, age-specific participation rates are lower and age-specific UR's
higher for Spanish female HOH's Compared with Spanish male HOH's.
Unemployment among Spanish wives in comparison with Spanish female
HOH's is more likely to be lowered for Mexican and Cuban than Puerto
Rican women. Yet, unemployment among Spanish wives is not invariably
greater among Puerto Rican women.

In comparison with other female HOH's, Indian women at each age
level participate less, with the notable exception of Puerto Rican women.
As is true for white women, Indian female..HOH's highest participation
(about 58%) occurs in the 20 to 24 age interval. However, peak partici-
pation tends to occur after age 30 for the othe r female populations in relation
to being FIOH. TTR'z for Indian female heads are higher than for white women
and higher in most cases than for black women. Indian women who are HOH's
participate much less than Indian men in the same role; UR's do not con-
sistently favor either Indiap men or Indian women. As expected, Indian
women whO are wives participate lesS,but not always,with lesser relative
unemployment than Indian women who are HOH's. Compared to other'
wives, Indian women participate slightly .more than Mexican and Puerto
Rican, less than Cuban and black females, and about the same as white
Women ages 25 to 34. Age-specific UR's for Indian are greater than for
white and black wives.

Family Size

Common -sense might logically suggest that the larger the family size,
the greater the pressure on the breadwinner to be in the labor market
and employed. But whether such pressure translates into greater labor

ti
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Table 3.23. Me-Specific LFP and URt s for Female Heads of Household,
20-64, 1970

F

Age
Puerto

Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Mack o White
Labor Force Participation Rates

20-24 59.2 31.3 73.9 58.1 56.6 83.1
25-29 61.7 24.3 78.8 52.1 59.1 79.3
30-34 60...7 28.9 89.2 -56.0 60.8 76.0
35-39 61.0 36.3 85.9 57.8 64.0 . 77.8
40-44 ..

' 60.6 40.0 82.6 56.5 65.4 78.3
45-49 62.6 38.9 78.7 50.5 66.5 78.7
50-54 51.4 43.2 73.6 45.0 65.3 76.1
55-59 4,7.9 31.9 60.6 42.2 59.8 71.1
60-64 31.9 22.5 45.5 38.2

. 46.3 54.3 .*

Unemployment Rates
20-24 7.9 9.3 5.8 7.1 12.0 4.1
25-29 8.6 6.2 7.7 14.2 8.8 3.9
30-34 8.4 5.2 10.3 6.8 8.8 3.7
35-39 10.3 9.1 6.5 11.6 6.5 4.3
40-44 11.2 3.8 8.5 8.5 6.5 3.8
45-49 8.1 6.2 6.2 5.7 4.-9 3.5
50-54 5.1 1.6 3.8 9.1 4.4 3.3
55-59 9.2 8.2 16.3 7.3 3.7 3.2
60-64 5.6 5.3 12.1 9.9 4.6 2.8
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Table 3.24. Age-Specifik LFP and UR' s for Wives of Heads. of Household,
20-64, 1970

Age
Puerto

Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Blatk White
Labor Force ParticipationjRates

20-24 32, 4 32.3 51.5 38.7 53.8 ... 46.2
25-29 32.5 28.0 , , 47.8 36.5 56.9 35.9 /
30-34 33.7 28.2 , 50.1 37.8 57.8 36.8
35-39 35.4 34.4 59.4 36.3 58.6 41.8 ,.

40-44 37.1 35.7 60.2 41.6 57.5 46.8
45-49 34.5 41.7 65.0 39.1 56.4 48.0
50-54 31.3 37.8 54.7 37.8 52.0 46.3
55-59 24.1 32.2 43.3 32..5 45.8 39.9
60-64 15.6 21.9 39.0 24.3 36.2 27.7

Unemployment Rates
20-24 9.6 9.0 5.8 13.7 11.0 6:6
25-29 8.0 5.4 5.0 8.2 7.9 , 5.2
30-34 7.4 11,.3 7.6 7.7 6.3 4.6
35-39 6., 8 , 6.7 6.6 '' 8.8 5.7 4.0
40-44 6.5 9.5 9.1 8.7 5.3 4.0
45-49 7.8 '7.0 5.7 . 6,9 4.8 3.7
50-54 7.7 9.3 8.2 7.9 4.7 3.7
55-59 9.1 7.1 2.5 6.8

-70.
3.9 3. 5

60-64 5.8 7.8 7.2 3.4 3.9
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market participation is affected bya host of,factors. Moreover, the
characteristics of individuals having or being members of large families
are often different from those of smaller ones.

In the' following analysis, LPF and UR's are examined for male and
female heads of families or subfamilies in terms of farnily size. These'
persons are not necessarily also HOH's; becAuse more than one family
may live in a household, the number of families or subfamilies exceeds
the number of households in the U.S. Moreover, multiple family house-
holds may be more characteristiC of some of the populations - in this study
tiran is true for the population as a whole. A restricted age range, 30

2 to 44, is used here because of low cell frequenCies for ferriale heads in
some of the minority populations outside that range.

In general, the singular effect of family size on the LFP and unemploy-
ment of men in this study appears to be minimal, although the tendency
for participation to be greater and unemployment lower is more characteristic
of families of six or less. Such a pattern is most apparent for Indian
men here (Table 3.25). However, the relationship tends to_be curvilinear
in most cases, that is, the participation rates within age intervals increase
with family size to a point--a point that varies by population -age group--
and then decline. Among men with large families, whites are more likely
than either Spanish, Indians, or blacks to be in the labor force. Lowe,st
participation rates are found for Puerto Rican and Indian men with large
families (seven or more); highest. UR's occur for comparable Indian men,
with lowest UR's of those with large families found mainly for whites. The
pattern for Indian men shows that age-specific LFPR's increase in going
from two to four family members, but thereafter begin.to decline. Despite
age and family size controls, LFPR's a e generally lowest for Indian men,
with the participation level of Pueito Ridans here sometimes falling to
that of Indian men.

The female pattern differs from that for males. Age-specific LFPR's
are for the most part negatively related to family size, particularly in
the c,ase of Mexican, white, and black women (Table 3.26). Indian women
who are family heads reveal a LFP pattern that relates to the interactior
of age and family size. From ages 30 to 34, highest participation is with
a fiimily size of three to four with sharp declines thereafter. From ages
35 to 39 and then 40 to 44 at the same family site level, there is mush less
decline and, in some instances, an increase in the relative level of
participation. Presumably, this reflects in part the presence at the older
female head age levels of older children in the home who are in less need
of constant care.

Age-specific LFPR's for. Indian women tend to be lowest and those for
white women highest of the female populations, followed in order by
Mexican and black women. However, there are exceptions to this pattern.
For example, the highest labor force figure among female heads ages'
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Table 3.25. Age-Specific LFP and UR' s for Male Heads of Families or
Subfamilies, 30-44, by Family Size, 1970

Age and Puerto o

family size Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black . White
Labor Force Participation Rates

Hit:34
Two 95: 1 , 95.7
Three 96.9. v96. 3
Four, ,96.7 94.3

R Five 97.7 i 93.4
ix 96.6 95.9

Seven or more 94.9 86.8
35-39 .

.0

"Two .94.0 :92.6
Three 97.3 87.5
Four 9-7.1 ' 94.7
Five. 96.2 93.0
Six 95.6 88.6
Seven or 'more 93.6 83.5

40-44
Two 93.8 8510
Three 93.6 88.3
Four 97.5 96.6
Five ' 98.0 '94.7
Six 96.1 88.7
Seven or more 93.8 81.6

96.0 89.4
. 96.7 88.2

96.0 90.8
".. 97.4 93.6

S 1 96.8 88.7
100.0 87.4

100.0 '' 79.8
97.7 92.2
954 2 94.1
94.2 93.2

. 98.1 89.3
95.0 85.6

94.4 80.7
99.1 87.1
99.3 89.5

. 94.1 89.9
95.7 86.6
95.9 , 81.1

Unemployment Rates

r 9r

93.. 4, 0,97.2
94.8 98.4
96.2 98.9
97.0 098.8
96.3 98.6
94.1 ,---

,97.5

92.9 96.2
95.9 97.9
94.8 98.5
94.6 98.6
95.4 98.5
94.9 97.6

30-34
Two 6.2 3.4 2.1 3.9
Three 5.3 5.2 2.4 3.7
Four 3.-3-- 5.1 3.3 5.9
Five 3.8 5.4 2.6 7.4
Six 3.7 1.7 3.8
Seven o..r more 4.8 6.0 4.".2 10.9

35T39
Two 6.0 2.7 2.4 13.4
Three 4.0 3.9 3.5 8.5) ,

Four 2.3 2.7 1.8 7.1
Five 2.0 4.8 .3.1 5.2
Six 2.2 2.0 11.1
Seven or more \ 6.0 4.6 . 5.3 13.8

56.

90.9 94.9
93.7 97.5
95.3 98.4
94.3 98.2
94.5 97.9
92.5 97.4.

5.0
3.1
2.8
3.1
2.8
4..2 ,

2.8
1.9
1. 6R
1.7 .

2. 3

3.3

3.5 . 2.8
2.6 2.2
2.2 1.6
2.9 1.6
2.7 1.6
4.1 2.7
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Table 3.25. Continued .

Age and Puerto
family size . Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black White

40-44
Two . 2.8 2.3 1.9 9.9 4.5 2.8
Three 3.3 3.3 1.8 5.6 3.0 1.8
Four ) 3.5 2. 9 6 2. 6 4.2 2.4 1.5
Five 4.0 3.7 6.1 2.3 1.5
Six -%-. 3.7 .3.5 2.2 5.7 3.0 1.5
Seven or more 4.6 2.7 2:1 9.9 Q3.0 _2 . 4

r

54-
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Table 3.26. Age-Specific LFP and Inv s for Female Heads of Families
or Subfathilies, 30-44, by Family Size, 1970

Age and
family size

30-34
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven or

more
35-39

Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven or

more
40-44

Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven or

more

Puerto
Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black

Labor Force Participation Rates

68.4 46.2 82.6 55.8 73.3
58.2 43.3 81.5 67.4 68.3
58.8 31.5 61.5 63.2
56.9 13.8 30.3 53.8
47.1 18.2 44.4 45.8

37.1 6. 13.8 42.9

74.5 54.3 91.7 77.8 75.7
61.8 48.5 81.3 56.4 72.7
67.3 31.5 78.6 59.3 63.7
52.8 25.0 70.0 33.3 6,1.1
39.4 13.6 52.0 55.5

42.7 13.2 ,39.1 44.3.

71.1 55.6 85.3 58.1 74.2
71.4 33.3 66.7 62.1 70,0
57.3 36.4 70.0 51.6 68.3
54.2 37.0 33.3 57.8
46.2 25.0 66.7 51.6

36.1 12.0 40.5 47.7

30-34
Unemployment Rates

Two 5.6 0.0 10.5 3.6 7

Three 13.2 7.6 0.0 10.2 7.8
Foul 14.1 13.0 12.5 11.5
Five 4.7 ttit 11.5
Six 0.0 ia 0.0 16.7 8.8
Seven or

more 11.3 0.0 25.4 13.9
35-39

Two 7.2 0.0 ' 0.0 14.3 4.9
Three 7.1 9.1 7.7 - -- 4.5
Four 12.8 23.5 9.2 6.2 7.6
Five 15.9 12.4 , 14.3 11.1 8.3
Six 11.7 0.0 0 --- 7.7 13.7
Seven or

more 19.4 20.5 22.3 7.8

58
'Mb").

White

80.3
73.1
65.8
60.2

1 51.7

45.3

81.2
78.7
72.1

4.2

49.2

80.8
75.4
72.7
68.1
64.6

50.6

4.2
4.1
4.8
7.2
5.7

5. 8

3,2
4.4
5.4
6.6
7.6

8.3



Table 3.26. ContinUed

Age and
family size

40-44
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven or

more

,Mexican
Puerto
Rican 'Cuban Indian Black White

8..7 5. 0 13.8 7. 9,, 4.,9 3. 7
3.8 11.5 8.4 16.7 6.1 3.9

14.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.2 3.7
15.5 0.0 - -- O. 0 7.7 4.6
25. 1 0.0 ___ . 8.4 14.0 4.0

8. 6 0.0 17. 8 10.3 4.2

59
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40 to 44 inra family of six is fot Indians (66. 7 %). There is no apparent
relationship. between fam y size and age-specific UR's for any of the
minority female populatio s; nor are population diffe entials by age
consistent. However, among white female heads, un mployment tends
to increase with family size. This may suggest that similar pattern
might also be present among minority women one which does not emerge
because of relatively low frequencies in some, of the cells here. Finally,
male headsin each of the populations participate at higher levels and with
generally less unemployment than female heads of families or subfamilies
at each of the age and family size levels.

Family Type: Husband-Wife Families and the Presen. ,c,rf. Children Under 1.8

Family size as a variable tells little abOut the composition of the
family unit, fair example, whether 'a given family size is the product
of an extended family, young 'children, or some combination of various
kin. In fact, the relative lack of patterns noted for males earlier in
relation to family size may be the result of the variable's rather diffuse
character. Therefore, it is also important t6 examine the family
compositional influence on LFP and unemployMent. Particul:arly
important in this respect are children in the sc ool end pre-school ages.

V
The ensuing analysis is concerned only with hush nd-wife families.

With respect to the husbands, it should .be noted that hey may be heads of
families or subfamilies rather than strictly family'h ads as was true also
in the previous discussion on family size. The main influence expected
here, however, is the presence or absence in the home of the couple's .

own child, or children, under 1 A years of age. A further refinement of the
impact of young children on the LFP of women will be presented a bit.
later' in an examination of the presence and number of children in the

----KOme under six years' of age as well as the more general fertility variable,
children ever born. It is expected thattthe presence of children will
"push" moreale heads into the labor force and remove or !discourage the
entry.of wives ofheads. Moreover, earlier indications should sensitize us
to the fact that not only LFP but also unemployment may be affected by
the presence of children wider 18 in the home for both sexes.

Of the male populations, age-specific LFPR's are highest for white
men when children under eighteen tare present but highest for Cuban men
when they are not (Tables, 3.27 and 3.28). Cuban andwhite men also
participate consistently higher fhan the other populations regardless of
the presence of children. Gen9rally loWest here are Indian men under
both conditions and Puerto Ricans with and blacks without children
present. Of those with children, Mexican men participate more than
Puerto Ricans while the reverse is true' for those without children.
Rates for Puerto Rican men experience very little if any increase under
the children-present condition.
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Table 3.27. Age-Specific LFP and UR' s for Husbands, 14-59, Tin Husband-
Wife Families in Which Own Children Under 18 Are Present,
1970

Age
, Puerto

Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black White

14-19 67.,2

Labor Force Participation Rates

46.7 43.4 53.3 55.7 68.1
zo-z4 90.8 87.5 94.4 78.7 88.6 93.8
25-19 95.8 93.4 97.9 90.7 94.9, 98.3.
30-34 96.3 -93.9 96.8 8919 95.5 98.6
35-39 95.3 90.3 95:9 89.4 95.4 98.3
40 -44 95.5 90.0 96.8 85.81 94.0 98.1
45-49 ' 93.'0 87.3 97.5 84.8 92.9 97.2
56-54 90:0 77.7 96.4 78.7 89.6 95.7
55-59 85.3 66:0' 92.6 70.4 82.9 91..5

Unemployment Rates e

14-19 18.9 15.8 12.0 * 23.1 18.5 13. 0
20-24 ,8.5 6.4 4.7 13.2k4, 8.9 6.0
25-29 4.1 5.2 4.2 ,/ 9.3 4.5 2.6
30-34 4.0 4.7 2.4 7.1 3.3 1.9
35-39 3.6 3.8 2.7 10.1 3.0 1.7
40-44 4.0 3.6 2.0 7.3 2.8 1.6
45-49 2.8 5.2 6.2 8.1 -2.8 1.8

i. 50- 4.4 1.5 3.'2 8.4 2.9 2.2
'55-59 . 4.9 11.4 3.3 6.7 :3. i 2.3

2
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Table 3.2 Age-Specific LFP and UR' s for Husbands, 14 -59, in Husband-
Wife Families in Which Own dhildr en Under 18 Are Not Present,
1970

Age
fu -

Mexican
Puerto
Rican Cuban Indian Black White

Labor Force Participation Rates 4.

14-19 78.5 78,0 88.9 58.2 66.4 81.8
20-24 90.6 ' 87.7 88.0 80.7 86.5 92.0
25-29 93.6 48.9 95.6 86.0 "92.2 95.1
30-34 89.0 92.2 94.4 78.8 90.5 943
35-39 86.4 91.1 98.4 81.6, 89.6 92.9
40-44 92.2 90.2 98.7 76.9) 89.9 93.9
45-49 93.0 88.1 98.5 81.3 88.9 95.1 A

50-54 90.7 91.0 95.9 81.2 88.4 94.2
55-59 87.0 70.6 93.5 71.3 84.4 90.4

Unemployment Rates .

14-19 9 fz . z Lp. 9 4.2 17.4 16.4 10.4
20-24 10.2 8.6 ° 8'. 3 17.0- 10.2 6.1M

25-29 5,8 2.33 4.7 13.7 5.B 3.8
30-34 7.1 4.7 2.9 9.6 4.8 3.9

'35-39 7.6 3.3 3.3 19.1 4.6 3.7
40-44 3.9 '1.1 4.0 10.9 4.0 3.0
45-49 4.1 3.7, 2.3 9: 5 3.4 2.4 °
50-54 2.3 ,2.3 1.8 5.4 3.3 2.3
55-59 \ 3.7 5.9 3.2 7.5. 3.2. 2.3 (1)
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Age-specific UR's tend to be higher when children are not present
than when they are for each of the male populations with the possible
exception of Puerto Rican men. Highest unemployment regardless of
Condition is among Indian men, especially in the younger age categories,
while lowest is found for white men. From ages 30 to 44, UR's are also
usually higher for Mexican and Puerto Rican than for Cuban and black
men with children, while Puerto Rican along with Cuban men without
children more often have lower unemployment than Makicarf and black men,
especially, for ages 20 to 39.

Puerto Rican, Indian, and Mexican women tend to participate less
at each age level than black, Cuban, and, to a lesser degree, white
women who have children under 18 in thelhome (Table 3.29). However,
white women ages 25 to 29 participate less than any of the other female
populations except the Puerto Rican. Mos 7of the populations here show
a tendency toward declining participation in the 20 to 34 age range with
two notable exceptions- -Indians and blacks.

When children are not present, participation rates are predictably
higher for women in each of the populations (Table -3.30). But rates
at each.age level are generally higher for white, black, and Cuban
than for Mexican, Puerto Rican, and especially Indian women. Age-
specific UR's for women are generally higher in the children-present
condition, particularly when the comparison is among women under 30 years
of age. With children present, unemployment is especially severe among
young (ages 14 to 24) Indian, black, and Mexican women, although at the
later ages Puerto Rican and Cuban women do not appear to be any better
off employment-wise. While diffect.ences among female minorities here
are generally not large, differences between minority and White women
are more apparent, regardless of children. Among women without
children under age 18 in the home, UR's with few exceptions are lowest
for whites. With increases in age, particularly after age 25., a black women
without children present show improved unemployment in comparison
with other minority women that includes a decline in UR's.

Fertility

Up to now in this report, comparisons have been made between pgpulations
for both, and in some 'cases between, sexes. But at this, juncture, it lis
reasonable to limit discussion to female comparisons. In addition to
marital status, household relationship, and the presence or absence of
children under eighteen years of age in the home, twoother variables
ava.ilable in the census are appropriate in'a consideration ofthe LFP
of womenchildren ever born (CEB) and, by way of more refinement in
terms of the effect of having pi-e-school youngsters, the presence and
number of children in the home under six years of age.



Table 3.29. Age-Specific LFP and UR's for Wives, 14-59, in Husband-Wife
Families in Which Own Children Under 18 Are Present,
1970

Age Mexican
Puerto
Rican Cuban Indian Black White

Labor Force Participation Rates

14\.19 40.2 30.2 49.1 30.3 37.6 48.1
20-124 38,5 33. J. 53.0 37.2 54.4 38.9
25-29 31.2 24.8 45.9 36.3 55.1 29.8
30-34 33.2 26.5 48.8 36.9 56.5 34.6
35-39 --." 34.7 32.7 51.2 35.9 57.2 40.0
40-44 35.2 V29.6 57.6 38.5 55.7 43;7
45-49 30.6 34.9 60.6 35.0 - 54.0 43.8
50-54 27.9 32.5 46.5 ' 31.6. 45.4 42.1
55-59 21.4 21.6 32.9 25.5 40.6 37.1,

Unemployment Rates
14-19 16.7 12.9 7.3 26.7 24. 11.7
20-24 11.4 7.6 6.8 17.2 12.8 8.5
25-29 7.7 1) 6.0 6.3 9.9 8.5 6.2
30-34 7.2 10.6 8.8 7.3 6.6 4.8
35-39 7.2 6.4 7.2 9.5 5.7 4.2
40-44 7.1 8.1 10.1 9.1 5.5 3.8
45-49 8.2 7.4-.N.... 7.8 7,1 5.0 3.9
50-54 10.8 7.7 8.6 2.5 5.6 3. 8

,5-59 13.6 --- 12.5 2.7 3.9 4..0
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Table 3.30. Age-Specific LFP and UR' s for Wives, 14-59,, in Husband-Wife
Families in Which Own Children Under 18 Are Not Piresent,
1970

Puerto
Age Mexican Rican Cuban Indian 'Black White

Labor Force Participation Rates

14-19 42.1 38.1 62.7 30.1 '44.8 58.1
20-24 58.8 61.4 76.4 5.5.5 68.2 76.6
25-29 62.6 65.1 76.8 - 49.7 72.0 75: 1
30-34 59.9' 55.2 69.2 46.0 68.9 70.3
35-39 5.4 51.9 86.2 43.2 =66.0 64.6
40-44 50.7 55.2 70.5 52.1 62.0 59.6
45-49 4.9 50.3 70.0 45.6 59.1 '53.9

450-54 35.7 42.3 58.7 40.8- 55.1 48.4
55-59 25.0 32.7 , 743.3 35.7 46.3 40.5 0

Unemployment Rates
14-19 , 15.2 7.1 3.0 12.0 22.7' 11.7 4,

Z0 -24 7.5 7.5 5.6 12.1 10.7 5.'1
25-29 5.8 7.1 5.5 5.6 7.6
30-34 5.5 16.1 - 1.9 , A. 5 . 6.5 c) 3.6
35-39 7.2 9.6 8.0 5.8 6.0' 3. 6
40-44 4:5 12.5 8.8 .8.1 5.5 3,9
45-49 8.0 7. t 5.4 5.7 4.4 3.7
50-54 5.3 , 9.5 7.3; '11.5 4.4 3.7
55-59 7.2 8.0 2. & 7.3 3.8 3.4
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rChildrenever born (CEB). Of women who have neve had children,
rates for Cubans, blacks and whites are greater than for Mexicans,
Indians, and Puerto Ricans (Figu.re 3.01). However, for women with one
or two CEB, white women participate closer to the level of the latter
populations though consistently above Puerto Rican women. Although
Cuban women participate relatively more than black women under the
no CEB condition, the reverse is true under the one and two CEB conditions,,
particularly in the 20 to 40 age range. Of women with two CE11, young
Indian women (20 to 35) have rates superior to young white, Mexican, and
Puerto Rican women.

Presence and number of related children under six years of age. This
variable has been noted to be inversely related to the participation of
women in general. As expected, it also similarly affects each of the
female minority (in addition to the white) populations at each of the fiVe
year age levels between ages 20 to 39 and doe-s`-so in a progressively
declining fashion (Table 3. 31). The magnitude of that decline, however,
is not the same for each population. From ages 20 to 29, blacks are
generally least and Puerto Ricans most negatively affected with white,
Mexican, and Cuban women slightly more affected than Indian women;
from ages 30 to 39, rates for Indian women appear to be least relatively
reduced with black and Cuban women not far behind. At given age and
number of children under six levels, black, Indian, and Cuban women
usually participate more than white, Mexican, and Puerto Rican women.

IMMIGRATION AND CITIZENSHIP

ATbroughOut much of American histOry, immigrants to the U.S. have.
experienced discrimination in addition to other disadvantageous factors
related.to b'eing recent arrivals, such as the language hand-kcap. Since a
sizeable number of persons of Spanish descent have been immigrants
to the U.S. (see Ch.apter 2), when they immigrated, 'a.t what age, and
whethqr or not th,ey have attained citizenship are important factors
.relatqd to their, employment possibilities thatkare examiried h.ere.

As' the real "natives" of this. country, questions of citizenship and
immigration are largely irrelOrant for American Indians. Some Indians
iave immigrated to the U. yS. from Canada b.nd Mexico, but their numbers
are not significant. Although movement to and from Puerto Rico and the
mainland has considerable relevance for their position in the job market,
Puerto Ricans as citizens of the 'U: S. since the 1920's are not

immigrants and are not disbus.sed in the present context.
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Table 3.31. Age-Specific LFPR's for Females, 20-39, by Number
of Related Children Under Six Years o£ Age, 1970

Age and
number of
related
children Mexican

Puerto
Rican Cuban Indian Black White

20-24
None 55.8 51.7 77.0 66.3 '' 73.4 78.2
One. 32.6 33.5 - 42.6 37.5 56.9 36.1
Two 25.5 18.6 18.2 29.5 44.8 24,5
Three or

more
25-29

15.9 4.9, 23.5 35.5 20.4

None 55.0 43.2 70.0 52.6 70.7 68.7
One 38.5 27.9 44.0 40.8 60.7 34.7
Two 27.0 17.5 31.5 34.7 47.4 22.8
Three or

more 17.4 8.0 33.3
,

21.0 34.2 16.9
30-34

None 52.2 37.6 ''. 65.5 55.E 68.0 56.1
One 33.2 25.3 49.4. 35.4 56.7 31.3
Two 22.9 15.7 31.1 25.4 44.2 20.4
Three or

more 15.5 4.6 27.3 31..9
,

31.9 14.7
35-39

No/le . 46.7 41.5 72.1 48.1 67.7 54.5
One 34.2 23.3 44.3 36.5 56.6 30.2
Two 33.7 15.5 50.0 24.0 43.8 21.5
Three or

more 22.9 4.2 -- 27.6 36.9 1 °4.9

0

,
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Year of Immigration

The immigration amendment of 1965 marked a significant change in
American immigration policy that has had and should continue to have
notable import for the U. S. labor market (North; 1974). However, there
is no evidence in Table 3.32 that more recent immigrants (65-7Q) in
any of these three populations have ER's that differ consistently from those
of earlier arrivals. Moreover, ER's in general of Mexican ana. Cuban
immigrants to the U.S. since 1950 tend to be lower than whites who immigrated
during the same period.

The ER's of Mexican ancrZuban men at the same age levels and for
the same period of acrrival more often favor Cuban men, particularly
beginning at age 30. However, exceptions to this pattern are present.
The general ordering among immigrant women here is also white,
Cuban, and Mexian, given the same qualifying condition as noted for men.

In addition it° comparisons among those who immigrated within the
same five -yeah period and those who were about the same age in 197,
Table 3.32 prbvides for still another kind of comparison. By reading
along the diagonal from the upper.left toward the lower right cells,
persons who -w/ere the same age t the time of immigration can be
compared. Mexican men who w re 20 to 24 years of age in 1970 and
who imthigrated between 1965 an 1970--shown in the first panel of
Table 3. 32 - -were 15 to 19 years old at the time of their move to the
United States. The ER for 'these men was 94.4 in 1970. For the next
oldest category of Mexican men who were also 15 to 19 years old at the
time of immigration, the ER rises to 98.2. Inspdction of rates along
the diagonals does not reveal any clear patterns of increasing or
decreasing employment, suggesting either that age at the time of
immigration has little bearing on subsequent employment or more

o
detailed information is needed to ferret the association.

Citizenship Status

The citizenship status of immigrants has long b en influential on
their employment possibilities. Comparison of ER's between aliens
and naturalized citizens indicates an overall tendency for naturalized
citizens to have higher ER's than aliens (Table 3.33). But this not as
nearly phe case among Mexican men and particularly Mexican women
as for blhan and white men and women.

Differences in ER's favoring Mexican naturalized over alien men are
mostly apparent for ages 55 to 69. Otherwise, little employment advantage
in being a naturalized Mexican male is in evidence, although the advantage
may lie in types of employment and earnings. Employment rate differences



Table 3.32. Age-Specific ER's for Immigrants, 20-54, by Selected Years of

Year of
immigration

19657Q
196Q -64
1955 -59
1950-54

1965-70
1960-64
1955-59
1950-54

1965-70
1960-64
1955-59
1950-54

1965-70
1960-64
1955-59
1950-54

1965-70
1960-64
1955-59
1950-54

1965-70
1960-64
1955-59;
1950-54

Immigration and Sex, 1.970

20-24 25-2-9 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54

Mexican male
94.4 94.1 95.1 93.8 92.8 97.6 87.0
93.3 98.2 93.1 95.7 93.3 93.8 100.0
92.4 .95.8 95.5 96.4 . 95.1 94.2 97.3
90.5 95.8 91.6 98.6 97.5 94.4 92.5

Mexican female
92.2 97.1 89.2. 95.5 86.8 88.0 89.3
-90.7 93.4 , 91.2 94.4 89.8 92.6 88.0
92.7 87:2 92.1 88.6 88.6 95.1 96.5
90.8 86.7 93.2 92.6 90.0 93.6 . 100.0

Cuba male
93.5 9'5.4 9 .7 96.7 96.4 90.9 94.1
93.8 . 96.6 98.2 97.8 99.0 98.3 97.9
88.4 100.0 97.8 97.1 98.3 96.6 95.3

88.9 92.9 95.9 100.0 96.4 100.0
I

Cuban female
94.7 88.9 , 92.3-' 92.8 89.1 91.5 191.6
94.6' 95.9 90.4 93.9 .92.1. 93.2 94.9

100:0 100.0 92.0 89.3 91.1 97.2 96.1
100.0 93.8 95.3 70.0

White male
95.5 95.7 97.0 97.6 95.5 96.8 95. 5
94.3 96.8 98.0 97.N7 97.8 96.4 97 ''5
90.8 96.2 98.4 97.5, 97.7 97.6 97.2
91.7 97.1 97.1 , 98.0 98.4 97.5 98.1

)
White females o-

93.8 93. 6 93.5 94.5 94.5 92.0 94.6
96.2 94.5 95.2 94.6 94.4 93.4 92.7
93.6 96.8 94.2 94.7 94.8 96.1 94.2
94.8 95.2 95.8 96.7 96..5 97.7 ' 95.9

Note: Unemployment rates may be obtained from these data by subtracting
individual employment rates from 100.0.
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Table 3.33. Age-Specific ER's for Aliens and Naturalized U.S. Citizens,
y Sex 1970

Sex and Mexican Cuban White
age Alien Naturalized Alien Naturalized Alien Naturalized

Male
14 -19 87.6 84.5 91.1 78.5 ,92.4 91.8
20-24 92.7 94.0 93.2 93.4 94.0 92.9
25-29 95.2 96.3 95.6 98.7 95.7 96.7
30-34 94.2 94.0 97.8 97,6 97.6 97.5
35-39 196.1 96.0 ,97.0 97.4 97.7 97.7
40-44 95.0 95.2 97.3 98.8 96.6 98.2
45-49 94:7 96.2 94.8 96.5 97.1 97.6
50-54 95.7 95.4 95.4 97.5 95.8 97.6
55-59 93.9 96.7 95.0 98.6 95.4 97.6
60-64 92.1 96.8 92.9 96.0 94.6 96.5
65-69 92.4 93.8 95.2 96.2. 90: 8 93.9

Female
14-19 92.3 78.5 97.0 96.0 92.4 92.1
20-24 92.0 91.5 94.9 97.8 93.7 94.9
25-29
30-34
35-39

94.6
92. 0
91. 1

91.8
91.2
89.6.

91.5
89.7
91.7

98.2
97.5
97.1

94.3
94.8
95.0

?4.3
94.8
95.7

40-44 92.5 89.1 89.3 93.3 94.7 95.4
45-49 91.7 95.1 92.4 96.9 94.5 96.1
50-54 92.4 89.1 92.3 92.7 95.1 96.1
55-59 90.5 92.9 89./6 92.7 94.7 95.3
60-64 92.4 92.6 90.1 89.4 94.0 95.3
65-69 95.6 88.5 94.5 66.4 92'.4 91.5

Note: Unemployment rates may also be obtained from these data by
subtracting individual employment rates from 100.0.
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between Cuban alien and naturalized men are ,generally small but favor
naturalized for most ages. White men here do not dominate as they have
in most other comparisons in this report; ER's of naturalized and alien
Cuban men are similar to naturalized whites, while those for naturalized
Mexicans lag behind only slightly.

Among women, alien whites have generally superior ER's; when the
comparison is among naturalized citizens, Cuban women predominate
up to age 49 after which white women assume the most favorable positioi,..
Alien Mexican women do about as well as alien Cuban women butlend
to be least advanta ed among naturalized females. Finally, ER's for women
at specified ages an
men, although some
to Cubans.

citizenship status tend to be lower than for similar -

deviation from this tendency may be viewed in relation

SUMMARY

This chapter has focused primarily on sex and age-specific differentials
in labor force participation and unemployment among Mexican, Puerto
Rican, Cuban, Indian, black and white men and women in-the U.S. These
differentials have been examined in light of a, number-of relevant variables
available in the 1970 census PUS; namely, education (or years of completed
schooling"), .vocational training, marital status, family structure and type,
fertility; immigration, and citizenship. For the most part, patterns across
these variables have been consistent among the six.sample populations
within though not between sex divisions. Related t this outcome no doubt
is the greater labor force participation selectivity hat operates among

/women. Certainly, findings reported here support the notion that the
Spanish origin population ifr the U.S. is not homogeneous.

Results

Under most of the various cdriditions examined in this chapter, the
labor force participation and unemployment of Spanish origin men
generally appeared, though not invariably, to be disadvantaged in
comparison with that of similar white men. This pattern was, however,
of less magnitude in the case of Cuban than Mexican and.particularly
Puerto Rican men. On the other hand, Cuban and Mexican men, unlike
their Puerto Rican counterparts, were more often in a better labor
market position than comparable black men, although the pattern here for
Mexican compared to Cuban men did- not as consistently surpass that
for black men. Of all men in this study, Indian men were to a substantial
degree in the generally least favorable employment position.
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As is well-known, black women participate relatively more in the labor
market than white lko en (Bogue, '1969). However, Cuban women in this
study frequently partic ated at similar levels as black women; under
some conditions (e.g., heads of household, or with less than'eight years
of schooling), Cuban women even participated more (although the reverse
was more often the situation). Generally lowest in participation were
Puerto Rican women, but under certain circumstances such as having
four years of high school, they participated near the level of white women.
Generally intermediate between black and Cuban on the one hand and Puerto
Rican on the other were white, Mexican, and Indian women. It is evident
then that the relative positions of the populations in relation to labor force .

participation were not the same for both sexes. For example, while
Indian men participated least among men in this study under a variety
of conditions, Indian women, somewhat in contrast to their overall 44,
groups position, frequently participated more than both Puerto Rican and
white while similar tki Mexican women, and, whereas white men most often

` participated at the highest leyels among men, white women were often'
found near the bottom in participatton among women. However, -lowest
unemployment was found most often for white women; not surprisingly,
Indian women dominated among the unemployed..

Controls for years of completed schooling and ag,e provided some of
the most important comparisons in this chapter, and the relative participation
of the several populations in relation to education reveals interesting patterns.
Among men, the participation of whites generally predominates over that
of Spanish, Indian, and black men. However, the higher participation
rates of white men are most apparent in comparing those who have graduated
from high school only rather than those at the more educational extremes.
Of those with one to seven years of schooling, Mexican and Cuban men
participate relatively more and black men to a similar degree as white
men, while for college graduates, participation rates among the male populations
are very similar, except for the lower rates found for Indian men. Moreover,

"UR's appear to follow much the same pattern. Furthermore, the partici-
pation of Spanish men does not always exceed that of black men, especially
in the case of Puerto Rican men. Ciaban men are usually in the most
favorable position of the Spanish male populations. Indian men, howeve,r, rank
consistently lowest in participation and highest in unemployment of all
male populations.

The pattern among women is in some ways more interesting than that
among the men here. Consistently lowest in participation at each educational
level examined are Puerto Rican women, and, at the high school and college
educational levels, their participation levels are most closely approximated
by white females. Cuban and black women are consistently highest in
participation with Mexican and Indian women 'intermediate. However,
lowest unemployment regardless of educational level is most frequently
found for white women. If white women participate relatively less than
Minority women in this study because of lesser economic pressure, a
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reasonable and at least partial explanation, such lesser economic need
allows them relatively more often to withdraw from the labor market
when employment possibilities are les s attractive. This No uld help to
explain their generally lower unemployinent. However, .the lower
unemployment found for white men in comparison with minority men in
this study under conditions of "equal pressuref' to be in the labor force
and emplo d suggests that race and ethnicity are also Significant
factors in the unemployment picture for both sexes.

The educational payoff in participation, that is, -thq increase in age-
spet ifi( participation rates with increasing education,/- is revealing, of ,
population differentials. In comparing tilt participati6n of grade (o'ne to
seven years of school) with hi:,.z.IL school level,male wOrkers, participation

.increases are greatest for idian and Puerto Rican and least for Mexican
and Cuban. men. Among women, where relative participation increases
exceed those for men, Indians and Puertozaicans also show largest gains
as well s Mexican women, while Cuban women evince iowest relative
increas.es.' In comparingvhigh school'with college, increases among men
are similar though Pderto Rican men reveal the greatest and white men
the least gains in participation. lere,.

h

also, women outgain men, and
most minority, compared to white women manifest a substantially greater
jump in participation levels. 0

r s

There is reason to believe that economic presSure forces a dispro-
portionate number of minority women irito the labor market. BLit there
were also indications that other factors may be,opelrmng as well. Not
only did college educated minority Women in this study participate at
relativ.ely higher levels tlian white women with the same education, but
the relative increase in participation in comparing high school with college
graduates was greater for minority than white women. In'other more general
terms, skills relied to higher education obtained iswminority women are
relatively more 15.kely to find their way into the labor market than those
obtained by white women. This may represent greater pressure (or
alternatively, opportunity) from whatever source on minority women to
utilize higher education beyond the receipt of the degree. As their
numbers increase, (forgetting for the moment the effects_of the women's
movement), their pattern may eventually .begin to approximate that found
for white women. But for the present, college educated minority women
appear to,reflect a higher labor market return 4klative to the investment:

While it is ,difficult to draw conclusions about the extent of discrimina-
tion against Spanish Americans based on these data,' ..the different patterns
for Spanish and white men in relation to education may suggest that
discrimination as reflected by LFPand UR's is somewhat educationally
selective. Among males with less than eight years of schooling, parti-Ci-
pation and unemployment rates for Spanish and black men were comparable
to those for same-aged whites, and in some cases higher than for whites.
But at the high school gradpate level, higher participation and lower
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(1

unemployment rates obt'ined for white in relation to Spanish men, with
a recon.vergence again at the college level.

t
1--Compared with white men, Mexican American men tended to stay

2

in the labor force at older ages when they had four years of high school
education or less. This pattern may be related to economic need for
Mexican Americans in the absence of such things as suitable pen.ion
or. retirement incomes, a reasonable assumptioNt. Mexican men at older
ages probably suffer the greatest degree of language handicap of their
group. Moreover, many jobs that they may have held throughout their
work years, such as that of migrant farm-worker, were unlikely to have
been accompanied by decent retirement plans and social security provisions:

It is no secret that the overall employment situation of Natiye American
men and women in the U.S. is dismal. And underscoring this rareness
in this investigation was the substantially lower participation and higher
uneinployment of Indian compared with other minority as well as white
majority men in this study, even when age and education were controlled.
Moreover, increased education for Indian men was not paralleled at all
ages by a reduction in unemployment when comparing those having four
years of high school to those with less than eight years of completed
schooling.

et

It should also be noted in closing that the analysis of labor force
participation patterns will in some ways differ from patterns found in
the analysis.of occupational achievement, mobility, and earnings, simply
because the ensuing phases of the study deal with a more select population- -
employed persons. Hence, what may at times appear to be an inconsistency
between patterns noted here and elsewhere may in part be a function of
differences 'in sample pofmlation. For example, one population subgroup
that exhibited relatively low participation may also indicate relatively high
occupational achievement (e.g., white women). Far from being statistical
anomalies, such findings where they occur help to highlight the need to
examine the total labor, market picture.
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CHAPTER 4

DISPARITIES IN OCCUPATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

The primary purpose of this chapter is to examine differences in
occupational achievement and some of the major determinants of occupational
achievement. It is common, knowledge that white,,workers attain higher
occupational levels than American Indians, Spanish and blacks, but here-
tofore there has never been a.detailed comparison of occupational achievement
Tor all these populations together. Neither is it/news that men reach

4' higher occupational levels than women, but the ,e$tent to which such
differences exist and conditions under which atchievement differences 0

are smaller or larger are not well documented.

Differentials in achievement must be *seen from at least two major
perspectives, as sketched in Chapter 1: inequality and discrimination.
Asa reminder, it may beerhphasized that inequalities in occupa,tional
achievement are not the same thing as discrimination. The inequality
in leveZ. of occupational achievement between men and women, for example,
is considered discrimination only for men and women who are equally well
qualified. In addition, of 'course, there may be obstacles that prevent a
women from achieving the same level of occupational status reached by
men. In general terms, men and women with a college education may be
considered equally well qualified for occupational achievement, and, in
the absence of sex discriMinhtion, this is what should obtain. HOwever,
some college-edacated women may be handicappbd in their achievement

° efforts by the presence of young children at home which necessitates part-
time employment which'in turafr:educes their achievement potential. e I

With these conditions in mind, attention is directed toclifferentials in
occupation&lachievement.

0

LEVELS OF OCCUPATIONAL, ACHIEVEMENT

Occupational Distributions of Men

4.1

-White men are much more heavily concentrated in white-ollar occuipa-
tions than black, Indian and Spanish origin men (Table 4:01). In 1970; 41%
of all employed white men in the PUSS -were in white-collar jobs. * This
perciientage is more t arittewice the concentrations for blacks, Mexicans and

'Indians.. Cp.ban n, white - collar "occupations, come closest.,

*The
2%; Mexic

piing fractions for the data in this chapter are: white and black,
, Puerto R:ican'and,Cuban, 3%; and American Indian, 6
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Table 4.01. Major Occupation Group of Persons, By Sex and Origin, 1970

Occupation
and Sex

Puerto
Mexican Rican Cuban

Male t
Numbers 48179 6529
Percent 100.0 100.0
Professional 4.3 4.2
Managerial 3.7 4.1
Sales 2.9 3.7
Clerical 5.2 9.9
Craft p ,. j 21.4 16.5
Opetives 20.5 ' 27.6
Transp'. 'Equip. 7.0 7.2
Laborer 14.2 8.4
Farmer . .7 .1
Farm Laborer 10.5 1.5
Seririce 9.7 16.7
Private Household . 1 . 1

Female
Numbers 21169 k 4522
Percent 100.0 100.0
Prof es,s ibnal 4.6 5.7
Managerial 1.5

.
1.2

Sales. 5.6 3.7
. Clerical '22.0 25.6

Crafts g.3 2.9
Operatives 29.8 44.9
Transp. Equip. '2 2
Laborer 1.8 1.4
Fanner .1 .0
Farm Laborer ( 7.6 ' ., , .7
Service 19.7 12.5.
Private Household- 4.8 1.0

3814
roo. o
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7

to matching the white Male occupational distribution. Within white-collar
occupations--professional, managerial, sales.and clerical -- white men
further manifest a pronounced predominance by relatively heavy concen-
trations An professional and managerial occupations. Mexicans and blacks
had the fewest numbers in white-collar jobsabout *16 percent--and these
were largely in clerical occupations.

Almost half of all white men in 1970 were employed in blue--collar
occupations -- crafts, operatives, transportation equipMent operatives
afitd.laborers. Similar to their concentration in the higher white-collar
occupations, white mein in manualojobs also predominate at the "upper
levels" with a noticeable concentration in the skilled craft occupations,
03er' Aive and laboring occupations are clearly the province of minority
men." With the exception of Cuban men, a third of all employed minority
men are found in these two categories.

Eraiployment in farming has declined over the past several decades,
and relatively few find their work in this area. Less than 5 percent of
all white men are m farming,, and these are. mostly in the more renuMera-
tiAie category of farmer rather than as farm laborers. Minority men in
farming are much more likely than whites to Jpe farm laborers. Puerto Rican
avid Cubdn men are conspicuous by their relative absence 'from farming,

.but Mexican and Indian men are proportionately plentiful.

Minority men are much more heavily concentrated in service occupations--
excluding private household workers--than whites. Puerto Rican, Cuban
and-black men have about 15% of their numbers in service Yobs,whereas
Me:Da.caii and. Indian men shOw about 10%.

Occupational Distributions of Women

.. 'White women too are much more heavily concentrated in white-collar jobs
than minority women (Table 4.01). Nearly two-thirds of all employed white
women in 1970 were in white-collar jobs, and a third were employed in
clerical occupations. White women were not only more heavily concentrated
inzprofessional occupations than minority women, but they also predominated
in 'clerical 'occupations. All women, and even.black women who had the
rowest degree of concentration in white-collar jobs of all minority women,
were more likely than most men to be employed in clerical jobs.

In contrast with men in bluetcollar jobs, women are primarily operatives.
However, only 15% of white women workers wer operativeS in 1970, white

tu nearly half of all Puerto Rican and Cuban women worked at this semiskilled
level. Although farming is a relatively insig.nificant source.of employment (
for most women, nearly 8 percent of all Mexican women worked as farm laborers.
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In service occupations, especially as private household -service
workers, women are far more in evidence than men. Nearly half
(45%) of all black women were employed in'service occupations, and
a substantial number (19%) were iivrivate household service worker

-4 jobs in 1970. Other minority women were.less likely than blacks to be
employed as private household workers, but only Puerto Rican and
Cuban women were less likely than,whites to work in service jobs.

In the following analysis comparisons_ are primk,rily of two kinds
.,because of the central concern with discrimination. First, the occupational

achievements of white workers are taken as a-benchmark for purposes of
evaluating the achievements of Indian, black, Mexican, Puerto Rican and /.
Cuban workers. These c.ompaisons trisons are qpically carried out~ separately
for men and women. Second, the achievement levels of men are compared
with those for women within each of the color-ethnic groups. The rationale
for this kind of emphasis is that white workers generally show higher
levels of achVevement than the several oolOr-ethnic ;rOups in this report,
which are sometimes referred to collectively as "minorities." Also,
since men almost always average higher levels of achie'vement than women,
the levels attained by women au- compared with men's achievement
within each color-ethnic group. These kinds of comparisons obviously ,

do not exhaust the possibilities. There is sufficient detail in most tables
to permit a number of additional comparisons, such as whether Mexican
high school graduates average higher levels of achievement than Puerto
Ricans, or whether Indians employed "full time" rank higher or lower than
Cubans or blacks. ,The detailed tables partly represent an invitation to
readers tomake whatever comparisons the' wish.

DIFFERENTIALS IN OCCUPATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

The Occupation Scale a

Differences in distributions of workers amo g major occupation groups
are important in their own right, but in order t distinguish differentials
i4.evels of occupati7o.nal achievement it is first n cessary to construct -

a measure. Occupation groups by themselves are not ordered, although
they haye often been ranked by such criteria as median eariAngs and
median years of school complef,ed. Furthermore, major ofccupation groups
represent a substantial loss of detail by virtue of combining a large nuMber
of specific and not necessarily homogeneous ,ocottpations into a few'major--
catego les.
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In an effort to produce a ranking of workers by the type of occupation in
'which they were employed, an index-of occupatiOnal achievement was
constructed for this study. The resulting occupation scores were calculated
by taking the proportions of workers above the median levels of education
and earnings in each of 203 occupations. A regression equation was then
emplOye1 to 'provide an estimated score for each occupalion. Occupation
scale values can range frompa high of .99 to a low of zero. Each employed
person was assigned a score in accordance with his or her occupation as
of 1970. From this assignment of scores, averages were computed. (For
a more detailed discussionof the rationales and prOcedures used, see Appendix A.

Color-Sex Differences

Differences in levels of occupational achievement are readily apparent.
The mean 1970 occupation scores for each of the subgroups in this report
are as fellows;

Male Ferriale

4 White .461 .314
Black .321 .219
Indian .361 :242
Mexican .330 .213
Puerto Rican .318 .237
Cuban .384 . .232

Whilie men predictably show the highest level of occupational attainment,
among men and white women the highest among women. Ranking in order
behind white men are Cubans, Indians and Mexicans with black and Puerto

,-,Rican men virtually tied for the lowest ranking. Ranking below white
women are Indian, Puerto Rican and Cub n women with black and Mexican
won-lei/4 aCthe bottom. 'Important and obv ous is the fact that-. white women.
on the averag`e-'do,not Surpass the level of occupational /achievement for
any of the male popt.iltions, even Puerto Rican men.

These average scores provide useful -inf9 mation as far as the ranking
of the sever groups is concerned, but they also present some benchmarkk
against which progress toward occupational achievement can be judged. In
the most general sense, the occupational levels attained by white men and
women/serve as a standard against which achievement of minorities can
be coMpared-77partly because of the"relatively high achievements of white
men and women and partly because of the generally dominant positiOn
accorded white workers.
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) 'Stated as proportions of white achievement levels, the mean occupation
scores show:

Male Female

,White 1.00 1.00
Black .70 .70
Indian .78 .77
Mexican .72 , 68
Puerto Rican .69 .75
Cuban .83 .74

This translation of mean occupation scores does not alter the picture
but is useful in making comparisons between whites and minorities.
For male-female comparisons within each of the populations, a similar
transformation of mean occupation-T.-cores shows:

Male Female

White 1.00
o

.68
Black 1.00 .68
Indian 1.00 .67
Mexican 1.00 .64
Puerto Rican 1.00 .74
Cuban 1.00 .60

0 e 4Most women are thus relativel,y worse off in comparison with th.9ir
male Counterparts than each of -the minorities in comparison with white

s. - A 4..

Achievement Within Occupation Groups

le;

4

Average levels of occupational-achievement for xninorities suffeil in'.
comparison with whites primarily because minorities are disportionately
represented lower-ranking occupAiOrks. -Gaps in achievement within

'major occupation groups r'e relatively minor (Table 4. 02). Spanish;,
Indians and blacks in professional occupations, la/. example, average about
as a high as whites". Where minorities sco 're 1 er than whites within an
occupation group, the minority workers are m re heavily oncentraled
than whites in the lower-ranking jobs within the major occ pation group. 0'
Among men-in prOfessiongl occupations, for example, only Cuba.ri men
riaitch the average level of achkevement readhed by white men.. However,
t1 phief discrepancies in levels of achievement must 8e attributed to
differences in occupational distributions.. Minority men, a already noted



Table 4.02. Mean Ocicupation Scores by Sex and Major Occupation Group,
1970

Sex and
occupation MeXican

°Puerto
Rican Cuban Indian Black White

Male,

Professional
Managerial
Sales
Clerical
Crafts ...,

,Operatiyes
Transp. equip.
Laborer
Service *

Female

Professional
Managerial
Sales
Clerical
Crafts

*0;Operatives 1'
Laborer /
ServiCe
Private household

a

.330

.725 r
'. 598
.419
.356
.417
.275
.367
.272
.180

.213

.655
:570 ,
.212

I. 22519

.400

. 1 5 9'

.268

.120
.006

.318

.713
.590
.334
.344
.424
.249
.345
.268
.154%

.237

.6.61

.,620
.219
. 265
.439
,162
.259
.313
.004

.384

.783

.598
.J. 418
21241

.411.

.262

.358 .a.

.274

.137

.232

.700

.601

.236 -.of

.273

.417

.130'
r . 251

.130

.005

.363

.726

.612

.433

.350
1 421
.286
.350 ,

.264

.211

.245

.653

.611

.240

.263

.420

.170

.258

.127

.004

.321

.732

.610

.393

.359
.410
.255'
.354
.269
.1-82

.219

.675

.601

.251
.269
.403

, .171.
.263 -
.133
.005

.461

.783

.615

.496

.376

.437
:281
.365
:274
.265

. 14

673.603.

.244
'.278
x.417.
.182

,.265
.1).9
.005

Excluding private household service workers.
*14: Excluding transporfation'eqUipment operativef.
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(Table 4.01)., are far less concentrated in white-collar occupations than
white men, and those in the white-collar jobs tend to hold positions
slightly lower than those of white men. In contrast, minority men are

gvell represented in craft Occupations and their achievement levels compare
favorably with whites.

Minority women also tend to be concentrated more than white women
in lower-ranking accu:pations. Fewer minority than white women are in
white-collar occupations, whereas more minority women are iri operatives
and,laborer occupations with the net result that minority women do
not average quite as high.a. level as white women. Black, Indian and
Mexican women are heavily represented in service occupations, including
private househOld service, which are among the lowest-ranking jobs for
women.

The sex gap in occupational achievement narrows appreciably within
major occupation groups, especially within professional, managerial,
crafts and laborer occupations. Howezrer, women a,re not found in large
numbers in most of the occupations where the sex gap in levels:\ of achieve -

,.ment is, the smallest. Wornen'are employed, of course, primarily
in thi:ee areas: clerical, operatives and service occupations. The
average occ4'ation scores for men and women in these three" occupation
groups indicate rather clea!rly that women are i'-nore heavily clustered
within lower-level jobs wiithin each of these categories.

Occupational Achievement and Age

Women reach their peak levels of 'occupational achievement between
the ages of about 20 4).39, whereas men first reach their wpeak achievement
at about age 25 and maintain relatively high levels until, about age 50.
The highest mean occupation scores for white, black, 141,1ian, and Mexican
men are found at ages 35 to 39 (Table 4.03), but women appear to peak
about 'ten year 'younger.

Relative to the occupational achievement of white ien'at comparable age
levels, minority s o corrigaratively better at the youngest agesly but

0
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Table 4.03. Meali Occupation Scores For- Employed Persons, By Sex,
Age and Origin, 1970

Sex and Puerir
Age Mexican Rican1

Mahe . 330 . 318.
Undell 20'. .249 .273
20-2(4 .308` .319
25-29 . 346 .323
30-34 . 352 .325
35-39 .352 .317
40-44 .343 . 334
45-49 .336 .318
50 -.54 / . 325 .315
55-59 , 311 - .275
60-64 4 .337
65-69 .268 .318

Female- .213 .237
Under 20 .195 ,.225
20-24' .230 .254
25-29/. .23O .241:'
30-34 .229 .257
35-39 ,21 .234

,
40-44 '4 .224
'45-49 ,'198 1.37
50-54 . 194 , .206
55-59 .175 ..2084
60-64 .1 z.85 .: 209 .

/65-69 `'., 181 .2'22 -

Cuban Indian Black White

. 384

.274

.411

.421

.361

.254
. 329
..379

. 321

.259
.310
.342

.461

. 301

.409

.479
1-

. 392 , 370 .344 .493

. 384 ''. 379 .345 .496 \

.379 .366 . 334 .487 \

.381, .374 .324 .478

. 374 .369 .312 .458

. 356 .. 363 .297 .441

..377 , , .350 .292 .433

.405. .339 .273 .420

.232 , .242 .219 ' . 314

.220/ .193 .207 .230

.273 .239 .249 .327

.267 .255 .263 .356

.233 .245 .245 .328

.246 .251 :242 .316

.249 . 246 .220 .31

.207 .238 t, .201 .309

.193 .257 .183 , .305
-.190 '''' .225 .162 .303
.179 .242 .15'3 .309,
9.161 .236 .1'26 .297

. .0
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not enough to alter-the general pattern of achievement among the minorities
and whites. Much the same is true for women, although Indian women
compare more favorably with white women at ages 35 and over.

PREPARATION FOR OCCUPATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT:
EDUCATION, liTRAINING AND HEALTH

Education, vocational training and health are all factors that either
impel or impede higher levels of occupational achievement. Workers who
are equally well educated and trained and who are in good health should
accomplish about the same levels of occupational achievement. A rigorous

ntest of this proposition is not possible with the present data, b4 differences.,'
in levels of achievement should diminish when these preparation-and-
readiness factors are controlled.

Education

Occupational achievement is dependent on education in at least two
ways. First, formal schooling is normally completed prior to the
attainment of an occugationaLstanding even among many of the youngest
w_o-r-k-er s. designating the study population, one of the reasons for
excluding persons still enrolled in school was to eliminate the influences
of simulta .ecusly working and going to school.) Second, occupancy of
many jobs is initially and primarily dependent on reaching certain levels (

of educational attainment. The requirements for certain occupations, such
as physician'Or dentist, can not be met unless and' until one has,successfully
completed the appropriate schooling. Educational prere7uirsites for other
occupations, such as typist Or retail sales clerk, are leis rigid, but
nevertheless usually indicate the need for attaining at least some high school.
Still other occupations have very little by way of'educational requirements:
A 'consequence of such variations in educational attain ent as a prerequisite
for incumbents of an occupation is a strong p,nd clea relationship between
levels of 'educat'ional attainment and occupational a ievement.

The. nondiscrimination thesis says, however, what at given levels of /pc, .

education workers should reach about the same occupationarlevels., In lc
other words,, if color- ethnic background or sex characteriStics are not
determinants of ,occupational achievement, there should be little if any
difference in levels, of occupational achievement when,,edu,eation is controlled.
Differences in levels of occupational achievement among the several groups
in this study are partly a function of differences in educaticinal attainment.
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Mexican and Puerto Rican worker s,for example, show lower average levels
of occupational achievement than whites', partly because( of their generally
lower levelsiof-educ-atiopal attainment. T-he influence of such differences
between populations is controlled hen cornparisons are made between
workers with similar levels of ucation.

Irigeneral, Spanish origin workers average about 70 to 75% of the
occupatiOnal levels attained by white workers (Table 4. 64). The same
is true for Indian and black workers. At specified levels of educational
attainment, however, there are two distinct kinds of patterns. At lower
educationn levels, the occupation al.achievements of minorities tend
to be lower than for comparable white workers, but at higher educational
levels differences in achievement tend to narrow considerably.

For those who have cbmpleted eight yd'ars of elementary education,
Spanish origin Men an women do not equal the Occupational levels of
white workers. At this educational level, white'men average .352 on the
occupation scale, compared with .312 for Mexican men, .2911for Puerto
Rican men, and .309 for Cuban men. For Womenrat this educational level,
the pattern is,similar. White women average .193 in contrast with .169
for Mexican, .180 for Puerto Rican and .157 for Cuban women.

American Indian and black workers also do not attain as high an
occupational level as whites among all those with eight years of schooling.
Indians With an average score of .310 and .black ,men with an average of
. 283 are noticeably below the occupational level for comparable white
men. The patter repeated for women, where white women averaged
. 193, Indian omen'. 170 and black women .123.

Much the same pattern occurs for those who completed high school.
'''''Levels of occupational achievement are invariably higher,for those with

high school than fo oseowith lesser education, but Mexican men who are
high schoOl grachiates verage only .370son the occupation scale,' compared
with .430 for white men. Mexican women who are high school graduates ,

average only .249/\whia was below the average of .82 for white women.
As shown in Table 4. 04, Puerto42,icans, Cubans, Ipdians and blacks at
-tile high school leYel average lower levels of achievement than comparable
white workers.

,jAmong college graduates in 1970, the occupational achievement g4 narrows
substantially. Among men,Mexicans,- Puerto Ricans, Indiansoandiblacks'feach
at least 90% ofAhe occupational leYel of whites. The achievernent of Cuban
college educated men is about 80% the level of white college men. Mexican
men who are college graduates reach an average score of .645 or 8°/(5 as
high as the average for white collec-ge men. Indian college,graduates also.
reach 98% of tlae white level anon ale college graduates. Puerto 'Rican
°and black men at this 'educational level do almo.st as well with averag'e achieve-
ment scores of .591 and .610)respectivety. '
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Table 4.04. Mean Occupation Scores for Employed Persons, By Sex and
Education, 1970

Sex and Years
of School

Completed Mexican
Puerto
Rican Cuban Indian Black - *hite

Male-- .330 . .318 ...384 .361 .321 .461
None .237 .242 .299 .265 t.246 .302
Elem:, 1-7 .273 .266 .288 .288 .269 .329
Elem.,. 8 .312 0.291 .309 .310 .283 . 352-
H.S., 9-11. .333 .304 .325 .330 .297 .384
H.S.,. 12 .370 .361 .371 .371 .332 .430
College, 1-3 .445 .470 .422 .457 .409 .519
College, 4 .645 .591 .530 .643 .610 .658
College, 5 ,

or more ..740 ... .733 .700 .744 .745 .785

Female .213, .237 .232, .242 .219 .314
None .134 .182 .150 .162 , .112 ;197
Elem., 1-7 .146 .179 .141 .145 .098 .175
Elem., 8 .169. .180 .157 .170 .123 .193 '5
H.S., 9-11! .203 .209 .198 .193. .161 .255
H.S, 12 .249,9 f .255, .239 .245 .227 .282
College, 1--3 .310 .356 .306 .340 .328 .370
College, 4 .611 .597 .385. .609 .650 .623
College, 5

or more .658 .704 / .,

.495 .679 .715 .716
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Ainong women, levels of occupa.tional achievement also tend, to converge.
at higher educational levels. Indian women with eight years of,schooling
show a. mean occupation score of .170, or less than 90% the le-rel of
comparable white women. For those with four years of college, Indian.,
Women average .609, very close to the occupational level of white women
college graduates, 623. Mexican and. Puerto Rican women with this
much education also rank relatively high on the occupation scale, with
average scores of .611 and .597, respectively. Cuban college women,
however, compare much less favorably with an average score of only .385.

Most remarkable among women are the absolute and relative gains
for black women in occupational achievement with higher levels of
educational attainment. Black women, with an average score df only
.123 for those with eight years of school completed, rank lower than
all others. From that achievement level, about two-thirds as high as
that for comparable white women, black women who are high school
gradua'tes narrow the gap between themselves and white women by
reaching an average score of .227. As college graduates, however,
black women not only match the occupational level of white women, but
surpass that level. Brack women college graduates attain a Vevel of .650,
compared with an average of .623 for wlt4ite women.

Most women continue to rankrbelow men, despite the narrowing sex
gap in occupational achievement: At the high school graduate level,
for example, Mexican women, with an average score of .249, are well.,
below the level of Mexican men (.370). For Puerto Ricans, the average
is .255 for women and .361 for men among high school graduates. All
other women inthe sample populations also fat to reach the same
occupational levels of men ,in their groups. Inorderfox women to surpass
the, levels of occupational achievement of men who have,had lesser amounts
of education, women must generally have attended college.

The relatively narrow gap in occupational achievement for college
graduates is consistent with nondiscrimination betwe/en color andethnic
groups. This is less so for the achievement gap between theasexes. At
lower level?-of education attainment, however, there 'is substantial
indication in this data of possible discrimination against color-lethnic
minorities and against women. For those populations with relatively
low levels of educational' atta.inmerrt, such. as Mexicaris and Pue-rto
Ricans, the impact of discrimination is relatively strong since so many
are found at lower educational levels.

Vocational Training If

All workers without vocational training show lower levels of otcupa.tional
achievement in 1970 than workers who report they had training'(Table 4.05).

If
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Table 4.05. Mean Occupation Scores for Employed Persons, By Sex and
Vocational Training, 1970

Sex and Puerto
Training Mexican Ridan Cuban Indian Black White

.

Male .330 .318 .384 .361 .321 .461
No training .314 .304 .364 .349 .313 .. 457
Training

Business
and offiFe .434 .430 .422

.,

.461 .415 .530
Nursing,
health .441 .389 .639 .530 ° .388 .589

Trades and
'craft .385. .381 .366 .380 .357 .446
Engineering
Tech.,
draftsman .509 .489 .577 .510 .468 .601

Agr. Or
home ec. .315 .371 . 347 .385 .. 318 -.390
Other field .407 .387 1, /' . 463 .454 .402 .515
Not reported .337 .299 .380 ..298 .291 ''. .383'

-7-tf-
Female .213 .237 1 .232 .2/42 .219 .314

No training .203 .224 .213 .234 ,206 .310
Training

B`u.siness
and office .281

1

.290 .299 .300 .296 .324
Nursing,
health .274 .290 .354 .281 - .262 .383 --'.

Trades and
craft .191 .218 y .146 .209 t213 .224

Engineering
tec
d Itsman .290 .404 .507 ti .297 .368 *. .493
gr. or l

home ec. .232 .164 . 295 .159 .303 .336 .4
Other field .266 .355 284 .384 .383 .472
Not reported .235 .250 .236 .232. .218 .295

1
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Although the increment in level of achievement is nOt great, these ..

results indicate that workers with training meet an objective of job
training.by their accomplishmentsoin the job market. ,.prom the census
data , it is t, possible to ascertain when a worker received training nor
,the particular yob training frogram. The census files nevertheless
indicate the general field in which a trainee received his training (see Ch. 3).
Prior to 1970, census data included ,lo information on vocational
training.

0

Within some of the specified areas of training, t.,e benefits or gains
in occupational achievement are relatively high. Men and women with
training as engineering. technicians and draftsmen attain higher occupational
levels than other, former trainees. However,' relatively few women
have such training. Minority men more so than mipority women improve
their relative standing with whites if they receive training as engineering
technicians and draftsmen. Minority men also improve their standing
relative to whites if they have training in business and office work, but
minority women do not experience this kind of gain. For those.With
trainingin nursing and health.,-an important area for women--minority
womerrfail to show an appreciable improvethent in relation to white women.
For, those trained in. the tradessand crafts areas, minorities gain in
theirJevels of cfccupationel achievement relative to whites.

In gneneral, minority men and women in, this report improve their
occupational standing as a result of job training to a greater extent than
whites. Since the educationallewels of minorities, especially at the older
ages, ten..r.t. to lag behind the educational attainments of whites, job training
has the effect of reducing differences in occupational achievement.
However, improved occupational achievement for .those witlfjob training
is not great enough for minorities to catch up with whites. In few instances
do minorities with training attain higher levels than the dverall white
average. l

Craft Apprentices

The traditional .custom of servi an apprenticeship to meet requirements
for1craft occupations is still practiced today. However, relatively few
apprentices were ii the labor-market in 1970. Out of all white men,
for example, only 0.2% were serving as apprentice. However, the
predorOnance of white males among apprentices remains ?strong. In
1970, nearly nine out of every ten a-pprentthes were white.mali: 92% '

of male apprentices were white, and 97% .were male. 4b0 Lit 5% of male
apprentices welle black, 2% Mexican, while Indians, i-u.erto Ricans and
Cubans combine for about. 1% of the total.

a
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Disability

Physical arid mental disabilities can serve as constraints On workers'
achievement, r conversely, the absence of a disability provides a kind
Of advantage for a healthy. worker., It is not surpri-sAng therefore to find
that workers Ihithout a disability shovi higher levels of occupational
chievement than those reporting a disability (Table 4. 06). Census data

contain information on a person's perceived disability, rather than a
medical report.. Conbequently, whit 4,ras reported as a disability may
differ from other lefinitions ordisability. In an,y(c?,,se, a worker's
perception 'ofshimself may affect his Performance in the job markets.

A t

Minority workers not repOrting.a disability fail to close the achievement
gap with whites, but this is partly because a majority of all workers are
not disabled and their achievement levels are strongly reflected fp
general group averages. Nevertheless, it is important to note that -
healthy minority workers did not lose ground in comparison with whites.o

Among workers reporting a "work - preventing .A.chievement
scores Were typically lowe \han group averages. With a, presumably severe

'disability, Mexican men average only .2-85 on the achievement shale in
comparison with an 'average of .331 for Mexicanmen without a disability.
Puerto Rican Cuban/ Indian, black and white meg show a similar pattern
of higher achievement for those without a disability. A similar pattern
is found among women, where Mexican women average .215 withol a
disability and .208 if they had a work-preventing disability. 'Partly a
consequence of relativelik low- frequencies, ,Puerto Rican, Cuban and
Indian women reportirig work-preventing disabilities actually average
higher achievement than those ,without disabilities. However, the expected
pattern holds true for white and black women.

Con#.ary to th expected decline in levels of achievement with increased
duration of a disability, there is no clear pattern. There is no apparent
explanation fer this, but it may be that workers with a disability somehow
learn to adjust in such a way that their level of achievement is not greatly
affected over a period of time. .6)

SOURC Sc .OF EMPLOYMENT

Industry
a

The nature of work requirements in different types of industries varies
sufficiently to have an effect on average levels of4occupational achievement

1 /
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Table4.06,. Mean Occupation Scores For Employed Persons, By Sex
and Disability, 1970, .

4.

Sex and a Puerto
Disability Mexican Rican Cubari Indian -Black White.

Male .330 .318 .384 .361 .321 .461
, :323No disability .331, . .318 .388 s .366 .465

Work-limiting disability
Less than 6 mos. .284 .290 ' .354 .312 . .298 - .421,
6-11 mos. .295 , 329 .320 .354 ..3b2 .411
1-2- years .317 .317 .. 339 .322 :295 .415
3-4 years .313 .345 1027 .331* .293\ .3 .419.
5-9 years .323 .377 .346 .346 .307 .422
1p years or more .329 .306 .334 :3M . 298 .424

Work preventing
-k disability .285 .276 .307 .307 .289' .384

.Female .213 .237 .232 .242 .219
No disability .215 .238 .235 .245 .224
Wark-limiting disability 1 .

Less than 6-4mos. .{* .204 .222 ,
181 .200 .181 .266

6-11 mos. ( .174 .304 .207 .215 .186 ' .265
1-2 ygars .167 °:184' .2-15 --c .256 .1% .270
3-4 year 199 .204 .199' ' -.237 .175 .274
5-9 years 4 .. 208 .241' :134 .260 .152. .277
10- years or more .181 .217 .188 .251 .166 .2/77

Work preventing 1
. . '

disability .208 0277 ,.245,. .29§3 .'ISI .260'

.314

.317

7

dr
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within an industry. Some industries are heavily staffed by white collar -
workers, and others are pledomin'antly. blue-collar. Some industrieg
require 'different kinds oft,skills than others. As result of these and
otherudifferences between types of industfies, it is expected that average
levels of achievement will,vary by industry. With the exception of
farming occupations, ,which are classed entirely 'in agricultural industry,
all occupations appear to some degree in ,every industry. One characteristic
of the census .classifications Of occupations and.iridustries is that occupationa
classes over lap industrial classes considerably. Professional occupations,
for example, are heavily concentrated in peofessional service industries,
by virtue of the classification system.

4

Employwnent in professional service industries-therefore results in
relativ_ek high levels of occupational achievement (Table 4. 07). The
highest occupatiori scores for white men (.671) and white women (.442) are
for those employed in professional, se-rvise induStries. ..White workers in
public administration, finance, insurance and teal estate, and business
and, repair service industries also attain high levels of occ'twtiorial
achieven-ine.nt.- LOwebst levels of achievement occur in personal services,

-manufacturink, wholesale and retail trade, andleitte taint/lent and
recreation industries. White men- in the constructio1i industry alsp

. ranic relatively low.
'5

Black wolrhers in personal service industries r cord the lowest levels
of achievement for blacks. Black me-a,v-e-ra-kr-e--;core of only .348; but
black women are even lower with a .138. Many blacks of course are employed
in service occupations and this alone helps explain the relatively low
overall/;level of achievement for black workers. Furthermore, blacks
in service industries fare worse than whites. The mean occupation score
for blank women in service industries is only a third a% high as that for
white wollien in that ategory. Black men do beteer in comparison with
white men, but still ca erage well below the level of whites in service

. industries. Ri /
Onithe average, Indian men'and women attain about three-fourths the.

level of white workers' achievement. Their achievements do not drop
appreciably tielow. the general averages in any of the industrial gri:iups,
except in the personal service industries. As with black workers, Indians
do not match the. 'white levels of/ achievement in any.indiUstry, although they
eome.closest in public administration, construction,' and entertainment
and recreation for Indian men; and in these plus transportation for Indian
Women.

Industri4 its which occupati al achievement of Mexicans, Puerto
Ricans and Cubans is highezt include public adihinistration, professional '
serv.ices, business and repair services, $construction, and transportation,
communication and utilities industries. In public administration, .all

("4
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Table a. Mean Occupation Scores For employed Persons By Sex and
Industry Gk`oup, 1970

Sex and. ,

Industry Mexican
Puerto
Rican Cuban

i
.,

Maley ,

Agr., forestry,
../ fisher'ie's

Mining
Construc on
Manukactu ng
Transp., communctn.,

utility

.330

.143
. 372
.359
.342

.364

6

. .318

.183.

.358

.378
:312.

.339

.384

.234
.478
.398
.362

.:395
Wholesale and retail .

r de .325 s.287 . 342
Finance, ins., and

real estate .463 .352 .453
Busiiyess and repair

services .365 .376 s) .380
7 Personal services. .23 .199 t .204

Entertainment and
recreation .306 .285 .278

Professional services . 437 .380 .646
Public ,a.dministr. .437 . .425 .489

.
a Female .213
Agr.1, forestry,

--, fisheries : ) .113
Mining."' ) .343
Construction .341
Manufacturing, .209.

. Transp. corfirriunctn.,
utility .287

Wholesale and retail
- trade .183 .212*/
Finance, ins. , and

ac real estate -.. .301
'

.276

.088

Business and repair
services

Personal services
Enterta-inment tnd

recreation . .276
Professional services .296
Public administr. .329

,

Indi4n Black ' White
-

.361 0 .321 . 461
3

. .189 .'159
''''-, .378 .350

.377 .338

.351 -311

.354 .327

.262 6.
° .444

.423
. .441

.446
. (..

I .344 .309 .432
1

.452 .368 .585
,i,

.366. .341 .462

.257 .208 .348

, 371 .319 .431
I .486 .41,1 . 671

I

1 .447 .409 .529
D

.237

.115

.363

.232 .242
I

.087 .139
.293 I .268

.307 .352 i .322

.194 .166 1 .226
/

.299 :335 .301

. 210 .183
-1

:296.

.311

.13.0-

.346
-.322
.40Z.

- /, --..,,, ,

.306! .317
.

.27/1 ,0.325

.1/30 0 .088

./325 .310
* 444 .315 `

.429 .336

.1

..219 .314
. 4;)

:132 ' .21.7
'. 320 .353_
.A4rl , 334
.219 .263

.266 .312

."19b -. 227
1 .

.

.296 ' .347,

.268 -350

.046 .4(38

.247 .306
.. 340 .442

.351 .374
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/)?of the Spanish origin men and women compare more favorably with .

whitesthan, the Spanish general average. Puerto Rican and Cuban women
in public administration achieve an even higher. occupational level than
White women. In professional services, the Spanish suffer in comparison
with whites, except for Cuban men and women who do relatively well
in this area. Cubans also improve their standing relative to whites in
the 'con\qtruction and transportation industries. Spanish worker's compare,
least favorably with white workers in several industries. ''''For example,
Mexican men and women compare rathet pooirly with whites in personal
service industries.. Puerto Rican m.en pr/fessional services, .personal
services, and'finance, insurance a-nd real estate, and Puerto Rican women
in professional services and manufacturing do less well than whites. For
Cuban women, employment in manufacturing industries fails to e levate their
status. -

Class of Worker

si Private businesses are the most common source of employment for
mall workers, but occupational achievement is consis ,tently lower in private
'firms than for government W'orkers (Table 4. 08). The preponderance of.

iirofessional and' administ*tive jO'bs in,governmentcpartly accounts for
is relationship, but allA anorities and'both sexes chie-e higher status

in government employment regardless of tht). reasons.

Among the three Spanish grou ps,- Mexican worker,s fare relatively
well in Federal and.,Stat °employment, but not especially wet if
byilocal goyernrnents. uertO'Rican workers, as with most workere,_ do
relatively-well in F deral employment, but Puerto Ricans reach their
highest levels achievement in local government. Cuban men in
State government (.703) and women in local government (.'508) far sur ass
their general average.levels of achievement.

For American Indians there is little variation in levels of achievement
by the three major governmental units, although Indian women score
noticeably higher in local goverhrnent.

White men achieve their highest levels in, State governments, whereas
for white women employment in local government units provides the
highest achievemey.ts`:--r-Local governmenat employment is the source of
highest achieveiyient for black men and women, followed in order by State
anal Federal government employment. Blacks, especially women, move
up substantially if they are employed in government.

.vy
In sum, the general patterns of relationships betWeen levels of

occupational achievement for minorities and whites is not altered much
by controlling for class of worker. Since private firms are the largest
carfttkry`of employer, it is important to note that minorities compare less

co'



Table 4.08. Mean Oocupatio,n Scor6e For Employed Sex'and
Class of Worker, 19,70

Sex and Cla
%IN `of, Worker Mexican

Puerto
i Rican Cuban Indian Black] White

.Male ° .330' .318 .384, .361 .321 ..461
Private business .313 '. 309 0 . 362 .341 2 .444
Federal govt. t 9 .4405, .459 .425' .379 .524
State govt. ' .4 5 .344 .703 ... 416s .388 , '. 567
Local govt. - .389 .330 .480 .424 .391 :547
Self-employed .403 .406 .496 .378 .382 .474
Working without pay .260 .488 .000 .179 .163 .246

0
A

Female .213 .237' . i32 ,

.

.242 .
.

.219 \A.314
Private business .192 , .219 .214 .199 :166 .2 4
Federal goyt. ..317 . .344 .431 .32 :337 8
State govt.,, .341 .274 .486 .329 .347 .429
Local govt. .345 .364 ., .508 .368 .424- .517
Self-employed : .274 .250 .240 ..344 .249 .345

. Working without pay .178 ' .219 .305 .159 J.207 .258

-,d

o
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favorably with whiteq in private businesses than in general. Minority
'workers in qderal govern/pelt, on the other hand, rank higher in relation
to'white workers than in other sources of employment.

As a final note on this topic, women do not generally attain occupational
levels as high as Men, but among the several class-cif-worker categories
some women average higher than their masculine counterparts. White

.women employed by local governments, for example, outscore white .

men employed in private businesS. Black women in local government
also outscore black men in priliate enterprise and also black men in any
of the three levels of government. Indian, Mexican, Puerto Rican and

B Cuban women in local government also reach higher levels of occupational
attainment than men in these groups).

I*

FULL-:TIME AND PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT

ti

Weeks Worked

os

Occupation scores as measures of occupational achievement,are dependent.
on the amount of 'time worked during the year. Earnings are a corhponent'
of the index and earnings are dependent in part on how much time has beeh
spent in gainful e pl yment. A majority of all employed pers,ons work

i.e , 'at least* weeks a year and 40 hours or more per week.
Yet, the prdportions f full-time workers vary c,mong the several,colort
ethnic gr,oups and be een men and women. For this reason occupational
achievement can be e)tpeoted to vary between groups. By controlling
for the amount of ime worked, such differences ,should be reduced.

An interes g reset is found when the number of weeks worked in
1969 is controlled. Mean occupation scores increase steadily and
consistently with increases in weeks worked for all men, but for women'
there are two peaks (Table 4. 09). White women reach a high axerage
occupational level for those who worked 400 47 weeks (0.353), but the
level,drops to .309 for those working 48 and 49 weeks and rises slightly to
.313 for those working Ne full, year of 50 to 52 weeks. A similar pattern
occurs for black women, except that a single peak is reached it);, thor
working 27 to 39 weeks, only to flatten out to the level of .21.8 for those
working 48 weekd or more. Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban and.Indian -

women all show the dual-peak pattern. The high levels of achievement at
about 40 weeks of work can be attributed to the relative concentration
of women in jobs that are typically less than 52 weeks, primarilir as
public school teachers. The second pe-ak is attributed to the numbers of
women employed in sucli jobs as secretaries, typists and nurses, where

'97
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Table 4.09. Mean Oc'cupation Scores for Employed Perso?-1s, 'By Sex
and Weeks Worked in 1969

k
Sex and . .* ' Puerto

- .

Weeks Worked Mexican Rican C4ub n.

4.e
13 weeks or less
14-26 weeks
27-39 weeks

0 -47 weeks
48-49 weeks
50-52 weeks ...

D/id not work in 1969

Female
13 weeks. or less
14-26 weeks..
27-39 weeks,
40-47 weeks
48 -49 weeks
k0 -5.2 weeks
Did nart work in 1969

. .

,
.330 .318 .384
.24? .2V, .322
.268 .301 .347
.282. .278 . 351
.305 .301 .332
.313 cf.

31Q .345
.349- .329 4
.25

k

s.285 .303

.213 .237 .232

.181 .226 .202'

.188 .228 .216

.n.4 '' .248 .228

.217 .230 .234

.203 .228 .212

.2.32 .245 .248

.177 .214 .179

.

Indian Black White

4

..361
.295
..,,316

s

, 32'0.
344,

--, 342 .

.384
.283

.242 .

.20i)

.220

.23.9 r,.

.254

.235

.266

.168

.321

.275
'. 287
.306
.315
.321
.329

, .292

.219

.169
.197
.256

..249\
.218
.218
,. 187

.461

.359
q. 391

(.412
.432
.448
.473
.420

,
.314
.272
.295
.349
.353
.309
.313
.267

k

I

Q

9g rk
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employment tends to be on a full-year basis. The failure o,f black women
to show he second peak may be a result of the relatively few employed in
such white-collar full-year occupations.

\
The chievernent gap between minorities and whites 'narrows for tliSsez

d

employe d 0 to 52 weeks. Hence, although minority men and women still
do not reach as high-a level of occupational attainment as white men and
women, they are slightly closer if they work, a full year. However, or the
totar employed, Mexican rneneaverage .330, or 72 percent as high as all
white men. ,Such advancement is slight but nevertheless contributes to
the improved standing of Mexican and other minorities.

41,
,

"Newcomers" appear to, enter the job market at re vely high levels.
Those who did not work in 1969 but who were employed i,n he Spring
of 1970 are termed "newcomers" even though in many c4,ses they may

°° be retftrning.to the job market. White men who are "newcomers!; for
eXample,4-,show a relatively high level of achievement') (.420), about
90%'as high as the level for all white men, and higher than the averages
fer those working Jess than 40 weeks in 1969. White women and black,
Mexican, and. Puerto Rican "newcomers" also show relatively high
achievement, but Indian and Cuban men and women do not.

1.

Hour s Worked

`Levels of occudtional achievemient vary with the number of hours
, worked per week, but there does no seem to be a, single optimum number

of hours in order to, reach high occupational standing (Table 4. 10). For
both sexes4, there are two amounts of time which resulin relatively
high levels of achievement. The occupational achievement for white n'qvri
rises with increased hours to a peak of .50t for those working 35 to 39'\
hours a week, then declines slightly only to hit another peak at 4,5 to 49 hours.
In contrast, the average levels of achieverrient for Mexican men rise to
asingle peak at 41 to 48 hours and then declines. The absenc'e of a
second peak for Mexican men may be attributed to the numbers of Mexican
men iii farm occupations where hours are long and achievement levels
relatively.low. Indian men, also relatively predominant in farming, reach

o.a single peak of achievement at 45 to 49 hours. Ijowever, for Puerto Rican,0
Cuban and black men the dual-peak pattern persists. Women show a
pattern of achievement and work hours similar to that for men. Mexican
and Indian worna, however, indicate a dual- in contrast to the single-
peak pattern obtaining for black women.

The tendency for occupatio'nal achievement to be relatively low for many
of those working approximately 40 hours a week calls or ayxplanation.
There is no direct evidence from this data alone, but one speculation
might be that manylnw_e- ue--dollar salary and wage fobs

a
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Table 4.10. Mean Occupation Scores For Employed Persons; By Sex
and Hour6 Worked

Sex and 1
Hours Worked : Mexican

Puerto
Rican Cuban Indian

'.
Black ,

y ,

White
zi

Male . 330 .318' .384 .1361. ---- . 321 . 461
-1-14 hairs ''' . .25,1 .336 :3.71 .304 .286 .395
15-29'haurs .276 .330 .343 ,.317 .282 .403
30-34hours
35-3 rs

,. .297 ,

.310 ,
4

.307

.328
.352
.382

.307

.359
.298'

., .355
3

:421
.505 ,c

40 hours :339 .305' .. 366 .365 .319 .450
41 -48 hours = .340 .341 .401 .374 ' .334 .482
45 -59 hours .337 .368' .408 .401 -.348 .489
60'or more hours .318° ..-398 .454 .371 .357- -. .470

\.
Female . , .213 .237 .232 .242 .219 .314'

1-14 hours ° .160 .260 .23Q 4 ;175 .117` -.290
15-29 hours -.168 .185 .253 . 02 .152 .27-5
30-34 hours .195- .218 .229, .202 .209 ..286
35 -39 hours .218 .264 .246 i .275, .264 .331

. 40 hour6 .230 32 ,.227' .257' :238 .318 ,

41-4'8 hOurA .210 .240 .213 .242 .220 , .336
45-49 hour's,. .202 .306 - .270. .267 .212
60 or 'more hours .214 ,.316, .226 .287 .227 -.364

4

4i3
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, - . .
tend to be on a.40 -dour wOJik week, whereas self-employed professional,
and managerial people work eijiher shorten or longer hours.

.. . ..,

CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION

a

In view of the particula'r circumstancesoconArning citizenship status
and immigration ag indicated earlier, America.n Indian's and Puerto, Ricans
are-excluded from tl3is part of the analysis. Movement of Indians within
the country and Puerto Ricajis between the island 'and the mainland pose
some important and interesting questions which will not be dealt with here.

I

The traditional adirantage of native born'workers is illustrated by the
leve4" ls of occupational achievement for native white .workers.. Na.qve white
men and women achieve higher levels than the foreign born.(Table 4. 11).
The mean occupation score in 1970 for native white risen (.462) was
higher than for the naturalized (.455) and alien (.444) white male. Nafiv'e
white women also. reached higher levels (.316) than naturalized citizens (.283)
and alie4s (.262). Hence; the historical and ex'pected-pattern 'continues. -
Naturalized citizens rank intermediate to the -native born and `the alien.
Thisv.is explained generally on the basis,of the greater degreep.s&assimilation
and perhaps longer residence in this country for those who have become
naturali ed citizens.

Even thougI their backgrounds arid. experiences as immigrants differ
considerably, the occupational ranking of Mexicans and Cabans b y
citizenship status ts identical to that for white worke'r.ss MexicAn native
born men, for example, show ,krelatively high achievement level of . 346,

.310 for naturalized atnd .269 for alien Mexicanfollowed by an average of
male workers.

Occupational achievemerits. of black -wo-ke,rs by citizenship status show
a different pattern, probablybecause relatively reoent black immigrants
are vL.y different in their backgrounds from natiye6:AinericanblackS..
Naturalized black men. and women show higher levels of occupational
achievement than native blacks. Alien black men tend to surpassOthe

Viatu-ralized
black worker.

Aside from the question of citizenship, immigrants enteredthis country
at different points in time, and this factor alone should influenceytheir
occupational achievement. general it was expected that more recent
immigrants would,do les6 well in the labor market be,cause of the relativgly

.4)short perAd of time in this country. 4 5
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Table.4.11. MeanOccupation Scores For Employed Persons, By Sex,
Citizenship and Year of Immigiation, 1970

-

Sex, CitizenAii t d Puerto .
and Immigration Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black White

,

. Mal&
Native born 5,..5

Born abroad pi .

parents , ,,

Alien .

NaturaliZed °

. Year of Immigration
1965-70
1960-64

.320 .320 .383 .365
'346' 317 .399 .361

.358 .468. .442 .468

. 269 . . 330. . 394(se> i .445

. i.() :378 ;445 .398
.

. .

..248/ .310 .333 .468
.268 4,393 .426 .521
292 .3.14 .362 .465

.312 .516 .391 .347
- :312 .445 .449

.311 .311 .403 .390
..325 .338 :441 .815
.307 ,,' .414 .447 .364
.315 6.000 .421 .000
.297 .465 . .364 .3440

.205 .238 .230 ,.24.

.227 .237 .299- 246
,

.233 :3394 .290 .382 .

.151 .221 .211 .224

.199 .236 .274 .190
-...

.143 .182 .2,01, .215

.159 .096 .259 .210
.. 173 ,. 167 .207 .215
.175 .155. el .204 .221
.196 .382 X214 .229
.219 .367 .384 .190,
.207 .045- .300 .154
.187 .378 .447 .564
.178 .000 ./351 .000
.201 .373 .220 .171

1955-59 .

1950-54
1945-49 .313
1935-44
,1925-34
1915 -2,4.,
Before 1915
Not reported a

/ Female
1.ative born

Born abroad of Am
parent;

Alien
Naturalized
Year of Immigration

1965-70
1960-64
1955-59
1950-,-54'
1945-49

. 1935-44
1925-34
1915-24
-Before 1915

.-Not reported

.322, .461
e 321 , .462

.323" -. .513 c.

.365 .444

.333. .455

.349 .46,2

. 394 .449
.447

.383 , .448 ...

.368 .480

.307 .520 -,

.372 .439

.351 .443

.313 .449

. 312 .438

.219 .313

.220 .316

.162 .353

.207 .262

.236 -.283

.194 .267

.265 .263

.248 .269

.24°5 .282.

.268 .312

.312 .342

.224 .263

.223 :268,

.167 .269

.188 .297



Levels, of achievement reached by whitelirnmigrants are consistent
with 'torte notion that more recent immigrants do not reach s high an
occupational level as those itvho entered ear.ier. White i imigrarit
men who Came to the United States during e late 1940's reached the
highest levels of occupational success (.520) of all,white immigrant
men,... For White immigrant women, those who entered during the period
from'1935 to 1944 reached the highest levels,(. 342). Effects of age,
education and other factors on achievement are not controlled in these
tabulations, and such more intensive analysis should be conducted. The
lower levels of achievement for white workers who immigrated Prior
to say l935 may be partly a function of their older ages in 1970. Recent
immigrees, ,between 1965 and 1970,, are likely to be relatively young
and may possibly reach much higher levels when they get to the "peak
achievement ages."

. 42

Native Mexicans and,Cubans riot Only achieve higher levels than
their foreign born members but their also show a,relative in
comparison with white men and women. Stated differently, this means
that among aliens Mexican rpen and women suffer' ,in comparnori with
whiteg, For Cuban aliens, men also do rather pooriy in comparison
with white aliens, but Cuban women fare better in comparisOn with
white alien women.

O r
Naturalized Cuban men andcwomen attain occupational levels comparable

to those reached'by naturalized -white men and women. This suggests
that for Cuban immigrant men the total implications of the naturalization-

,process bring them relatively close to the occupational achievements
of white men. ThiS is not so for Mexican men, since as .naturalized
citizens they average relatively low levels of occupational success.

MARRIAGE AND FERTILITY

Marital Status
a.

Effects of-marital status on occupational achievement are mostly
indirect, but there is a general tendency for married men living with
their wives to attain the highest levels of achievement (Table 4. 12).
For women, never having been married appears conducive to `the
highest attainment levels. For.both men and women, widowhood arid
marital separagdn,are related to the lowest levels of attainment.

Connections between marital status and occupational achievement
are about the same for each of the minorities. Even though married

103
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Table 4. l2.

O

Mean Occapation Scores For Employed Per.sons, By Sex
and MaritaloStatus, 1970

Sex and
Marital Sta:tuS Mexican

Puerto
Rican

Male -'.330 .318
° ]4arried, spouse present .342 .323
Married, spouse absent .271 .270
Widowed .287 .254
Divorced

eq
.339 .346

Separated .303 .301
Never marriei, .286 .306

Female .213 .2,37
Married, spouse present .218 .239 .

Married, spouse abseijt .210 .227
WidoWed 190 .193
Divorced 208 .217
Separated .174 .219
Never married '.216 .255

Cuban

. 304
. 393
.t05
. 334
. 359
3 3 6

1.359

.232

.223
..217
.158
..246

.253.
.271

Indian Black. White

' 7.361 .321 .461
.376 .332 .473
.44 .312 .429
.310 .277 .402
.353 .325 .411
.333 .299 .409
.297 .292 .399

.242 .219

.244 .233' 4'211
:208 .214 .303
-.238 .157 .291
.262 .230 .. 310
.190 .186 .265
.249 .235 .344

b.p

s.
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minority men enjoy.a slight/It higher occupational status than their un-
married counterparts, they are not better off relative to Pnarried)white°
men. Single compared wjth married women also register achievdment gains,

'although single minority women evince 4his pattern to a ;much lesser extent
than single white women.

Age at Marriage

occursAmong married persont, the age at which the firsrmarriage ccurs
has a beatring on occupational achievement (Table 4.13). In terms of
-occupational achieverrient, some peoplemarry too young or too old..
Those marrying at relatively young aged may have interrupted or
terminated their education. There is also a possibility that their family
socioeconomic status was relatively low which appears' to produce a
configuration of results, including early entry into marriage, early
childbearing Pnd entrance into the occupational system at relatively loiw
poirits.

5

The optimumtages for marriage for white and black men are 25 to a94
where their mean occupation scores reach .484 and . 336,respectively.
White men who married at age 18 achieve a score cif only .412, and blacks
marrying a t'that age only .306. Optimal ages for marriage are younger
for Indian and Spanish men. Although differences in accupationg.1 aPiieve-
ment are not great for those marrying just under or just over the optimal-
ages, marriage at ages 23 or 24- appearss most favorable to The occupational
achievement of Indian and Spanish men.

'For women marrying-for the first time, occupational achievement is
highest if they maryy at ages 23 or 24. In broader terms, marriage
between about theages of 21 and 29 seems conducive to higher occupational
acthievement. Cuban and Indian women show a slightly older optimum age,
25 to 29, .for the highest levels of achievement.

Whatever the forces be that determine age at marriage, the consequences
for occupational achievement appear clear.

Fertility' and Achievement for Women

Childbearing and childrearing are traditional obstacles to ernploYment
and advancement in the occupational structure for women. Predictably,
the more children a woman has had, the lower her level of occupational
achievement (Table 4. 14). Childless women consistently outrank mothers in
the occupational structure, and, although the difference between having
had one or two children does not much affect lecels of aepievement, mothers
of four or m'ose children rank far behind childless women and oft
only one or two chilcfbr n. Both black and Merrican mothers of 'four or more
reach only relatively 1 occupational level', much lower than comparable
white mothers.

4,
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Table 4.13. Mean Occupation Scores For Persons, by Sex and Age
At First Marriage, 1970

Sex and Age . Puerto . p

at Marriao . __.: Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black White
, !-

Male
14-17
18
19

.330

.302

.32'0

.325

.315

.291

.333

.321

,

.. 383
.331
.351,
.363

,
.359
.339
.355
.355

b

;320
;292
.306
.310

.462

.403
.412
.426

..

zo .331 .316' .399 .347 314 .441
21 342 .323 - .391 .367 .323- .460
22. g

.
. 41 .325 .398' .374 .328

..
.474

23-24 .3 5 ..327 .405 ..380 335 , .481
25-29 .337 .317 387 .358 .336 .484
30-34 :321 .300 . \80 ,3.45 .320 , .464

%.

35 or over .288 .283 -.334 .340 ".296 .425

Female .197 .221 .218 .220 .198 .293
14-17 .172 .2 .174 P .199 . 16w- .225
18 .192 .2 .200 .20-3 - 0.182 .245
19 .197 .210 .228 - .220 .196 .263
20 .206 P.233 .211 .229 .2r 07 .288
21 .209 .235 .232 .a 37 2. 17 .324
22 .220 ' .241 .236 .2.24 .23.7 .351
23-24 .219 .230 .240 .241 .246 .352

\,,25 -29 .208 .238, .228 .253 .230 ,.347
'30-34 .4.97 .216 .235 .245 .201 .337
35 or over .181 .207 .199 ,.219 :172

..
.323

o
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Table 4:14. Mean Occupation Scores For Ever Married Females
-' By Number of Chilldren Ever Born, 1970
. .1c,

.Children Puerto
Ever Born Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black White

o , .

.198 .226 .226 .223, .201 / .298
None , .214 .254 .257 .249 ..228 .335
One :20.7 . .226 ) :209 c) .229 .215° .297
Twos .207 ::. 212 I .220 0 .234 .217 .297
Three .198 a .229 .221 .226 .202 .285
Four .196 .2.01 . 194 .205 . t80 .267
Five or more, .164 .199 .2a3 .189 .147 .236.

4
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The influence of children. ever born don occupational attainmertt\occurs
as expected,' but it must bee emphasized that the number of childre)n
ever born is an indicator'oPtumulative rather than current or recent

For older women, their children may` lave reached ages
. where they are no longer heavily dependent on their mothers, and may
s even have left home. For such reasons as these, the presence of young

children at home should provide
-LA

a more direct and stronger indication's
of the restrictive influence of cildren on working mothers.

In examining occupational levels attained by women in relation to
whether they have preschool -age children at home, cbi trasts are/not
as sharp as,expected (Table,4. 141). White women without preschool
Children at homes score slightly higher than those with young children to
care for, ancl'the more young children'at home the lower their levels of
achievement. However, the range from the highest to lowest is notvery
great. White women with no preschOol children average .307 which
compares with'those witt, two young children who 'average 278. Indian
and-Mexican women show the expected relationship of lower occupation
s6corestwith more young child en at home. However, black, Puerto
Rican an.d Cuban women present some "ripples" in the expected pattern.
Black and Puerto Rian mothers with one preschool child at home fail
to show lower achievement than, women with no Si-othig children at home.
The discrepancies are slight, but unexpected and statistically significant.
More puzzling is the relatively high achieveffient of Cuban mothers of two
pred'chool childrt. (Oriental: mothers of preschool children are quite
the opposite of whites., Japanese, Chinese, Filipino and Korean mothers
Of preschool ch.ildre4 all rank higher- on the occupational scale than .women
without young. ehildren' at horrie.)

DISSIMILARITIES ENT ACHIEVEMENT

Differences in occupitional achievement can be summed up on the' basis
of the index of dissimilarity, which shows the amount of occupationaliredistribution necessary to bring about equal distributions. Approximately
a third of minority men and also minority women would need to shift,
mostly toward white - collar occupations, in order to accomplish the -same
occupational distributions as white/men and women (Table 4. N. The
degree of dissimilarity is amazingly alike for most of the minority-Men and
women. The D-index is identical for Mexicans, _Puerto RicanS and blacks
where, for example, 30% of, Mexican men would need to shift occupations,
the same percentage as for Mexican women to attain equality with white
women. Cuban men and women represent the only real departure from

4.
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Table 4.15. Mean Occupation Scores For Ferriales By Number of Children
Under 6 in Household, 1970

I\Turnbejt of Children
Under

None
One

1

Two
Three or more

I

'

Mexican
Puerto
Rican Cuban Indian Black White

--%

.198 .218 .223., .225 .22k .300
.203 .215 .224 .238. .231 .307
.201 .229 .210 .218 '.233 .291
.190 .215 .261 .212 , .202 ..29k
,172 .193 :223 .1g8 ,.170 .278

a

ra



Table 4.16. Occupational Dissimilarities

Populatibn

Mexican

Puerto Rican

Cuban

Indian

Black' ,,

er White

O

White White
male ernale

. 30

. 32

.24

a

. 30

. SZ

. 32

.2/

. 34 .34

Male-
female c

.44

. 36

. 41

. 48

. 45

. 44

Basedclon Ts.ble 4.01.

P

. 110
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this pattern. OnWabout one in five Cuban men would need to change
-occupations to)-produce the same distribution as for white, n-len.

Finally, the extent of the sex gap in occupational acIhievement is
empliZsi4ed in the last column (Table 4. lb.)."'With the exception of
Puerto Ricans, Mire than 40% of each of the groups of women would
need to change occupations in order to attain equal distributions.with
their male counterparts. These summary measures underscore what
has been apparentthroldghout this discussion, namely that the degree of
separation in the sOOCtipational achievements of men and women is greater
than that between Minorities and whites within each of the. two sex groups.

To interpret the dissimilarity values (in Table 4. 16) as measures of
i,discrimination is Unwarranted unless one wants to make the assumption

that all Df the groups` involved in comparisons are equally qualified.
Earlier evidence indicated that theeachieveMent gap narrows at higher
educational eve94 ls and that discrimination is molt nearly confined to those
with lower d rees of educational preparation. Furthermore, the color-.
ethnic minorities in this study average less schooling than whites... J

Con'tequently, the D-values shown here do not account adequately for
differences in qualifications for occupational achievernent. Nevertheless,

- edifferences in occupational distributions show rather clearly that there is
a .substantial degree df occupational segregation, especially between the
sexes,- which can only be significantly reduced by relatively wholesale
changes in the occupational distribution.

Suminary

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
0

aIn comparisonwitht e occupational achievement of white worke,rs, . ,

minority men and women in this study generally ,.are much lower. Inequalities
in levels of occupational achievement for Indian, Mexican, PuertO Rican,
Cuban and black workers, implied from differences in occupational
distributions, are more clearly establishen occupational, achivtment
is measured 'on a scale. Minority men rank behind white men in this order:

uban, Indian, Mexican, black and Puerto Rican. The rank ordering for
women'is slightly diffezent, 'with Indian, Puerto Rican, Cuban, black and
Mexican women in that order behind white women. Without exception, All ,

o

groups of women rank beneath the achievement levels of men.

111
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As measure of the unevenness of the distKibutions of worker's among
major occupatiOn gx u s, the index of dissimilarity indicates that anywhere
from a fifth to a third of minority workers would need to be shifted to other, ',0
and generally higher, occupations in order to obtain equality with white workers.
Further More, for the five-year period from 1965 to '1970, there is little
evidence that dissimilarities 'in occupational distributions diminisb,ed appreciably.:

i.
Differences in levels of achievement i'-')4tween white and minority workers

were 'expected to diminish when workers with similar qualifications were
fcompared. Under the most favorable of conditionsiachievement differentials

did- in fact diminish. The most' striking case was the convergence of mean
occupation scores for college gradp.ates, where differences in, achievement
tend to disappear. -The move toward convergence in occupational achievement
was also evident but far4ess dramatic when controfs were introduced one
at a time for vocational training, disability and weeks worked. In brief,
n6norityvokkers come closer to matching the achiei.rement of whites if
they have attained higher levels of education, had some vocational training,
are free from a disability and work full-time.

A k . ,
G

The gap in occupational achievement between,white and minority workers
tends: :be gre'atest for the most 'disadvantaged minorities, particularly
those with low levels of educational attainment, without job training and
who are employed on a part-time basis. Minority workers with no more
than an elementary 1.evel of educa.tion, for example,o are less well off than
white workers with relatively little education.

The, sex gap in occupational achievement is more evident and more <7

.extreme than that between whites and minority workers. Other than
exceptionally well qualified women, say college graduates, women generally
fail to reach the achievement levels of men.

, . e
Color-ethnic and sex minorities show higher leyels of achievement

.-under. certain kinds of conditicnscircumstances that do not necessarily.
have a connection with skill qualifications, for higher levels of achievement..
Employrnesertain industries rather than others results in higher levels,"of achievement on the average. Employ ent'in a governmental unit more
often results in higher achievement than e ployment in private business.
Men who are married a d living with their wives show greater occupational
achievement than other en, iibut never married women attain nigher levels

ttdiiththan their married count rpirs. a4ing children is one of the retarding
factors in women's achievement. ,Childless women typically score higher
on the occupation scale thari mothers, although there are indications that
some women with young children at home compare favorably with childless
women. While there seems to be an ideal age for marrying in terms "cif
reaching igher levels of, occupational achievement, it is not clear that
marriage at these optimum ages 'reduces differences in occupational
achievement betweesn minorities and Whites.
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Finally, for white Workers there is evidence that foreign born
workers are discriminated against in favor of native whites. However,
this pattern does not apply consistently to minorities. exican and
Cuban native born workers also achieve higher levels th naturalized
and alien.workers, but other minorities .depart'from'this pattern.
Naturalized blacks achieve higher levels than native blacks.

(
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CHAPTER 5

DISCREPANCIES IN OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

__.

Moverrierit of wOrkNrs between jobs is a major factor influencing th9ir
occupational attainment, which is theoutcome of a lifelong process beginning /
with c-haracteristics ascribed at birth. eople in all societies are treated

r .from birth onward in accordano4 with sociallyi pfrescribed definitions of'such
,i characteristics as seX and family status. Yet, in Moving through the life01

cycle, individuals acquire neW',an different traits and modify previously ...

acquired attributes. KnoWledge and skill, .fir example, can increase. At.

%...
any given point in time a perso'n's ;'life, chances" are deterrnineno great, .1, .

_..
a

extent by the combination of his ascribed and acquired characteristics.
aOceu.patknal mobil,ity is thus a result of the convergence of numerous factors,

including prior Ilotciipational achievement and mobility.

As minorities, Spanish, ridianS and blacks, and women too, have typically
beep handicapped in the .0 ed States because of both their ascribed and
acquired characteeisti ecs. On ethnic, race or sex grounds, some indrviduals
ha.vesbeen accorded an inferior status,, and,, regardless of the interplay
between ascribed and achieved qualities, the net result` has` been low.average

..achievement, as noted-in the l`ast chapter. Hence, when it comes to questions
of-occupational mobility, these minoritieS,,, start with handicaps that are
difficult to overcome. For these kinds of reasons, it ig anticipated that
occupational mobility will be less beneficial for minorAies than it is for
rnrajority workers.

. ,

0 0

Three crctives in this chapter are to (1) examine.sthe dynamics of the
-0

occupationa structure, (2) evaluate conditions that influence the direction
and distance of occupational mobility, and (3) determine the consequences of
mobility for the achievement of mobile workers at their destination occupations.
In contrast- with earlier chapters, attention is directed to movers, i.e., workers
who changed jobs between 1965 and 19'70. Dynamics of the occupationalstructure
involve patterns of movement or flows of manpower between occupations. A
central concern at this time is 6ze qu'estion of whethe'r such movement reflects

.
discrimination. Part of this flow between occupations is a resultant of
changes i i the occupational structure itself, changes that tend to-force some
workers to-Change jobs. In the absence of discrimination,_ forced mobility
should be distributed evenly. The basi°C elements and components of mobility
are also important in considering mobility dynamics. An occupational origin
is related to a worker's chances for being mobile, and, for movers, to the
level and-kind of destination occupation. Occupational origins and detinations
serve further to help determine the direction and distance of occta.pational
mobilitytwo of the major components. of the rnobility process. Direction
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and digtance can be ascertained once nume,) rical values have been asSiOie, to ocdupationsas an indicator of their position in the oce0ational hiefar,4 y. ,

Occupation scores, as discalsed in the previous chi.p4ter,provide the necessary
first step for investigating both direction and distance of mobility. .'N'ip' ,' _

'I ,, '
Educaitio7nal attainment is expected to be a major determinantftthe; --,L

direction And distance of occupational mobility, 'just as it linlit4n lailprat . %

influence on otlie'level of occupatiOnal achievement in 1970,.: A. nuither,Qi"
/ifactors-beSiks educational ent undoubtedly infl.dence "rocbility,, . 0 f

and among these_are ethrac, race and sex characteristicsr ,I.t. ieptot possible,
e

.

to account hexe for rfaanybackground factors*, and attexitimi vialbe,di;reOted 4
primarily to the influence of 'educational attainment. .1n the siMaeStXerms,

, 1 r ,

per-sons with ..airnilar education should be equally mobile and shO:uld MOve
c

upward (or downward) about the same ances. .
I ; .

^..C' ..

Finally; the "payoff" Of occupational mobility is the irnprO(TeMent woriers i
accOmplish,by' moving to different- jobs: Under cOntlitions of :eqUak:opportunity, ,

.minority workers should move into higher:-ranking occupations,zabO.Ut as
frequently as majority workers. Differences in the occupational destination of
movers therefore' ay be indicative of unequal opportunities for'letting ahead."

: I I

THE. INCIDENCE AND EFFICIENCY OF MOBILITI'lvi'

a
,The stereotyped image of Americans as highly mobile isupDrted by

the overall incidence f oc,cupational mobility but not neCesSariltbry an upward
rridvement. Between 1965 and 1970, anywhere m abut a thilfdlo a half
of Spanish origin, Indian and black workers changed.occupat ior

Several points need to be made in relation to thfoliowing4nalySis.t,Occupational, mobility is defined here as a. difference igiocuaations contained,,
in the census detailed list of over 400 occupations f4:perso 'S.' employed
both 1965 and 1970. The frequency of moves among a relatit,ely long list
is greater than it would be if only majOr -occupatiOn,groups frrere used. There
are at least minor difficulties in determining the in idence kf occupational
mobility from census data since there is no warcif.ktiowin how many occupations
a worker may have held during this, e- year pe-fithd or wether a worker in 1970
may have returned to the same .occu ion he had-iiit 1965.: What these data
show then is the net result of movement, which,rnakes it necessary to assiline
that multiple moves and returns to an Origin ocCnii;ttion are relatively

ainfrequent and distributed eVenl,y among all group of workers.

a



Among men, Cubans are the most and blacks the lep.st occupationally
mobile of all the groups (Table 5. 01) Betwain 1565 and 1970, more than
half of the Cuban (52%) and 36% of the black rrPien changed occupations.
However, blacks are nevertheless relatively More mobile than Oriental

'workers in the (See Volume II of this report). Mexican and Puerto
Rican men are slightly more mobile thaif blacks, and Indian men
rank second behind Cubans in the incidence fof movement. With the
exception of black, all Spanish and Indian mei. are more mobile than white
men/.

The frequen'y of occirpational mobility for women is consistently lower
than for thdii male counterparts, and the intergroup pattern for women is
not the same as for nien. Indian women are rnost mobile (44%) and Puerto
Rican women'the least (34%). The overall range of difference in occupational
movement-among'wornen is less than for rrien. .

0
0

.Z4

Mobility is more pre\hle .t the younger ages, where upwards of
half of all Spanish origin, Indian, . .ck and wit& men moved to a different
occupation. Worn n too are more MO at the younger ages, as evident
by the 40% or mo ages under 35 who moved between jobs; for Cuban,
Indian and black yoUng *omen, about half. did in fact move during this period.

A high iatei f turnover within an occupation is indicative of inefficiency
in occupational movement,:whatever t re sons may be for making occerpational
changes. Whenever a large num eii-of work rs.l_eave and enter an occupation
and the net change from mobility is small,the movement is inefficient.
,Comparischis show consider ble variatio n e iciency of occupational movemen
both among major occupati n groups an among inorities (Table 5.02).
For Mexican men moving t and from sales occup tions, &total of 141 moves
were required t,in ordereto bi-in.g.abor..1.- a net increase, of one mobile MeXican
man in sales work. Cub men were even less. effici t in moving in and
out of professional occupations,- requiring 149 moves, o. to wind up with
a net losg. The most extreme case of all, however, occ4 s for Mexican
women in service occupations, where a.total. of 341 moves .c..,^re lecess-ary-
to bring about a change of one. At the other extreme, there a e several
instances where fewer than ro moves result in a change of one worker in
an occupation. Morement to and from farm occupatbans is more efficient
for all groupS 7:g,_, Workers than moves for other occupations. Mexican,
Pulerto Rican andCuban men, for example, average less than two moves
in accomplishing a change of one in farm occupations.

The efficiency values show which occupations involve the least or most
efficiency in mobility for a particular group and particular occupational
category, but they do not permit easy generalizations about patterns of
efficiency since there are numerous variations. The absence of totally
clear 'patterns, suggests that the efficiency of occupational mobility is not
attributable to particular occupations. Possible exceptions to this appear
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Table 5.01. IncidenCe of Mobility Between Occupations, by Sex and Age

Sex and
age Mexican

Puerto
"1..' ican Cuban Indian Black White

`Male
Employed 19, 765 4,259 2,643 2,437 54,642 653,650

Percent mobile .
4

1965-70 39.3 41.1 52.0 45.8 o 36.3 37.1
Under 35 53.6 51:6 60.9 59.2 51.4 55.1
35-49 , 33.9 35.0 50.5 43.2 ' 33.5 34.0
50-69 26. 9 26.-7 46.2 31.4 '26.6 28.2

Female
Employed 8,728 2,028 1,455 1,349 43,677 358,964

Percent mobile
1965-70 38.2 34.4 39.7 43.7 35.0 36.6

Under 35 45.7 - 41.5 51.8 49.2 48.7 45..8
35-49 34. & 30.6 39, 1 41.0 33.0' 35.3
50-69 27.4 22.5 3 28.2 39.3 23.9 31.0

Figures are, based on a 2% sample of whites and blacks and 3% sample of
Spanish and 'Indians emp ]pyed in 1965 and 1970.

mobility' is defined at the difference in the 3 digit occupation codes for
1965 and 1970.



Table 5.02.. Efficiency of Occupational Mobility by Sex, and Occupation

Sex and Puerto
Occupation Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black White

Male
Professional 22.9 6.3 149.0 7.8 17.0 12.0
Managerial 8.0 5.7 -34.4 3.8 3.6 5.4
Sales 141.0 -16.7 -12.6 7.3 -31.7 -19.4

$ Clerical 7.6 6.3 27.7 11.6 16.6 40.2
Crafts 4.5 Da 11.4 12.2 15.5 4.4 r 10.3
Operatives 11.1 -18.6 10.9 38.2 11.2 -8.7
Transp. equip. 17.1. 4.2 -7.2 11:0 16.4 -37.3
Laborer -12.4 -14.4 69.0 -4.3 -6.0 -4.6
Farmer 4 -1.8 -1.0 -1.2 -1.8 -1.4. -2.4
Farm laborer -1.8 -1.6 -1.4 -3.6 -3.0 -4.6
Service * 47.9 . -22.5 27.4 3. g -15.6 27.7

Female
Professional I 11.1 -8.7 -19.5 13.4 36.5 11.2
Managerial 16.6 6.6 4.6 -39.0 4.3 14.4
Sales -3.8 -4.8 -3.1 1-41.0 -7.2 , -7.8
Clerical 5.1 '4.9 ' 6.0 8.2 3.6 13.6
Crafts 4.0 17.0 4.1 7.7 16.5 9.2.
Operatives 30.2 -9.9 -7.9 -24.2 8.2 -59.6 .

Transp. equip. 13.0 --- --- ' - -- 5.1 8.7
Laborer -6.4 -4.0 -1.8 -8.0 -55.8 -8.0
Farmer -2.7 -..2.- -1.4 -1.2 -1.4
Farm laborer -2.7 -2.7 4.2 -2.9 4.9
Service 341.0 10.8 5.8 4 -22.0 75.5 -8.9
Private house. -8.7 -43.0 -3.2 7.4

O

Including private household service worker

8
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for farm occupations, with their relatively high efficiency of moves, and
for minority women moving to and from clerical occupations.

Efficiency is neither consistently high nor low for other occupations.
An alternative explanation is that high or low degrees of-efficiency might
be attributed to, particular subgroups in the population. White workers are
relatively inefficient in their mobility, as indicated roughly by the fact
that white men require at least 10 moves in six of the ajor occupation
gr9..ips to gain or lose one woiker. For white women, t e efficiency
indicator is 10 or higher in only five of the.twelve occupat ns. Other groups
such as Mexican men and women, appear about as inefficient as white movers
when judged on this basis. It seems more likely that the degree of efficiency
in mobility reflects differences in opportunities for mobility and in work
conditions' specific to an occupation and subgroup of workers. These
speculative interpretations are suggestive and inadequate to explain( questions
of efficiency of occupational mobility, and they underscore the need for a
much more intensive investigation than is possible in this report.

STRUCTURAL CHANGE AND MOBILITY

The interchange of workers between. occupations is partly "free" and
partly the result of changes in the occupational structure that have he
effect of forcing some workers to move. Mobility is forced whenever the
number.of.workers in an occupation in 1970 is smaller than the numlier
employed in that occupation in 1965. An inescapabielresult,of such a decrease
is the movement of some number of workers either to another occupation,
tcithe ranks of the unemployed or out of the labor force entirely. For
purposes of this analysis, the occupational structure is regarded as a closed
system, that is, only workers employed in both 1965 and 1970 are included.
This means that workers forced from one occupation in 1965 must be located
in another by 1970. ,Those employed in 1965 but not in 1970 are ignored,
although ultimately they must be included in an analysis of the flow of manpower.

Amorig all occupationally mobile workers in the United States--including
all heritages and colors and both sexes--10% were forced to move between
major ccccupation groups between 1965 and 1970 (Table 5.03). However,
this indication of the magnitude of forced mobility is an understatement -of
the degree of forced movement and probably misleading, for at least two
reasons. Since only moves between major occupations rather than detailed
occupations are included, the potentig frequency of movement is more limited.

'Secondly, anctperhaps more importantly, the national average of 10% is
based on all workers regardless of origin, color or sex, which suggests
that forced mobility,is distributed evenly among all groups of workers.



Table 5.03. Forced Mobility Under Alternative Assumptions
0 0

Spdnish origin,
color and sex

Open competition:
All workers

Sex segregation:
Male
Female

Percent of
,movers forced

Spanish origin-color segregation:
Mexican
Puerto Rican
Cuban
Indian
Black
White )

a

Sex and Spanish origin-color segregation
Mexic n: male

female
Puerto Rican: male

female
Ctiban: male

female
Indian: male

female
Black: male

female
W1,ite: male

female

10..0

11.0
8.7

14.8
12.2
7.7

11.5
14.6
10.1

15.5
12.4
12.4
15.4
7.9

18.0
15.3
8.2

14.5
15.4
11,2
9.2

ne

0

120 \?
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When forced mobilit4y is measured 'separately for e ch of the minority
groups, the importance of ethnic-color-sex differences becomes More
*evident. The lower pa el of Table 5.03 presents. these results. Cuban
women are most subje t to the impact of forced. mobility (18%), whereas
Cuban men and Indian ocinen (8%) along with white women (9%) are the

. least forced in their mobility. Among men, Mexicans, PuARrto Ricans,
India.hs and blacks are relatively more forced than *bite men. Only
Cuban men were less, exposed to forced mobility than whites. While women
were less influenced by forced mobility than all other women, except for

-orIndians. These results suggest strongly that,'the degree of forced mobility
is not distributed uniformly.

Forced mobility can be viewedas operating 'within each of the Spanish
origin and color groups regardless of sex differences. +Under this condition,
Mexicans and blacks bear the greatest burden Ok forcermoves (15%)', and
Cubans the ,least (8%). With the exception df Cubans, forced mobility ,is
greate; for all minorities than for white's. What happens With the incidence
of forced, mobility when sex (or oth&r) differences are ignored that Mexican
men, for example, have an oppOrtunfty to move to jobs otherwise available
only to Mexican women as well as to "Mexican male jobs."

If ethnic-color differences are ignored; men. feel t impact of forced
mobility more than women. Between 1965 and 1970, Ill% of occupationally
mobile men were forced to move because of decreases in the employment
of men in several.kinds of jobs. In comparison, only 9% of the mobile
women were forced to move.

.,
.,

Two points about forced mobility need to be emphasized. First, forced
.-mobility is unequally distributed among ethnic-color-8ex groups, but
the magnitude of this forcing for some groups. is undoubtedly greater than
indicated by the data shown here. If age or regional criteria were added,

kvor if a detailed occupation list were' used the empirical results should.
reflect greater disparities than those slio nan Table 5.03. Second, reduction
of discrirninatpan in forced mobility should minimize the impact of decreased

iemployment opportunities for groups now exposed to a relatively high risk from
forced moves. . Finally, dthas been implicit but should be stressed that the
majority of all occupational changes are free from the influence of changes
in the occupational structure.
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DIRECTION ;s.ND DISTANCE

Differences in Direction of Mobility

In the general "flow of rnanpOwern within the occupational structure,
,many workers tail to realize the American Dream of "getting ahead."
The chances of moving up the'oecupation scale, rather than down, are
a little better than 50-50 for men but less than that for women (Table 5.04.).

0

Young workers are more likely to move than older workers, and, when
they are occupationally mobile, they also are more likely to move upward.
About three out of five 'young mn (under 35) had higher occupation scores
in 1970 than in 1965. At ages 5Q'to 69, about half of all occupationally
mobile men achieve higher occupational status. Young, women (under 35) are
about as successful as older men (50-69) in achieving upward mobility.
The decreb.se in the proportions of movers going up the occupational scale
at older ages means that more than half of occupatiirnally mobile women at
ages 50 to 69 experience. a decrease in occupational standing,

Among occupational vers, white men are most likely to move upwa.c.d,
but Mexican; Indian and black men are almost as upwardly mobile as white
men. 'Cubans are the least upwardly mobile (53%) among men. Black
women are more upwardly mobile (56%) than all other groups of mobile
women, whereas Puerto Rican women are least likely to be upwardly
mobile {41%). Only:Puerto Rican women, in fact,' are less'upwardly mobile
than white women.. In general, it appears that -age and sex differences in ,

the direction of occupational mobility are greater than differences among
the color-ethnic minorities.

. .

Not all occupational mobility results in vertical movement. A relatively
small fraction involves occupation changes that are essentially horizontal,
i.e., a change in oCcupation'classification without an accompanying change
in occupatio i' score. Such horizontal movenadnt ,,

'is often on the order of
1-3% of all o. upational rnpvernent. For all Spanish,Srigin, Indian, black
and white movers, this is about the magnitude of lateral occupatiohal shifts:
For women, hoWever, horizontal moves are more frequent: Black mobile
women. are most likely to change occupations without moving vertically
"in the occupation structure. At ages 35 to 49, 6% of all black women movers
move-horizontally, and at ages 50 to 69 this percentage rises to 15%.
:Mexican and Indian mobile women at ages 50 CO 69 also show a tendency toward.
increased lateral moves, with about 7% of th4ir moves being horizontal.

,
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Table 5.04. Percentages c Mobile Workers Moiring Upwardby SeX and Age

Sex and
ages

Puerto i

%, IVIexicn Rican Cuban Indian Black Whit

Male 59.3 56.0 52.9 0 58.5 .57.7 59.8 /
. Under 35 62.3 56.9 62.6 59.6 60.1 64.5

35-49 57.9 . 56.7 48.8 56.4 57.2 59.7
50 -69 52.9 49.2 48.4 59.7 52.9 53.8

Female
.,

49.1 41.2 48.9 49.6 56.2 (. 47.2
Under 35 52.9 49.6 46.1 52.2 58.3 52.9 '

35 -49. 46.2 50.2 51.4 48.3 56.3 48.'3
50-69 40.8 38.7 48.6 46.7` 51.2 39.5

Figures based on changes in occupation scores between 1965 and 1970.
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Distance and Direction

Levels of occupational achievement represent the culmination of many
things, including the incidence and direction of occupational mobility,
and also the distance of movement, either upward or downward. Most
occupational changes are likely to involve short distances,, between occupations
that are relatively similar in skill requirements and standing in the hierarchy.
Moyes are much more likely between highly similar jobs, such as between
sales and clerical jobs,- or between unskilled and semiskilled manual jobs
than between very dissimilar jobs.

The distance component of occupational mobility has received little
attention in most studies, mostly because of the lack of adequate rnea ures.
Possibilities for describing and assessing the distance component arse uch
more feasible with the development of occupation *ores. Methods were
developed for this study for determining distanceS of occupational moves
upward and downward. Occupation scores were assigned to workers in
accordance with their occupations in 1970 and 1965 for all workers employed
at both times. The standing of occupations themselves probably did not change
during this 5-...ear period, and; once the occupation scores were assigned
to individual w" d.,r s, it became a simple matter to determine the difference
between scores I. -65 and 1970. 't"

However, a more refined measure was sought since an occupation score
in 1970 is dependent Qn a worker's level of achievernit in 1965. A tn,easure
of the distance up or"'down the occupation scale, a Relative Mobi ity Score
(RMS) appears to solve many of the measurement problems. 1S e Appendix
A for a more detailed discussion). RMS represents the fracti of the maximum
possible distance, up or down, regardless of 'the level of occuptional origin.
The RMS index can range from a rnaximum of +1.0 or -1.0, depending on
direction of movement, to zero. Nonmovers (or stayers), of Bourse have a
score of zero, since their occupation scores are the same at each point in
Hine.' Movers were assigned an RMS in accordance with the fraction of
the distance moved. As a measure of distan-ce, RMS has the advantage of

Comparisons among mobile workers independent of their levels
of occupational origin. A worker whose occupation score in 1965 was .60
and in 1970 was .80 moved half of the distance toward the highest occupation
score. Another worker whose Scores clhanged from -.20 to .60 has also
moved half of the distance upward. For downwardly mobile workers, a
similar interpretation can be made. If a worker's occupation decreases
from .60 to .30, he has dropped half of the distance toward zero.
ti

Results of applying RMS.show for upwardly mobile workers that (1) among
men whites move a greater distance upward than Spanish, Indians and blackgs
whereas bla,ck,Puerto Ricai. and Mexican men move the shortest distances
upward, (2) among women whites move upward the greatest distance,.
followed by Indians and C bans, while black, Mexican and Puerto -Rican -%
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worneii. move the shortest distances, and (3). en almost invariably move
further distances upward than women (Table 5. 05). The notable reversal
between the sexes occurs for blacks, where women average slightly
longer distancetupward than men. Among upwardly, mobile men, those
with rklatively high levels of achievement, as shown in the last chapter,
also move the longest distances upward,, White and-Cuban men,' for
example, 'Move longer distances up rd than Mexican, Puerto Rican,
Indian and black men, thereby wide ng the achievement gap. White
women move further upward than other women, although not as far as
white and Cuban men.

Upwardly mobile workers cover about a fourth of the distance toward
the top of the occupational hierarchy, butfor those dropping downward the
distance toward the bottom is relatively greater. Results for downwardly
mobile workersshow (1) Cuban men losing the most in occupational Status
and whites the least among men, !while blacks, Mexicans., Puerto Ricans
and Indians are about midway betweqn the extremes in average distance
lost, (2) Mexican, Cuban, Indian and black women drop about halfway
toward thy, bottom of the occupational structure, and (3) the downward
mobility of women typically-covers a. greater distance than for men. A
major consequence of the up and down distance patterns is the accentuation
of dffferences between_ workers with relatively high and low achieVement
patterns. Mexican men and women illustrate a pattern whereby they begin
at low achievement levels from, which they move shore distances upward

_ and.long distance's downward.

Education

1

INFLUENCES ON MOBILITY: .P EDUCATION,
CITIZENSHIP AND FERTILFTY

0

The 'Importance of education as a major determinant of levels of occupational
achievement is enhanced by its contribution als9 to mobility. High educational
attainment serves a dual purpose of stimulating upward mobility and deterring
downward mobility. Evidence of this is provided by data for young mobile
workers, an age level where mobility rates are high. The mean RMS values
for men under 35 years of age teed to support this observation (Tables 5.06
and 5. 07). As an example, American Indian men at these ages move upward
only about 17% rif the distance if they attain an eighth grade education,' whereas
they cover 8,0% of the distance upward if they reach college graduation.-
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Table'5:05. Mean Relative Mobility by Sex, and Direction of Mobility

direction of
mobility All Male Female

Upward u

1

Mexican .207 .213 .189
Puerto 'Rican. .205 .209 .193
t u4an .255 .263 .234
Indian .227 .231 .221
Black .203 . 199 .208.
White .270 .281 .244

0/
Downward

Mexican .399 .345 .503
Puerto Rican .,

,_

.387 \ 352 s . 464
.Cuban .414 .379 .491
Indian .402 345 .494
Black .417 .334 .525
White .374 .320 .449

\

0
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Table 5.06. Mean Relative Mobility for Mobile Men Under 35 Years. of
Age by COlor, Origin, Education and Direction of Mobility

a

Direction and
years of school
completed

o Puerto
Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black White

Up
Elem: 1-7

8

.183

.201
.188
.183

..,187

.183
.194 ,
.167

.154

.174
.176
.184

H. S. : 9-11 .204 .193 .211 .188. .176 .200
12 .230 .249 '.276 .234 .211 .255

College: 1-3 .317 .302 .307 .278 .301 .339
4 .544 .371 .639 .795 .445 .454'
5 or more .508 .586 .510 .513 .493 .531

own
i

Ele : 1-7 .370 .333 .382 .380 .342 .302
8 .320 .340 .461 . .363 .337 .301

H. S.: 9-11 ,039 .344 .331 .333 .319. .294
12 '' .327 .367 .32:3 .362 .315, .300

College: 1-3 .344 .335. .401 .275 .314 .309
( 4 0 .297 i.262 .324 .214\5---1 .247 .269

5 or more /I .284_ .126 .291 .365' ,. 228 .247
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Table 5.07. Mean Relative Mobility Scores for Mobile Women Under 35
rears of Age by color, Origin, Education and DirectiOn of
Mobility/

Direction and years
of school completed

Puerto
Mexican Rican Cuban Indian ' Black White

Up .

Elem: 1-7 t
8 ) / .153

.133
.160
.128

.103
:197 c

.087
.112

, .152_
.158

.165

.175
H.S.: 9-11 .166 .177 .180 .227° .1-65. .189

12' .201 .161 .187 .216 .196 . .203.
College: 1-3 .223 .318 .196 .303 : -.244 .270

4 .511 .635 v.424 .427 -462 .506
5 or more .545 .247 .426 .525 514

Down
41

Elem: 1-7 c4k. .558 .547 ,. 659 .437 .628 .546
8 .530 .359 . .501' ts 1 '7.......- .547 .534

H. S. 9-11 .451 .437 .496 .641 .52.1 .484
12 .438 .399 .349 .403 .450 .401

College: 1-3 .477 .521 .344 327 .403 .396
4 .513 .535 .685 .216 -.`.:---303 .391
5. or more .323 .293 .130 .391 :269 .354

9
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Downwardly mobile, young Indian men'arop 34% of the distance toward zero
if they have an eighth grade educatibri-bnt only 25% of the distance downward
if they are college graduates. This Stimulating and ,deterring influence of
educational attainment is not quite so,.clear for women, but generally seems
to apply.

In gcneral, men who completed' fotir years of 'college and who were
upwardly mobile move a longefdiStance upward than those who move downward.
The 'contribution of a college 4ducStion is therefore relatively strong in
upward mobility and also acts as a deterrent to downward movement., However,
below the college level, i.e higt school graduation or less, both the
encouraging 'and deterring effects of education on distances are reversed,
since those moving upward move shorter distances than those going downward.

,At the level of high school graduation, which i-nc,l.des substantial numbers
of men among those under 35 years of age, white workers move a longer
distance upward than MexicanA, Puerto Ricans, Indian's and blacks, althou'''
the difference's are not verygreat with the possible exception of young blackS.
Young Cuban high. s.chool.gra.d.uates ascend further upward than comparable
whites. Young white high School graduates also appear to be slightly favored
in their downward movement' inasmuch a they do not drop quite as far
as each the minority rrieh: ExCept for Puerto Rican and Indian men,
however, 'again the differe,nces are not very great.

Minority men who attain a baccalaureate degree from college are generally
about as successful in their upward movement as whites. However, :Puerto
Rican college graduates move only 37% of the distance upward as..compared'
with abo't 45% of the -distance for white (and for black) upwardly mobile
workers Mexican., Cuban and Indian college men Move upward even further
on the average than Lite men. Indian college men moving :upward, in fact,
go 80% of the distan e upward. Downwardly mobile college, graduates descend
about a fourth of the istance toward the bottom, with Cuban and Mexican
men dropping further han others.

Among all the young mobile men,, whites appear to be slightly more
favored than rnitnority men. The patterns are not totally or,consistently in
one direaion, but in 23 of the cells (Table 5.06) the RMS values for the
upwardly mobile are as high or higher for whites than for minority- men. -'or
the downwardly mobile, this gauge indicates that whites move shorter distances
downward than Minority men in 29 of, the 35 cells.

.Occupationally mobile women also benefit from higher education.//
however, do not benefit as consistently in their upward moves and lose more
in Occupational status by their downward Moves thdh'rnen. In comparison
with-minority women, white women show as high or higher RMS values in
25 pells (Table '5.07) for the up-movers, and white women move shorter
distances than minority women in 19 of the 35 ceilb. The distances upwardf
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0
far women are noticeably less than downward distances, especially for
those with less than a coIleg. education. The deterring influence of education
is much less apparent among women, since many minority women with
relatively high levels of education experience substantial loss of occupational
status. Cuban college women illustrate an extfeme case; they drOp 68% of
the downward distance, whereas Cuban high school women descend .only
about a third of the distance downward.

Citizenship
0

The net influence oil nativity and citizenship on distances and direction
of occupational mobility presents a very mixed picture (Tables 5.08 and
5. 09). In general, the evidence provides no support consistently favoring the
native born over naturalized citizens or aliens. Upwardly mobile Mexican
men average about 21% of the upward distance, and this measure differs only
slightly by nativity and citizenship. There is a mild indication that alien
Mexican men do not move as far upward, since their movement covers
about 18-19% of-the upward distance. There is also an indication that
downwardly mobile Mexican origin men at the youngest ages do not descend
as far if they are native Americans. Among Mexican mobile women the
pattern is similar, with native born and naturalized citizens appearing -
to have a slight edge over aliens,inboth upward and downward distances.,

Among occupationally mobile Cubans, upwardly mobile naturalized
Cuban men younger than 50 years of,age more longer distances than either
native born or alien men. Also, among the! downwardly mobile Cuban men,
descent is ftilther for natives and aliens than for naturalized persrovsat.411
age levels. The pattern of mobility distances for Cuban men resembles that
for Cuban women, generally favoring the naturalized citizens.

For black and for'white mobile workers, the patterns differ, Upwardly
mobile alien men younger than 50, for example, move upward4u.rther than_
native and naturalized blacks and whites. But for women this is not the
case. Among the upwardly mobile, alien black and white women show a slight
1?ut noetotally consistent 'advantage. Among the downwardly mobile, the
'native born, especially men, suffer less loss of o cupational status than
foreign born movers.

Mexican, Cuban and black movers neither gain nor lose in general in
comparison with whites when di,ftances are compared by nativity and
citizenship. Puerto Ricans and Indians are mot included in these comparisons
because of the heavy preponderance of native born in these two populations.
There are, of course, important exceptions to the overall patterns. For
example, upwardly mobile native and naturalized Cuban men younger than
35 move further upward than comparable white men. Mexican men and
women consistently move shorter distances upward and longer digtances
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Table 5.08. Mean Relative Mobility for Mobile Mean by Age, Citizenship.
Direction of Mobility, Color and Origin'

Age, citizenship
and direation of mobility ; Mexican Cuban Black White

Up
Under 35

Native born .225 .332 .211 .285
\ Naturalized .220 0 .373 .244 .310
1 Alien ; .196

..
.270 .287 .296

35-49,
Native born I. .216 .198 .200. ., .285
Naturalized .218 .257 .225 .295
Alien , 183 .211 :2 75 .283

50-69 ..,-,

Native' born. .203. .308 .170 .268
Naturalized .191 .263 .19,5 .274
Alien .178 .268 .125 .268

Down
Under 35

Native born .319 .508 .317 .295
Naturalized .332 .278 .381 .325'
Alien .393. .375 369 . 304

41

35-49
Native born . 339 .389 .329 .307
Naturalized .348 . 360 .392 .323
Alien .._ .336 3.99 .379 .330

50-69 .......

Native born .372 .369 .362 .356
Naturaliled ° .400 .321 .416 .389
Alien .379 .403 .524 .382*

ON.
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Table 5.091 , Mean Relate Mobility for Mobile Women by Age, Ciq0exiship,
, Direction o Mobility, Color and OTigin

Age, citizenship
and direction Mexican

.192

.188

.185 '
.189
.198
.163

Cuban

1.189
.275
.196'''

.Z74
. .300

.192

Black

.206

.198

.206

.216

.200

.189

White

.25t1(.0

.242 "-

.255

.240

.241 4,

.269 l,

Up
Under '35

Native born
Naturalized
Alien

35-49
Native born
Naturalized
Alien

50 -69 /

Native born .193 if 237 .199 .237
Naturalized .215 348 .187 .237
Alien .157 .237a .212 .203

Down
Under 35 . .

Native born .458 .447 .469 .414
.....Naturalized .496 .371 . 61"1 .412

Alien .554 .448 .603 i .482
35-49

Native born :506 .277 .528 .443
Naturalized .519 , .382 ' .460 .478
Alien .616 .542 .655 .471

50-69
Native born .553 ,. 553 .627 .482
Naturalized( .591 .636 .615 .496
Alien .5.59 .540 .647 .530

0
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downward than whites regardless of nativity. The distances moved by
Mexican workers compare unfavorably with those for whites, but there
is no appreciable triodification of the general pattern by nativity and
citizenship.

Children and Mobility

The occupational mobility oJworking mothers is reduced by virtue
of motherhood and the presence of young children at home. Hence,
compoundisig the lower levels of labor force participation and occupational
achievement for mothers with larger numbers of children, occupational
mobility is also less rewarding for mothers of larger, rather than smaller,
numbers of children. The distance of upward mobility is inversely -related
and the distance of downward mobility is direttly related to the number of
children ever born (Table 5. 10). At ages 25 to 34, white childless women
average about 30% of the distance toward the top of the occupational structure,
and this distance decreases steadily for mothers with children to the point
where mobile white mothers with five or more children move upward only
about 21% of the possible distance. Uowarclly Mobile childless white women
therefore move about half again as far upward as mothers of five or mare
children. At the next older age level, 35 to 44, the relationship between
distance of upward mobility and children is about the same. Upwardly
mobile Cuban and black women manifest the same type of pattern, although
they typically do not move as far upward as white women. For Mexican
women, however, the number of children born bears little relationship to
upward motility.. Childless Mexican women do not move further up the
occupational ladder than mothers, With the possible exception- of mothers of
four or more children. For Puefto Rican and Indian women, the figures

4yleave in doubt the impact of offspring on upward mobility.

Larger numbers of children ever born seem conducive to greater
losses in occupational status for downwardly mobilte women. Furthermore,
this pattern is clearer for women at ages 25 to 34 than at 35 to 44. Child-
less downwardly mobile women tend to lose less in cstatus than downwardly
mobile mothers. Childless Mexican women at age's 25 to 34, for example,
descend 43% of the distance downward, whereas mothers of four or more .'
drop about 48% of the distance. Mexican and Puerto Rican mothers of one
childsin 'contrast with whites, show a tendency to drop relatively great
distances downward, an exception to the general pattern. RMS's for Cuban
and Indian women are rather erratic for no apparent reason.

The presence of preschool children at home serves to shackle the
upward mobility and stimulate longer distance of downward mobility
(Table 5. 11). Among upwardly mobile women, the pattern of shorter
distances with increases in young children at h6me generally holds true.

<s,
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Table 5.10. Mean Relative ,Mobility for Women 25 to 44 Years of Age by
Number of Children Ever Born

Age, direction and
children born

Puerto
Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black White

25-34
Up t

None .198 .194 .270 .329 .247 .298
One .183 .209 .219 .200 .221 .265
Two .195 6. :175 .238 .159 -.220 .240J
Three .191 .161 .148 .258 .202 .224
Four .169 .154 .206 .147 .184 .210
Five or more .184 .225 _..... 185__ .184 .X09

Down
Npne

t, .432 .362 C .381 .406 .434 .379
One .489 .466 .491 .417 .447 .403
Two __. .428 .396 .460 .435 .457 .428
Three .475 .488 .510 :-63 .488 .450
Flour .483 .506 .921 .385 .513 .4'67
Five or more .481 .384 .771 .410 .540 .488

35-44
Up

I.

None .199 .195 .318 ';137 .237 .279
One ... ..172 .201 .245 .403 .228 .238
Two '-' .198 .203 .304 .170. .231 .244
Three .182 .204 .145 .181 .239 .232
Four .177 .226 .186 .340 .213 .226
Five or more .176 .210 .192 .211 .189 .216

Doiivn '

None : .571 .438 .480 ,.4151 .509 398
One .602 .497 .445 .430
Two .488 .578. .499 .332 .467 .435
Three .455 .515 .343 .482 .479 .447
Four .476 - .461 .284 .472 .506 .465
Five or more .524 .420 .459 `. 508* ' .563

4Q
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Table 5.11. Mean Relative Mobility for Women 25 to 34 Years Old by Number
of Related Children Under 6 Years Old in the HoUsel-fold and
Direction of Mobility.

Direction of
Mobility and
Children I
Under 6 Mexican

.
Puerto
Rican o

.

Cuban ,I Indian

t,

.

Black

\
,

White

.

Up . . o

None .200 : .190 . .209 .230 P . 2 2 2 .263
One .182 .218 .221 .197 ;210 .253
Two .182 .145 .150 .149 .206 .243
Three or more .171 .189 .090 .107 1 .227

Down
None .417 .407 .471 .441 .469 ': 409
One . 500 -.-497 .408 .502, .463 .421
Two ...i340 ;349 .593 .331 .467 :436,,
Three or more .475 . 559 .645 .503 .481 .445
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Howeve, there is a light but noticeable tendendy for Puerto Rican and
Cubanl-nothers with

light
One,preschool child to move further upward

than childless Puerto Rican and Cuban women. For Cuban and Indian
mothers, the presence of as many as two or three young children
drastically'reduces their 'upward movement. Downward descent is greater
with thepresence of each additional young child at home; although for
Mexican, Puerto Rican and Indian wo en, the presence of one child° seems"
to precipitate the longer Cs,down ard. i4

GAINS FECOM' MOBILITY

°One way of evaluating the net results of occupational mobility is to
examine changes in the occupational structure, particularly changes in
the distribution of docupationally mobile workers. As a means of summarizing
the net results of occupational mobility, occupational origins and destinations
of movers are compared to ascertain (1) whether each of the groups of
occupatiAnally mobile workers has gained pr lost and (2) whether,minority
movers gain as much as majority movers as a consequenfe of their mobility.
Basic changes in the total occupational structure have iolved shifts away ---
from farm and blue collar occupations toward white collar 'jobs. This leads
to the expectation that occupational mobility follows the same general
pattern.

In most general terms; occupationally mobile workers fit this expectation
(Tables 5. 12 -5. 14): Occupational movers, however, show, a tendency to
depart from sales and move into craft occupations more frequently than
the general movement toward white-tollar jobs would suggest. Among both
male and female movers, Indian men were the only ones to show a heavier
concentration in salep jobs in 1970 than in 1965, and all movers manifest
increases in craft occupations., All groups,of movers show'a decline in
farm occupations,' and, with thel exception of Cuban men, also in laborer
jobs. Clericarjots were popular destinations for both men and women,
and gains are shown inmost cases for professional and managerial positions.
On the basis of the socioeconomic ranking of occupations (as disctIssed in
Chapter '4), the broad conclusion is that occupational mobility has resulted
in improved occupational standing for both mir1ority and white movers.:

Mexican men and women who moved betweeCn major occupation gro ups
clearly show a pattern of gain in occupational status. Both then and women
Shifted away from lower:ranking occupations (laborer, farmer and farm
laborer) into higher-ranking occupations (profepsional, managerial, clerical
and crafts). Mexican women also departed from private household service
work. The overall degree of gain from mobility is reflected by the index



Table 5. 12.. Origin and n Occupations of Mobile Men,
and 1970

1965

Occupation .. Mexican
Puerto
Rican Cuban Indian Black White

1965
All . 6 100.0 10,0.0 100.0 100.0 .100.0

° Professional 3 0 2.4 ''" 7.4 4.9 3.5 8.0
Managerial 4.1 \ 4.4 12.2 4.0 2.7 11,6
Sales ,-, 3.6 4.3 6.7 2.3 2.5 9.4
Clerical 4.8 9.3 11.8, 4.5 6.7 8.4
Crafts

.....--
ri 13.5 13.2 '13.3 17.5 11.3 16.-8

Operatives 17.8 26.5 17.7 17.9 17.2 16.2
Transp. eq. 7.5 5.7 7.3 6.0 9.8 6.8
Laborer 18.0 12.0 6.7 22.3 21.6 10. 3
Farmer ,
Farm lAborer

(

4
15.. 6

1.5
6.3

1.9
3.1

4.3
8.9

3.8
5.8

`,.:,,. 3.5
2.5

Service 9.6 14.4 11.8 7.2 14.5 6.5
Priv. household . 1 . 1 .2 . 6

- All -100.0
1970

100.0 loo.b 100.0 100.0100.0
Professional 3.3 3.3 7.3 6.4 3.9 9.5
Managerial -cc,- 5.3 6.3 11.6 6.9 4.7 16.8
Sales 4, 3.6 3.8 5.7 3.0 2.3 8.5
Clerical 6.2 12.9 12.7 ' 5.3 7.8 8.8
Crafts 21.2 15.7 15.7 19.9 17.8 20.5
Operatives 21.4 23.8 21.2 18.9 20.6 12.8
Transp. eq. 8.4 9.2 5.. 5 7.2 11.1 6.4
Laborer 15.3 10.4 6.9 13.8 15.5 6.6
Farmer . 7 . 2 1.2 . 6 1.5
Farm laborer 4.5 1.4 . 5 5.0 2.9 1.6
Service 10.0 , 13.2 12.6 12.4 12: 7 $ 7.0
Priv. hous eholiJ. . 1, - -- ___ . . 3
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Table 5.13. rigin and Destination OcCupations of Mobile Women,
965 and 1970

,_Puerto
Occupation Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black White

1965
All 100. ID 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Professio ial 5.5 9.9 12.9 9.0 7.6 10.3
Manager' 1 4.0 4.8 2.8 5.8 '2.1 8.6
Sales y 10.7 8. 9 12. 9° 6.1 5.0 14.3
Clerica/ 14.4 19.1 19.9 15.8 10.8 24.7
Crafts 3.3- 5.4 4.4 2.9 2.4 3.3
Operatives 21.6. 28.0 32.2 18.4 15.1 12.9
Transp.eci. .4 .. 3 .6 .5 .6
Laborer 4.6 5.1 3.2 2.6 3.1 2.6
Farmer .8 .7 3.2 4 1.7 1.4
Farm laborer 9.5 3.8 .3 - 2.3 4.5' .9
Service 19.4 13.3 9.8 26.8 25.8 18. 6
Priv. household . 5.8 .7 1.6 6.4 21.4 1.8

i.X970

All 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Professional 6.6 7.9 11.7 10.5 8.0 12.3
Managerial 4.5 6.5 4.4 5.5 3.4 . 9.9
Sales 6. 3 5.8 6.6 5.8 3.8 '11.0
Clerical 21.4 29.0 27..8 20.1 19.1 28.5
Crafts 5.5 6.1 7.2 3.8 2.7 4.1
Operatives 23.1 22.9 24.9 16.9 19.3, 12.5
Transp. eq. . 3 . 7 1.3 T.3 . 7 . 8

Laborer 3.4 5.1 1.0 2.0 3.0 2.0
Farmer 3 ,,, . 3 . 6 .2 . 3

Farm laborer 4.4 ' 1.7 . 6 3.8 - 2.2 1.4
Service 19.5 16.0 13.9 24.5 26.5 14.8.
Priv. household 4.6 . 6' . 6.1 11.2 2.4
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Table 5.14 . Differences Between Origin and Destination Occupations for
0

Mobile Workers, by Sex, 1965-70 =!,

Sex and Puerto
occupation Mexican Rican. ,Cuban Indian Black White

Male 1.
Professional
Managerial
Sales
Clerical.
Crafts
Operatives
Transp. eq.
LaborAr

.Farmer
Farm laborer
Service -
Priv. household

Di s similar it?:

. Female
Professional

0 Managerial
Sales
Clerical
Crafts
liDperatives
Transp. eq.
Laborer
Farmer
Farm laborer
Service
Priv. household

Dissimilarity:

...9 -.1 1.5 .4/ 1.5
1.2 T.9 -.6 2.9 2.0 5.2

-. 5 -1.0 . 7
9

-.2 - 9
1.4 3. 6 . 9 ,.... 8 1.1 . 4
7,7 2: 5 2.4 2.4 6.5 3.7

,3.6 -2.7 3.5 1.0 3.4 -3.4
. 9 3.5 -1.8 1.2 1.30 -. 4

-2.7 -1.6 .2 -8.5 - -6.1 -3.7
-1.7 -1.5 -1.7c -3.1 -3.2 -2..0

-11.1 -4.9 -2.6 . -3. 9 -2. 9 -. 9
. 4 -1.2 . 8 5.2 -1.8 . 5

.. -. 1 -.2 -. 3
.155 \124 .078 .157 .146 .113

1.1 -2.0 -1:2 1.5 .4 2.0
. 5 1.7 1.6 -. 3 1.3 1.3

-4.4 -3.1 -6.3 -. 3 -1-2 -3.3
7.0 9.9 7.9 4.3 8.3 3.8
2.2 - . 7 2. . 9 . 3 . 8
1.5 -5.1 . 3 -1.5 4.2 -. 4
...1 .4 1.3 -.3 .2 .2

-1.2 -2.0 -2.2 -. 6 -.1 -. 6
-. 5 -.4 -2.6 -1.5 -1.1

. -5.1 -2.1 . 3 1.5 -2.3 . 5
.1 2.7 4.1 -2.3 .7 -3.8

-1.2 -. 7 -1.0 -. 3 -10.2 . 6
. 124 . 154 . 180 . 082 . 154 . 092
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of dissimilarity. in this case shows the amount of change
in occupational distributions betWeen 19-6-5and 1970 as a result of occupational
mobility. The occupat ional distributions for Mexican men changed by about
16%, and must be interpreted as mostly upward. For Mexican wOrritlre-----____
"gain" was about 12%.

Puerto Rican movers also generallgained as a result of mobility,.
but, in contrast with'iVlexicau men and women, Puerto Ricans declined
in professional occupations. 'The numbers of Puerto Rican men and women
decreased in the semi - skilled operative category as well. Consequently,
their overall changes in occupational distributions, of about 12% for men and
16% for women, can not be- interpreted quite so easily as "gains". Nevertheless,
the net result of Puerto Rican mobility appears to be an improvement in their
occupational sta.tu&(.

The mobility of Cuban men resulted in relatively little change from' th it
1965 oaupatiOns (D=. 08). In addition to declines in farm occupations,
Cuban male movers show declines also in profesqional, managerial -and
sales occupations. Howeirer, their mobility did result in increases in
crafts and operatives occupations, and also in a slight increase in laborer
jobs. As a net reSult, the occupational mobility of Cuban men produces
far le'ss upward movement than occurs for Mexican and Vuerto Rican men.

Cuban women fare somewhat better than Cuban men in their mobility,
with gains fro mobility in managerial, clerical, ,crafts and service occupations.
However, Cuba won ea,also lost through mobility in professional, sales,
operatives and laboring jobs. The net shift in occupations for Cuban women
of 18% therefore represents a mixture of gains and losses.

Occupationally mobile Indian men manifest one of the most clear patterns
of gains in occupational status. The overall shift from 1965 to 1970 of 16%
resulted from gains in all white- collar occupations as well as in crafts,
operatives and service occupations and movement out of laborer and farm-
related work. Mobile Indian women did not change their occupational distribution
as much; only an 8% difference for the five-year period. Their gains also
were rather mixed, with increases being confined to professional, clerical and
crafts occupations.

Black mobile worker& generally gained through mobility. For black
men the shift is clearly away from the lower status occupations -- farming
and laborers--toward operatives, crafts and white-collar jobs. Black
women show a very similar pattern, but also a distinctly strong movement
away from private ousehold service occupations where they have been
traditionally over -represented.

AnsWers to the second question of whether minority movers gained as
much as majority movers are not entirely simple and clear-cut. At the
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white"-Collar level, Spanish' origin, Indian and black movers accomplish
gains MI about the same occupational, areas as 'white movers. With the
exception of Cdban men, all occupationally mobile men accomplish increases
in professional, managerial, clerical and crafts occupations. Still, as
of 1970, mobile white men were more heavily concentrated in professional
and managerial o.C.cetpations than any of the mobile minority men. Mobile
white men were also more predomifiant than minority men at craft ,destina-

a tions; with the exception of mobile Indian men. As a general result, mobile '-
minority men were more preValent than white men in the lower-ranking
destinations of laborers.

Mobile minority women were also less successful' than white women
in achieving profelsional and managerial destinations, and more oftep.
-reached operative anx1 laborer destinations. Black women, who reveal
a sharp departure from private household Service jobs (about 50%),
also wind up at the''end of this five-year period with a comparatively heavy
proportion(11%) in this traditidnallilow-staeu.s occupation.

101, The redistribution of occup ionalky mobile minority workers in a
generally upward direction can e viewed broadly as gains resulting from
mobility. However, despite such gaiins from mobility, mobile minority
workers appear less often than whiffs to be as heavily concentrated in the

14 more prestigious destination occupations.

Traditional differences in occupational distributions of men and women
are perpetuated by the de,stination patterns of mobile workers. As custom
would dictate, mobile women are, more heavily concentrated in professional,
sates, clerical and service occupations, whereas men move more frequently
than women into managerial, craft, operative and farm occupations. Part
ofsthe apparent advantage of women over men in moving into professional
occupations can be explained by the moves of women into teaching and
nursing, or generally into lower-ranking jobs in the professional category.
Interestingly, both men and women show pronounced tendencies to move
into semi-skilled operative occupations, and, in contrast with earlier
generations, this represents a substantial change for women. Thus, although
the patterns of sex differences seem to be generally in line with traditional
patterns, there are at least isolated clues that conventional patterns are
beginning to change.

As a further indication of the lesser success of minorities than whites
in occupational mobility, it appears that Spanish origin, Indian
and black mobile men gain less through upward, and lose more thrOugh
downward mobility than comparable whites. Since young men are the
most frequent mOvers,.ateention is centered on this group with controls
for the origin occupation (Table 5.15). For each of the occupation origins
(1965), upwardly mobile young minority men tend to move shorter distances
than whites. Exceptions to this pattern occur fo'r Mexican men moving
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Table 5.15. Mean Relative Mobility Scores for Mobile Men Under 35 Years
of Age, by Color, Origin, Occupation in 1965, and Direction
of Mobility

Direction and
occupation

Up ,

Professional
Managerial
Sales
Clerical
Crafts

es
Trans . eq.
`Laborer
Farmer

kFarm laborer
Service .

Down
Professional
Managerial
Sales
Clerical
Crafts °

Operatives
Transp. 'eq. .,*
Laborer
Farmer
Farm laborer
Service-

Puerto
Mexican. Rican 7.: Cuban Indian. Black White

.213 .209 .263 .240 .237 .281

.474 --- .,.,_ :416 .418

.203 -<326 .243 .273

.313 .296 .392 .288 .348
, .269 .316 .356 .350 :264' .359

.182 i:187 .234 .178 '.171 .231
'-----;--2-04-- .180 .284 .231 .190 .244

.1-37 .158 --°- .154 .261

.179 .213 .177 .188 :164 .252-

.175

.236 234
---
.194

---
.255,

;113
;229'

.218

.280
.270 .207. .304 - .2* .250 .325

.345 ...352 1.379 9 _ . zs 9 . 340

.429" .389 .355 .326 .361 .298

.436 .440 .447 _..._ .452. .341

.419 :480 .451 .442 .385

.340 .352 .350 .319 .288

.301 .337 .347 .365 .318 :270

.273 .259 .277 .308 .264, .244

.331 .303 -.304 .256. .308, .277

.280 .386 .308 ..278 .247

.467 .468 :387' .463

.379 .120 _.._ 308

.387 .423 p ...... .371 ;351 .324

Excluding private household service workers

0

0-
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upward from a. professional origin and for Cubans whose oxigin was in
managerial, sales, craft and operative 'occupations. Offsetting these
ekceptions,fOr minority men is the fact that almost invariFably they
descend further than whites from each occupational origin.

1.4

Observed and Expected Destinations.

The disadvantaged mobility thesis holds that inferior occupational
achievernents.tif minorities are a result of disadvantaged mobility rather
than of impoverished origins. Occupational achievements of nonwhite
men in the United States have been consistent with this thesis (Dunca.n,
1968; Flauser and Featherman, 1974a and 1974b). The generality of this'
proposition can be' examined with the present data, and the immediate aim
is zto determine what happens to the-destination occupational-distributions
of Spanish, Indian and black men and women, if they have (a) the same
mobility opportunities. as whites, and; alternatively (b) the same occupational
origins as whites.

Two sets of expected destination distributions were calcdlated;
separately for men and for women, in order to examine the effects of
mobility and occupational origin. First, under the assumption, that
ininoritie?move exactly as whites, rilobility matrices for whites were
multiplied by the 1965 occupation distributions for each of the minority
groups of mobile workers. Differences between observed white and these
expected distributions are entirely the result of differences in the 1965
occupational distributions, since minorities are proVided with the same
mobility pattern as whites. Secondly, assuming that minorities have the
same occupational origins ss whites, the 1965 occupational distribution of
white movers was multiplied by the actual mobility matrix for each of the
minorities. Given these conditions, differences between observed white
and minority expected deptination distributions are solely a function of the
actual mobility of minorities because theiroccupational origins are the°
same as for whites.

Almost exception the results demonstrate that mobility has
. a greater influence in determining the destinati&ns of minorities thari
their occupational patterns in 1965 (Table 5. 16). The index of dissimilaity
measures differences between (a) observed occupational destination'distributions

, .of white and minority movers and (b) observed white.destinations and expected
minority destinations under the alternative assum tions 'of equal mobility
and equal origins.

Expected occupational destinations of Mexican men illustrate the
general pattern. As shown in column (1) of Table 5.113, 31% of Mexican
men would need to moto a different occupational category' in order to
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Table 5.16. Actual and Expected Destination Dissimilarities Between
White and Minority Movers, by Sex

Sex and
minority

0

(1)

Observed

Dissimilarities
(2)

Equal
mobility

(3)
Expected

Equal
origin

Male

Mexican .31 .22 o .08
Puerto Rican. .34 .25 .12
Cuban .18 .10 .11
Indian .2.3 . 18 .07
Black .36 .37 .10

Female

Mexican , .30 .26 .05
Puerto Rican .34 .30 .04
Cuban .30* .26 .07
Indian .23 .20 .05
Black .36 .31 .05
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attain a destination distribution equivalent tojthd.:t for white men. In coltu-nn (2),
under the assumption of equal mobility, the index value is reduced to .22
suggesting that differences in origin fail to account for much of the
destination difference. However, in coltn'nn (3) the index is only .08, a
clear indication that the effects of mobility are greater that those of origin:
In general, 'Mexican men need improved chances for upward occupational
mobility more than they need an improved occupational origin in order to
reach occupations More nearly like those of white men. Their mobility
during the late 1960's left them underrepresented in white-collar and
craft occupations.

The predicted effects of mobility patterns are about the same for
Puerto Rican and Indian men who changed occupations between 1965,6.r
and 1970 as for Mexican men, whereas for Cubans and blacks the results

.differ slightly. For mobile Cuban men, their origins" and mobility pattern
are about equally effective in determining their occupational destinations,
an exception to the overall pattern of results. The occupational origins
of black men appear to have almost no effect insofa.r as their destinations
differ from whites (compare columns (2) and (3) of Table 5.16). As with

Most minority men, the mobility of black men explains more of their
occupational, achievement than does thei; disadvantaged origin.

do- ct,

Minority women move less frequently than white women into white-
collar jobs, and, totatly4consistent with the disadvantaged nobility thesis,
this is attriNtable to the mobility patterns of minority women rather
than to their. occupations in 1965 (Table 5. 14). About a third of Spanish
origin and black women would need to move primarily into white-collar

.,..0,"occupations, to accomplish the same destination distribution as whitelwom2 .

The effects c5f origin differences between minority and white women are' f
relatively little consequence, whereas,when the effects of mobility are
isolated,deptination differences almost disappear. The occupational
destinations of Indian women differ from those for white women less than

%for the other groups of women, but the effects of mobility are just as
apparent.

,

SUMMARY

.

The culmination in 1970 of all the dynamics of the occupational structure
and all the determinants of mobility produced.changesin the kinds of occupations
and levels of achievement for occupationally mobile workers. Mexican
Indian and black movers appear to have benefited because of their upward
movement, but it is less clear that Puerto Ricans and Cubans gained in
occupational status as a result of their rn4bility. In comparison with gains
in occupational status of mobile white workers, minorities accomplished
an uncertain and questionable improvement. However, as the preceding
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discussion has amply demonstrated, simple and sweeping generalizations
about occupational mobility require considerable qualification.

O

The dynamics of the occupational system involve not only the frequencies
of occupational mobility, but mobility attributable to changes in the occupa-
tional structure itself, varying degrees of efficiency in movements between
occupational categories and difference6 in the direction and distance of
movement. In general, a third to a half of all workers employed in 1965
were in different occupations by 1970. Young workers were typically more
mobile than older workers and men more mobile than women. Cuban men
were the most mobile and blaCk men the least. All Spanish origin men
were more mobile than white men, but white women were more mobile
than Puerto Rican and black women, while Indians were the most mobile
of all women.

Cuban women were forced to itiove to another occupation as a result
of changes in 9,e/occupational structure more often than other occupationally
mobile worItZv. Cuban men, however, experienced the leb.st impact of
forced mobility. Compared with white men and women and Indian women,
Mexican and Indian men, along with black women, experienced the negatiVe
impact of forced mobility to a relatively high degree. When examined in
detail,' forced mobility was not invariably more favorable to either Men
or women.

A majority of occuplattonally mobile men, but not women, moved upward
in the occupational structure between 1965 and 1970. White men were more
likely than minority men to be upwardly mobile, although Mexican, Indian
and black men were almost as Much upwardly mobile as whites. Among
women, only Puerto Ricans were less likely to move up the_occupation
6cale than white women. Differences in the incidence of upward mobility
were generally greater between men and women than among the minorities
or between minorities and whites.

Airiong upwardly mobile workers, white men moved longer distances
upward than any group of minority men; Mexican and Puerto Rican men
moved upwards only about three-fourths as far as white men. Black
women advanced upward further than other women but not appreciably further
than white and Cuban women. Men typically moved longer distances upward
than women.

Whereas upwardly mobile workers moved about a fourth of the distance
toward the top of the occupational hierarchy, downwardly mobile workers
descended as much as a third to nearly half of the distance toward the
lowest rungs on the occupational ladder. Among downwardly mobile men,

oCuban men lost th st and blacks the least. Mexican, Cuban and white
women dropped out halfway toward the bottom, further than for other
women, and wo en descended further than men when they were losing status.
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As an indicator of preparation for occupational achied.rment, increases
in education ser.yed as a stimulant to upward mobility and helped to deter
downward mobility. Intergroup gaps in direction and distances of occupational
mobility were not altered convincingly' or consistently at different levels
of occpigEionalattainment, but the importance of higher levels of educational
attainment wire nevertheless clear and strong. Not only did clege graduates
move longer distances upward than those with lesser education, but they
al'so moved shorter distances downward. There was a mild indication that
among high school graduates, white movers went further upward than
Spanish origin, Indian and black movers'.

The benefits of higher education were less in evidence for mobile
women than for men. The distances upward tended to be less for women
at most levels of educational attainment, with downward descent also greater

-than for men. Moreover, education was a less effective deterrent to down-
ward' descent 'for women.

As a determinant of,occupational mobility., citizenship status appeared
have an influence, but native born movers did not consistently move

1 nger distances than naturalized or/alien workers. For groups such,
as Mexican men, differences in nativity and citizenship had little effect
on distances covered in occupational mobility,.

Occupationally mobile women were handicapped by the pa- esence of
pre- school children at home, and the number of children ever born also
tended to reduce their chances for upward and increase their chances
for downward movement. Upwardly mobile childless women and mothers
of only one child moved further upward and shorter distances downward
thttn mothers of two or more children.

The net results of occupational mobility for levels of achievement were
in line -With general shifts in the occupational structu 're, i. e. , movers
tended to depart from lower-ranking (blue collar and farm) occupations for
higher-ranking (white collar and skilled craft) destpations. Exceptions
to this pattern occurred for workers whose oc,cupatiora in 1965 was in-the
sales category and who moved disproportionately to other occupations.

On a "gain and loss" basis, Indian men gained the most through occupa.-
tional mobility with an unequivocal shift from lower to higher ranking
occupations. Mexican, black and -white men and women also improved their
occupational status through mobility. Puerto Ricans probably bettered
their occupational standing, too, but not so clearly and convincingly as
others. Cuban movers displayed the least certain gains from occupational
mobility. ,

a

In comparison with white movers, gains in occupational status via
mobility'were less impressive for minorities. Spanish origin, Indian
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and black mobiles achieved gains in white collar and craft occupation;
but minority movers were still less prevalent in these "favored" destination
occupations than white movers.

ct

Finally, differences in pccupational destination between men and women
perpetuated trq.ditional differences occupations of men and womenA Mobile
women tended io move toward professional, sales, clerical ancj service
occupations, whereas men moved more often into managerial, craft,
operative and farm occupations. The inferior,occupational achievements'
of m4norities are due rno re to thier mobility patterns than to their inferior
occupational origins in 1965.

o A]
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CHAPTER 6

GAPS IN EARNINGS

Status inequalities, reflected by differences between white and minority
men's occupational achievement and mobility, reach perhaps their most
dramatic demonstration in the area of earnings. Expressed in monetary units,
inequalities may be clearly under stood and easily appreciated'in a society
in which dollars are among the most important kinds of rewards. Earnings
from employment constitute a logical and functional outcome of participating
in the labor force in a specific job. Hence, prior status achievements and
mobility are instrumental in determining the amount of earnings.

The chief concerns in this chpater are (a) whether various determinants
of earnings affect the earnings of minority and majority workers in about'
the same way and (b) whether differences in earnings diminish or disappear
among workers equally well qualified. Educational attainment and vocational
training once more serve to help identify workers with similar levels of
preparation, whereas such factors as marital status, citizenship, and,
for women, the presence of children represent circumstances relevant
to earnings but which do not directly involve questions of work skills.
Occupation, industry, class of worker and weeks worked are all related
to levels of earnings and tend to (cut across questions of skill and preparation
for achievement.

INEQUALITIES IN EARNINGS

.

Inequalities in earnings clearly favor white over minority men and all m' en
over all women; white women indicate a similar though not as extreme
advantage over minority women (Table 6.01). Average earnings for white
men in 1969 ($7, 369) were more than thirteen hundred dollars greater than
for Cuban men ($6, 025) whose level of earningsarnings surpassed other minority
men. Lowest average earnings are fo black and Indian men (jus't over
$5300), or a gap of about two thousand dollars in comparison with white-
men. Mexican and Puerto Rican men exceed median earnings of black and
Indian men by only about four hundred dollars. On the other hand, Mexican
and Indian men were slightly more likely than Puerto Rican and black
men to have earned $10, 000 or more in 1969. In fact, less than one in ten
.;-uerto Rican and black men compared to more than one in three white men
had earnings of $10, Q00 or more. Among women, the earnings gap between
white and other women is coMparatively small, ranging from about a .
thousand dollars between Mexican ($2,74,7) and white women ($3, 831) to
only about one hundred dollars between Puerto Rican ($3, 720) and white women.



Table 6.01. Earnings in 1969, by Sex

Sex and
earnings

Male
Under $1,000

$1) 000-1,999
2,000-2,999
3,000-3,999
4,000-4,999.
5,000-5,999
6; 000r6, 999
7,000-7,999
8,000-8,999
9,000-9,999

10,000-14,999 .

15,000-19,999
20,000-24,999
25,000 and over

Median
Female\ Under 1,000

. `1, 099
1,000-1,999

3,000-3,999
4,000-4,999
5,000-5,999
6,000-6,999
7,000-7,999
8,000-8,999
9,000-9,999

10,000-14,999
15,000-19,999
20,000-24,999
25,000 and over

Median

....]

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 , 100.0
7.3 6.9 5.8 10.7 8.7 3.6
5.7 4.1 4.3 6.6.1 - 6.2 3,3
7.1 4.5 5.4 8.6 7.8 3.1

10.9 8.9 9.7 10.2 11.6 4.3
10.6 14.2 12.1 10.2 11.9 5.3
11.1 15 f8 12.'4 10.9 12.0 7.5
11.1 14.4 # 12.1 10.6 11.1 ' 8.8
10.4 10.4 10.4 8.1/ 10.0 10.3
8.2 7.1 7.0 6.7 7.6 10.3
K. 4 4.4 5.6 4.4 4.7- 8.2

10.1 7.4 10.9 4 10.3 6.9 23.2
1.3 1.1 2.3 1.5 . 9 6.4

. 3 . 3 1.0 . 5 .2 2.4

. 5 . 4 9 . 5 . 3 3.3
x.$5757 $5721 $6025 $5339 $5317 $7369

100.0 100.0 100.0 '100.0100.0 100.0
24.5 17.7 15'.1 23.9 22.7 16.3

15.4 10.4 14.3 . 13.0 13.8 11.1
14.0 , 8.8 10.0 14.9. 14.7 10.8

16.4 18.2 23.2 15.4. 14.8 14.2
11.9 17.7 16.9 10.2 10.9 13.6
7.6) 12.10 8.6 7.8 8.2 11.3
4.7 7.1 4.8 6.1 5.9 8.3
2.6 3.5 3.1 3.6 .3.7 5.5
1.4 2.1 ' 1.6 1.8 2.1 3.2

. 6 1: 0 .7 1.0 1.2 1.9

. 9 1.3 1.2 2.1 1.7 3,1
. 1 . 1 l . 1 . 1 . 2 .-4
. 0 . 0 . 2 . 1 . 0 . 1
. 1 . 0 . 2 . 2 . 1 ' .2

$2747 $3720 $3500 $2862 $2913 $3831

Puerto
Mexican ,Rican Cuban Indian Black White
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The index of dissimilarity suggests that about a fourth to a third of minority
men would need to move tape the earnings scale in order t match the 'darnings
distribution for white men; about 10% to 20% of minority omen would need to
do likewise to have a distribution similar to that for w ite women (Table 6. 02).

Differences in the earnings of 'man and women are relatively large,
with women invariably averaging much less than men. For example, while
the median earnings of Mekican men are only 65% as much .as thOse of white
men, Mexican women average earn\ugs only 57% the level of Mexican men.
and 37% the level of white men. Earnings of white women average only about
half those of white men and 80% as high"a.s,the earnings of Mexican men.

4As the D-index implies (Table 6. 02); a third to a half of the women would
have t"earn more to equal the earnings levels of their male counterparts.

AGE AND SEX DIFFERENCES .

Variations by age in earnings for men follow much the same pattern as
labor force participation rates--lower at teenage and older and highest
during middle-adult years (Table 6.03). However, not all population groups
reach their peak partickpation or earnings at the same age level. White
men reach their maximum earning ($9, 760) in the 40 to 44 age range. The
only other male population here to do similarly is the Puerto Ricarr ($6, 413).
Reaching their earnings peaks prior to age 40 are Mexican (35 to 39, $6, 887),
Cuban (30 to 34; $6, 827), and black (3.5 to 39, $6, 199) men. The average
earnings of Indian men are bimodal in this respect (35 to 39, $6,202 and
45 to 49, $6, 205).

As expeEyed, age-specific earnings of white men are higher, in most
cases notably so, than for minority men. Exceptions to this pattern are
comparable earnings for Cuban men 14 to 19 and 20 to 24 and Puerto Rican
xrien 65 to 69. The differ,ential between the, age-specific earnings of white
and minority men are least at the youngest age level tending to increase
through the middle -adult years.

For women, the situation is quite different than for men. First of all,
there is little consistency in earnings patterns by age within each female
population. What pattern there is does not necessarily suggest an overall
peak earnings level for women. The patte-rn by age for Puerto Rican and
Indian women is trimodal; with Indidn women, peak earnings are more widely
dispersed throughout the 14 to 69 age range. White and MexTcan women
portray a bimodal pattern. Howeverr the bimodality for white contrasts
with that,for Mexican women, reaching its first peak at ages 25 to 29, then
declining through the marriage and motherhood years, increasing again
at about age 40, and reaching another pea'k at ages 50 to 54 ($4,218). For
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Table 6.02.` Dissimilarities in Earlkings

Comparison

M" ority-white:

Puerto
Mexican Rican Cuban Indian- Black White

le .28 .33 .26 .32 .33 xxx

Female .18 .10 .16 .15 .14 XXX

Sex .40 .34 .42 .31 .32 .50

Bdsed on Table 6.01
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Table 6.03,. Median Earnings in 1969, By Sex and Age

Sex and
Age Mexican

Puerto
Rican Cuban - Indian Black White

Male
14-19 $1 42, $1911 -$2111 $1090 $1347 $2080

- 20-24 40.64 4692 5283 350'4 3872 5284
25-29 -5986 5766 k726 5475 5696 7979
30-34 6620 .6264 4827 5973, 6022 ,146
35-39 6887 6218 6525 6202 6199 9691 41

40-44 6742 6413 6471 6083 6009 9760
45-49 6508 -6256 6019 6205 5944 9549
50-54 . 6074 6223 5673 5721 5539 .8945
55-59 53197 5682 5208 5630 5180 8356
60-64 513 5520 4863 5051 4704 7689
6A-69 2940 3937 2166 2581 5092

Female, . 1

14-19 1005 1884' 1714 916 1107 1648
20-24 2681 31675. 3291 2336 2826 3660
25-29 3035 4007 3609 3285 3522 4208..
30-34 3149. 3686 3584 3091 3377 -3662
35-39 3114, 4090 3716 3048. 3344 3675
40-44 3029 3900 3647 3289 3205 3928
45-49 3070. 3934 3485 3160' 3021 4174
50-54 2883 41.66 3400 3160 2730 4218
55-59 2545 3500 3161 3036 2342 4207
60-64 2333 3333 3214 3375 1870 4098
65-69 1450 3125 1400 1958 1165 2330

go
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Mexican women, peak, earnings (about $3, 100) are in two successive age
intervals, 30 to 34 and 35 to 39. However, their peak figures are not
substantially higher than for ages 25 to 29, 40 to 44, and 45 to 49. Finally,
black and Cuban women tend toward unimodalitybut not in the same age
brackets. As with the first peak for'whit, Indian and Puerto Rican women,
black females hit their highest median earnings figure ($3,522) at the
relatively youthful ages 25 to 29; Cuban women do so at ages 35 to 39($3, 716).

For the most part, age-specific median earnings for white women are
similar to or exceed those for minority women, particularly after age 44.
In comparison with men, the earnings advantage of white over other women
ois generally much smaller. 0

Since earnings tend to increase with age until about the middle-adult
ages, and then decline through the older ears, it is instructive to examine
differences among groups in their respe tive gains and losses in earnings
from one age level to the next older age group. The chief concern here
is to determine whether the increases (or decreases) from one *age to the
next are approximately the same for each population group. To accomplish
this assessment, figures in Table 6. 04 indicate the,proportionate change over
the previous (or younger) age group.

) ,

Results indicate that minority men--whose earnings are invariably lower
than for white mendo not realize as great a relative increment in earnings
with age increases as white men. White men's earnings tend to. rise with
age up to about age 45, whereas minority men's earnings increase with
age only up to age 35 to 40. Earnings rise rather sharply at the younger
ages, and at ages 210 to 24 minority Men have about as favorable a relative
increase over those ages 14 to 19 as white men. However, at ages 25

--to 34 minority men fa to manifest as much increase in wages as whites .

in comparison with the next younger age grodps. After about age 45,
earnings decrease with each successive age level; the decreases for minority
men are generally higher than for white men.

Among women the pattern of vc_hanges in earnings from one age to the
next is less consistent except for the sharp rise in earnings among those
ages 20 to 24. White women's earnings do not decrease with age until
they reach theiir 60's. Minority women's earnings reveal an oscillating
pattern with decreases occurring as early as the ages of 30 to 34, followed
in some, cases with increases at older ages. At about age 30, earnings
of black women begin to decrease and continue to do so with increasing age.

In general, the earnings of minorities suffer in comparison with whites
in both absolute and relative terms. The inferior earnings of minorities
are undercdt further by the factthat.their earnings do not increase with
age to the,same extent or degree as for whites and that their earnings tend
to decrease more than for whites during the ages of. earnings 'decline.
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Table 6.04. Relative Changes in Earnings By Age droups

. Sex and Puerto
age MexiCan Rican

Male
14-19 xxx
20-24 1.48
25-29 .47
30-34 .10
35-39 .04
40-44 -.02
45-49 -.03
50-54 -.07
55-59 -.11
60-64 0.06
65-6c) -.43

Female

xxx-
1.46
.23
.08

-.01
.03

-.02
.00

-.09
0.0'3

,- . 07

Cuban 'Indian Black White

xxx xxx xxx xxx
1.50 ~ 2.21 1.87 1.54
.27 .56 .47 .51
.02 .09 .06 .15

-.04 .04 .03 .08
-.01 -.02 -.03 .01
-.07 .02 -.01 -.02
-.06 -.08 -.07 -.06
-.08 -.02 -.06 -.06
-.07 -.10 -.09 -.08
-.19 -.57 -.45 :-.. 34

14-19 xxx xxx ^ xxx xxx xxx xxx
20-24 11*. 67 .64 .75 1.55 1.55 1.22
.25-29 .l3 .09 .10 .41 .25 .15
30-3f .04 -.08 -.01 .06 -.04 .13
35-3 -.01 . Ll .04 -.01 -.01 .00
40-44 -. 03 -.05 2 .08 -.04 .07
45-49 . 01 .01 -.04 -.06 .06
50-54 -`. 06

,,
.06 -.02 .00 -.10 . 01

55-59 - . 12 -.1'6 -.07 -.04 -.14 .00
60-64 -.08 -.05 .02 . 11 -.20 -. Q2
65-69 -.38 -.06 -.56 -.42 -.38 -.43

Based on data in Table 6.0'3.
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Inequalities in earnings of minority men in comparison with white
Men tend to be relatively great during the middle-adult working ages
Table 6. 05). Ratios of the earnings of minority' men to the, earnings of
bite men indicate that minority men do less unfavorably at the younger

a es 20 to 29 than at ages 30 to 64. For example, at ages 20 to 24-,
e rnings of Puerto Rican and Cuban men compare' quite favorably with
the earnings of young white men. However, atages 40 to 59, the earnings
of Puerto Rican and Cuban men are only about two-thirdt those of white ,

men. Inequalities between the earnings of minority and white women sketch
a different pattern. From about ages 25 to 49, earnings of minority
women compare more favorably with the earnings of white-women than
at younger or older ages. This may be partly attributable to greater
part-time and part-year work by white women at these ages.

Women's earnings are not only lower than for men, they also-
precipitously lower during the marriage and motherhood ages (Table' 6..06)..
The earnings of white women at ages 20 to 24 are 79% as higli as for white
men at these ages, but at ages 35 ho 39 the ea'rriings of white women
are only 38% as high as white men. A similar pattern also obtains for
minority women and men, although the specific figures vary. Among

AlVexican persons, women's earnings are 66% the level of their male .

counterparts at ages 20 to 24, but only 45% as high at ages 35 to 39.
4

(
EQUALLY PREPARED BUT UNEQUALLY PAID

ref,

A great deal of emphasis has been placed on and use made of educ-ation
in comparing "equals" in this study. As a proxy for education, years of
completed schooling is a useful though imperfect indicator of similar
preparation for achievement in the labor market. Although its limitations
should be borne in'mind (e.g., no information on quality of schooling)., itp
utility and value in a study of this type are unquestioned.. As in earlier. 1

chapterS, the analysis earnings will benefiesnbstantially from a
relatively heavy-emphasis on differences by years of completed schooling ;.

Education

The' positive relation ship' between education and.earnings is ell-known"
and is evident in Table 6.07 for each' population group. Howev'er, median

.

earnings differ greatly among the population groups, even with years of
completed schooling held constants Among men, the earnings pattern
clearly favors whites over minotities, while earnings of white women are
neither highest nor lowest of the female populations at any of the educational
levels shown.
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Table 6.05. Ratios of Minority to White Median Earnings by Sex and Age

Sex and Puerto ,
age Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black

, , ,
Male . 65 . 78 . 82't +72 \,7272

14-19 . 79 . , . 92 1.01 . 52 .'65
20-24 .77 , .89 1.00, .66 .73
25-29 .75, .72 .84 .69 .71
SO-34 - 7'2 . 68 . 75 ,65 . 66
35-39 . 71 , . 64 . 67 . 64 . 64
40-44 . 6'9 . 66 . 66 . 62 '. 62
45-49 68 . 66 . 63 . 65 . 62
50-54 :i8 . 70 . 63. . 64 . 62
55-59 ,

,
. 76 . 68 .,62 . 67 . 62

60 -'64 . 67 . 72 . 63 . 67 . 61
65--69 .58 .1.01

. ,
.77 .42 .51

.

Female .72 .. 97 '.91 .75 .76
14-19 . 61 1.14 1.04 56 67i20-24 .73 00 .90

,

.64
,

.77
25-29 .72 .86 .78 .84
30-34 .86 1.01 (. 98 . 84 1144 . 92
35-39 . 85 1.11 1.01 : . 91
40-44 .77 .99 .93 .84 82
45-49 .74 .94 .83 .76
50-5a :68 . 99, . 81 . . 75 . 65
55-59 .60 . 83 - .75 .72 a56
60-64 , 57 . 81 78 . 82 . 46
65-69 , . .62" 1.34 , . 60 . 84 . 50

*
Based on data in Table 6.03.
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Table 6.06. Ratios of Female to Male Median Earnings by Age

Age-
Puerto

Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black White

All .57 - .65 .58 .54 .55 .52

14-19 .61 .99 .81 .84 .. 82C .79
20-24 .66 .78 .62 .67 .. 73 .69,
25-29 .5.1 .70 .5'4 .61 .62 .53

30-34 .48 .59 .52 .52 .5.6 ,.40
35-39 .45 .66

17
.49 .54 .38

40 -44. .45 . .61 .. 6 .54 .53 .40
45-49 .47 .63 .58 4 51 .51 ,. 44

50-54 .48 .67 .60 .55 .49 .47
55-59 .47 .62 .61 .54! .45 .50
60-64 .45 .60 .66 .67 .40' .53
65-69 1.4.9 ,, .61 .36 .90 . .45 '.46

Based on data in Table 6.03
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Table 6.07. Median'Earnings in 1969 of Persons, by Sex and
Years of Completed Schooling

Sex and
Years of Schooling Mexican

Puerto
Rican 'ab.ban Indian Black White

Male
None
Elem., 1-7 years
Elem., 8
H.S., 1 -3 years
H.S. , 4
College, 1-3
College,
College or more

1/4.

Fe
None
Elem., 1-7 years
E1ern., 8
H.S., 1-3 years
H. S. , 4
College, 1-3
College, 4
College, 5 or more

$3781'
4823
5964
6223
6315
77.12
8666

10919

1578
2113
2566
2679
3333
3981
5514
7458

$4854
5057
5581
5748
6416
7173
9416

13586

3088
3425
3544
3437
4081
5026
61,25
7333

$3750.
4740
5318
5800
6139
7125
7326
9478

2700
3010

3262
3090
3650

.4057
4055
6147

$2660
4018
4719
5173
5877
6785
8954
9681

1357
1676
2306
2467
3197
4208
6583
8100

$3156
4134
5025
5282

760°2229

7958
10415

'1301
1576,
2081
2556
3425
4419/
6394
8319

$5050
6022
7001
7706
8332

93 312143
13571 ,

2484
2986
3154
3296
3854
4267
5943
8101
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Generally highest after white men in median earnings by years of completed
schooling up to one to three years of college are Mexican men; thereafter,
Puerto Rican men come closest to the earnings level of white men (See also
Table 6. 08). Lowest in earnings for -the most part are Indian men, although
Cuban men are lowest among those with four years or more of college. In
most of the education-specific categories, earnings of minority men tend
to rim 65-80% of similarly-educated white men.

Many people believe that the higher minority men ascend the educational
ranks, the less significant their ascribed characteristics in the determination
of their earnings. If true, one would expect their earnings to converge with
the earnings of white men with increasing education. But as Table 6.08
suggests, this tends not to be the case. Although there is some indication of
convergence for Indian men, it is a relative narrowing of the gap (e.g.', only
about 74% oithe earnings level of whites for those with four years of college).
Mexican, Cuban, and blaCk men, in fact, indicate a- sudden widening of the
earnings gap at the College 4 level. This pattern then,reverses for those
with graduate work, but the numbers involved here are relatively few among
minority men. In sum, increasing education does not necessarily reduce
the earnings gap between white and minority men with similar years of
schooling completqd, a'hd, where such a trend can be observed, a substantial
earnings discepancy nevertheless .remains.

It is also possible to view the data in Table 6.07 in terms of which
population group(s) seems to beliefit most from increasing education.
Table 6.09 provides earnings ratios by selected educational levels. In
general, women gain the most, since with increasing education they
participate of higher levels and more fully. (i.e., more hours and weeks
worked). But in relation. to the various populations (controlling for sex)
it is difficult to specify one or more of the populations which seems to
benefit more than the others :. Yet, in comparing within each population-sex
group the ratio-of earnings of (1) those with one to seven years of completed
schooling to those with four years of high school, and (2) those with four
years of high school to those with four' years of college completed, it would
appear that differentials in earnings gains are present. Among men, Indians
seem to derive relatively more gain in earnings than most other men withseem

education, while Indian women share a similar distinction with
black women. Mexican women also seem to mperience disproportionately
enhanced earnings with increasing education. he relative gains for the
other populations do not on the whole appear to differ substantially, with the
possible exception of the relatively lesser gains of Cuban men and women
in the second comparison. However, it should be recalled in this context
that conclusions about who gains most from educational increases are based
here on cross-sectional data, whereas more firm conclusions on this
que s t ion would require longitudinal data.
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Table 6.08. Median Ea.rnings of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cubaii,
Indian, and Black Men Expressed as Percentage of, White
Median a nings,' by Years of Completed Schooling+

Years of Completed
schooling Mexican

Puerto
- Rican- Cuban Indian Black

None co

Elem. , 1-7 years .,

Elem. , 8
-,.

H.S. , 1-3 years
H. S. , 4
College, 1-3
College, 4
College, 5 oi ore

74.9
80.1
85.2
80.8
80.6
82.9
71.4'
80.5

96.1
84.0
79.7
74.6
77.0
77.1
77.5

100.0

74.3
78.7
76.0
75.3
73.7
76.6
60.3
69.8

4

52.7
66.7
67.4
67.1
70.5
72.9
73.7
71.3

'' 62.5
68.7
71.8
68.5
72.3
75.6
65.5
76.7

--1-

*
White male earnings = 100.0

+Based on data in Table 6.07
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An explanation for the substantially higher overall median earnings and
by level of education of white compared to Spanish and Indian men in particular
might be thought to lie in the differences in age structure. The Spanish
and Indian populations in the U.S. tend to be much younger than the total
predominatly white population. But as has been indicated (see Chapter 2),
the Cuban population in the U, S. is actually several years older than the
total and much older than the Mexican and Puerto Rican population(s). And
since among Spanish, Indian, and bl k men with four years or more of
college Cuban men have the lowest Dedian earning, doubt is cast on the
utility of age as a significant expl ation of the white advantage in earnings.

To examine the age question further, median earnings by selected education
levels and age are given for each sex in Tables 6.10 and 6.11. With these
controls for age and education, white men average higher earnings in every
instance.. For men under forty years of age, the gap with white earnings
is greatest for black and Indian men. After age,40, the differential is also
largest for Indian and black men with relatively little formal schooling
but also for Cuban men with high school or more education.

Overall, there is little or no variation in relation to the magnitude of
earnings deficits of minority compared with white men and the age-education
level. For example, median earnings of Indian and black men who are
high school graduates consistently run about three-fourths that of white
men with similar education regardless of age, while for Mexican and
Puerto Rican men high school graduates the gap also remains fairly
steady but at a higher level (lOwer earnings differential with whites).
However, there is a decline (or higher differential) with increasing age
for Cuban men with four years of high school completed.

For women (as for men) in each of the population groups, the increasing
attainment of education appears. to yield substantial earnings gains, particularly
for those women who graduate from college (Table 6.09). The exception
among women is found among Cubans; Cuban women with four years of
college do not make appreciably more than those with tour years of high
school.

Although Cuban wornen who are-high school graduates make about as
much as other similarly-educated females, the differential between their
average earnings and tho'be of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Indian, black and
white women increases sharply when the comparison is between Cuban and
other female college graduates.

Among those women under fifty years of age, college educated white
women tend to earn less or about the same as Mexican, Indian and black
women but earn more than these same groups at.that educational level
among those ages 50 to 69. Of those who graduated'from high school,
Puerto RiCan women lead other women in median earnings up to about age
50, after which white female high school graduates predominate'.
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Fable 6. 09. Degree of Median Earnings Gains in Relation tg Years
of. Completed Schooling: Ratios by Selected Comparisons*

Sex and
comparison Mexican

Puerto
Rican Cuban Indian Black White

Male
Elem.; 1-7
and H.S. , 4 :72 .79 .77 .68 .69 .73

H.S., 4 and
College, 4 .77 .68 .84 .66 .46 .69

Female
Elem., 1-7
and H.S. , 4 .63 .84 .83 .52 .46 .77

H.S., 4 and
College, 4 .60 .90 .49 .54 .65

a

Ratios of median earnings at lower educational to earnings at
higher educational level. Based on data in Table 6.07.
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Table 6. 10. Median Earnings in 1969 of Males, bif Age and Selected
Years of Completed Schooling

Age and years Puerto
Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black Whiteof schooling

Under 30
Elem. 1-7 $3673 $4268 $3888 '$3000 $2884 $4285
H.S. 4 5376 5546 5742 4760 4936 6504 i
College 4 6187 6700 7000 6100 6737 7867

30-39 , i'

Elem. 1-7 5169 .5495 5092 4468 4324 6469
H.S. 4 7872 7342 6756 6542 6820 9072
COlege 4 9722 --- 8500 10000 8726 12840

40-49- g '
Elem. 1-7 5397 5522 4950 4785 4605 .6698
H.S. 4 8283 7608 6560 7214 7139 9566.
College 4 10000 11666 7555 12222 8875 14771

50-59
Elem. 1-7 5120 5264 4661 3924 439-3 6317
H.S. 4 7555 8250 5525 6625 6826 9105
College 4 10000 5250 11500 7727 14267

6O -69
Ele . 1-7 4605 3900 3035 3539 5253
H. . 4 5 85 6500 4714 6000. .5621 7.848
College 4 6166 4..7187 12097



Table 6.11. Median Earnings in 1969. of Females; byAge and
Selected Years of Completed Schooling

Age andyear of
schooling. Mexican

Puertb
Rican Cuban- Indian Black White

..

Under 30
Elem. 1-7 $1479 $2529 $2450 ' $ 1125 $1326 $2142
H.S. 4 2957 4059 3570 2607 3097 3495 --
College 4 4692 5375 '4000 5625 5579 5229

30-39
Elem. 1-7 2268 3750 3152 2000 1666
H.S. 4 3843 40602 3734 3533 3717 3663
College 4 624.3 4600 7333 6772 5678

40-49
Elem. 1-7 237 3603 3063 2062 1774 3172
H.S. 4 .4073 4250 3750 4000 3848 4121
College 4 6250 3750 6750 7086 6263

50-59
Elem. 1-7 ' 2393 3700 3039 1562 1680 3193
H.S. 4 3738 4000 3595 3475 34610 4423
College 4 --- ' 3944 6750 6935 7177

60-69
Elem. 1-7 1700 2722 , 2357 1166 1187 2484
H.S. 4 2875 3000 5000 2738 4173
College 4 -- 5928 6887
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The lack of minority-white earnings convergence noted earlier in
relation to education-is still the case for Mexican, Puerto Rican and
Cuban men when age is controlled (Table 6. 12). However, there is some
indication of a convergence for Indian men at each age level and for black
men under thirty years of age. On the other hand, there is evidence
for a divergence at the College 4 level in relation to the High S chool 4
level for Spanish origin,in particular Cuban men and for black men over
thirty years of age.

Women compared to men at similar age and education levels for each
population group generally earn much less. Moreover, the earnings range
(and hence differentials) across educational levels among women is smaller
than among men. White women are generally no more likely, and often
less likely depending on age, than minority women to earn closest to
the level of their .similarly-educated male,counterparts (Table 6.13).
Most "successful" in this regard are black women with four years of
college (78% to 90% of the level of black men) and young college educated
Indian women. Nevertheless, it is interesting that after age 30, most
working women who have graduated from college average lower earnings
than males in their respective population oups whose education stopped
at four years of high school.

The fact that inequalities in earnings between white and minority,
men fail to disappear when age and education are controlled carries a
strong implication of discrimination against Spanish, Indian and black
men. Since both age and educational attainment are known to have a
strong relationship with earnings, in the absence of color-ethnic discrimina-
tion it might be expected that discrepancies in earnings would be miiph
less when these two factors are controlled. Moreover, the kinds of jobs
held by college graduates are normally more dependent on educational
attainment than is the case for those with less than eight years of schooling.
The results, show, however, that the earnings of Mexican and Cuban
college graduates are lower relative to comparable white men than the
earnings of Mexican and Cuban men with lower levels of eduCational
attainment. Only among Indian men and the younger blacks does the
earnings gap tend to narrow for those with higher levels of educational
attainment. Furthermore, at no age and educationAl levels do the earnings
of tkese minority men mated the average earnings cif white men. To the
extent that' similar age and level of educational attainment constitute being
"equally qualified," the lower average earnings of minority men is a cOn-
sequence of discrimination, although this may be reflecting discrimination
in such things as opportunity for .equal quality, education as well as direct
discrimination in the labor market by employers.

Inequalities in earnings among women less clearly and less consistently
imply discriminatiOn. When the effects of age and education are controlled,
the Earnings of Puerto Rican and Cuban women tend to match and sometimes
surpass the earnings of white women. At all ages, however, the average
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Table 6.-12. Ratios of Minority Male to White Male Earnings
by Age and Education-

Age and Puerto
edtcation Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black

Under 30
Xlem. 1-7 .. 86 1.100 .91 .70 .67
H.S. 4 e . 83 .85 .88 .73 .76
College 4 .79 .85 .89 .78 .86

30-39
Elem. 1-7 .80 .85 .79 .69 .67
H.S. 4 .87 .81 .74 ' .72 .75
College 4 .76

:
.66 .78 .68

40-49
Elem. 1---7 .81 .$2 .74 .71 .69
H.S. 4 .87 * .80 .69 .75 .74
College 4 .68 .79 .51 .83

s.
.60

50-59
Elem. 1-7 .81 .83 .74 .62 .70
H.S. 4 .83 .81 .61 .73 .75
College 4 .70 --- .37 .81 .54

60-69
EleiIr. 1-7 .85 .88 .74 .58 .67
H.S. 4 .74 .83 .60 .76 .72
College 4 .51 .59

Based on data in Table 6.10. -



Table 6.13. Ratios of Female to Male Median Earnings, by Age
and Education'

Age and
education Mexican

Puerto
Rican Cuban Indian Black White

Under 30
Elem. 1-7 .40 .59 .13 .38 .46 .45
H.S. 4 .55 .73 .62 .55 .63 .54
College 4' .76 .8b .57 .92 .83 .66

30-39
Elem. 1-.7 .44 .68 .62 .45 .38 .46
H.S. 4 .49 .55 .55 . .54 .54 .40
College 4 .64 ..54 .73 .78 .44

40-49
Elem. 1-7 .44 .65 .62 .43 .38 .47
H.S. 4 .49 .56 .57. .55 54 .43
College 4 .62 .50 .55 .80 .42

50-59
Elem. 1-7 .47 .70 .65 .40 .38 .50
H.S. 4 .50 .48 .65 .52 .53 .49
College 4 .75 .59 .90 .50

60-69
Elem. 1-7 .38 .59 .60 .38 ,.34 .47
H.S. 4 i .50 .64 .83 .49 .53
College 4 .82 .57

Based on data in Tables 6.10 and 6.11.
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nings of Mexican, Indian and black womenr lower educational levels
are substantially less than for white women. Among college graduates,
the income gap tends to disappear, with the exception of Cuban women.

Vocational T raining

'Age. W-hen'eainings comparisons are restricted t8 thoseifho bave
completed some form of vocational training, white men again Ow much
higher earnings than Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Indian, a: d black
men, regardless of age (Table 6. 14). Among women with vocational
training, white women dominate three of the five age categories (from
40-to 69) and tend to do as well or better than most of the other female
populations in the two younger age categories. Exceeding earnings for
white women are those for Puerto Rican women under 40. and Cuban women
30 to 39. Median earnings for women with vocational training range from
a low of $2523 (black women ages 60 to 69) to a high of $4862 (white women
ages 50 to 59).

Field of training. Tables 6.15 and 6.16 show median earnings for
selected fields of vocational training as well as age for men and women.
As noted earlier, crafts and trades account for the" largest proportion of
training for men who have, had some form of vocational training; however,
vocational training in health is also important, in particular far Indian,
black and white men. Among women, business and office and health are
the' main types of vocatkional.training.

White men with training in health tend to make more than white men
with training in crafts and trades, with the differential increasing with age.
However, Phis pattern is not consistently pryesent among minority men.
Finally, regardless of whether training was in crafts or health, white men's
earnings exceed those of men in each of the minority populations here.

Differences in earnings of women with training in business and office
versus those in health reveal no consistent pattern, although within age
intervals, women, in particular minority women, with business training
more often show earnings surpassing those for similar women with training
in health. Of those in the business category, Indian women tend to earn
least and Puerto Rican women up to age 49 and black women 40 to 69 the
most. Among health-trained women, white women earn more in the under
30 and over 50 age brackets, but with Cuban women dominating in the
interim age groups. Mexican and Indian women do least well in this respect.
It should be noted here that training in a particular field does not necessarily
result in employment in the same field.
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Table 6.14. Median-Earnings in 1969 of Persons With Vocational
Training, by Sex and Age

Sex and Puerto
age Mexicali Rican Cuban. Indian Black

Male - . _

Under 30 $ 5476 , $5619 $6195 $4683 $4922
30-39 8049 7679 7203 6732 6912
40-49. 8037 7516 7257 7260 6877
50-59 7526 7375 6130 6357 6215
60-69 5854° 5950 _ 5357 6357 ;4911

Female' .
Under 30 3099 3951 3500 2846 3244
30-39 3959 4540 4180 . 3433 3980
40-49
50-59

3851.
3666

4431
3923

3836
-3480

3714 ,,

'': 3500
3996
3596"

60 -69, ..3250 3750 '- 4166 2'52.3 ,

White

$ 6923
9753

10100
9323
7951

7--
, 3775

4016
4483
4862
4499

r

F.

c.
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T'abl 6.15. .Median_Earnings ,iii 1969 of Males With Vocational
Training,. by Age and Selected Fields of Training

O

1

Age and
field of training Mexican

Puerto
Rican. Cuban. Indian Black White/ .

Under 30 $5476 $5619 $ 61295 $4683 $4922 $6923
Crafts and trades -----5855 6282 6500. 4823 5165 7130
gealth 6500 6500 5210 6535

I .

30-39 8049 7679 7203 6732 .6912 9753
Crafts and trades 8188 8196 6931 6861 7224 9714
Health 7714 8500 7800 10228

40-49 8037 7516 7257 7260 6877 10100
Crafts and trades 8106 8000 7227 7633 7185 9977
Health, 8500 7700 6000 7400 11538

50-59 '7526 7375 6130 .6357 5215 9323
Crafts an 51 trades 7758 .7100. , 6000 6900 6651 9198
Health --- 6285 10821

, .

60-69 5854 . 5950 5357 6357 4911 7951
Crafts and trades 6000; 5571 4250 6666 5400 7878
Health 7166 10685

a
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Table 6.16. Median Earnings in 1969 of Females With Vocational
Training, by Age and Selected Fields of Training vr`

Age and
field of training Mexican

Puerto
Rican Cuban Indian, Black White

Q

Under 30 $3099 $3951 . $350Q $2846 .$3244, $3775
Bus. and Office- 3477 4362 3953 3343 3671 4125
Health

30-39

3166

3959

4111

4540

3600 ,

4180

3083

3433

3424

'3980

4143

4016
Bus. and Office 4653 5125 4400, 4285 4703 4392
Health

40-49

4086,

3851

4500 9.

4431

5100

3836

4416

3714

4393

3956

4143

4483
Bas. and Office 4722 5083 4235 3875 5151 4834
Health 3736 4500 6300 4000

.
4476. 4744

50-59 3666- 3480 3500 3596. 4862
Bus. and Office. 5272 5125 A 03750 5369 5275
Health 4071 4250 3400 4218 5291

60-69* 3250 3750 4166 2523 4499

'B-7cause of insufficient frequencies of employed' Mexican, Puerto Rican,
Cukaii, and Indian women in this age group with training in eithey business
and office or health, median earnings by those fields are not given.

ti
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Disability
oIntroduced in the census for the first time in 1970, the disability item

is a self- perception item. Since perceptions of illne'ss, disease and
disability vary widely among individuals and groups in society, such an
item is tosome degree less reliable than those which have been more
characteristic of the census inthe past. Nenertheless, it is,important
to consider the influence of disability on earnings, particularly whether
presence of disability "evens out!' or enhances differences betw,een
population groups.

Expectedly, men and women claiming a work-limiting disability make
less than those not claiming a disability (Table 6. 17). Among those with
a disability, ighest earnings occur in the 35 to 49 agt range. However, the
various po ation groups do not appear to be equally affected in their
relative earnings by disability.- For example, black and white men in
the prime working years, 35 to 49, with work-limiting disability make
proportionately less than their same color peers without disabilities than
is true for their Spanish and Indian counterpart/s. The percentage decline
in earnings extends from a low of ten percent for Cuban to sixteen percent
for-Mexican men among the Spanish with seventeen percent for India N men,
but a twenty-one and twenty percent differential obtains for black and\white
men.

Nevertheless, holding disability status .constant again revealsowhite men
with highest earnings at each of the three age intervals. Anionk women,
the pattern is less clear. Regardless of disability status, white women. ,

earn more than Mexican, Indian, and black women, but not always more
than,Buerto itican and Cuban wornen. Also, the earnings of Mexican, -
Indian and black women 50 to 69 years of age with work-limiting disabilities
appear to be hardest hit of_the six female grdups. 8

, N
. I/In sum, inequalities in average earnings between rninor#ies ark whites

A 07

and between the sexes db not disappear among wor4kers who arev"equally
well qualified" on the basis of educational, att,aizment, 'vocational training
and disability. In other words, the consistently lower level's of 'earnings
of minority men cannot be attributed solely to their lack_of-educatiOnal
attainthent, "vocational training_or the presence ota: disability, In every
instance, earnings 'of minority men are les'S° tii:''an earnings of "similar"
white men. MorAover; the, same conclusion is reached when average
ear ings of men and women are compared,. Similarities in educational
att inment,/vocational training and disabilityo,statUs do not remove in-/equalities in earnings between the 'sexes,. Artong Women thems,elves,
hoWe_yer, differences in earnings neifEer consistently favor 'nor disfavor..white in comparison-With minority, women:. ,- .-

.
u r
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Table 6.17. Median Earnings in 1969, By Sex, Age, and
Disability Status."

7

Sex, ag and Puerto
disab ty status Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black White

'4
Male

Under 35
No Disability $5183
Work-Limiting 4405

35-49
No Disability. ---b.-8'11
Work. - Limiting 5680

Dfsability%

50-69
No Disability
Work-Limiting

Disability

$5390 $6297 $4806 $4928. $7391''.
4250 5500 3312 3764 5660

6382 6432 6260 6164 9820 O

5396 5807 5194 4869 7863

5551 5850.
4531 .5541

a

Female 1. r

: 'Under 35
No Disability 2612. 3568
Work-Limiting 2311 2083
, Disability

35-49
No Disability 3112 4026..
Work - Limiting 2527 3541

Disability
50-69 i

No Disability 2732 3846
Work-Limiting 1681 3125

Disability

ZZ,

5282 5663 5,433 8423
4821 - 4625 4084 6843

,

.3420 250 3079 3556'
1125 2083 2160 2667 '.

3662 3218 3280 3998
3129 2750

. -
2172 3024

3291 3158 2385/ 41780
2937 17-50 1401/ 2927

Does not include those with work-preventing disabilities

11O
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C.)
SIMILAR EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS

Consistent with the principle of equality, workers in similar jobs
and industries and those who work about the Aa.me amount of time should
also receive similar earnings for their efforts. In view of the inequalities
in earnings already discussed, differences in average earnings are not
expected to disappear when various, aspects of employment conditions
are controlled. However, it is both important and informative to examine
the degree to which this is the case as well as the effects of oCcupation,
industry, class of worker and weeks worked on average earnings.

Occupation
.

Highest median earnings regardless of age and race or ethnicity occur
for men in professionaYand managerial positions; generally lowest in
earnings are those in laborer jobs" (Table 6. 18). Differences within major
occupation groups by age reveal the usual-curvilinear relation of earnings
and age with the highest earnings in the 35 to 49 ag,e range.

White men almost invariably have the highest median earnings and
_Indians and blacks most often-the lowest within each occupation. For men

a50, to .69, however, Cuban men are also frequently found to be notably:disadvantaged in earnings. For example, median earnings for C an
men at this age level iri managerial jobs are $6928--almost five dusand

.
dollars less than for similar white men but ale() about six hundred dollars
less than for similar Puerto Rican) Mexican, and Indian men.

4

The relative magnitude of earning% di eentials between white and
minority men by age-occupation categor,i

r r
s is given Table 6.19, where

.9earnings for Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Indian, and black men under
50 years of age are expressed as percentages of white male earnings. In
few cases do the earning§ of any of the minority population groups attain

, even the ninety percent level of the white, and such a level is Pound only
among those under 35 years of age. Put another way, the earnings gap
is narrower'for tho'se under 35 than,,among those 35 to 49, despite the

.
f t that earnings increase for all population groups in the second age
b acket for althost all occupations. One way of viewing such a finding
is thatligequality.is more prevalent among those 35 to 49; the other
side of the coin suggests that there may be less discrimination at the

s younger ages. However, the wider gap at the middle ages reflects, at
le, st in part, the effects of uneven starting points in the occupational-

s ructure. . / ,

Highest /median earnings for women, as for men, tend to be in rofes,sional - -
and managerial but also in clerical work (Table 6.20). Lowestof th!e-nonfarm

.. .-
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Table 6.18. Median Earnings kn 1969 of Males, by Age and Major Nonfarm
Occupation Group in 1970

Age and Puerto
occupation Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black White

$7023 $ 8959
6780 9119
5416 7934
5416 6675
5440 7637
5172 6452
5090 6798
1686 291 4
4035 5844

Under 35
Professional ",-, $7266 $7346 $8272 $6666
Managerial 73%9 7576 7958 6611
Sales 5372 5384 627 3937
Clerical 5628 5301 5888 5208
Crafts 6258 6408 6979 5686
Operatives 5280 4911 5650 5023
Transport. Eq. 5460. 5683 , 5333 4904
Laborer 2776 3125 2500 1603 ,

Service 4060 4810 4391 3950

35-49
Professional 9900 9666 10174 8970
Managerial . 8750 7333^ 8500 8750
Sales 7741 6821 7437 6833
Clerical 7775 6868 6500 7454
Crafts 7629 712.2 6438 6962
Operatives 6854 5980 5887 6157
Transport. Eq. 6632 6125 6088 6105
Laborer 372 3 3000p 2631
Service* 5524 5566 4717 4565

50-69
Professional 8884 . 9500 9333 6961
Managerial x500 7666 6928 7500
Sales 6000 7250 6125 5375
Clerical 721,7 .. 6285 - 5272 7357
Crafts 6759 7210 .5880 -, . 6590 ,4
Operatives 6373 5620 482'2 5823
Transport Eq. 6166 5750 4583° 5958
Laborer, 2287 2250 0 1880
Service* 4409 5068 4029 41,60

P

9394 13298
8410 12848

4- 6681 11087
, 7380, 8696

I/ 6600 9379
/7 6248 8064
/ 5841 8366

2272 4380
5248 7579

-1

- 8091. 12845
713,6 11858
-51 1 8909
7085 8176
5889 8446

5,5886 e 7470
5263
1829
4439

344t72691

5753

Excludes men in private household work
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Table 6.19 . Median Earnings of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban,
)and Black Men 14-49, Expressed as Percentage of

White Dollar Earnings, by Age and Major (nonfarm) Occupation
Group a

Age and
occupation Mexican

Puerto
Rican Cuban Indian Black

Under 35 '''' .

di Professional
B Manage a- ial .

81.1
80.8

82.0
83.1

92.3
87.3

74.4
'72.5

78.4
74.4

Sales 67.7 67.9 78.5 49.6 68.3
Clerical 84.3 79.4 88.2 78.0 81.1
Crafts 81.9 83.9 91.4 74.5 71.2
Operatives 81.8 76.1 87.6 77.9 80.2
Transport. Eq. 80.3 83.6 7.8.5 72.1 74.9
Laborer 95. 100.7 85.8 55.0 57.9
Service 69.5 82.3 75.1 67.6 69.1

"35-49
Professional 74.5 72.7 76.5 67.5 70.6
Managerial 68.1 57.1 66.2 68. 1' 65.
Sales 69.8 61.5 67.1 61.6 60.3
Clerical 89.4 79.0 74.8 85.7 84.9
Crafts 81.3 75.9 68.6 74.2 70.4
Operatives 85.0 74.2 73.0 76.4 77.5
Transport. Eq. 79.3 73.2 72.8 73.0 69.8
Laborer 85.0 68:5 60.1 9 51.9
Service 72.9 '73.4* 62.2 60.2 69.2

0 J,

cr.
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A.

occupations in earnings is private household and labor r positions. It
must be borne in mind that certain occupations are characterized more
by part-time employment than,cithers, and this is true- more for women
than for men. An example here vb uld be sales. For men, the earnings

. differences between sales Ad clerical are relatively small, reflecting
among -other things the fact that men in both occupation groups tend to
be full-time-workers. But among women, those in clerical work tend

to earn Substantially more than women in sales. In any event, employed
men in each of th populations earn more than women in similar occupations.
regardless of age.

Unlike the pattern for men; white women do not consistently earn more
nor less than minority women. For example, among women under. 35,
Puerto Rican and Cuban women earn more than white women in c/eiical
jobs where women in general are heavily concentrated. Also close behind
white women in this occupation are black females. For those ages /35 to 49
in clerical work, both Indian and black women earn more than whites`whose
advantage over Puerto Rican, Mexican, and Cuban women in this occupational
category is small. Even white women 35 to 49' who are professionals have
a median earnings figure that exceeds only that for Mexican professional
women.

Even when controlling simultaneously for age, ethnicity and occupation,
men invariably average higher earnings -thin women. ;This pattern is
sharply illustrated by the ratios of female to male earnings given in
Table 6.21. While all women here earn well below the level of most men
in specific occuliation.groups, *hite women earn surprisingly less than
white men in comparison with'i-ninority nw..n. and women. Earnings of

.., white women in any Oxen major occupation group never exceed the 60%
level of white men in the same group. Among minority women, Mexicans
are most like whites in this respect. However, while women are disadvantaged
in comparison with en within occupations, it is unlikely:based on these
data,that white wom n are more discriminated against in earnings than -

minority women. ather, it more likely represents at least in part ..
,.,

generally less need of white women to work (and when thee work to do so -
full-time) and tol move; less pressured in and out of. the labor force. However,
because the pateern Or Mexican women differs "from other minority women
here, one should4 t rule ou9the possiblity that Mexican women' may be more
doubly disadvantaged by their sex and background than other minority

. women.

10.

Industry
l

, 1
,_

.-.,---
. .

° Among minority men, peak earnings acre associated with public .

administration, professional services, and to a lesser extent, finance,
ix ii-s--irlia ce, and real estate; for white men, it is mainly the latter two
of these industry categories (Table 6.22). Low earnings, levels tend

t .
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Table 6.20. Median Earnings in 1969 of Females, by Age and Major Nonfarm
Occupation Group in 1970

Age and
occupation Mexican

Puerto
Rican

45'

Cuban Indian Black White
6.

Under 35
Prof essional $4521 $4576 $5000 $4625 $5640 $5332
Managerial 3538 3875 5750 5187 5174 4980
Sales 1801 1166 1428 1500 2329 1641
Clerical 3428 4142 4058 3351 3886 3941
Crafts 3352 3300 4125 2555 3742 3917
Operatives 2646 3250 3091 2267 3091 3226
Transport. Eq. 2125 750 1750 3500 3130 1880
Laborer 914 600 500 800 811 775

Service 1903 - 3125 2208 1759 2287 1938

Private Household 718 812 750 804 927 689

35-49\
ProfeSsionaL 5619 6375' 6454 6250 6777 .6154
Managerial 4166 7000 4666 4500 5285 5564
Sales 2605 3166 3071 2375 3199 2499
Clerical 4278 4362 4000 4625 4887 4451
Crafts , 3826 3777 4187 5000 4200 4757
Operatives 3395 3926 3420 3264 354.0 3977
Transport. Eq.

1'Laborer
1625
1161

6000
4000

3500
2500

1.833
821

2843
776

2350
752

Service 2342 3638 3080 402 2893 264
Piva..te Household 880 2666 2500 1090 1179 836

0

50-69
.13 - ,

Professional 5357 7500( 7000 5642 6633 7-191s,

Managerial 3555 7500 4500 4500 4609 5544
Sales. 2200 3600 2833 2923 29.05 2875
Clgrical 4119 45t3 3833 4777 4977' 496
Crafts 4333 4000 4333 4750 3833 e 4840
Operative 3216 3670 3218 / 3086, .3438 3953"
Transport. Eq. 5500 0 4500 9000 316'6 '3089
Laborer 967 500 4000 708 724 ° 77B.

Service 2133 27.7 y 2352 3000 2705 '1' 26.25

Private Household 91,5 1250 1750 1055 1070 983
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Table 6.21. Ratios of Female to Male Earnings, by Age and Major
Nonfarm Occupation."

(

Age and
occupation

Puerto
Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Eck White

Under 35
Professional .62 .62 .60 .69 - .80
Managerial .48 .51 .72 .78 .76
Sales .34 .22 .23 .38 .43
Clerical .61 .78 .69 .64 .72
Crafts .54 .52 ' . 59 .45 .69
Operatives .50 .66 .55 .45 :60
Transport. Equip. .39 .13 '.33 .72 .61
Laborer .33 .19 .20 .50 .48
Service .47 .65 .50 .45 .57

35-49
Professional .57 .66 .63 .70 . 172
Managerial' .48 .95 .55 .51 .63
Sales .34 .46 .41 .35 .48
Clerical .55 .64 _62 .62 .66,
Crafts .50 .53, .65- .72 s .64
Operatives .50 .66 .58 .53 .57
Transport. Equip. .25 - .98 .57; .30 . .49

.,Laborer ,. 31 1.33 .31 .34 =

Service .42 .65 .65 .57 .55

5'0-69
Professional 60( ,

;79 . .75.
'''.

..
- .81I , . .82,

Managerial .-47 , 98 . ,. 65 .6o .65 ..
Sales .37 .50 ,46 .55 .56 .

Clerical .57. .73 .73 .65 ..70 .
Crafts 6.4. , .55 . 74 .72 .65 ' 9

Operatives .50 .65 67 , 53 - 58
Transport. Equip. ..,89 --X - .98 '' . 60
Laborer .35 '.2. 1.00" .38 .-40
Service. .48 . , .55 ;58 ..72 :61

.60

.55..

.21

.59'

.51

.50

.28

.27

.33

.46

.43

.23

.51

.51

.49

.28

.17

. 1.

.'56

.47 ,

..32
60
.57
.53-
.43

. .25°
.46

Based on data in `Tables 6.19 ,arid .6.20

v.
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to be in agriculture and personal services. In no age-industry group does
the median earnings figure, for Mexican men exceed that for white Men
and only in the entertainment, and recreation service group among men
14 to 34 do Puerto Rican men average more than white although less than
Cuban men. Among those under thirty-five, professional services and

cippublic administration are the two catuories in which Cuban men are on
ar with white men. However, from age 35 on, median earnings of white

men surpass in, each indUstry category those for each of the minority
populations. The differentials are particularly acute.duririg the prime

4working years, 35 to 49. Regard les s of category, Spanish men tend
to earn more than black men. Howev dr, , the relationship between Indian
and black men varies more by category. Among females, white women
do not consistently average higher 'earnings than minority women in each
of the age-industry categories (Table 6.23). Wherf less, their earnings
tend to be intermediate between the highest and lowest earnings for each
breakdown. a b

Class of Worker

Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, and Indian men earn more on the average
than black but much less than white men in private business and self-
employment (Table 6.24).. In federal government jobs, white. men again
predominate and are followed in order by Cuban and Mexican men.
Compared to their earnings from'federal government employment,
Mexicans in state and local gove'rnment. poSitions do relatively less
thin' the other male populations. Generally least well off are Indian
followed by,black men regardless of class of worker category. Cubans,
on the other hand, do much be'tter, ranking ahead of minority men in all
categories"; in one-category, state government, their earnings surpass
on the average those of white men.

Minority women who work in private business, -federal government, and
state government make less than white women in those same worker-categories
(Table 6.. 24). \For Mexican, Indian, black and white women,, _earningsarnings
are found in the federal goverment group. Again, average earnings of
women are lower than for men regardless of category.

W,eeks Worked.

With few exceptions, white men earn more than minority men in this
study eardless of age. and weeks worked in 1969 (Table 6. 25).. AmOng
"men in the prime workiiig -ages (30 to 59) who worked 50 (-52 weeks in 1969,
white mep-averaged earnings fifty or more dollarsrhi/gher a week than .
minority men._ Black men earned less than other minority men working
a full year. Differences between,vbite and minority earnings tend to.be

-AO
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Table 6. 23. 'Median Earnings in 1969 of Females, by Age and Industry

Age and
industry

Puerto
Mexican Rican Cuban

Under 35
Agr., forestry $ 949
Mihing 41(16
Cohstruction 4000
Manufacturing 3030
Tiansiortation,. etc. . 4083
Wholesale. retail trade 2127
Finance, insur., real

estate
Business, repair' sery
Personal services
Entertain., recreat.

service
Professional services
Public administration

3693
. 2722

1343

1333
2890
4156

35-49
Agx., forestry 1312
Mining 7000
Construction 4666
Manufacturing 3750
Transportation, 'etc. 4653
Wholesale, retail trade 2794
Finance, insur., real

estate - i 4409
Business, repair serv. 2500
Personal, services 1567
Entertain., recreat.

service 2800
Professional services 3099
Public administration 5913

6

50-69 .

.Agr.; forestry
Mining
Construction

1100
7500
6000

'Manufacturing 3680
Transportation, -etc. 4750
Wholesale!' retail trade 244.1
,Finance', lnsur., real

-eitate 3600
Business, repair serv. 1875

0 Q, .
as

$ 600
3000
2500'
3412
4285
2764

4447
4250

-.2846

35*
3921
4357

400ar

4000
39'65
4500
3586

4400
4000
2785

40.000
4461
8000

00
5500
2750
3238 o
4555
2642

4150
3750'4
2125

5000
4078
'5000

2500
3500
3500
3534
5300
3264

4190.
3625

/3105

3166
,5000

I 5500

500 0 4000

3750.
5000
3250

3273 .

8000
3130

6000 4625
750 2?90L

182
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Indian Black ,White

$ 900 $ 887 $1183
4000 3666 4735
3500 3450 4150
2825 3397 3865
4363 3884 4423
1697 2325 2280

3617 775 4065
2800 2972 3545

900 - 1288, 1800

1000 2000 2345.
2886 358Y, 3960
4-352 5055 4719

863 863 997
4000 3833 6058
2500 3666 4813
3650 837 4553

4904 5378
2750 3021 2966

3800 3876 _4715
5000 3169 3560
1518 .1520 2180

5500 2814 3177
3557 4103 4082--
5558 6203 5516

866 795 1026 ,

0 5879
2500 3227, . 5207
3673 3859 4628
4000 3787 5848
2980 2780- 3219

5500 3356 4982
3000 3121 3801



Table 6.23. Continued

Age and Puerto
indusitry Mexican Rican Cuban

2176

2333
4888
8250

Personal services 1397 2875
Entertain., recreat. /

service '3000, 500
Professional services 3075 5062
Pp.blic administration 5000 7333

Indian Black White

1451 1256 1831

750 2200 3141
3800 3774 4714
4857 6298 6139

183.
. 11)0.
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Table 6.22. Median Earnings in 1969 of Males,by Age and Industry
in 1970 1 t V

Age and Puerto
industry Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black White

Under 35
Agr., forestry $2955 -'$3888 $3000 $2103, $1891 $4352
Mining 5972 3500 --- 6562 5064 7468
Construction 5322 5194 6200 4697 4337 7285
Manufactiffing 5841 5266 6377 5300 5316 7568
Transportation, etc. 6005 5972 7250 5666 5445 7808
Wholesale, Retail trade 4777 .5034 5879 4290 4392 6611
Finance, Insur., real

estate 6038 5633 6576 . 4125 5530 8186
Business, repair service 4596 5620 .5833 5181 48-03 6930
Personal services 3787 4900 4642 4111 3442 5733
Entertain., recreat. . -

service 4500 6125 8125 2500 3892 5435
Professional services 4912 5729 7812 5032 4942 7778
Public administration 6564 5884 8000 5530 6318

1

'7871

35-49 ,..0=---0-

Agr., forestry 3867
...

3583 4666 3269 2426
93Mining 7619 .6500 10000 7230 6,038 952171

Construction. 6700 '6583 6233 6147 / 5333 9520
Manufacturing 7561 6259 6329 6711 .6500j
Transportation, etc. 7125 7000 6636 6500 654315) 99872307,

Wholesale,. retail trade 6431 6318 6153 6043 .9099.
Finance; insur., real

estate . 765A7 5619 6900'

r
7333 5686 12292

Business, repair service 6216 5821 6125 6222 5608 9236
- Personal services 5343 5650 4777 3812 4416 7607

Entertain., recreat: . . -- i
service a 6428 4875 4750 3700 4671 888

Professional services 6795 6178 9000 6177 6000 12168
,Public administration 7871-,.. 8300 9000 7060 7937 4 9609

,-G

50-69
Agr.., forestri I 2956 2500 3500 2338 1891 ` 4328
Mining 7000 (7000 6142 5630 8445

.Construction 5232 7200 5400 5333 4571 7830
Mariufacturing 61864 5948 541' 6203 6126 8734 0

Transportation, etc:). 6606 6450 6050 6352 5686 8747
Wholesale, retail trade 5116 5392 4866 5404 4615 7766
Finance, insur., real

estate 5142 5214 5833 6000 4718 9904
Business, repair serv, 4795 5000 ' 51/11 6000 4811 7101

184
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-Table 6.22. Continued

- rAge and
industry Mexican

Puerto
Rican Cuban Indian Black. White

t.,

Personal services '
Entertain., recreat.

service. , ..

3797

4562

"5147

4500

3730

4833

3250

2000

3264

4155

5788

7.100
Professional services 5100 5722 7350 5433 4946 9102
Public .administration 7172 7687 6500 6552 7298 8952

IOW

a a

185
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Table '6. 2A. Median Earnings in 1969, by Sex and Class of Worker
, t1

..

Sex and 4

lass of workei'
-1.

4 . Male
0-.-, Private Business

Federal. Government
I

..

State Government
Local Government'
,S elf- employed

""

Working without pay
4,

Female
Private Business'
Fedei'al.Gove-rnment
State Government
Local,Governempnt
Self- employed
Working without pay

tuerto
c Mexican Rican Cuban Indian

$5611 $5593 -$59,18 $529?
7384. 6961 ' 8500 6466

.5859 6666 ' 8800 5375
580'9 6454 6812 4805
5766 6571 6578 4,517
882 631

2697
4709
3458

, 3047
1892

628.

3673° 3436 2525
'4500 5000 4669"
45.3r 4800 .3343
3976' 5750 3295 .'

3272 al 2227 2250 ,

'..-- 3 571 562

Black White
0

.

s' e, '

$5104 $8314
7092' 9169
5240 .8222
6067, 8265
4337 8446

01 . 88

2496 3702
5419 5880
4121 4911
4572 4960 -

2340 . 2722
639' 544

a

C.

J .

/
41.

a
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drnallest in the youngest Ige group (tinder 30). ., Closest to white men

. in this age groupfor most weeks worked categories are Cuban men.
-

,

At givenage a-nd weeks worked levet,learmings of Puerto Ricaii,
Cuban, and v;hite women tend to outdistance ti-ros'e of Mexican, Indian,

bla.'ck women, but not irivaria.'bity (Table 6.26). White some of thes-e
dif rences in earnings among women may be duet() differences7in such
factors as eddcation,an'd average hours worked per, week, it it posSible
also that the relative "success" of PUerto Ri-canWornen may relate' to
their concentration in New York, a city where wages and salaries,are
higher than the natjonal average. As withrrien, earnings of black women
over age 30 who worked a full year in 1969 are lowest arn'ong these minority
women. For women under 30, Mexican and Indian women liata.least

.
favorable full- year earnings; black women join Mexicdn women for,those
30 to 69 in Occupying an unfavorable earnings Position.

Besides differences in'earnings among persons who have worked similaV
numbers of weeks, an additional important question reiate-s-to whether

r.full-year work.redu,ces the earnings gap'between white and Minority men.
Based onthezdata ..in Tablev6.25, there appears to be little support fpr,euh
an assertioxf. In fact, among men under 30 years of age, the.increase
weeks worrked tends to leave minority men relatively woirs'e off co pared
tovthite men. HoweVer, differences in relative earnings by weeks worked
are or the most part small and not consistentl\r unidirectional. For example,
the relative stdnding of Mexican in, relation to white men ages 30 to 49 is
virtually the same for those working 40 'to 47 and 50 to 52 weeks. Vie same
can also be said of black raven ages 30 to 39 and Indian men ages 40 to 9, while
for Guban men ages 30 to 59the relative gap decreases.

fj

Median earnings by hours worked were also examined in each population
group (data not shown). Perhaps because of the fact that hours worked
are based on the week preceding the census whtle earnings as well as
weeks worked are based on the preceding year (i.'e., 1969), nop consistent
patternoother than generally'higher earnings for white Men waif: evident.

.. _

, With rare ekception, disparities in'earrrings between minorities? and
whites remain for thofie in similar occupatIons andydustries and for
those who worked 'Abbut the same numbed of weeks in 1969. Similar,
although not necessarily- identical., conditions of work :lo not therefore

;.---remove .disparities in earnings. Evidently, it is not },et sufficient for qr.
Spanish origin, Indian and black men to achieve occupational. levels similar
to those of white men, nor to be employed in.the same industries. Neither
does it seem to make a great difference whether minority men work a

11part-year or full-year. T eir earnings are typically lower under each.
of these conditions. Once again, the'Psarne kind of conclusion is unavoidable
regarding sex differences in earnings. WomenSin the same...occupation, industry,
or ciae_s_of wer-ke r gre-up-s-as----naen-er-who-.w.ork_a_full y"

1 ' .
earnings. .

0 V .. .

187
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Table 6.25- Median Earnings in 1969
'Worked in 1969

les, by Age and Weeks

7
Age and
weeks' worked Mexican

'Under 30
13weeks or less.
,14-26' weeks '

27739 weeks'
.46-47 weeks
413-49 weeks
50-52 weeks

1.3 weeks ar less
14426 weeks
27.739 weeks
40-47 weeks
48-49Weeks
50-5Z weeks

40-49
13 weeks or lesp
14-26 .Weeks
27-,39 weeks
4-0-47 week's
4.8-49.weeks
5(152 weeks

. -50-59
la weeks or less

14-26 weeks
27-39 weeks
40-47 weeks

$ 731
1666
2845

.4208
4907
5785

48-49 weeks
50-52 leeks

915
2750
3143
5273.5

6563
7Z13

914
2471
3712.
5827
678'3
7132

869
2184
3312°
47,65
5333
6402

A

60-69
13 weeks or less 1000
14-26 weeks 1550
27-39 weeks 2533

'°40-47 weeks 3809 ./
48-49 weeks. 4500
50-52 weeks 5545/

'Puerto
Rican Caban Indian 1315,ck . White

$1050 .

1890
3263
4.882 ,

5400/
5712

$ 937
Z5/00

i 2850'.
5111
5428,
6675

.$ 696
1704'

- 21729
4458
4483
5748

$ 780'
1659
26'65
4133
4803'
5412

866
20,4

." 3490
---5271

6246-
7450 -.0

0

928 966 812 831 1170
2500 2250 2342'. 2685 366,2

4000 3625 3787 5952
5568 5550. 1 5145 5364-- 7879

_.6545- 5041 6180 9071
.6657 7348 6884 6502 9707

ft)
- - - 1000 '812 925 1210

.1750 2583 2.318 245,9 3514
4062 3388 350Q. 3635 6036
5760 5269 . 5593 5283 434.10
6380 5461 . 6000 6129 9480
6:740 7110 6854 6435. 9973

1222 763 1210
2166 2000 2166 3324

'3500 3500 2700 3332 5490-
5142 4466 5678 4883 7453
6000 53.33 6888 5623 '8554.
6375 6130 6324 5801 9000.

777 ' 1131

1800 1454 1454 1877,
7-- 2166 2163 3702

5000 3916 2909 3811 62 54
-4833 4250 4626 T391
5770 5340 543 4914 7800

u.

188

0, '71-



Table Median Earnings in°1969 of Females, by Age and WeekstWorked
in 1969 9

Age- and
weeks worked Mexic n

Puerto
Rican Cftban Indian Black.

Under 30
13 weeks or less $ 614 $-75(,) $ 676 $-.-60-7--- = $ 677
14-24 weeks 1425 '173)."' 1500 1500. 1507
27-39' weeks . 2195 2766, 2300 2224 2386
40-'47 weeks '3 00 3488 3458 3000 - 3421
48-49 weeks 408 4361 3843 3500 3790 '
50-52 weeks 3852 4746 . 4388 4046 4169

30-39,
4.13.weels.or lesS ' 616 809 661- ' 687 657
14-26 weeks 1402 1600 '61689 1333 p 1510
27-39 weeks 2385 2804 ° 2525 2229 2648
40 -47 weeks 3369 3891 .., 3661 3227 3'503
48-49 weeks 3863 4281 1 3770 3500 3761

50-52 weeks 4284 4926' . ,4450 4413 4118

40-49
13 weeks or less 590 666 '''`'

,

652 639 634
.14-26 weeks 1405 1566 1565 1474.` 1267
27-39 weeks 0 2268 2916 2730 2200. 2233
4b-47 weeks 2911 3714 3734 3105 3246
48-49 weeks 3576 3928 3718 '3500 3452
50-52 weeks 3989 . 442 4083 t 4401 3761

50-59
13 tveeks or 1 ss . 613 625 673 606
14-26 -Weeks 12'67 2125 1346 .. 1200 925
27-39 weeks 2137 2818 2750 2500 1833
40-47 week's/ 2679 3833 3277 29.00 2730
48-49 weeks(/' 2909 4083 34,44 2800 3024
50-52 week

. .
3617 4447 3915 - 3945 3199

60-69
f

13 weeks or less' 750. 850 614
141,26 weeks 117§ 1277 808
27-39 weeks 1375 -N-2125 1439
40-47 weeks* 3045.. 2400 :.1937
48-49 week" 3277 ..-- 2063

./:50-52 weeks 3193 4833 38'92 40004 2251

White

$ 651
1624
26.65
3775
4201
4753

616
1459
2539
3677
408):
4919

k

624)
1518
2544
3685

.4142
4954

637
1521
2729

. 3871
4159.:
4884

695
1408
2649
3602
3675,
4545-



FAMILY AND FERTILITY FACTORS

Marital Status

/

Men who Are married generally earn more than those who are not,
particularly in comparison with younger rrfen who,have never been
"married (Table 6.27). -Of those who-have never been married, Indian men
show the loi,vest and for ages 30 to 59 white men the highest mediani,
earnings. Among' those married with spouse present, white men evince a
distinct advantage in earnings over minority, especially black and Indian,
men regardless of age.

For women under 30 years cif age, earnings differences between those
married with spouse present and those single are for the most part small '
(Table 6.28); however, after age 10, never married women ubually average
higher earnings. Widowhood, ,divorce, and 8,eparation (in comparison with
married, spoude present) are also, related to higher earnings for many
white and Minority women. Arnong women married with spouse present,
Puerto Rican and white women tend to earn'most and Mexican, Indian and
black. women least, while white nevei. Married women make substantially

P more than maritally simila` r minority women. Still, although never e
married Puerto Rican womenmakel much less than similar white women,
they also' outearn other never married Spanish, Indian, and black women.

The earningsipp between men 4nd women widens for those who are
married with spouse present and narrows considerably among those never
rnarrikl, particularly'under the age of 30, .although single men gener-ally
earn slightly more than, single women. But in the case of Puerto Ricans,
young, never married.women average slightly higher earnings than for
young, never married Men. Also, never married Indian women 50 years
of age aid over in comparison wiqs similar Indian men show superior

.-median earnings.

f

Children Ever Born

One of the primary impediments' to the success of women in the labor
market has 'been 4andkcontNinues to be the bearing and rearing of children.
As indicted in earlier chapters, the traditional female role in American
society is at least partly responsible.for this feature. Nevertheless,
fur ulative fertility Is negatively related to female labor market achiev0-nent.
In general, the more children employed women have had, the lower their
median earnings (Table 6.29). However, it should be rerneyibered that
e tzt-ition an er oa so = en o e nega
with fewer children are more likely to be highly educated, they should
be expected to make more money.when they-work. In spite of this likelihood,

)
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Table 6.27. Median Earnings in 1969 of Males, 14-59, by Ageand Marital'

Under 30
Married, spouse

present
Married, spouse

absent
Widowed
Divorced
Separated
Never married

a

.Status.

. Age and Puerto
marital status ' Mexican Ricoan Cuban Indian

$5601 $5587 $6755 $5220
4

3'833 4500 4875 3416.
3875 ---
5700 4500 5900 A 4200
4400 5142 4.- 3750 6500
2658 3390 3833 2119

30-39
Married, spouse

present, " 7028 6362 ' 6818 6355
Married, spouse

absent 4534 5833 4833 3857 /
Widowed 5500 6750 - -- 3666)
Divorced 5909 6300 6375 '5428
Separated

1
4857 5785 6250 . 6083

Neve1 married . 4990 5350 5166 3541

% 40-49
Married, spouse S.

,

present 6854 .64362 6526 6396
Married spouse t o

t
.absent 4578 5'166 4125 ., 5833

,Widowed 5333 t" 6500 -,-- 2625
Divorced 6342 5625 a 4300 5277
Separated 4687 ° 5500 5250 . 4500
Never married 4870 5666 4666 4150

50-59 .,

Married, spouse
present 5996 6183 5555 6053

Married, spouse
aabsent 397.9- 4833 4000 3375

Widowed 5857 .. --*-- 4833
5200 5666' 3.87Divorced ,4437

SeparaCed 468./- ---5500 5166
". Never married .. 3472 3750. 4825_ 265.0--

'191

(

Black White .

o ,-1

$5440 $7453
1

4192 5692
, 4300 5700

5385 6440
4572 5944
26 3661

6402 9644

5393 ,8263
4553 8121
6117 alaz
5292 7739
4765. '7352

i

6313 9909

5164 ... ° 8490
5286 -8065
5875 7992
4869 7973
4442 7104

5672 8874
....,,,

1

-

4735 :3774 i
75064345

. 5195,
.

7201
4355 7172
-4111 -6424



Table 6.28. Median E4imiti g's in 1969 of Females, 14-59; by Age and Marital
Status

Age and
marital status Mexican

Puerto
Rican Cuban

Under 30 -

Married,' spouse"
presegt , 1

Married, spouse
qbsent

Widowed .

s Divorced
Separated
Never married

$2627

1956
3071:
3181
2108
2239

$3436

200

4111
;3'812

3421

$3277

166.6

3500
. 3000'

3117

30-39 . .

Married, spouse
. present 2875 .3664 3508
Married, spouse

absent .,

Widowed.-
- 3194

3545
3500
4600

3333
. 3833

Div'orced 3761 4750 4333
Separated 2944 3"03 4500
Never married. 3852 4558 4409

40-49 .
IVfarrioed, spouse .

-4. pretsent 2956' 3760. 3476
4, Married, spouse

absent 2772 3833 3428
Widowed 2740 3583 3450
Divorced ., - 3694 .4375 4230

- Separat4 2600 4500 4000
'Never mirried 3338 , 4666 3958

Indian Black

6 *$ 3084 ;"' $ 4f16 '

1937 2620 2917
3500 3044 ;4987
3846 _3609, 4057
2041
1993

2984
2550

3005.
3488

\ .
2847 3334 3263

r.
2300 /2977 3565.
3(300 2743 4662
4350 4040 4809
2944....el 3248 3321,
3.588 3379 5939

3287r Iti90 744_
il

'2,00.6 2869 3996
A 2166 2716 4438

3464 3826 5221
3625 2967 4156
3500 3138, 6141

,50-'59
Married, spouse

present ,2745 4013' 3217 2964
Married spouse

absent 2500 -- v _. 3000
Widowed 2426 3600. 3875 3230

' Divorced 3204 4125 3500 3416
Separated 2384 387.5 --- 4166,
Never married 3138 3750 , 3416 3250

j

2504 390,t
i

2610' 3935
2299 4294
3318. 5046
2516 4172
2796 5924--- a....--

i
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it is interesting to note.that, although there is a tendency for earning's,
to decline with increasing pariey, those who li'ave never had "child,ren
do+not invariably outearn those who(Aave, and, in some cases, not even
more than those who have hadgas man as three children.

At given aige and parity aevels, white women do not invariably earn
more than minority women, with one exception -- ever - married women who
have never hadchildren. At the other end of the scale, Indian and Mexican
women under 35. and black women over 35 make less than other minority

-women who have-never had.children.

° Impact of Childref on Female Earnings

Not only do the labor force participatio'n rates of ever-married. wolnen
decline with increasing numbers of children in the home (see Chapter 3),
but this same inverse relatiodship is found for the earnings of working
women (Table 4.30). At given age and children-present levels, median
earnings art highest for white women o'nly in the children absent category.
Moreover, the proportional loss in earnings with increasing ifumbers
of children'tendsfo be heaviest among White women, particularly after
more than one child is in the househbld. For example, white women ages
20 to 29 witH one child under 18 in the home earn 72% of' the level °of white
women with no children; when the same comparison is two children versus'
ane, the level drops to 55%. On theaother hand, Puertp Rican women in the
same age range with one child earn 88.% of the level of those with'none.o

owever, minority women with children in the home also experience in
cases notable declines' in earnings in coMparison with their ever-

arr ed aolEterparts without children in the home, but not invariably.
For ample,' Indian women ages 20 to 39 with one child earn more than
sirn. ar Indian women with none; thereafter, increasing numbers of children.ar associated with reduced earning's. This same pattern is also noted
f black and Cuban women ages 30 to 49.'

Th$ proportional loss in earnings for all women with.a's,opPbsed to
those without children appears greater for those under age 30 rather than
ages 30 io 49: The yia`rticularly negative influence of young children
home (under six years of a is also evident in Table 6.30.

.01

Household Heads and Family Size

The burden of providing for the family's Avelfare generally falls
most heavily on the head of the household. 't'he difficulty of adequately
fulfilling this kind of responsibility is compounded for many household
h 'families are generally more typical of
minorities in the United States. Moreover, the risinkjii-diSaTIon7of2------
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Table 6.29. Median Earnings' in 1969 of Ever-Markied Women, by
' Age and Diurnber of Children Ever Born

Agee and number of
children ever born Mexican.

Puerto
Rican r

Under 35 .
none
one
two
three

.four
five or more

$2656
2820
2701

/- 2500
2185
1843

4.- $3816
342:0
3406
3264
26424
168i7

.v

f35-49 4
none ..,

ohe
two fc

three

3818
3288
3373
3394

4291
406
051"
972

four 2869 '3441
five ax more 2405 3250

50169
none ..2852. 3736'.'
one '2857 3921
two 28,48 3928
three 3000 4071
four . 2592 3277
five or more 1980 3750 -

./

Cuban . Indian: Black White

C 0

-$3645 $2482 $3302 $4019
3250 2555 3152 , 3310
3214 2755 3158 2859
2500 2708 2911 2562.

.;

916 2295 2674 2375
2062 2210' ., 2266

3775 3979 3513 '5568
- 3657 3537. '3593 4435

3644 3500-
1

3735 3945
3450 '3393 3536 3601

500 1152 34,528 ', 3313
2400 2477 2373 3040

Om,

426" '625:.,. '2411.. 5010
3453 3t33.3 ,' 2417 4229
3030 . *33( 2519 406'3

- 28,50 3288 2 40 3740
2500 2650 205 3473
1875. 2420 1687 3087

)

.42

a

o



Table 6.30. illustrative Median Earnings in 1969 Of Ever-.Married
Women, 2.0-49, by Age and' Presence and Number of Children
in the Household . r

Age and. number
of children

Children under.
1'8 years of age

20-29 °
none $3646
one 2886
two 2474
three 2244
four or more 1.500

30-39
none 3532
one 3414
two 3257
three 3195
fouror more 2420

40-49 aV,

none
one
two
.Shree
four

Children Under
6 years of age

20-Z4
none\
one
two
three

1

3609
3158
28.12
288
2288..

3357
2318
2111
175r

25-29
,none
one
two
three

30-34
none
one

5

'DT

Al

A

-
.

.3300
2859

. 2157
1812

3047
3066

two
three

2704
R

2214

Pue'rto
Rican; Cuban Indian Black 'Waite

$4240 $4119 $3187,
37'50 3178 3300
3425 2700 2571
2875 1250 2464
1875 833 2437

437.
3921, .

3666 1

31166

3000

,,.

4052
3826
3.821
3500
2857

4263
3192- .,"
2666

3960
4176
3000

3764
3153

$3988 '$4558
3546 i 3270
31'98 2524
2676 2176
2288 1945

t 9

oi 3875 3500 3784 5091
3934 3653 .. 4137 413
3526 3375 3899 , 3353
3029 3442 3408 ' 2940

12937 ,2459 2609 2490

3577 3848 '33'92 4500
`3594 3479 '3556 3839.

3673 ,4)3315 32,33 3489
3500 2730 2961 32
--- 2375 .21.5,9 288

3750 3.116 3616 4)-51
3214 2192 2949 2733
150Q 1937 232,7 1737.

2200, 1550 1274

3625
2700
3500

3578.
3294

7340-0-------3-500-

195.
)202

3733 3911 4841
3360

.9

3601 3217
3125 2884 2055
31875 1940 2007

3458
2642
1863

` 3632-- 37735.4

3304 2921'
2-5/1 2-1-0=9

2300 1691

a
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Table 6.30. Continued

Agc and number
of children Mexican

Puerto
Rican Cuban Indian Blatk: White

35-39
none
one
two

,three

32.34.
2716
277.2

843.

%.

4085
3550
3500

. ---

' t 3709
38.12
225.0
.:__

.
4

3357,
2757
2625
2333

.

3604.
3121
25481
2142

3634
2949
2458
2482

af

."0

r

.2

O

4 a

196. 4
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female-headed households/among both the black and White populations
ayghe, 1974) calls fOr gxeater awareness of ,and attention to this pheno-

*menon in the future. Consistent with this need, both male and female
heads of housaiheld are 'considered in the following analysis. Primary
concern here will be whetherea.rnings of.'minority family heads of
similar-sized families as whites differ from those of white household
heads.

s one could easily predict on the basis of previousindications ir
this chapter, white male heads earn more, ii most cases substantially
so, than male heads regardless of age (limited here to those
Linker 50syears of age) and family size (Table 6. 31). White female heads.
alsoAihdicate, somewhat incontrast to their more intermediatelearnings
noted earlier iii relation to a number of variables, an earnings superiority
over most minority female heads at most family size levels.

Median earnings for men invariably increase in gOing from two to
at.three family members and in most cases increaseis up to five members;

thereafter, 'earnings tend to decline with size, except for ydung Cuban
men heading six member hobseholds.

An interesting contrast in" the pattern e earnmgsy in relation to family
1size is provided by Mexican and, black women: RegarAees of age, earnings

of Mexican female heads tendito increase while iho§e of black fen- ).'ale
heads decrease with increasirig family size.' -tn,fii.rther contrast, white.,
female heads indicate little change in earnings with increasing farnily
size for those'under the'age 35 but a decline tor those ages 35 to 49.
Although the pattern noted for 'Mexican females here is, not as clean and
linear in form as for black women, this does suggest the operation of
favying familial-cultural norms. Within that perspective, the difference
may lie in the degree to which larger Mexican families are more chilr-,
acterized by expended family members (e.g., grandmothers) whose fairly
constant presence provides free daycare of children.

o

Regardless of age and family size, male loads of household average
higher .earnings than female household heads. Even the lowestyfigure for
men in each of the respective populations is greater than the highest figure
for women.'

CITIZENSHIP

fl

I ...ft...0j

Native boxnrninoritv mere earn substantially less on.the average than
native bo'i'n white men (Table 6. 32). This is true in spite of tIke fact that
native born whife men earn ess alfze-d

197

)2-04
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Table 6.31. "IVIedianiEarningsTin 1949 offleads of FaTAlies or
Subfamilies, 14-.49, by Sex, Age and Family Site

a I4.

9

Sex, -agc and 0 Piterto.,
family size , 'Mexican Rican Cuban Itidian Black White

Male %.
Under 35

three .,

five ,

four

e.) .six
l'seven or mare

35-49
two
three

0.
fo Lir ,
five
six
seven or more

$ 4803
5591

, .

$5312,
5586

-

$ 6111 ,

6931

.;
$ 4987

5356
$ 5436

5760
$6897

7646
6506 6131 7340 026., 6060 .8734. i
6567 6416 7041 897 _ 595 9083

' 6359.. 6296 77,50 5763 , 5755 8919
5990 5269 6833, e 5553 5087 8458

6485 5980 575.0 5948. 6152 8811
. 6895 6562 6302 , 7196 6569 1)404

1 749 6352 6603 6150 7005 10263,
.5261 S807- KO 5650 5395 8929
5511 5961 6416 5937 5188 8833
47,13 - '5666 6600 4722 4425 ,p 8155

'Female
Under 35

.

two 3147 3833 3583 ) 3250 3371 3945
three. 3043 4208 4571 2863 3242 3918

3270 4000 ........ 3071- 3048 4061four
five 3142 -e- __. 3142 2702 3976
six , 3428 ' 2670 3827
.seven or more 3666 .1 2164 4100

. 0 5 ,,, e,35-49
two 3756 4090 4156 3500 3711 5133
three 3224 5035 4000 3,550 3672 4873
four. 3444 4666 3833 3500 3333 4718
five o 3380 3833 2500 2921 444'8
six 3800 4000 2943 4328
seven or more 2500 1857 2180 4041

a
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Table 6.32. Median Earpings'in. 19 of Personsr b Sex, Age 'and
Citizenship

Si

Sex, .age and Puerto 4.
citizenslpip Mexican Rican' Cuban-. Indian. Black White

-Male
Under 35

Naturalized U.'S.
Citizen'

Alien
Native Born

$°4693
4580' L

5337

-
5315

7603
5849
6071.

35-49
D.

Naturalized U.S.
Citizen 6241 7N95 .

Alien 5682 583,5
Native Boin 7036 6296 8928

50-69
Naturalized U.S.

Citizen6 56(19 6766
Alien 4698 4734
'Native Born t 5641 55 c7 5100

Female
Undef. 35

Naturalized U.S.
Citizen 2816 \ 39'39

Alien 214'6 3179
Native Born ' 2658 3530 325)0

35-49
Nature.lized U. S.

Citien 3053 4205
Alien 2572 3455
Native Born

1
3169 3987

_
3333

50-69
NatUralized U.S. i

Citizen 2759 3870 l
Alien 2307 3-0019.

Native Born 2653° 3801 3500

4685

$ 5520 $8267
5166 7572
4855 7283

__...

6t79 '

6896
808 ,
6054

_10797
9292
9645

-- -; 6352 8439
5264 6984

5440. 4998 8224,

.7

'4181 4002
3581 3722

2495 3030 3523

9

4295 4095
3631 3757

3186 3187. 3947

3954 4042
___ 3347 3644

3015 2223', 4089
.>

Does not include persons born abroad of American parents
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cilizeng. Of native born minority men, only Cubans come reasonably,
close to native born whites in median earnings; this occurs for ,phose
if the prime working age ,years (35 to 49), where less than eight hundred

r°dollars separates their respective median figures.

Alien Mexican, Cuban, and black men, 35 to 49, earn about the same,
although less than same-age whites. Differences, among minority men who am
naturalized citizens are more in evidence' throughout the age range but
with whites again most favored. Native born Mexican men earn more
Phan other Mexican men, particularly aliens. They also average,higher
earnings than Puert4O Rica, Indian, and black men who are native born
and in the '35 to 49 age range. Ho;ever, part of the native born earnings
advantage of Mexicans over Puerto Ricay.s may be attributable to the
uni cilizenship,,position of Puerto Rid'ans (see Chapter 2), many of whom
have migrated to the U.S. mainlay but are nevertheless coded,,as native
born.

c.

;Native born inority men do not in every case earn more than their
naturalized counterparts. N-Or as noted earlier is the earnings superiority

\ of natives substantiated among !white men. This suggests the changjng
nature of immigration to the U.S. that merits some considerationAn this
c ontext.

.It is perhaps an unquestioned assumption that native boron citizens have
a natural labor market advantage over other residents of the United States,.
In a number of respects, this is no doubt the case. But as a recent Manpower.
Administration report indicated (North, 1974), immigrants have been
increasingly becoming older, more likely to be skilled and married than
in the past, and more likely to be profs sional or craftsmen than Americans
generally. Moreover, the immigration system is. heavily weightei'd in
favor of relatives of earlier immigrants. The implication of this fact,
in addition to their greater skill,le've1, is that more recent arrivals probably
experience a smoother transition into American society than previously wastrue. But while this is the situation overall, it may not operate equally
for all immigrant groups. For example; the "relative ease of movemert
into the U.S. by "MexicansIs less occupationlly selective or the prsfessional

`and rafts range while disproportionately selective of farm and nonfarm
la Sring. 404

Among native born women, Puerto Ricans and whites show highest
earnings; siEnilar Mexican, Indian, and black women make less than Cuban
women. Employed white women who are naturalized U. S. citizens tend
to make much more than Mexican but about the same as similar Cuban
and black women. However, alien white women predoi-ninate over alien r;
women in all three of these female population groups. In general, whether
Mexican women arg naturalrzedor native born alone appears to have little
effect on their earnings.

)
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SUMMARY

The 'labor arket advantage observed throughout this study 9f white
men over Sp nish,indian and black men in the United States continued toamanifest itself in tile realm of earnings. Likewis9; the less consisterkly
dominant but general favorability of white ih compOrison.with minority
Women*lso obtained, with the median earnings of ',711.ite women exceeding
those,onk.11 other fernale, populations in this study.6; Average earnings
for American Indians, were for the most part highly un_favorab°1e. Among
Spanish men, Puerto Ricans were frequently on the lower end Of ,the earnings
scale, while Cuban men tended to 'earn more than other" minority men but
still less than white men with similar tharactsristics4 Moreover, Cuban

en did not invariably indicate higher earnings th'a.n all minority men under
all the conditions imposed in the analysis, Ad; despite their higher Overage d
yearly earnings, they still trailed the average earnings ofd white men by
more than $1300.

An earnings redistribution of % or more would be required to equalize
earning s.distributions of minori0 n comparisonzwith white men; betwelen
10% and 20% redistribution would beifineeded among women. 'TheoUtility
of educatio alone to equalize earnings in the lot run is called into question
by the find ng that increasing education did5not on the whole reduce the
relative ea nings gaps between similarly-educated white andminority
men; in the few cases it appeared to do'so, substantial discrepancies
nevertheless remained. Concerning the question of who benefits most from
increasing education, relative gains in earnings with increasing education
were not uniformly present. In general, women gained more than men.
This is probably due at least in part to agreater tendency on the 'part of
more highly educated women to work on a W: time basis *hen they work.
Among men, Indians seemed to experience d'isproportionately irrfproved
earnings with increasing education(in relation to the gains for other men),
while IndAan wotnen shared a similar distinction with Lack women. The
.gain for Mexican women Was notable but relatively smg.11,for Cuban females.

The overall advantage in earnings of Cuban over Puerto Rican and
Mexican men would appear to be largely a function of age composition and
educational attainment (and also in the casef Mexican men, concentration
in agriculture), since Mexican and Puerto Rican men more often than not
averaged higher earnings than Cuban men at specified age-education intervals.
This may be important from the standpoint that Cubans are thought by
many to be favored among the Spanish peoples in'the U.S. However, the
institution of such controls did not alter the basic relationship of minority
to white earnings. Moreover, the age-education composition,e'xplanation
for the relative earnings advantage of Cuban over other Spanish men does
not appear to be satisfactory in the 'case of the superior' earnings of white
over minority men.

2,01
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As with education, controlling for vocational training did not equalize
.e-arnings for white and minority men. The same can also be said in relation
to major occupation, industrY, and clas of worker. 'Furthermore;, among
men prince work force ages 30 to 59 who worked 50-52 weeks in 1969,
white men averaged earnings fifty dollars or more per week than minority
men; black men, who in general did not fare.well in comparison with men of
Spanish origin, earned less than other indi.ity men working,..a full year. .

Equally important may be the fact that incr ses in weeks worked did
not reduce the relative gaps in White and minority earnings.

As Chapter 3 indicated, patterns fourld in relation to labOr force
participation could be expected in some, cases todiverge from those to be
noted in other phases of this study because of differences in base pop'ulapons.
This was perhaps no more evident tFian in the low labor force participation
b4 relatively high (in comparison with other females) median earnings
of Puerto Rican women. Under a number of conditions (e.g., occupation groups)
and several age intervals, Puerto Rican women slowed median earnings
higher than for white and other minority women.f. Although it was speculated

o that the heavy concentration of Puerto Rican's in New York City-, with its
generally higher than national average wages and salaries; may have be4en
reflected in this observation (an explanation that does not appear to be of

.similar utility in the case of Puerto Rican men), it is uncertain at this
time why such a pattern 'pnevailed, since the selectivity of those women Who

# work and the average number of hours worked are impor'tant factors about
which there' is insufficient information.. Of course, earnings of PuertooRican
worn'en, as was true for women genera* in this study, were almost invariably rl

substantially beilow those of men regardless of controls.

Althdugh white then continued to maintain an earnifngs advantage Over
minority men regardless of marital status, white and minority men tended
to "respond" similarfrto the influences of Varying marital states. For
example, median earnings were higher for men who, were married with
spouse present than for those never married. While exhibiting a pattern
the reverse that for men, women also responded in the expected.fashion
(higher average earnings for never married or some form of marriage-
disrupted state than for the married - spouse present), with hite women
dominating among- the never married. The earnings advanta e of white
women was less apparent'among the spouse present wome though manifest
in relation to most minority women. Main exceptions to this- latter
pattern at several age levels were higher earnings of Puerto Rfcan and Cuban
married-spouse present females. Women achieved nearest the attainment
level of men in comparing those never married.

The progressively negate influence of increasing CEB on'all women's
earnings was strongW. in eviZence, with the advantage of white over minority
women sharpest in comparing women who never had children. Perhaps
because of this initial advantage, the proportional loss in earnings associated
with increasing CEB vva s also greatest for white women, although minority
women also suffered notable declines in their earnings as parity increased.

44
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White male and, "to a lesser/ extent, female household heads earned

more than ;minority men and women who headedhpuseholds 'in 1969
regardless of age and family size. Inter esting lk, however, earnings

w 9for Mexican female heads tended to increase, with increasing family
v.,size fqr most ages, while those for white,and black female heads-either

changed little. or declined with increasing family size. Male heads in
each population group substantially outearned their female counterparts.

, . ,
,, , a. .

. _ The changing nature of immigration to the United States, especially.
since 1965probably underlies one pf the more faS'cinating'results of this
study. Native born minority and white/ men and women did not indicate in all

a clear and consistent advantage' in average earnings' oiAryer their
natura.lized cousins. But the more usual patteinof .superior earnings fo-r
White overminority men again prevailed. 0

Finally, the data' in this
e

chapter, particularly tholre shPkving inequalities
in average earnings when differences in years of schooling aretontrollecl,
point' rather strongly to the presence ofjkliscrimination'against minorities,-
especially men. Whether this discrimination In the earnings;statu's of

processes --minorities' is primarily a function of in the labor.market itself
Or of pfcesses external to the*labor market difficu lt to say. The. c' .
answer to thig Txestion is surely more complex than the dichotomousnature
of the,question suggests.. As noted in the operiing ohapter,, the census
data used. i;,this analysis necessitate a focus on discrimination as an end
product rather than as a process. AS a result, theprocesses.Which lead
to discrimination in e,krnings have yet to be explained. One major possibility
is that the educational processes themselves are npt ttqual, with the result
that minorities who attain the same amount of education, As indicated by
years of sc.hool.completed, are not equal in educational attainment with
the majority kppulation. If this is the Case, then the effects\of discrimination
in eduoational institutions are carried over to the labor mark

)1-
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CcIAPT.ER 7

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Evidence this study leads to four general conclusions: (1) Co Igr-
ethnic-sex inequalities in s4tus permeate the American labor market.
(2) Spanish origin, American Indian and black men are discriminated
against in their labor force participation, occupational acIlievem,efit,
mobility and earnings. (3) Women in these minority groups, along
with-white women,'. areare subject to severe discrimination, the magnitude
of which is far greRter than thatcexperienced by minority men. (4) In- -

equalities aNnong women fin the labor market are comparatively small
and the statue of minority women. is not'consistently Inferior to that
of white women. These'strong, sweeping generalizations obviously
oversimplify a complex situation, although they are basically consistent'
with-the massive evidence emarnined in this monograph.

.
\ INEQUALITY OR DISCRIMINATION

o ConcluSions of discriinination against minorities, are more powerful
tha he easier ,and more commonplace identificatiOn of inequalities.
Con eptvally;,%mequality and discriminatibn have been distinguished
as two different but overlapping ithenorriena in this study. To reiterate
the 'distinction pos'ed in Chapter 1, tan inequa'lity is simply an observable
difference which is interpreted as discrimination only when inequalLes
are found betweenersons equally qualified for participation and acfhievernent
in the laboi mark& As an aspect of disoi4miination, "equal!! is defined
on the basis of a lih_degree of similarity with:respect to/preparation
an readinessJOTr employment. Primary indicAors of qualifications
are educational' attainment, vocational and health. On.the average,
one group maoy rank below another on'the basis of qualifications (and
also on achievements), although some indiViduals in a lower-ranking group
are as qualified as members of a higher-ranking group.

The concept of inequality (or equality) constitutes a basis for two
analytic models: an inequality model and a 'discrimination model. An
inequality model in which minorities typically are less advantaged than
aajority can be viewed as a weak form of a discrimination model.
Deeply rooted in historical circumstances, intergroup inequalities are
plentiful pften serve to justify categorical discrimination against
all members of disadvantaged minorities. People are not only treated
as different but also are judged inferior when they are characterized
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as less well educated, unemployed, in poverty,, ",ghetto" residents with
numerous children, and as foreigners-who speak a.different language.
In an inequality model _intergroup differences in the labor market are
hypothesized as results of discrimination in the past and in sectors of
activity outside the labor market.° Nevertheless, consequerices,for
entire groups, of minorities are that they are disadvantaged in the jobl
market.

A discrimination model, in contrast, isa strong model in that
status ineqUalities bet'cveen equally qualified persons are thelnajor
criterion.' In,its strong form, minority characteristics themselves,
rather than 'differences in background and in average characteristics,
account for inequalities. To the extent that discrimination in the
labor market exists, minority characteristics -- color, ethnicity and

.0.sex inexplain differences participation and achievement. Accordingly,
persons with similar levels of education attainment, vocational training \c,--

and healt1Ishould occupy similar statuses in the labor market, if there is
no discrimination. .

a
The refinementof conclusions by employing the. strong. rather than

the weak model can be illustrated briefly. Mexican men are found to
be disadvantaged in comparison with white Men'ofi all major status
cOmponents in the labor market. Mexican men also tend to rank below
White men when'men ofsetpaal educational attainment are Compared.
Hence, it can be concluded that Mexican men are discrimina'ted against
whether one applies the weals or the strong model. However; -black women
as a whole are outranked by white women, but among college graduates
black women revy.se the pattern with higher levels of occupational
achievement and earnings than white women. Conclusions under the -

strong nVel are therefore different. On the basis of this information
alone, bia'Ekitgllege women do not appear to be subject to discrimination
in 'the-labor market.

INTERGROUP INEQUALITIES

Inequalities among color-ethnic-sex gropes are evident everywhere
for each of our major components of status in the American labor
marketlabor force participation, occupational achievement, mobility
and earnings. In troad profile, inequalities between whites '(as the
majority) an' Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, Cubans, Indians and blacks
(as minorities) shoiv white men in a clearly advantaged position. In
comparison with white women, minority women are less extremely
disadvantaged than minority men; whereas all women (as a minority,
including white *omen) are disadvantaged by comparison with men.

0,0
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LabOr force participation rates reflect the traditional pattern of
considerably higher participation omen than women (Ta131 7. 01).
Mexican and Puerto, Rican women show,the lowest degree of articipation,,
less than hall' of the,,participatian levels of Cub'an and white men who are the
most active parti'cipants in the labor market. Black and Puerto Rican
men's LFP is 10-west among men, and;blarck and Cuban LFP is highest
among women. .

*

The range of intergroup differences is relatively narrow for employMent
rates, both among minorities and between the sexes (Table 7. 01). More
than 90% of eaoh of these groups-jai the labor force were employed in'1970.
Despite the small degree'bf differences in ER's, white men had a higher
ER`than Minorityymen and white women were higher than minority women.
Without exce,,ptioii, each of the male poptilatiiins had higher ER's than
their matching females. White women's ER, however, was slightly
above the level of Mexican, Puer,to Rican and black men.

Average 'Tye's of occupational achievement for -Mexiscan, Puerto
Rican and black men. place them at the bottom of the occupational
structure, while Cuban. and Indiah men, score 'slightly. higher (Table 7.01).
Whiie men, of course, overage the highest level of occupational achievernent
and they are also most occupationally mobile. . Moreover, white males
who changed occupations between.1965 and 1970 were rnoreGlikely than
other men to be upwardly fnobile arid to move the longest distance toward,

0the top of the- occupational scale. Among the downwardly mobile men,
whites descended shorterldistances than minority men. The generally
advantaged position of white mei" carries over to their earnings, where
they averaged about $2, 00,9 more than India,n and,black men in 1969 end
at least $1, 3-69 more than Mexican, Puerto Rican and Cuban

/

In sum, inequalities between white and.minoritymen most generally
favor whites, with Cubans in the second-highest position on most counts.
MexiCan, Puerto Rican, Indian and black men rank consistently low, with
one or another at the bottom 'of the hierarchy dpeniling on the specific
criterion employed.°

I

fl

.The range of inequaliti es is often less among women than among men,
although in relative term's this is not alwaWs true. For example, absolute
differences between mean occupation scores for Mexican men (33),,and
white men (46) are greater than for Mexican women (21) and white women (31).

,.Proportionately, however, the average occupation scores for Mexican .

women as-we],l asi s men are about two- irrds as high as the scores for white
women and men (Table 7.01). White women outrank minority women on
occupational achievement and e4nin s. Average levels of occupa io al
achievement differ very little among minority women, whereas the earnings
of Mexican, Indian and black.wornen are lower than the earnings of Puerto
Rican, Cuban and, of course, white women. Cubans and Indians are the
most occupationally- mobile women, but black'women proportionately are4\
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Table 7.01. Summary of Status Achievement and Mobility by Sex

Spx and LFPR
group

Male,
'MeXican 87.
Puerto Rican 82
Cuban 90
"Indian 76
Black . 82
White 89

Ferrla. le
IVIexican 39

-,.4 Puerto Rican 34
i.Cuban, 55
tridfan 39
Black . 54
White 47'

Ratios
Mexican . 453
Puerto Rican .41
Cuban s .61
Indian .51.
=.131.a . 66
White .53

ER OCC
70

Percent RIO Median
earningMobile ,Up Up Down

% .:

' 94
94

33
1 32

=

= 345

41
59 21 .
56 " 21

34
35

$5757
5721

96' 38 52 53 26 38 6025
89 36 '46 58 23 34 5339
94 32 36 58 20- 33 5317
97 46- 37 60-....,*___8 32 7369

. 0.

91 21 38 49 19 50 274
92 24 34 41 19 46 3720

,93 23 40. 49 23 .49 350.0
89' 24 ' 44 50 22 49 2862
92 3 22° 35 56 21' 52 2913
95 ? 31 37. 47 24 45 3831

.,.

-97 . 64 . 97 . 83 . 90 1.47 . 48
.98 .75 .83 .73 .90 1.31 .65
.97 .60 .77 .92 .88 1.29 .58

1.00 .67 .96 .86 .9, 1.44 .54
. .'98 . 69._ . 97 . 96 1.05 1.57 ..55
.98 -.67 1.00 .78 .86 1.41 .52
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the most Upwardly mobile, Black women, 'however, move relatively
`short distances upward and long distances downward.

White 'women are rio more ,imrnune from sex inequalities than. minority
WOmen's labor force participation is substantially.lower than

men's, and the occupational achievement of women generally Ys about
two-thirds as high while their earnings are barely half as high as for men.
Puerto Rican women come closer to matching the achievement and
earnings levels of Puerto Rican men than is the case for other womernd
men: White women are a. s occupationally mobile as white men, but they
move upward less often and for shorter distances than white men. :Among
blacks, women arialmost as mobile as men, and women do about as well
in moving upward.' Among downwardly Mobile workers, all women descen
further toward the bottom of the occupationally structure than men. Women,
in short, almost invariably rank behind men.

DISCRIMINATION

iscrirnination in the labor market not only works against minorities
but is typically rxiore severe for those who are doubly disadvantaged
by their M.knotity status and by their lack of preparation for the labor
market. Inequalities, as we have just seen, favor whites over Spanish,
Indian and black Woikers, and men over women. The fact that these_
inequalities fail to disappear when workerS are similarly qualified-is
disturbing for two reasons. First, consistent with principles of equal
Opportunity, differences in achievements are expected to disappear.
Second, minority workers°who are alV handicapped by a relative lack of
preparation suffer the greatest degree of discrimination. Thus minority
men and women relatively lacking in education are comparatively worse
off than those who have attained higheVlevels of education. Similarly,
betWeen the sexes.,c women with relatively little education suffer the
double disadvantage of their sex status and their lack of schooling;
minority women therefore are triply disadvantaged.

emination ;' Effects of disc i and dokible disadvantagement can be demonstrated
by taking levels of eduqational attainment as an indicator of preparation
for achievement, although results would be much the same if vocational
training .or disability were used.
r it J -,

.
Discrinainatio is indirectly and pAftially evident in labor force

participation and employment (Table 7.02). First, for those with eight

are higher than for white men but ER's for minority iten are either about
years of schooling, LFPR's for Mexican, Puerto Rican and Cuban men

.-..
.
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Table 7.02. Summary of Labor Force Participation and Employment,
by Sex and Edivation ,

Sex 'and. Puerto
education ' Mexican Rican Cuban Indian Black White

- Labor,force participati rates'

Male
Elem. 8-
H.'S: 4
College 4

Fer`nale
Elem. 8
H. S. 4
College 4

. 94
.

90 . 70
.'93 .90 .92 .86
.96 .94 .95 .92

i 35 :* .30 .52 .30
54 ,. 5.1 .60 .52.

.65- .57 .70 .64-

. 79 :80
.89 .94

93. .95"

.46 .36
.. 64 . .50
.82 .56

Male

Employment rates

) Elem. 8 .94 .94 \.96 .86 .94
H.S. 4. .95 .96 .96 . 89 .94
College 4 .97 97. .94 .98 .98

Female -...-

Eletn.8 .89 .93 .92 .85 .92
H.S. 4 .93 .93 .94 .92 ,.92.
College 4 :97 1.00 , .94, .95 .9.8

.96
'. 97
.98

-
.-'

.°94_

.96
., .9°8'

t
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the same aS for white or lower. The palkern is kimilar among women, /
with comparatively. j3kigh LFPR' and slightly lower ER's for Cuban and black
women. To the extent that L PR's represent an effort to be active in.
the labor market and. ER's indicate success in obtaining employrrient,
minorities tend to be disadvantaged at this comparatiyely low educational
level. Sedond, for those who have graduated froth. high school, LFPR's
and ER's for minority men are nbt quite up to the level of white men. (

-SMinority women are more likely than white women to be in the labor force,
but less likelyto be employed. Third, for college graduates, . differences,
ip. LFP and employment between minority and white men have didninished,
whereas minority women are more likelyto be in the' labor force, but not
nece-ssarily to be;employei'd.

. These patt rns pose difficulties for interpretation becau,se of instabilities
over time in LFPR's and part)cularly of ER's and because of different

'Circumstances and reasons for being in the labor force. Labor force
participation, employment and unernployment change sometimes rather ,

quickly° and at different rates for differealt,segments of the,populatibn and in
different localities and industries. The crOsS-Sectional data froin the 1970
c'elsus capture a changing pattern at one point in time and it:is uncertain
whether the observed relationships tend to persist or not. This' undertainity
is n-iore of pjoblern for labor force participation (particularly for unemployment)
than for of er components of status. There are indications, however, that

4 : minorities eriefit the most cltring periods of high employment and . suffer
the Most during periods of business recession.

Reasons for being in the labor force (and either employed or unemployed)
are extremely div6rse. White women, who show comparatively low LFPR'S;
may be subject to less pressures to enter the labor market for econorriic
reasons, than black,_ Mexican or Puerto Rican women. White women in the
labor force nevertheless are more likely to be employed than most minority.
women. Inaddition to their instability, unemployment rates can be deceptive
in the sense that some workers are so thoroughly discouraged that they leave
the labor force and are not officially classed as unemployed.

With certain notable exceptions, levels of occupational achievement
and earnings of minority men and women are lower than comparable white
men,and women (Tables 7.03-7.04). At each of three levels of educatibnal
attai entcompletion of elementary, high school and college--the -occupa-
tiona,, achievement and earnings of minority men are lower thanlor white
men.ddJddJ The fact that differences in occupational achievement between
minority and white men tend to diminish at the college level (except for
Cuban mew.) implies that discrimination is less among those with higher
education. However, differences in earnings between Minority and'white

kznen are greater among College graduates (with the exception of Indian men).
These results suggest two inferendes. First, at lower educational levels
minority men's achievement and earnings represent similar degrees of
discrimination (although this is not the case for Indian and blaoken), and

,""
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Table' 7. 03. Summary of occupatiofial Achievement /0nd Earnings
by Sex,and EducatiOn.

p.

Sex, .occupational
achievement,
earnings and '_, Puerto .

education Mexican 'Rican :Cuban 'Indian Black i _ White

Male "
0 OCCN

Elem. 8
SrI. 4

College 4

4

Earnings ,
Elem. 8

.S.; 4
---. C011ege 4

Female m
OCC70

Elm. 8
H.S. 4 25
College 4 61

70-

,...3r 7 .2 31- 31
, 1 r37 '(3 3'7 , 37 .

64 55 64

.

$5964 $,5-5 '$5318 $4719. e.
H 6715 646 ' 613.9 5877

8666 9406 7326 8954,

Earnings .

Elem. 8
H.5 .. 4
Collge 4

16 J 7
24 24

438 61
i

$2566 $3544, $3264
3333 4081 3650,
5514 6.125 4055

28 '35°

-3 43
61 66

$5025 $7001
a

6022 8532
*795,8 42143

'12 19
23 28%
65 62

$2306 $2281 $3154
3197 3425 3854

.'6583 6394 t6943

D



Table 7.04. Summary Ratios of Minority to White Occupational
Achievement and Earnings by Sex and EducAtion

Sex, occupational
achievement
earnings and
education Mexican

Puerto
Rican Cubar' Indian Black

Male
OCC70

Elem. 8 .88 .83 .88 .88 ..180.
H.S. 4 -.86 .84 .86 .86 .77
College 4 .97 .89 .80 .97 .92

)

Earnings
Elem. 8 .85 .80 .7i) .67 .72

' H.S. 4 .80 .77 .74 .70 .72
College 4 ' .71 .78 .60 .74 .66

Ferhale
OCC70

Elem. 8 .89 .95 el .84 .89 ' .63
H. S. 4 .89 .93 .86 .86 .82 '
College 4 .98 .61 .98 1.05

Earnings ,
Elem. 8 . 81 1.12 1.03 .73 .66
H. S. 4 .86 1.06 .95 .83 .89
College 4 .93 1.03 .68 1.11 1.08

O
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second, at higher levelS of educational attainment occupational discrimination
is relatively slight and earnings discrimination is relatively great. Mexican
and Indian college graduate's come close to matching the average level of
occupational achievement of white men, but otherwise minority `men's status
is well below that of white men.

Analysis of discrimination against minority women presents a different' ,

picture (Tables 7.03 and 7. 04). Minority women are generally discriminated
against in their, o#cupationalachievement but not necessarily in their earnings.
Discrepancies inVferage levels of occupational achievement between, .
minority and white women diminish considerably among Mexican, Puerto
Rican and Indian college graduates. Black women college graduate's even
surpass the occupational levels of comparable white women. Cuban college
women, however, suffer ip comparison with other college women and
also in comparison with the relative levels of ac ievement of Cuban women
at lower educational levels.

0

The average earnings of Cuban women also place them in a. disadvantaged.
position relative to other college women, including white women. The
earnings .of, Mexican, Indian and blarck women tend to converge with those
of white women at the college level, and Indian and black college women
average slightly higher earnings than white college women, Puerto Rican
women at all three educational levels average higher earnings that white
women. Thus, in contrast with the evidence on discrimination against
minority men, comparisons among women suggest a lesser degree of
discrimination against minority women. In specific instances, notably
Indian and black college women and all PuertoRican women, it might
be argued that there is no evidence of disdrimination among women in
occupation5.1 achievement awl earnings.

' Sex discrimination, much in evidence throughout this study; is
amply illustrated with respect to levels of occupational achievement
and earnings (Table 7.05). Aq with intergroup discrimination, sex
discrimination is ost evident at lower educational levels where women's
mean 'occupation ores and earnings are only about half the levels of
men in each of the color-ethnic groups. Sex inequalities tend to diminish
among high school and particularly among college graduates. College
women (Cuban, women being the exception) come close to achieving the
same average occupational ley:els as. comparable men. Puerto Rican and
black college wpmen in fact average slightly higher occupational scores
than Puerto Rican and black men, while Mexican, Indian and white women
come within about 940 of the average occupational levels of their men. '4,
Differepces in average earnings, however, are relatively large. The
earnings of Mexican, Indian and black women tend to converge with the
earnings of men at the college level, but this convergence is not evident
for ogier groups. The aver ge earnings of black college women come.
cictOt to equaling the earnings of their male counterparts, but still
represent only 80% of the level of black men's earnings. Ratios of black
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Table 7. 05. Surnthary Ratios of Female-to-Male Occupational
Achieverrieift and Earnings by Education

tr

Occupational
$ achievement,

earnings and
education Mexican

Puerto
Rican Cuban Indian

t .

Black White

OCC 70
Elem. 8 . 55 . 62 ..52 .55 .43 .54
H.S. 4 .65 .65 .70 .65
College 4 . .72 .95 1.06 .94

-,...

Earnings
Elem. 8 .43 .64 .61 .49 .41 .45
H. S. 4 .50 .64 .59 .54 .57 .46
College 4 Q, .64 .65 .55 ..74 .80 .49
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women's to black men's earnings are less than for occupational achieve-
ment at all three educational levels, despite the hightlevel of black
college women's occupational achieverhent. White wcAnen fare worse
than other women in the sense that their earnings are less than half the
level of white men' earnings at all educational levels.

In terms of average earnings, Indian, %lack and Puerto Rican college
women average lower earnings than white high school men. Earnings of
white college women ($5,943) ar-e lower than the averages for all high
school men (except Indiant'). Moreover, the earnings of high school
women are well below the averages for men with eight yeak-s of elementary
education.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Results of this study bear directly and indirectly on a number of policy
issues. Five very broad aspects of social policy will be discussed briefly:
preparation for employment and achievement in the labor market,
discrimination by employers, immigration and citizenship, sex discrimination
and relevant areas not directly examined in this study.-

The importance of skill acquisition, or more generally, of.preparation
and readiness for achievement in the job market has been demq,nstrated in
a number of studies and through daily'experiences for many years. In a
Modern industrial society, those with the highest levels of educational
attainment also manifest the highest levels of status achievement in the
labor market. White Americans average more years of school completed
than Spanish, Indian and ,black populations, although this disparity is
diminishing. Oriental Americans, on the other hand, now average higher

.levels of educational attainment than whites, and their success in the labor
market coincides with their educational levels,(see Volume II'of this study).

Improved educational levels of Spanish origin persons, American
Indians and blacks may not guarantee the disappearance of inequalities
and discrimination, but there is every indicNttion that the magnitude of
intergroup differences in the labor market will be reduced. Educational
attainment is an important.determinant of the first job and early career of
a worker, and the level of,entry into the occupational structure influences
subsequent occupational achievement. Since the effects'of educational
attainment diminish the longer a worker is in the job market (Blau and
Duncan, 1967), formal schooling is more important for the success of the
younger than for the older worker.

A recommendation to increase the years of school completed by young
people in the more disadvantaged populations mdrits more serious attention



than it has deceived. This is not at all a novel recommendation, and there
is evidence that educational gaps are already being reduced., Neither
does this recommendation znean that all persons should attain the same
educational level. The primary intent is to remove intergroup differences
in education sothat all Americans have the same opportunities for education
and that, each group averages about the same. Successful accomplishment
of this objective would not only remove intergroup differences in education
but,' under conditions of nondiscrimination in the labor market, also
reduce differences in participation and achievement. Removal of differences
in the number of years of school completed is a relatively simple task.
Much more difficult s the task of sqi.6lizing the qualitative aspects of
schooling. In the ultimate sense, programs that assure everyone the
same kind and quality of learning at any given level of schooling may not
be.realized, but this nevertheless represents a worthy goal toward which
the American eduCational system should strive.

Equality in educational attainment by itself is not sufficient to assure
the reduction of gross inequalities and discrimination in the labor market.
Intergroup educational equality is a necessary siep toward equality in the
job market. At best the effects of improved education for disadvantaged
minorities in the job market will not be widespread for a period of years,
partly because educational disparities exist among older workers.

fl

Vocational training therefore provides a more immediate means
of reducing intergroup differences in the labor market, he effects of
which can be recognized over a elatively long period of time. By its
very nature, vocational training is aimed at developing immediately applicable
job skillssomething which educational institutions' are often charged
with failing to do.

It is recommended therefore that removal of inequities in vocational
training be accomplished as speedily* as possible so that all persons
interested in and Who may benefit from job training have access to training
14ograms. MdxiCan, Puerto Rican and black men,and women and Indian
women in the labor force in 1970 less fretiuently reported having had
vocational training than white men and women. Thus the relative lack
of education is compounded' for these geople by lesser participation it

,job training programs. ,Cuban men and women and Indian men snowed
relatively high, participation in job training programs, providing an
apparent advantage as reflected in various aspects of their status achieve-
ments in the labor'market.

The American labor market is dominated, a ong other thins, by
the English language, and workers lacking cap ility to communicate ,

effectively are handicapped by this factor alone. Mexican immigrants in
particular appear to be disadvantaged in this respect. Specific difficulties
in language adjustment vary among'the Spanish origin, American Indian

. and black populations, and there are vyying degrees of ed for language
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training. Although native born, many Indians and blacks, especially
from the rural South, lack facility*in conventional ways of speaking
and writing: Puerto Rican natives too, although legally native citizens,
often sufferga'language'problem on the naainlari'd.

4

Expanded and improved programs of liguage instruction are
recommended as an important part of the'general effort to remove t

-.discrimination against minorities. Work skills do not always depend
on compar ble skills in language, but the lack of fluency in the English
language often serves as a barrier to achievement in the labor market.
This recommendation, aimed at improving abikity to communicate
effectively in the English language, i'rnplies nothing about the native or
usual languages of Minorities. It is not a recommendation for a single
language for everyone, rather it is intended that those who can benefit
from improVerritnt-in the English language have the opportunity to do so.

Discrimination in the employment, upgrading and pay of Spanish
origin, Indian and black workers is evident. Women in pajticular are
objects of discriminatory'practices. With few exceptions such as black

° Women college graduates, minorities as well qualified as the majority,
on the basis of eduoational attainment, vocational training and health,

'typically fell short of matching the status achievements of the majority.

Discriminatory piactices on the part of employers are not to be
condoned under the national commitment to nondiscrimination.
While a number of existing programs are designed to reduce discrimina-
tion in the labOr market and progress in this direction has been accomplished,
there were many indications that dii.rimination was widespread in 1970.
Despite improveMents, it is extremely doubtful that discrimination has
disappeared'by Ihe' mid-1970's. The benchmark data provided in this
study will serve to ..reassess discrimination when the 1980 census date/
become available. In the meantime, the nationwide effort to remove
discriminatory employment practices must.be strengthened.

Present affirmative action programs may gradually reduce intergroup
inequalities in the labor market, although it is not clear that discrimination
will be rethiced. Employmen aimed at meeting "qi.lotas" encourages
filling vacancies with appropr'ate minority personnel at the expense of
ignoring equally qualified persons. A history of inequality and discrimination
alone is insufficient justification for. employment. The emphasis, as
stressed throughout this study, should be on qualifications for work.
Hence, the emphasis'in action programs needs to be more nearly on
qualifications of,workers than on-the filling of quotas. It is, in fact, ,a
disservice to workers to employ them "above" the,i.r skill levels, a

41k practice which will doom many to failure.

Accuracy and precision in the techniques of assessing workers' skills
and performance have yet th be accomplished. This results in a rather
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wide latitude in employers' decisions about which persons are most
qualified. The goal of establishing rational and objective criteria
for evaluatingthe performance and potential of workers may be '
unobtainable, at least in the .near future. Nevertheless, there should
be a concerted effort i this direction.

In tte,mea.ntime, employers must be encouraged--and regulations
must be enforced--to 'follow employment practices devoid of discrimination
ba'sed- on color; ethnicity, age or sex.

Questions and issues concerning American immigration policy
relevant co Spanish origin, American Indian and black populations
are diverse.- There is relatively little immigration of blacks or
Indians, and Puerto Ricans are U.S. citizens by birth. Cut immigrants
have come for more than a decade as political refugees. Both Mexicans
and Puerto Ricans have come, to the States in search of jobs and in response
to a demand for labor. Mexicans have entered the United States both
legally and illegally (e. g. , the "Wetbacks"). The current circumstances
and immigration histories of each of these populations obviously differ
in aumber of ways.

Since 1965 national immigration policy has been essentially non-
discriminatory on the basis of national origin and race and consistent
with the general development of an equal rights and opportunities policy.
It is recommended therefore that the present open-door policy be maintained
and strengthe ed by /taking administrative regulations and procedures
more efficien

Mexican immigrants continue to be hampered by an overabundance
of bureaucratic rules and regulatiolis which slow and discourage legal
entry into the. United States. As earlier experience clearly demonstrated,
illegal Mexican immigrants (the Wetbacks of the 1950's) were totally
without legal rights and protecttohs by virtue of their unlawful presence.
Whibe the very cumbersome immigration system maar have been responsible
for much of this illegal immigration, a major consequence was that these
immigrants were subject to abuses from employers and others from which
there was no legal redress. An answer to this kind of probleth 'seems to
lie in the direction of streamlining the immigration system, not only to
facilitate the flow of workersmany of whom seek jobs in highly seasonal
kEricultural work--but to assure that they have all the legal Kotections
and benefits of bona fide residents in'the<Tnited States.

,4Cuban refugees have ente red Vie Unit $'d States under circumstances
very different from those of Mexican immigrants. Aside from an unknoveil
number of Cubans who have slipped into the country undetected, Cuban
refugees have been carefully selected- and screened, both in Cuba and in
this country. As refugees, Cubans come under the prov4lsions of the Cuban
Refugee Program, which among other things provides for a relocation
allowance and job training. Cuban refugess have thus been favored .in ways
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that others in the United States have not. How much the success of Cuban
refugees in the American labor market can be attributed to the refugee
program and how much to other factors remains uncertain. It seems clear,
however, hat the refugee program contributed positively to the resettlement
of Cubans. Therefore, it is recommended that first an intensive evaluation
of the' contribution of the Cuban refugee program be undertaken and,
second, that the most positive aspects of assistance to C,ubans be incor-
porated into a general program of assistance for immigrants.

Traditional and legal bases for the continuance of sex discrimination
are rapidly disappearing, but discrimination against women in the labor
market continues. The increased labor force participation of married
womenfrom 26% in 1953.to 42% in 1973--has not been matched by gains
in their levels of occupational achievement and earnings. Women remain
largely confined to traditional female jobs with average earnings about
half as high as men's.

A vast body of tradition and custom has impeded' the advancement of
women in the job market, and their progress is further slowed by, the
likelihood of childbearing and conventional practices of ch.ildreaiing.
Bearing and rearing children often lead to absence from the labor'force
for varying lengths of.time. Marriage itself reduces wotnen's chances
of labor force participation. Minority and white women are not basically
different in their labor marker status,, although white women tehd-tO 0

fare somewhat better than others. All groups of women (including
Orientals, as described in Volume II) occupy inferior statuses in the
labor market.

The .full implications of changes in the status of women extend well,
beyond the scope of this study, but the policy:principle of nondiscrimina-
tion based on sax is now firmly establishted: Regardless of sex, therefore,
equally, qualified persons should have similar chances for employment
and achievement of status in the labor market. Implementation 9f programs
to achieve this goal has been only rinidl successful, as can be inferred
from the, sex gaps observed throughout his study. An ultimate solution
to problems of sex inequalities may require far rnore drast. action than
thus far imagined. Present family planning and ilay-care pr rams
provide a means for reducing childbearing and childrearing as obstacles
to women's participation in the labor Market. Although these services
should probably reach more women, they are only part of a more general
solution to sex discrimination.. The key to nondiscrimination rests more s

with the attitudes and practices of employers and potential co-workers
than with the provision of special services for women.

Other policy-program areas can be mentioned in only the briefest
fashion. These include primarily those areas which indirectly influence
la.bor market activity ,,and involve nonskill factors which can impede/ levels-of participation and achievement. All minoritiesindeed, all
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people--need adequate health facilities and services. They also need
adequ&te transportation and housing. Dissemination of employment
information should becomeinereasingly comprehentive and more efficient
and occupational counseling and referral systems improved. Individual
effort to gain employment and advancement in. the job market should not
be hampered by inadequate service's and facilities in any 8f these areas.

ro
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ND IX A

MEASURES OF OCCUPATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT, MOBILITY AND
DISSIMILARITY '1:3

.:° Results of analysis based on measurement of variables are dependpnt
on underlying acsurnptions and on specific computational procedures. 'For
these reasons, three of tht measures employed in this study.are described
in order terhelp clarify what lies behind the measures. This des ription
also should epable otfiers to duplicate or modify the computationar routine.

I

OCCUPATION SCORES

Some means of measuring occupational status is essential for the
study of occupational_ achievement and mobility. Since occupations are
nominal categories with:no inherent ranking, a measure was sought which
would provide a basis for ranking occupational categories from high to
low on an underlying variable which might be termed socioeconomic status.

o.

Background

Efforts to measureoccupa.tional achievement (prestige or socioeconomic
status) ext.e....al over thepast half century. Counts's .(1925) study was one of
the first attempts to measure the prestige of occupationW. In Mapheus
Smith's (1943) study of occupational prestige,, thirteen studies were iired

:which were derived from the work of Counts. A major landmark in studies
of prestige is the frequently cited National Opinion Resea,rch Center (NORCj
.surve of the "general standing" of 90 occupations (1947)°. Reiss (1961)
and other ave discussed problems involved iikthe construction of the
NORC prestige scale, but the NORC (or North-Hatt) scale remains essentially
intact today as one of the best methods of assessing occupational ;prestige.
As 'noted by Reiss (1961), alternative methods, such as Guttman scaling
techniques, successive...interval scaling, and paired-comparisons, have -
generally been less successful than the NORC scales in yielding occupational
prestige measures.

Paralleling attempts to measure occupational prestige is a number of
efforts to measure "socioeconomic statts."' Beginning in 1917, the work
of Alba M. Edwards was aimed at developing an ordinal ranking of occupations

9
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using census data. Since 1960 there have been at least three notable attempts
to measure occupational achievement. The U.S. Bureau of the Census (1963)
calculated occupation scores for chief income recipients in families and
foss' unrelated individuals by a simple averaging of three components:
education, family income, and occupation. All members of a family were
assigned the same score as the chief income recipient. Bogue (1969)
proposed a measure of socioeconomic achievement (SEA) based on income
and education. His SEA score was derived by averaging income and education
scores which were both measured in standard money units. A third approach
is best illustrated by the work of Duncan (1961; Blau and Duncan, 1967).

c His socioeconomic index (SEI) was designed to optimally reproduce a set
of NOTtC occupational prestige ratings. First with 1950 and'later with
1960 census data, summary measures for'education and income were
developed. The first was the percent of workeis with four or more years
of high school and the second the percent with incomes of $3500 or more
(in 1949). After first standardizing by age, regression weights were used
to assign scores to all census occupations. The resulting SEI values, with
a range from 0 to 96, resemble the index values of Bogue and others.

Duncan's SEI was based on the empirical formula

Xi =.59X2 . 55X3 - 6.0

where X1 represents the "high" ratings received by an occupation in a
prestige survey, X2 the proportion of persons in an occupationith incomes
pf $35.00 or \-nore and X3 the proportion of men in an occupation with four
or more years of high school.

.0

Rarely has there been much criticism or suggestion for modifying, the
SEI. An exception to this is Cain's critique. Cain (1974) argues that
Duncan's occupations?' achievement measure could be altered a very
simple,way without Ouch change in results. He points out, for exaMpl,e,
that a simple sum of the proportions above the specified levels of earnings
and education would probp.bly serve as well as the use of regression weights.

Given the problem of constructing an i ex to measure the level of
achievement for occupations listed in the ensus of Population, a decision
was reached to adapt Duncan.'s SEI with relatively minor modifications.
The use of education and income to measure the status level oftn occupa-
tion has precedent and grounding in theory. Education is related to occupation

and income, both functionally and temporally. Most people in the labor force
have completed their formal education. A major part of acquiring the
necessary qualifications for an occupation is termed education. Ordinarily,
income /*(:)m earnings is a direct consequence of employment in some
specific occupation. An occupation is logically prior to earnings in the
sense that income derived from an occupation is acquired subsequent to



the entry into and pursuit of an occupation. Occupation thus becomes an
intervening link between education and income.

Assumptions

The construction of a measure of occupational achievement is necessarily
based on a burnbel: of assumptions, some of which are concerned with
measurement theory and others with social and economic circumstances in
the real world. Although not immediately important to the analysis and
interpretation of findings in this study, it was assumed that the scale of
occupational achievement is stable over a period of time This means
that a scale measuring occupational achievement as of 1970 is comparable
to one which might have been used 20 'or 30 years earlier. Evidence to
support this assumption is largely indirect. In comparing their S,EI with
earlier measures, Blau and Duncan (1967:121) conclude that the error
induced by historical variation in the relative status of occupations is
relatively minor.

The assumption that occupations are mole or less continuously graded
appears tb be justified. Examiniation of the characteristics of persons
employed, in specific occupations indicates that occupations overlap in their
distributions- of income and educational attainment. There are no natural
"cutting points" between such groupings as white-collar and blue-collar
occupations or between farm and nonfarm occupations. Therefore, if
occupational achieveinent is viewed as manifesting continuous variation,

1.it is appro0iate)o regard occupational achievement as a quantitative
variable.

Evaluation of relationships between the SEI and both education and
income sugge-sts the possibility of spurious results, since educltion and
income are components of the measure of occupational achievement.
In response to this criticism, Blau and Duncan (1967:124-125) argue that
occupation scores are derived from aggregate data on all peksons in an ,

occupation category and applied as scores characterizing individuals.
Therefore, as a measure of achievement (or prestige), the SEI should
legitimately reflect the fact that a major determinant of achievement is
education. Co9sistent with this is the argument that income from earnings
is a major consequence of occupational achievementi Blau and Duncan
'(1967:127) found that, when education was eliminated from the index, results
of intergenerational mobility analysis were not materially effected".

.s-
1/

Attcnapts to measure occupational achievement' imply a number of
assumptions about the nature of a society, such as its value system,
institutional structure, social stratification and urbanization. American
society is'generally regarded as an open-class system in which up-mobility

a
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is highly valued and achievement of higher status is a desirable goal.
Consistent with this is the notion that everyone should have an opportunity
to improve his position in life. A driye for achievement is thereby created
and nurtured within society itself. This leads to expectations and aspirations
on the part of ,individuals for the attainment of higher, status. An important
part of all this is the.principle of equal opportunity, acc_9rding to which
people who are equally well qualified should have equal hances to achieve
given occupational levels.

A potential source of bias and distortion exists in measures of occupa-
tional status and prestige when they are constructed on the basis of
characteristics of some particular segment of the population. In L)uncan's
original index construction (961:118), for rocarnple, the SEI was based
solely on the characteristics of men in the labor force, and Bogue's SEA

.(1969 :444) pertained only to men in the experienced civilian labor force.
Duncan's rationale was 'that the social status of a family is more likely to
be a result of the husband's occupation/ than that of the wife, if both were
employed. This may have been more true in 1950 than it is today. With the
increased employment of women, it becomes less and less certain that
wiles "derive" their status from that of their husbands. Moreover, wl;len
the unit of analysis -is the individual, it seems inappropriate to rely on \
the characteristics of one type of person to reach conclusioris about_another
and different type of intliVidual. These observations suggest that occupation
scores may need to be constructed for iiarious segments of the population:

I

Questions about the nature of the underlying American society continue
to pose reardifficultieS with regard to the measurement of status achievement.
Reiss (196f:107-108) raises the question as to whether there is a single
value syStem In American society governing status evaluations. He noted
considerable variations in individual evaluations of the general standing
oftbccupations rated in the NORC=study and that such variation may result
partly from systematic variation in ratings among subgroups of the'
American population.

In grossly oversimplified terms, this issue may be viewed as a
question of whether occupational achievement in American society is
basically open or pluralistic (competitive or segregated). As an assumption,

,,the open-society view holds that everyone, Aas an -quaff opportunity in the
competition for occupational achievement. The re, all persons should
be judged on the same basis. In applying this n to occupation scores,
it would mean that all persons in a given occupata. should have the same
score. If American society is truly open, this argument is .certainly
acceptable. Everyone is judged by the same standards.

A major competing hypothesis holds that American society is essentially
pluralistic when it comes to occupational achievement. Under pluralistic
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conditions, workers t of4ete within "their own groups" for, occupational
status. Furthermore,", each of a number of pluralkstic groups a given
occupation may be evaluated, differently and perhaps also-by different
standards. If Americana society is more nearly pluralistic than open,
measures of occupational achievement should reflect,the underlying
pluralistic condition's.,; As long as men. compete among themselves for
jobs that are deffneda:s primarily male, and women &rripete among women
for "female jobs,".pluralistic conditions exist. Similarly, if Spanishoorig
men compete pritharrily for -jobs that are defined as arip.ropriate for them,
they are not realiy..in. competition with others.

In the absence, of overwhelming evidence that American society is either
open or pluralistid,, a considered guess is that reality lies somewhere
between these extremes. For some persons and under some conditions,
access to jobs is essentially open. For others and under different conditions,
not all jobs are-equally accessible. Women, for example, have been
traditionally aril'ystematically excluded from such jobs as airline pilots,
tood and die wot,k, and railroad "brakemen. ". Puerto Ricans d their

, -greatest opportunities 'as operatives in factories, while MexiLni en
"disproportionately found their opportunities as farm wage worker`.. Black
women are soil found heavily concentrated in the private househol, orker
-category, while black men are mainly blue-collar workers. This hi torically
or traditionally predominant pattern of sharply different distributiona
patterns by, .color, ethnic and sex characteristics persists today, although
there are signs that the traditional system of pluralistic occupational
achievernent'is moving toward open competition.

A major task is to try to determine the extent to which occupational
achieverri' edit occurs under conditions of pluralism. °While the final answer
may be unobtainable, the strategy nevertheless will be to examine-alternative
possibilities. Preliminary work suggests evidenCe favoring the pluralistic
argument (Wilber and Hagan, 1974), hnt further analyses and evaluations
will be; undertaken in an effort to resolve this issue. In the meantime,
occupation scores have been calculated under alternative assumptions about
the degree of pluralism in American society. The occupation scores
employed in this report are based. on the assumption of open competition,
i.e., .everyone is scored on the same basis. The most immediate and
obviou1 advantage of constructing and applying, scores in this way is that
it fdtilitates intergroup comparison.

Procedures

,The general steps in the ,actual calculation of occupation scores can be(slet'ched briefly. As a preliminary tlr, list of occupations was reduced
to a list of 203 from .some 400, included in the census detailed list of
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.ocpupationa. This was done primarily because sample frequencies for
some occupation categories were expected to be too low for purposes
of determining scores. Since age distributions tend to vary from one
occupation to another, Duncan's technique of age standardization was used.
This involves the construction of five-matrices to be used in the age-

-standardization process.

-1) Age'- occupation matrix: 56 age categories x 20 occupations
2) Education-age matrix: 21-ethication categories x 56 ages
3) Income-age matrix: 42 income levels x 56 ages
4) Income-occupation matrix: 42 income levels x 203 occupations
5) Education-occupation matrix: 21 education categories x 203

occupations
-

Matrix 4 was produced by multiplying matrices 1 and 3 and' matrix 5 by
multiplying matrices 1 and 2. The results of these calculations were used
to determine the proportion above.the median levels of education and
income for each occupation. The age-adjusted proportion above the median
levels for education and income is simply the difference between the overall
proportion above the respective medians in the labor force and the difference
between the actual and expected profeitions. The final estimating equation
is IP

Y = .59X1 + 55X

where X1 is the age-adjusted proportion above the median education level
and X2 is the age-adjusted proportion above the median income level. For
convenience, the resulting occupation scores were resealed to the range of
zero to .99. The final scale is thus very similasr to Thancan's SEI, but not
identical. Duncan's SEI has a slightly smaller range of-possible values
(an upper limit of .96), and he used fixed levels of education and, income
rather than medians in determining the proportions who were,"high"
each of the two components.

RELATIVE* MOBILITY SCORES

One o#, the more difficult measurement problems in this study is
posed by occupational mobility. .Movement of workers between occupational
categories can be determined rather easily, but whether such movements
represent upward or downward moves requires at least an ordinal ranking
of occupations. Furthermore, the distance of movement from a point of.
origin represents an important component of occupational mobility that
is impossible to obtain by analyzing mo ment between and within cateeries.
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In seeking a measure bf occupational mobility, several standards were
established. (1) The measure'should be sensitive to both distance and
direction of movement. (2) It should be free from the influences of
occupational origin. (3) Identical index values should result whenever
workers move the same relative di:stances. (4) Differences in the magnitude
of index values should reflect differences in the distance moved. The-
resulting index values should also permit assignment of mobility scores
to individual worke,rs that can be interpreted as indicators of selected
components of occupational mobility.

The measure developed for this study, the Relative Mobility Score
(RMS), appears to meet these criteria. RMS measures the fraction of
the maximum possible change in occupatioii score regardless of the level
of occupational origin. In general terms this can be expressed as:

RMS = D °
L - 0

where the numerator is the difference between the levels of occupational
destination, D, and origin, 0, and the denominator is the difference
between the limiting score; L, and the level of occupational origin, 0.
This equation simply ielates differences in occupation scores at two
points in time to the, maximum possible distance upward or downward
from some particular origin.

RMS was defined operation-ally for this study as the difference between,
occupation scores for. 1970 and 1965 relative to the difference between
occupation score for 1965 and the Maximum possible change in scores.
The general equation is made specific by

RMS = OCC70 - OCCer5
L - OCC65

where OCC70 and OCC65 represent occupation scores,for 1970 and 1965.
The value of the limit, L, in,the-dendminator represents the upper and
lower limits on a given scale of occupation scores, and the occupation
scores constructed for this study have a maximum of . 99 and-a low of
zero. Hence, for upwardly mobile workers RMS is calcuLated

OCC70 - OCC65
RMS'= . 99 - OCC65

and for downwardly mobile workers by
OCC70 - OCC65

RMS = 0 - OCC65

p

This means of measuring distance and direction of occupatioal mobility
as mentioned satisfies the established criteria for a suitable, measure of
occupational mobility. RMS will be positive if movement is upward and
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negativeif it is downward. The index can attain values ranging from
+1.00 to -1.00. Identical values of RMS will result whenever workers
move the same fraction of the distance from their respective origins
toward the maximum possible distance. For those who moire to the upper
limit of .99, RMS will be +1.00 regardless of level of occupational origin.
Similarly, those who drop to an occupation score of zero at their destination
will have ,an RMS of -1.00. For those who move the same fraction of the
maximum possible distance-but less than the maximum distanceeither
upward or downwardRMS values will be equivalent. For workers who
move half of the pOssible distance, for example, RMS will be .50 for any
particular level of occupatidnal origin. Finally, an index value of .50
represents twice the distance of an index value of..25.

Strong arguments against direct measures of occupational mcbility
have been made (Blau and Duncan, 1967; Hawkes, 1972; Bla4ock, 1966).
In essence the argument is that, for analysis of causes and consequences
of mobility, it is simply incorrect to us,e a mobility score as a .fiariable
in straightforward statistical analysis. Other than for purely descriptive
purposes, the subtraction of one status score from another is not an
appropriate way to measure mobility. Since determinants of an occupational
origin status may differ from those of a destination status, mobility is
regarded as not causally homogeneous. Statistical manipulation of a
mobility score, therefore, runs the risk of confusing cause with effect.
The solution to these difficulties in most previous studies has been to
treat a destination occupation score as dependent on an origin score..

The rationale foir developing a direct measure of occupational mobility
begins with the notion that mobility is acodistinct phenomenon characterized
by a number of identifiable components. The components or properties
of mobility are the object of measurement attention, rather than mobility
per se. Despite a general awareness that occupational mobility can be
distinguished by such d mensions as direction and distance, ra'rely has
there been a effort to spec'fically identify these dimensions for measurement

o purposes.

DISSIMILARITY INDEX

The dissimilarity index, D, provides a single numerical value for
making comparisons between pairs of groups (Duncan and Duncan, 1955).
Historically, If has been used primarily to measure residential segregation,
but recently has come to-be employed for such questions as occupational
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discrimination. In 'essence,' D shows the proportion of one group that
would have to be shifted to another group in orderdo attain equal

' distributions. If, for example, there is a D of .40 between the
occupational distributions of Mexic-an and white men, this would mean
that 40% of the Mexican men would need to be shifted into predominantly
white male occupations in order to attain equal distributions.

The procedure for the calculation of the D-index is simple and
straightforward. D is half the sum of the absolute differences in the
proportionate distribution of two groups. Graphically, D-can be interpreted
as the maximum distance between the diagonal and a "discrimination
curve." The formula for calculating D is:

k
D= 1/2 xi - yi

where the summation is'dver all k categories, and xi and y. are the
proportions in ca,gory i. In male-female comparisons, fOr example,
x, would represent the proportion of women in category i and yi the
pi-opOrtion of men in the same i category.

. The dissimilarity index is a measure of the unevenness of tvco
distributions and, therefore, does not reflect other aspects of differences
between groups. Similamr D-values can be obtained, for example, where
clusters in specific occupational categories are very different.., Consequently,
it is important to examine the distributions themselye-s as a means of
interpreting the D-values. The 'D-index clearry indXcates the degree of
difference in a pair of distributions, but interpretation of the meaning of
an observed difference is dependent On other consideratiOns. The number
of categories in a distribution is one influence on the magnitude of the
dissimilarity index. In general, the fewer the number of categories, the

,lower the D-value. Whether some particular D-index measures
discrirrAnation or merely ,inequality in distributions is a question which
must be approached with caution. In this study, thq general. criterion
for determining whether disCrimination against, minorities exists is the
principle of "inequalities among equals." In an operational sense this
means, for example, that persons with similar levels of educational
attainment are equally well qualified for employment rid that observed
differen6es, therefore, niust be attributed to other factors, including the
possibility- of discrimination basedeon "minority" characteristics. Thpre
are real difficulties of course in,controlling simultaneously for all of
the factors relevant to being qualified for achievement in the labor market.
As a result, there is always, some doubt as to whether persons are "equally
well qualified."
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PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL, ANT) KINDRED 14ORKE'ES.

ACCOUNTANTS 739 ,92 , 26 81 .36 -286 14278
ARCHITECTS .888 / 0 8 2 4194

11161
COMPUTER SPECIALIS'TS 820 31 9. 7 -11 66 4903
AERONAUTIC/ASTRONAUTIC EEG! 926 '8: 1 4 3 17 1313
CHEMICAL ENGINFER r 965 1 1 ,2 4,- 16 102E.*
CIVIL ENGINEERS 879 35 b 11 25 70 '3554
ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC LNG., 889 24 8 11 15 76 5556
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

. 833' 23 3 7 10 52 3/04
6ECHANICAL 'ENGINEERS 872 15 3 ,42 3672
SALES .ENGINEERS-7' 7-894 4 0 Ai° 2 8 1223.
OTHER ENGINEFnS 881 25 4 6 -7 54- 4259
FA-RM/HOE MANAGEMENT .ADVISORS 647 ° 10 -2 0 32 19 1284
LAWYEES AND JUDGES

(._
976 26 7 9 11 54 5508

LIBRARIANS /ARCHIVIST /CURATORS 711 14 7 3 10 38 244V
MA1HENATICAL SUCIALISIS 768 3 2' 3 2 '13 .723
LII.E AND PHYSICAL SCIENTISTS 882 .30 18 13 70 3991
OPERAIIONS/SYSTENS RESEARCHERS 779 T. 3 25 1567
PF"RSONNEL/LAL3OR RELATIONS WKRS 702 74. 17 7 42 132 6076
DENTISTS 989 3 2 9 3 20 1759
PHARMACISTS: 911 26 5 11 7 47 2137
PHYSICIANS, MEDIACAL/C 'TEOPATH 978 47 12 84 15 223 4.366
OTHER RELATED PRACTITT NERS 933 2 6 2 3 13 1089
NURSES, DIETITIANS, TEl NZAPIST 477 207 57 37 158 458 23561
HLAL1H TICH7'!OLOGIFT 'HN. 534 9,9 34/E 22 37 201 5420
RELIGIOUS WORKERS 745 / 29 15' 6 44 78 4351'
SOCIAL SCIENTISTS 865 7 3 12'. 7 39 1990
SOCIAL AND RLCREATiO ORKERS 716 102 -A4 27 71 197 4979
TEACHERSCOLLEGE/UNIV FS1TY 900 42 8 2b '32 137 8029
TEACHERS, ELEn./KINDEARAARTEN 738 310 s9 52 183 558 35574
SECONDARY SCHOOL TFACH:VS 848 14o 39 50 72 318. 19947
OTHER TEACHERS 507. '39\ u -,18 , 30 '91 4140%
ENGINEERING/SCIICF TECH. 640 ,123 17 45 .62 217. 6669
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ELECTRIC/LECTI;ONIC ENG. TECH. 627 . 54, 7 6 18 89 2953.
OTUER ENG,/SC1FNCE TECH. 599 , 89 16 23. 35 163 5766

_ AIRPLANE PILOTS 784 ' 7 1 0- 2 10 1104
OiH. 'MA. EX. HEAlrH/NG/SCI .565 37 4 3 19. 53. 2083
vOCATIONAL/FDUCATIONAL CNSLKS. 890 16 2 0 30 ,28 1686
ACTOhS ANI) DANCERS 415 1C 4 4 5 24 513
AUTHORS, EDITO-R.S.AND REPORTELS 738 '19 3 '10 6 47 ,3756
uTHER WRITERS/ART./ENT. 598 1,88 56 51 '61 371 11468
:aSEAiiCH WORKERS, NOT SPEC. 788

a
b 5 4 6 -23 '_182.0

PROF./TECH, /KINDLED viKK.S-ALLOC 5b9 15u 46 34 104 272 10513

O

c.ANAGERS'AND ADUNISHATOPS, EXCEPT FAi.6yi

',1IGRS/ADM, PrIpLIC ADMIN. 4 642, 114 22 9 93 181 7940,
°TITER MANAGE:tS/ADMIN'ISTRATOPS 590 112 4o 3u 61 -270 13669
LANK OFFICLES/F4NANCIAL MANAG. 743 51 13 29 13 120 6438
LUYERS/PURCh. AGNTS/SALES MNGE b52 1304' -20 37 42 296 17708
hEST./CATE./bAh.M4NAGEhS 375 133 24 , 7 28 211 7134
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS 91A 22- 2 2 16 43 3321
MAYAGERS/AD%INISTIRATOPS, NEC 605 698 171 98 203 1432 72400
e,NGRS4ADMIN,EXC. FA4M ALLOC. 481 100 -3 22 30 147 48243

-SALES WORKPRS

ADVERT. AGENTS AND SALLSMLN 670 11 0 2 2 20 1407
LEvONsTWIF3/80VSIPRS/PEDDLERS 90 dl 7 ,,15 38 139 5219
JESUP. M,NTS/BPKRS/UND;AWIsTHS 664 97 13 10 20 196 _9442
NFv.SBOYS 247 15 1 3 4 18 669
IsEAL STATI. AGMS'AND BLOKInS S35 3o 8 11 11, '78 5722
SALESKEN ANI) SAL1 ,:5,CLERKS, N. F, aw) 0 u
.L,'ALES RPP, MNFCTRNG* INDUSTRIES 68.2 7.5 13 26 14 156 047
SAli,\S REPS., WhO_LESALE TRADE 622 159 24 31 30 269 12979
SALES CLERKS, RETAIL

k SALESMEN, RETAIL TRADE:-
167
472

11p7
146

24u
.48

167'
31

256
28

1794
247

55083
9538

sALESVFN 7 ,SERVICES/CONSIP. 447 o3 19 14. 23 124..5101
()THEP SALES 797 '5 2 4 3 19 2120.
SAIES WORKEPS7-ALLOCATED 265 155 52 2d A45 255. 7215

LLERICAL AND KINDRED-OFKI:2S

',DANK TELLEPS 222 14 '29 30 1tl _ 18'7 r' 6479°
h1LLING CLrPKS 233 40 10 13 9 86.' 2715
D6OKK,REPERS 279 5u' 1,54 144 122 969 .39754-
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CASHIERS'
CLERICAL. SUPERVISORS, N.E.C.
COUNTER CLERUS, EXCEPT. FOOD
ENUMERATORS AND INTERVIEWERS.'
ESTI74ATORS/INVESTIGTRS, .NEC-
EXPEDITERS/PRODUCTION CONTR.
EILE ELERKS
INSUR. ADJST./4:XAM./INVSTGTRS
LIBRARY 'ATTENDANTS/ASSIST,
MN'IL CARRIERS AND HANDLERS
8KKPNG/BILLING MACH. OPS.
Z:070PUTER/PERIPRERAL EQ. OPS,
KEY- PUNCH OPERATORS
6TILEF OFFICE,MACHINE 0(PERATORS
PAYROLL AND TIMEKEEPIOG CLERKS
POSTAL CLERKS'
tiECEPTIONISTS
bEoRETA9IES
sfirpnIG AND FECEIVING. CLERKS
bTATI TICAL CLERKS
sTENdGRAPHERS .

sTOCK CLERKS AND STOREKEEPERS
IEACHEF AIDES, EXC.. SCHL.MNTRS
TELEP8ONE OPERATORS
TIcKET/STATI,ON/EXPRESS AGENTS
TYPISTS
OTHER CLERICAL WORKERS'

.MISC. CLERICAL WFKES
NOT SPECIFIED CLUICAL iiORKERS
CLERICAL/KINDRED WRKS -.ALLOS7.

,CRAFTs'MEN AND'KINDR70 NOLIXERS

I-OkKERS

MASONS /61D TI1,4FTTERS
bULLDOZER'OPERATORS
c/l0INETMAKFRS
CARPENTERS
'PLASTFR/CFMENE FINI3117RS
LOMPOSITOT1SAND TYPESETTERS
cRAN,M;;:N/DERRICKCIFII/FTISTMEN
DECOR mORS/WIND001 DRESSERS
P,LECThI INNS
iJ,EC. POWER$IINFMEN/CA6LMEN

109 602 68 69' 135 864 19759
576 28 5 . 6 21 57 2317
190 102 33 22 23 187 52-04
197- 38 9 1 15 47 2070

'510 79 12 lb 23 137 . 6060
526 75 9 '014 22 127 4171
214 200, 61 47 50 397 8490

',691 -14 11 u 9 42 2023
379 28 2: 6 36 1697
441 ,149 41 20 41 261 7017
200 38 lb 7 9 65 1824
531 50. 18 20 13 116 2040
236 158 55 56 -385 6888
227,

352
bl
45'

23 13

14 14
11

14
113..2480
88 3882

465 .103 55 10 41 198 , 5202
193 N401) 4-7 22 3.9 276 8262
320 807 '254 °'187 327 175014920
3h3 309 172 8U 56 615 7511
376 93 22 18 35 164 5563
344 54 11 2 27 86 9411
3b3 278 95 51 ; 76 449 8401
116 1620 148 9 160 224 2171
203 174 32 12 49 305 10454
5b9 36 ' 13 16 11 82 2089
215 610 104 102 236 1053 25612
395 148 49 17 39 237 6110
339 202 51 34 .70 349 10853
264
248

295,

-348.
83 33

144 wp
137
144

598 20064
690 16793

1

270. nu 24 lb 11 179 2089
377 lbj 5 17 50 211 3650.
337 89. 8 0 46 96 1926
354 60 10. 11 . 10 83 1305
368 51 53 97 289 738 18700
349 23o 48 15 27 234 1526
446 0.)5, 33 2.1 20 132 3057
438 96 17 5 29, 124 2973
301 41. 4 2 7 54 1696
491. 5-9 37 24 53 297 9197
489 3'0 4 k2 17 53 2)8q
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EXCV/GODNG/RD MACE OP EX BLDZR 392 180. 5
kOREGMEN,., N.E.C. 518 .603 170
JOB/DIE SETTER, MACHINIST 460 249 51
oTHERrMETAL,CRAFTSMEN 417 100. , 27
LOCOMOTIVE ENG./FIREMEN 504 4 2
all? CPND,/HFANINLGOEIRIG. 457 45 21
AIRCRAFT 521 139 1
i.,ECHANICS AND RIITAIRMEN., AUTO. 394 581 1,11

aEAVY EQUIP.I. MECH. INCL DIESEL 451 273. b7
aSHLD APPL/ACCES INSTLL/MECH. 428 ,63 15'
L,ADIO A D TELEVISION 452 101 21;
OTHER M 'CHAN CS AND f.i.T.PAIR'AFN 462 2b0 42
MILLWRIGHTS 486 17 0
ATNTRS, CONS'/MAINT/PPR HNGRS 312 343 bU
PLUMBERS AND IPE FITTERS 452 194 2.8

STATIONARY ENG/POWER ST OP 488 55 5
iRESSMEN/PLATE PRNTRS, PRINTNG 444 104 47
SHFET:'"ETAL WRKRS/TINSY.ITHS 462 137 5

_,APPAREL CR1FTSMEN/UPHOLSTERERS 278 217 45
LINEMEN/SERVICEMEN - TEL/POWER 518 85 32
TOOL AND DU. MAKERS 511 ,' 51 5
OTHER CRAFTSMEN 376 595 139
CRAFT APPRENTICES 481 65 9
CRAFTSMEN /KINDRED wamis, ALLOC 369 328 80

a

OPERATIVES, EXCEPT TRANSPORT 0.

r

5 88 205 4991
°'92 198 1086 3276-9----7

2.0 60 371 9296
J -61 204 4128
0 4 15 1 388

11 12 95 2373
19 30 176 2766
80 '153 866 17139
.27 91 419 11563
5 7 92 2382

18, -22 139 2524
35 60 348 8440
0 6 .25 1738

55 112 463 72.22
11 62 249 7717
b 25 90 4086

21 16 184 2994
4 23 156 3144

39 22 293. 2483
11 20 156 .5759
5 20. 92 4116

70 135 871 16609
8 18 77 2024

45 153 441 11.068

ASSEMBLERS 225 1235 395 183
.tOTTLING/CANNING.O.PERATIVES 171 217 lb 6

-440 115 68
418- 69 55
231 75 43
81 21, 47

132 59 20
29J 25 14
188 ..9 13
381 7 b
315 5.9 33.

3.75 40. 46
194 6 2

1112 343 134.
177 45 ° 27
292 b2 23
18L 7b. # 17

cHCKERS/EXAM./INSPECT., MANE. 278
CLOT-WING IRONERS AND PRESSERS? 51
LUTTING.OPERAfIVES, -N. E.C. 253
DRESSMKRS/SEAMSTRS, EXC FACTRY .73
kILERS/POLISHERS/SANDERS/HUFFR 277
(JAPAGE WhKS /GAS STAr. ATTNDNTS 270
PRODUCE GRDFSCKRS EX FAC/FRM 72
GRADERS/SORTERS, MNFG. 18
Le_INDRY/Dia CLNG OPERAT. NEC 83:
EAT CUTTERS-AND BUTCHERS. 364
MINE OPERAIVES, N.E.C. 363
PACIVRS/WRPPRS, EX.EAT/PRDUCE 128
PAINTERS, MANUFAC ED ARTCLS 311..
PRECISION MACHINE i_ 5RATIVES 407
PUNCH/STAMPING -PRESS OPERATVES 281

233

a

12 0

289 1871 21790
.13 203 1267
111 657 16296
10k 568 3038
64 339 3578
21.-N.18.1 2274
32 210 2326
74' 350 41548

21 174 1169.
33 292 385
67 406 3151
61 433 4971-
84 233 3702
160 1488 12127
32 229 2167
55 3.98 8559
33 256 3573



PUNCH/STAMPING PRESS'OPERATVES
SAYERS
SEWERS AND STITCHERS
STATIONARY FIREMEN
TEXTILE OPERATIVES
ELDERS AND FLAME-CUTTERS I

6,THER METAL WRKNG OPERATIVES
04'11E1? SPECIFIED OPERATIVES
MACHINE OPER., ML C. SPECIFIED
MACHINEOPER., NOT SPECIFIED

TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT OPERATIVES

NOT SPECIFIED OPERATIVES
OPERATIVES, EX TRANSPRT, ALLOC
oUSDRIVERS . .

DELIVERYMEN AND ROUTEMEN
IORKLIFT%T0F. MOTOR OPERATIVES
itAiLROAD BRAKEMEN/SWITCHMEN
TAXICAB DRIVERS/CHAUFFERS
TRUCK DR1IVERS
OTHER TRANSPORT EQUIP OPER
TRANSPORT EQUIP OPER, ALLOC

LABORERS, EXCEPT FARM

cONSTR LABOR, EXCPIINTRS HLPRS
IFEIGHT AND MATERIAL HANDLERS0
6AFBAGE COLLECTOFS
6ARDENERS/GROUN5SKPRS, EX FARM
LUViBERMEN/RAWMEN/WOODCHPPRS
STOCKHANDLERS
VEHICLE WASHERS /EQUIP CLEANERS
i%AREHOUSEMEN, N.E.C.
OTHER SPECIFIED LABORER
MISCELLANEOUS LABORERS

\. NOT SPECIFIED LABORERS
LABORERS, EX. FARE, ALLOC

281 182 76 17 33. 3573
218 73 .6 10 44 101 li96
29 1297 703 738 240 2819 22375

37 6 39 16 7 25 81 2009
140 91 89 b4 127 316 9671
399 543 67 54 199 661 10673
390 47 12 . 7 7 62 773
262 1347 386 232 389 2035. 28118
277 1092 314 045 274 1502 21882
297 554 363 206 113 1187 10510

a

270 272 20.6 61 83 566 6254
194 463 227 92 235 .805 13.361
239 64 34 16 64 173 4329'
387 388. 164 69 60 573 105261.
391 246 j 13 38 281 3570
494 31 6 0 5 45 2015
282 72 99 190 23 215 2543
369 1062, 151 65 303 1436 26177
339 37 2,0 9 10 80 782
316 92. 25 8 50 138 3020

282 1002 67 37 312 1093 9938
312 534 97 31 171 642 899'7
252 99' 13 2 15 105 849
242 606 40 18 112 564 457-1
183 9 1 1 106 21 1651
259 357 89 31 50 468 7167
237 157 31 15 33 195 1!L197

417 150 16 12 34 172 1844
266 218 25 26 90 250 3067
278 320 52 7 110 347 3416
231 651 135 49 314 844 6799
255 266 46 9 158 253 :4016
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FAeMERS ANDFARM MANAGERS.

1APMEAS %OWNERS AND TENANTS< 272 170
FARM -MANAGERS 409 113, 3

FApMEhS/EAPM MANAGERS, ALLOC 211 26 z

iAFM LABORERS AND FARM FOREMEN

FARM LABORERS,- '4AGE WORKERS 89. 4208 113
FARM LABOR, UNPD FAMILY WRKH 69' 30. 1

OTHER FARM LABORERS/FOREMEN: 339 109
FARM LABORERS/FOREMEN, ALLOC -115. 116 9

SERVICE WORKERS INCLUDING PRIVATE .HOUSEHOLD-

LUANING SEeVICe WORKERS 169, 1951 464
LARTENDERS 252 10.3 33
COOKS, EXCEPT PRIVATE HOUSEHLD 86 702 188
LOUTERS/FOOD COUNTER WORKERS LW 945 1.)7

OTHER FOOD SERVICE WORKERS 60 771 219
NURSING AIDES/ORDERLIES/ATM. 96 497 117
PRACTICAT.NUPSES 216. .141 47
OTEER HEALTH SERVICE WORMERS 193 126 29
BARBERS . 324 157 25
HAIRDRESSERS/COS,METOLOMSTS 115 406 72
OTHER PERSONAL SEi:VICE WORKERS 211. 294 117
kIPEMEN, FIRE PROTECTION 523 47 9
GUA9DS AND WATCHMEN 309 102 54
POLICEMEN AND DETECTIVES 549 10u 24
SRVC .0;RKeS.EX PRVT HSHLD, ALLC 146 497 124
PRIVATE pUSEMOLD WORKERS 5 1004 .39
PRIVATE HSHLD WRKPS, -ALLOC_ 0 0 0

0

8

2

1

'28

1

2-

205
20
o2
116
148
32
9

19
23
90
71

1

11

5

4u
3b
u

t64 .334

17/ 29
'26 35

664 3506
43 35
16 88
-94 120

632 2982
47 169

256 1108
366 1488
196 1148
354 820
86 .240
39 2001
29 204
95 658

201. 574
'24 80
59 225
72 175

331 709
352 1320

0 0

26685
1181
1555'

11779
1359
646

1238

27886
4151
1507
33578
.8944

14293
4827
5026
2895

12578
9914
3572
7107
7514

12388
12570

0

*FREQUENCFS FOP OCCUPATIONS LISiED
NONE ARE NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS 'ARIL
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APPEJIDIX C

PUB6CTt SAMPLES

The statistics in this reporLa.re estimates derived from the Public
Use Samples of basic records from the 1970 census. The reliability
of specific estimates is influenced by two types of errors--sampling
and nonsampling. Sampligg errors occur because observations are
ba;sed on a sample rather than on an entire population. Nonsampling
errors result from a variety of conditions: incomplete information
about all, individuals ip. the sample, definitional difficulties, differences
in interpretations of queitions, inability or unwillingness to provide
correct information, and mistakes in recording or coding the data.
Nonsampling errors also occur in complete census enumerations.

Errors attributable to ,samPteng were not estimated in this study,
primarily-for.two reasons. First, samples were sufficientl large
and relatively honrgeneous.to reduce the need for making er orestimates.
Second, detailed and comprehensive error estimates involve a major
task the costs of.which were regarded as unwarranted for this study.
It is also the case that the customary estimates of error do not account
for nonsampling errors. In lieu of error estimates and tests of differences,
estimates and differences between estimates were judgmental., Where
differences are relatively large a'nd patterns fairly consistent, it was
felt that error estimates and tests were unnecessary. When intergroup
differences are relatively small, there is a risk of misinterpreting the
sample estimates.

Six 1/100 Public Use Samples were constructed from the 1970
census of population and housing: three from the 15% questionnaire samples
and three from the 5% questionnaire samples. The, three samples for
each of the questionnaires are the State, County Group and Neighborhood
Characteristics samples. Each of the samples is self-weighting; that is,
each person or household in a 1% sample can be assigned a weight of 100,
or a weight of about 16.7 in a 6% sample.

The Bureau of the Cenags has published a number of reports treating
various aspects of samples, and readers are referred to such publications
as the following for more detailed discussions of sampling and nonsampling
errors and descriptions of the Public Use Samples.

Public Use Samples of Basic Records from the 1970' Census:
Description and Technical Documentation.
Washington, D. C. , 1972.

Standards for Discussion and Presentation of Errors in
Data, Technical Paper. No. 32. Washington, D. C. ,
1974 .
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Sampling Applications of the 1970 Census Publications, 'Maps,
and Public Use Summary Files, Technical Pr.per No. 27.

Coding Performance in the 1970 Census, Evaluation and
Research Program P1-1C(E)-'8, 1974

Estimates of Covprage by Sex, Race and Age: A.Demographic
Analysis, Evaluation and Research Program PHC (E)-4,
1973
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APPENDIX D

FURTHER RESEARCH

A keener awareness of the need to press further with investigations
of minorities :in the labor market is one of the consequences .of this I.

study. Despite the detailed information in this report, there are many
instances in which further probing could prolicle even more useful
information. There are also matey aspects of participation and achievement
in the labor market which were either not included or were touched upon
only lightly. ,AN-result there are many questions yet to be answered
and this research is useful as a means of identifying topics and questions
in need of further investigation. .

In specifying extensions of this line of research, only information
that can be'derived from census data is considered. This does not
imply that other sources should not be utilized, but rather it demonStrates
the potential richness of information from data;!fpf this kind. There are
important kinds of questions which, of coursen not be handled with
census data. Attitudinal, motivational and pe'rgdnality information is
entirely lacking in census-type data. So too is information lacking
on employment practices of business firms, the adtivfties of labor unions
or the operation' of specific governmental programs. Census data for
individuals tend to be cross-sectional which severely limits analysis
of changes and trends except on a decennial basis. Studies of status'
achievement and discrimination need to employ a variety of approaches
and-tkinds of information. Nevertheless, census data have not yet been
fully exploited, and from this ,investigation alone as number of worthwhile
extensions on research are quite apparent:

Further research may be grouped roughly into two not mutually exclusive
categories: research which probes more intensively into topics covered
in this investigation and research which extends the present investigation "

by examining grarious aspects of achievement and discrimination not
covered inftids inve,stigation.

First, there are a number of spec is types of cases about which
further informatio'n is needed. °Occupational mobility was° distinguished
on the basis of direction of movement, and there is a strong suspicion
that major differences exist between workers who mo e up and those who
move down the occupational scale. Nonmobile worke may differ frorii both
kinds of movers. A much more intensive analysis of similarities and
differences by the direction of occupational mobility is needed in order to,
determine such things as whether differences in education, vocational
training, color and sex account for movement either up or down.
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Quite different are questions about those who have never worked.
Are minorities more likely than whites td -lave never been employed,
even among those with similar qualifications for participation in the
labor. market? Women, of course, more often than men have never entered
the job market, but is this because they lack the necessary qualifications?
College gradtt6teds do comparatively well' in the labor market, and with
the 1970 census data it is possible to determine what has. happened by 1970
to students in college in 19165. How many Were employed in 1970, in what
kinds of jobs and with what leveloof earnings? Since all who were college
students in 1965 and graduated by 1970 can be identified, it would be
instructive to determine whether color minorities and women do as well
as white males or not?

Immigrants are a very special type and the circumstances surrounding
;immigration from particular, countries and the time of immigration may have
much lo do with participation of the foreign born in.the American labor market.
The overall indicationt'in this study showed rather slight and inconsistent
differences between the foreign born and natives. Despite this there is a
need to push further to ascertain whether differences in age at the time
of immigration, differences in the dates of immigration and differences in

'general economic and political conditions at the, time of immigration affect
the, immigrant's participation in.,the labor market.

Part-time workers are another distinctive type, and it is important
to ascertain more fully their characteristics. Women are more likely
than men to worlcriss than a full year. Is this primarily because of
family responsibilities or is it because women are concentrated in
Such occupations as teaching which normally involve less than 52 weeks
of work?

Persons who have had vocational training are expected to benefit
from their training and generally this appears to be the case. In
reviewing the participation and achievements of former trainees, however,'
their performance should be examined morebintensively to determine

'whether other factors may help explain their °Fparent- success. Their
level of educational attainment and disability status, for exa'rvple, shduld
be controlled before determining the effects of vocational training.
For women, the presence of young children at home may offset the gains
of vocational training.

This report concentrates on persons employed in 1970 with the result
that recruits and those who left the labor force between 1965 and 1970
were neglected. As a consequence of this, questions concerning inequalities
and discrimination for recruits acid d pouts remain unanswered. Did
minorities who entered the labor force between 1965 and 1970 obtain jobs
and earnings at tree same levels as the majority? Did the minority dropout-1
'who left the labor market between 1965 and 1970--leave at the same rate as
majority workers and did minority workers leave from the same occupational
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as majority workers'or not? Is it the lack of education and vocational
training that induces departure from the job market?

Examination of differences in the effects of the changing occupational
-structuredecreases in the numbers employed in an occupationwas
confined to iiersons employed in both 1965 and 1970. While this procedure
simplified and made the analysis more manageable, it also effectively
removed from consideration the effects of strutural changes on labor
turnover. Therefore,_a number of questions remain to be answered.
Are minorities more likely than the majority to leave the labor force
because of structural changes? What effect does structurarchange have
on drawing recruits into the job market and does this vary between men
and women and between color groups? Do minority workers join the
ranks of the unemployed or do they more often leave the labor force' entirely
when forced out by changes in the occupational' structure?

Occupational achievement,_ mobility and earnings are affected by
the type of industry. Major industry gro33ps were employed in this study,
but it should be informative to reexamine the data using a more detailed
industry classification. While it may not be feasible to work with the most
detailed industry classification possible, specific industries with relatively
large numbers of workers can be singled out for special analysis.
Manufacturing industries, for exmpale, account for a substantial part of
total employment and differences between employment in durIkble and
nondurable manufacturing may easily be examined. Occupational structures
vary, of course, by type of industry, and this sgugests extending research
to evaluate discrimination within an industry while holding constant the
occ,upational structure, or alternatively; evaluating discrimination within
an occupational group whileAbolding industry constant.

The degree of segregation in an industry or occupation may help
explain differences in labor force participation, occupatiOnal achievement,
mobility and earnings. No such measures were used in this study, but
it is strongly suspected that some indtstries and occupations are more
segregated than others and that such selregation influences the dependent
variables (employment, achievement, rilobility and earnings of minorities)..
Industrial and occupational segregation, as structural factors, may be
measured by merely taking the percentage of whites, or white males
employed. Individual workers can then be assigned a "segregation' score"
in accordance with their industry and occupational groups.

Differences in the location of workers result in differences in their
earnings and probably in their level of occupational achievernent. Part
of the observed differences between workers are undoubtedly. attributable
to regional factors and whether they lived and owrked in a metropolitan
area or n6t. In the day-to-day routine, inequality and discrimination take
place in local areas and the extent to which local variations occur is
obscured at the national level. Minorities, of course, are unevenly
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distributed acrdss the country. Hence, while it is informative to establish
benchmarks at the national level, in both theoretical and program erms
it is important to also* know about variations by regions and localiti s.

Education, occupation 4nd earnings represent different but interrelated
cebniponents of socioeconomic, status.and one of the questions about
achievement pertains to the degree of consistency among the components
of status. An unexplored area of investigation is the status consistency .
of minorities. Status consistency (or inconsistency) can be examined
for individuals, where a central question is whether the components of
status for a, person are basically consistent (i.e. , all about equal).
For some ethnic minorities and also for women, it is-suspected that
a high degree of inconsistency exists. Inconsistency results, for example,
when a worker has.,a high level of educational attainment and low levels of
occupational achievement and earnings. Differences in status consistency
between individuals also can be examined. To what extent are the
statuses of spouses consistent and does the nature and degree of status
consistency influence the achievement levels of either or both spouses?
Is status ' inconsistency greater for some ethnic groups than others,
and, if so, does this relate to discrimination?

*dor

-There have been many clues and suggestions that labor force
participation and status achievement are related to the fa ily life
cycle, especially for women. So far there has been almo no systematic
investigation of this kind of relationship. .Factors such as age, marital
status and the presence of children are related to employment and
status achievement.' There are indications, however, that-family stage
is a more powerful explanatory variable than age or marital status alone.
Therefore, there is good reason to control for the influence of family
stage in evaluating intergroup difference in status achievement.

Studies are underway to determine the nature ofrelationships
beta een migration--residential change--and labor force participation,
occupational achievement and earnings. Some of these are concerned
with file effects of migration on the employment and occupational
achievement of Women. This line of investigation should be extended
to include colbr and ethnic minorities as well. The 1970 censusslata---
were not planned or Organized in a way which would permit the fullest
exploitation of interrelationship's between migration and occupational
Mobility. Still it is possible to push forward in this direction with a special
emphasis on ethnic minorities and women.

9

The "quality oflife" or level of living achieved by workers is
presumed to be higher for those with higher levels of educational
attainment'and higher earnings. This has not yet been demonstrated.
One way of making an inroad is to construct a level of living index
as a means for determining just how much it is influenced by earnings,
level of occupational achievement and education. Levels of living may
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vary among ethnic groups and such variations may be partly a consequence
of inequalities and discrimination in the labor market.

Trends in inequalities and discrimination are generally not well described.
Nationally, educational levels are rising, workers are shifting away
from farm occupations and, lower blue-collar to white-collar occup6.tions,
and earnings are increasing. Whether each of the several color minorities
and women are changing in the same ways is not yet clear. Comparisons
based on 1960 and 1970 data would provide information about such trends,
and the Current Population Survey provides annual data on a relatively

. small national sample which permits the construction of barometers
to measure changes in discrimination.

In sum, there are a number of possible extensions and refinements
that might be based on the prOsent'study. Although this research has
gone beyond previous studies by covering more aspects of the labor
market and by including groups such as Koreans for whom there has been
no detailed information in the past, there are quite obviously a number of
additional questions that require answers.; The foregoing remarks about
future research are extremely sketchy, but hopefully they will help
promide the necessary impetus to move forward.
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